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Vermin Rising
We begin in 5880ad., thirty five hundred years after both
mortal and angelic civilizations destroyed each other in a war
of meteorites over the immortality virus. In Alan’s universe
the great houses of Centorin have founded the Empire and
largely overcome the Aldeb threat. While this tale is
happening, the Centorins have their own concerns in the
mechanoid wars of the last years before the rise of the
Overmarshall.
Meanwhile, a few hundred light years beyond the bounds of
the Empire in those early years, a thirty seven hundred year
old Angel seedship of Earth, fearing its cargo of eleven
hundred frozen human zygotes may be the last of the human
race, has been searching for worlds to colonize. They have
done well so far, and seeded ten worlds toward the Perseus
Arm. They are now down to the last few of the seed of
mankind that they can sew among the stars and want to be
sure these last few precious ones are given the best possible
home.
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Prolog - Empty Shipment
The package swam in from the sunpassage and the Pronna
that was to receive it, 000101433168.5576864631, set up a
process in its mind to guide it. This four-plex individual was
well equipped for this and had package control algorithms
built right into the antenna that was its skin and fin. Only a
small section of its mind was occupied by this duty, most of
its soul was occupied in internal universes that were not
overgrown with greenwood where sweeter nectars were
available. One of these half-individuals had been at this post
for over a hundred million years, nearly a quarter of the
history of the Pronna world-ship called Mon.
Too much mass had built up in the dead heart of this
ancient world. When he halted the package it slowly drifted
toward the sunpassage, betraying a hint of gravity where there
should be none within the neutronium cage that formed the
shell of the world. Too much greenwood had collected,
thousands of cubic miles of it were now unexplored in the
decaying old world. Mass built up in there. It was supposed to
be only biomass, but there was so much of it that many parts
of Mon were subjected to detectable gravitational fields these
last few million years. In addition they had captured primitive
alien starships many times in the past, the last and largest
only five hundred years ago and that considerable chunk of
mass had been discarded into the greenwood once Mon was
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done studying it.
The Pronna use few devices, since most of their worlds
are internal and their own brains are the most powerful
computational devices base universe physics allows. But
there are situations where the amount of energy to be handled
is too much for a Pronna body, or the size of the fields
required are too large for a Pronna body, or the boredom of
the task is too stifling for a Pronna mind. This container
contains such a device, a bio-digester impeller. There once
was a time when such a simple device would be
manufactured right within Mon, but the ancient world’s
infestations now made such manufacturing too much of a
security risk. As almost all the digesters were no longer
functional, importing impellers was the better way to go.
He twitched the fins on the container to bring it up to him.
Any standard shipping container was like an extension of his
body, he didn’t have to think about those details, the container
just came up when he willed it. The container remained
sealed. That was good, nothing had tampered with the
molecular bond. He applied the codes, running thru the
thousand bit encryption in a few microseconds using enough
of his mind that three of the virtual universes he was running
internally had to be suspended for that time. A nearly
invisible puff of dust escaped from the seal, indicating that
the security of this cargo had not been breached.
There was good reason for the security. This ancient
world was infested by more than just greenwood in the last
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few years. About twenty five thousand years ago a pest
species called humans had been introduced to Mon. They had
been kept as pets at first, but some had escaped into the
greenwood and bred. They had been an ephemeral species but
too clever for their station by half and able to accumulate
knowledge, slowly, via acoustic encoding and transmission.
They had been only a minor problem until just the last few
thousand years when they stopped being ephemeral and
began to transfer information via symbols. Since then they
had become much more difficult to control. Since then the
interworld rooms had been filled with streams of individuals
leaving Mon, sick of the greenwood and the smell of human
dung.
The Pronna used its hands to separate the package. It had
two other hands ready to grasp the impeller and begin its
incoming tests. But as it sent the container back on its way,
the Pronna noticed for the first time that the container was
empty because its hands were meeting nothing.
It immediately sent an ‘all interested’ so that any other
individuals in Mon could participate in this unexpected event.
About seven thousand individuals picked up the thread by the
time the container’s fins stopped moving and he brought his
hands to a stop. From then on the one individual became the
focal point of a meta organism made up of seven thousand
souls and not an individual conversing with several thousand
souls. Almost all his virtual universes were suspended as he
became the nexus of that aggregate.
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They examined the container. His eyes were adequate, but
the aggregate soul was going to miss much less. They saw
foreign fibers clinging to the inner fur of the transport
package. They reached out with two of his hands to pick them
up and get a closer look. The Pronna eye can focus to the
limit of the wavelength of the light it can see, and its visual
range reaches deep into the ultraviolet. There were many
individuals in the aggregate being who recognized the fibers
at once, so, as one, they knew these were hairs of a human.
It was not difficult to reach the conclusion that a human
had stowed away in this package. That lead inescapably to the
fact that the humans were using computational devices again
because their own brains wouldn’t be able to get thru the
molecular algorithm in years. The Pronna world of Om had
reported that they were using electrosilicates as
computational devices at their homeworld before Om left the
Orion Arm via Gesnia. The dimensional density gradients
indicated that humans were now using wormholes for a
region of about three hundred light years around their
homeworld, so as well as spreading thru the holes between
Pronna worlds, they were doing so in the wild also. No doubt
they had infested hundreds of light-gravity water worlds by
now.
It was also pretty apparent that some human had spent
considerable effort to get into Mon, where humans were
already endemic. This was opposite their normal behavior
which was to try to get to worlds where they were not
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endemic and spread their feral population.
The aggregate sent another ‘all interested’ thruout the
world with this information. Many millions joined in that
aggregation, almost ten percent of Mon’s remaining
population. Much info was shared about suspect human
activities deep in the greenwood, and the aggregation of
millions thought on it for some minutes. Some in that
aggregation even pointed out that there had been more
thought devoted to it than all the thoughts all humans ever
possibly born could have had. Even after all that thought,
there were no definite conclusions on what this development
meant, but they knew they would need to pay more careful
attention to the feral humans. Several sub-aggregates formed
around the desire to venture into the greenwood and
investigate human activity. The individual who was short a
digester impeller was not one of them. He had to format a
request to ship another. The fact that it was missing meant
another cubic mile of Mon’s air would reek of human dung
for another day.
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Book I. Artifact
Before the Administrator
“Alan,” Zhaiya’s husky voice called, “Ava is looking for
you.”
“Sure,” he said, and stepped back inside. Even in 5880 he
still had some vestiges of his sentence in effect and he had to
move his personification into the representation of their
home, a frothy crystal spire on a Patagonian mountain. He
came in from a sunny balcony, about five floors above the
rocks on this side of the dwelling. It was sheltered from the
wind so it was comfortable if properly dressed. He picked up
the link object, which he represented as a crystal ball on a
seed pod, the style from the part of his universe where his
sentence began over three thousand years ago.
When he brought that crystal ball up to his eye, the
Administrator’s classic face and shining brown hair looked
out at him, “Hi,” she said. Gordon’s Lamp was still a small
band, only six hundred eleven running souls aboard as they
decelerated into the last stellar system they had zygotes for.
He and the System Administrator had been close friends for
thousands of years, closer than friends before that. “There’s
something I think you should see,” she said.
“Sure, send it over.”
“It’s not an emergency, you can walk,” Ava said teasingly.
“In that case, I’ll be there soon,” he sighed. He’d known
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her so long that she couldn’t hide her moods from him and
this was worse than she wanted it to seem. He’d known her
longer than he’d known Zhaiya, even counting the time since
he’d seen the record of her zygote in their seed banks back in
2267. Zhaiya had become very close to what he’d imagined at
the time, much closer than her mortal body had been.
“You’re going out,” Zhaiya stated.
“Something I have to see that she won’t send over.”
“Something I don’t have clearance for.”
All Alan could do was shrug. It could be that, but there
was something in the music of Ava’s voice that said it might
not be that simple.
Zhaiya was lying in the sun, but indoors, inside a large
insulated window, for the outside temperature was only sixty
seven and she was totally nude. The glass was filtered for
vitamin D, not that it mattered in the Afterlife. She was dusky
brown, very fit, firm bosomed, with nearly black hair that
could be shiny if she worked on untangling it long enough.
She was active, and her personification bounced up and took
his in a hug as she said, “Well, I hope it’s not unpleasant duty,
shall I hold the day for you?” she asked.
He ran his hands over her body, she was very smooth, and
she liked hands. “No, you can let it run, hopefully this will
only be a few minutes.” Because she was an Angel who was
not under sentence, she had a few powers of magic shared by
all in the Afterlife. She had a med panel, could adjust the time
of day, imagine structures into place as long as the completed
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structure obeyed the laws of three-d reality, and other powers
of that nature.
“Then I’ll be here when you return.”
With a few more caresses of her sweet personification, he
began the walk to the door. He still had no power of
teleportation, though it was normal for his rank. That was a
stricture still in effect, it had only been three thousand years
that he officially had his med panel back. Zhaiya seemed
content in his universe for almost two thousand years. She
had lived her mortal years on Henderson, the first planet that
Gordon’s Lamp colonized nearly two thousand years ago. It
had large areas with climates like Patagonia but few mortals
dwelt in homes like this. She lived her mortal life in a stone
and moss hut, her menfolk hunted raccoon-sized slugs and
hog-sized, aggressive abalone. She died having her
seventeenth baby when her mortal body was forty eight. Her
mortal body had never been this pretty, but it had never had
the chance. She could have looked like this if she made it to
thirty with a fitness bent and without children.
Gordon’s Lamp had left a cryoslicer and a space station at
every world they seeded. There was an arc of them beyond
the Orion side of Wetat now, this would be the eleventh, if
they stayed here.
Alan was already party to some knowledge that wasn’t
public. They had a serious miscalculation in the gravity of the
planet in this system, the latest measurement was two
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hundred seventy one percent. Gordon’s Lamp was an early
seedship and their facilities for tailoring the zygotes they had
frozen in their hold was very limited. Standard humans would
probably never adapt to this planet. Short and stout would be
at a premium. If only the techniques his universe allowed on
his cherubs was available to work on their zygotes here.
It wouldn’t matter, the zygotes were holier than ever now
that they were down to their last batch. They were the holiest
artifacts on the vessel and Saint O’Conner was probably the
most powerful person on the expedition after the
Administrator herself. No one would be tampering with those
zygotes, especially a crewman who was still technically under
sentence for faking all the data from their first study planet.
Because he’s still under sentence, he had to ride a
mechanical elevator down the five flights, then walk to their
front door. For almost a thousand years he had to duck to get
thru his portal, and he couldn’t even move it in the line of
duty back then. Nowadays, if he gets caught days from his
front door when duty calls, he’d been granted the power to
call up a door and get to duty. He had a case pending to allow
that door to persist and drop him back off where he was in his
universe when the duty was over but was afraid he was going
to be forced to buy a more potent legal staff to make that
happen. The tubeways and wormholes in his universe today
and the private station in his house made it almost like
teleportation, except on his original planet, where the nearest
tube station was hours away from his old home, even now in
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5880.
As always, his front door opens on a pleasant little court
with the destination front door right across and tasteful
plantings between the two structures. Ava’s is a beach house,
only one story high, only sixty feet long, with a big, long,
wrap-around porch and wide steps to the sand on the lagoon
side. As always, she was on that veranda, as always, in sheer
robes like the Bordzvek culture of his old planet, gently
blowing in the pleasant breeze. She had a large screen with
her, and she had it appear in his vision. Alan knew she would
have other screens in her vision that he could not see. He also
knew that he could never put a screen in his vision that she
could not see.
She got up, gave him a hug and brought him back to the
table with her arm around his shoulder. She didn’t have a full
time partner with her any more, while Alan had been just
about monogamous with Zhaiya Komoy almost two thousand
years. It was good to have a real soul for a partner. It was a
little strange that Zhaiya was more docile than the Desa
cherub had been, but that was not entirely a bad thing, that
cherub hadn’t been very docile.
She set the screen on the tabletop, they sat beside it. It
showed the planet in more detail than they had seen it yet.
The planet was of the stone giant class. It had plenty of liquid
water, about sixty percent of the surface was ocean. The
continents were about the same size as those on Earth, but
there were twenty eight of them, with fifty more between the
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size of Australia and Greenland. The cloud cover was usually
pretty heavy, the planet was in its Carboniferous age, its F8
sun had driven evolution to this point in only 3.7 billion
years. The planet had another billion years of life before its
sun evolved. While most stars had planets with some form of
life, this was only the third they had encountered with
multicellular life since 61 Cygni.
“Nice shot, this probe is how far out now?”
“It’s close to a hundred AU ahead of us.” The probe
would not be able to decelerate enough to stay in the system,
it would hurtle past. “Do you notice anything else?”
He noticed a bit of an edge in her voice, he wasn’t sure
what that was about, but thought it must be something he
should notice. Alan peered at the image of the planet. He
could follow the coastlines of two continents. There was
some specular reflection off an ocean near one of them. There
were no significant storms in sight. Just the usual fronts
moving over continents. The air pressure at the planet’s sea
level was just over three times that of Earth. There were two
more cloud layers than Earth had and they were thinner and
lower. It was a better and more detailed view than they’d had
up til now, but he didn’t see anything new or unusual, all very
typical of a planet with this much atmosphere. It was nice to
see more detail, but it was the detail he expected to see.
He wondered if there was some evidence of an existing
civilization. They were nowhere near close enough to see any
evidence of a civilization of human scale. Even hypergigantic
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center pivot irrigation systems wouldn’t make detectable dots
at this range. What would a more advanced civilization do?
He had to hide a civilization under brush and forest in his
hack, or so they say, no actual mind could remember after this
long. Was there something like that here? She wouldn’t be
asking if it wasn’t something he could see with his naked eye.
“It’s in the upper left of the screen,” Ava told him.
He saw it, a disk, very tiny, but with a cloud layer of its
own almost a quarter of the moon’s diameter. “A moon with
an atmosphere,” he said. “It’s a double planet, we must have
got the gravity readings from this one also,” Alan said.
“Watch,” Ava said.
The moon was moving very quickly in its orbit. It was a
small speck about to pass behind the bulk of the massive
planet. It was going to take another minute to get there
however. “It’s moving too quickly in its orbit,” Alan said. “Is
that what this is about?”
“That’s a clue,” Ava told him. She continued to sit there
beside him with her arm around his shoulder. Her presence
was pleasant as always, and he put his hand on her thigh in
return. The first few centuries after she found he would be
faithful to Zhaiya she had fended him off, but since then she
had given and allowed friendly contact. He wondered if that
was on her mind. She was between men right now, and when
she was, she had approached him in the past.
He looked at her. She smiled like the cat that ate the
canary. The moon approached the limb of the planet on the
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screen, rendered from the probe that was falling into the
system ahead of them. Alan was surprised how early he
noticed something amiss. The limb of the planet began fading
and losing focus before the cloud layers of the moon reached
the limb of the planet. The outer atmosphere of that moon
extended three times its diameter on all sides. The moon was
passing in front of the planet.
“So it’s not that distant, it’s tiny,” Alan said.
“Astronomy measured it at just a hair under forty miles
diameter at the surface. There’s seven miles of clouds over it
in many places. The clouds are pretty much fixed over holes
on the surface but the surface gravity on that is eighty six
percent,” Ava told him.
“How?” he asked.
“Degenerate matter, the astronomers think. We’ll know
more when we get closer. It’s not much. That thing has only
five thousand square miles of surface area. We have no idea
how stable such an object is. I’m still not ready to close the
book on settling on this with our last seed.”
“I’ll support you in that,” Alan said, but the word of most
of the Colonels still counted for as much as his did, a lover
from three and a half thousand years ago. “What does
Heymon think?”
“He’ll start turning ship as soon as he thinks we’re thru
the plane of the system, if that’s what we decide.”
That was coming up in a week and a half. Alan would be
involved in drawing in the antennas as they flashed thru the
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rocky zone.
“How long have you known about this?” Alan asked. He
wished he had been told sooner, this was something he was
interested in.
“Astronomy noticed the atmosphere on the moon on
Tuesday, they told me, Kelvin, Heymon, Glayet and Elmore.
Oh, and Alfred, Vic actually, she told Alfred. We didn’t know
it had life til yesterday, and we didn’t know its mass until this
morning.”
“Thank you for letting me see it,” he said. “It’s quite an
interesting find. Does anyone think it’s natural?” Alan asked.
“I am the only one who worries it is not,” Ava said. Even
Heymon doesn’t think such a thing could be engineered.
“It has to be,” Alan said. “Have we probed it for signals?”
“Oh yes we have,” she said in a musical voice, letting him
know that he was getting closer to her point.
She didn’t go on, he had to prod. He really didn’t like her
mood. “So does it emit any?”
“Yes, as a matter of fact it does,” Ava said tartly.
“Can we make any sense of them?” he asked, starting to
get worried.
“To a certain extent, we have the protocol worked out.”
Ava had pressed some buttons only she could see. Some
sparkles of light appeared on the image of the miniature
planet. “That’s the real reason I called you up here,” she
continued, “not just because this tiny planet is a curiosity.”
“What can I do?” Alan asked.
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“It’s an open optical protocol,” she said, like that should
have some significance to him. “It matches some of the oldest
records we have,” she was zooming in on one of the sources
of the signals. “The record of this protocol was with my
avatar that I captured from Biology Base back at 61 Cygni.”
He could see that optical source on a stylized framework that
was now all overgrown with vine. It was a dark blue sphere
with facets roughly around the equator. She bit out a few
more words. “The protocol is from your hack of the study
planet at the start of this expedition.”
Alan’s jaw dropped. “How is that possible?” Alan asked.
“That’s what I’d like you to tell me,” she said. She was
fully angry and no longer trying to hide it. “What the fuck are
you up to now?”
Before the Bishop
The front room of Brigadier Saint Arthur O’Connor was
modeled from an ancient Gothic cathedral. It was idealized
and randomized or blurred in some way so that it was always
a new vision of a majestic house of worship whichever way
you looked.
The bishop himself came down steps beside one of the
pulpits Alan passed as he wandered around looking for him.
Of course, the Bishop would know where he was in his
cathedral and was certainly of a rank to have the power of
teleportation.
“Mister Larkin,” he said. He was in his whites with a
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narrow mantle over his shoulders, but bareheaded. Alan
wished he knew enough theology to know what that meant.
“Your Holiness?”
“Arthur,” he said. “We’re both original crew. Come with
me, I want to show you something.” He lead up the steps to
the balcony, he lead them to seats at the rail. The front of the
room vanished, and they were looking from the front scope of
the ship, but twenty three hundred years ago at the planet
Henderson. “Just watch for a minute.” They went by
Henderson and came up on Batista. Each planet was named
for the first zygote thawed. The first one to be raised by
androids at that planet. Batista was their first attempt at
terraforming and it didn’t go as well as they would have
liked. They were left with too much water and most of the
land crowded around the poles. Still, there were thousands of
square miles of islands with a decent climate, it was when the
population grew that there would be problems. Alan looked to
the bishop, but he was still watching the display. The bishop
kept himself looking rather elderly, but Alan knew there was
nothing missing in his senses. The image showed the planet
of Johnson next. This was where the Johnson boy was killed
by a local predator before he could father a child. Thus there
would be no Johnsons on Johnson. There were life forms like
jet propelled wooden worms that would continue to bother
the colonists until they grew in numbers to the point where
they could eliminate them. Johnson was only the third planet
they encountered with multicellular life of its own. The
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bishop said nothing about that planet either. They sat thru
flybys of Crosbie, Mapes, Cottman, Langdon, Hethrington,
Marshall and Levenstall, the last planet they had seeded.
Finally they came up on this one, the planet that was
scheduled to be named Heckler, the one that was too big to
sustain human life.
“Do you see my point?” Arthur asked.
“No sir,” Alan admitted honestly.
“We have seed enough for eleven worlds, we’ve had ten
cases where our instruments guided us correctly and we
moved on to a world that was good for us.”
Alan disagreed about Hetherington and Levenstall, he was
afraid those colonies would go extinct because the worlds
needed functioning technology to insure human survival. He
wasn’t going to argue that however, the archbishop was close
enough for theological work. “Your holiness,” Alan said, “if
there is some question about the suitability of this system, I
say save the seed and voyage to another.”
“Why do you want to keep us out of this one?” bishop
O’Connor asked.
“I don’t see why you think I have anything to do with
this?”
“The data system protocol of that object.”
“We can’t explain that object. We can be sure it’s an
artifact, I think we can prove it if we haven’t already. We
know it has no gravity below the surface,” Alan said.
“I’m a man of the cloth, not a scientist. When you of
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science tell me that you cannot explain it, you seek my
advice.”
“We cannot really explain it, but one of Harmon’s guys
did the math, it has to be a neutronium cage with vegetation
growing on it.”
“That’s very well,” Arthur said. “All you need to do is
have the system check your arithmetic and you can make any
simulation stay within the bounds of three-d reality, is that
correct?”
“All modeling software has that. Most universe simulators
have a stress lattice on the material built in.”
“You can out-tech me all you want,” the bishop said.
“That is not my point. My point is, our seed needs to grow in
God’s universe, not yours.”
“It cannot possibly grow in mine because mine exists only
in the plane of the Afterlife.”
“I’m glad you admit that.”
“I always have, your holiness.”
“Then will you please return the planets to their proper
size.”
“No, your holiness,” Alan said.
The bishop’s head snapped back like he’d just been
punched in the nose. “What?”
“I have no power to do anything about it, your holiness.
The only time I’m anywhere near a system panel Ava has her
eye on me. I have no system control connections into my
universe and still have damn few user panels in my universe.”
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“Is this apparition an attempt to get your sentence
reduced? Because it is more likely to make me want to have
your sentence increased.”
Alan had spent the years 2278 thru 3991 confined to the
hack he’d made of their first study planet. That planet was
still maintained in his universe. It was a popular play space
for many of the crew and sucked up most of his cheron
allocation. “It won’t matter in the least what you do to me
your holiness. I’m sorry if I’m out of place saying this, but
God knows beyond any shadow of a doubt that I have nothing
to do with the micro-planet and if you can get in touch with
Him, He’ll tell you. Your holiness, I do not have you, Ava or
any person or part of this expedition encapsulated. I am still
encapsulated in a three-d reality box for all but some of my
duty hours.”
Arthur’s look was hard to read. There was a faction in the
church that blamed his hack for starting the war between
mortals and Angels that caused The Extermination of 2381.
Over three thousand years later, Earth had not fully recovered
from that event, it was one of the reasons his home was in
Patagonia.
“Though you’ve sworn by the book, you and I know the
truth is between you and God himself. You’ve faked the data
from the exploration of a whole planet. How do we know you
won’t do it again? How do we know your soul has really
mended?”
“I was a punk when I made up that stuff about the study
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planet. I was a silly kid having fun. You’ve known me and
seen my records for over three thousand years since then.
Have I grown up?”
“We still have to explain the protocol match with that
from your hack?”
“Your holiness, I have no explanation for that, but I will
explain that if I was to make up a new hack, I would not use
the same protocol because it would be too obvious a clue. I
never actually knew it, I would have to look it up, and it was
in Ava’s personal records. The only way that protocol could
be the same is if someone else was creating a hack and using
that to frame me. In fact it is such an obvious frame, that you
might be forgiven for thinking it was a double frame.”
“I believe Ava that there is not anyone else on Gordon’s
Lamp with the skill to do this.”
“There are the six from Johnson,” (the third planet they
seeded and by far the most fertile, in spite of the dangerous
wildlife) Alan said. “They all have an excellent grasp of
technology, and they’ve worked together eleven hundred
years now.”
“Are you accusing them?” Saint O’Connor asked.
“No, just pointing out that they have the expertise.”
“Are there any others?”
“Sir, we don’t know how deep this is. It could be a userlevel decoration. Until we trap it...”
“Don’t you think Administrator Bancour would have
trapped it by now if it was a user-level decoration?”
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“She would have thought the department staffs would
have checked that.”
“She didn’t discuss that with you?”
“No, she sent me here, she wishes she could send me to
talk to God but you’re the closest she could get. If she could
tell by a diagnostic tap in my brain, she would, she probably
has all my senses and motors tapped. She’s probably listening
to us now.”
Arthur looked at him like he was running on a faulty
substrate. Arthur had no idea what was really possible. “I trust
Ava’s integrity,” Arthur said. Her integrity was fine, she
wouldn’t cheat you, but she could listen in. Instead Arthur
went on with, “If she knew anyone else could do this, why
would she think it was you?”
“I don’t think she ever got over the fact that I burned her
once.”
“The first study planet.”
“Of course, the one I’m still under sentence for,” Alan
said.
“So are there any other possibilities besides you and the
Johnson boys?”
“Our sensory environment has not been hacked and that
object exists in base reality.”
“You need to explain how it runs the same protocol as the
natives in your hack.”
“You holiness, there is one possibility that the laws of
physics allow.”
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“What is that?” the bishop asked.
“There is a race of aliens that transported humans from
Earth during the ice age and left those crystal balls on the
planet with them. That race of aliens also makes microplanets and we’ve found one of them here.”
“You are also saying that what you did to the study planet
was not a hack?”
“Well in my fantasy, I was being asked by the wizards to
save their world from Bishop Rendellyn’s meteors by telling
you it was all a hack.”
“It is quite safe from Rendellyn’s meteors now.” Bishop
Rendellyn had stayed behind at Sol and gone on to Alpha
Centauri.
“So you are saying that to accept this small planet as real,
we must accept your hack as real?”
Alan stopped at that one. If he agreed with that statement,
he would be leaving himself open to accusations of creating
this in hopes of getting his sentence reduced. He had to come
up with something else, and there was one thing he could
think of. “No sir. We know there was a former civilization
there, the one that suffered the biodisaster. That civilization
could have left those devices, so the devices were not part of
my hack.”
“But you know what parts of it you imagined?”
“Sir, that’s not how it happened. I used so much of what
was there and re-decorated it with cherubs and life forms. It
was a bounded, self-filling, fractal automaton like any other
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universe...”
“Alan, you’re speaking in tongues again,” the bishop said.
“I don’t know how much was real and how much my hack
made up. Sir, it was thirty six hundred years ago, I wouldn’t
remember even if I had hand-coded it.”
Arthur let the projection go, they were back in his
multidimensional cathedral again. “There is truth in what you
say,” Saint O’Conner admitted. “You were just a lonely boy at
the time, with too much talent for your own good. We will
wait and see. I will reserve judgment on your sentence, as
long as the Administrator believes she has your full
cooperation.
As If It Was Real
Since the ship had already shed most of its velocity,
Gordon’s Lamp completed breaking into the system and they
began more detailed study of the object. They were much
bolder with their instrumentation now than when they first
arrived at 61 Cygni. Still it would be rash to park the ship
itself in the inner system, so they parked in the trailing
Lagrange point in the orbit of a shepherd moon in the ring of
a gas giant. There were a few other small rocks here that they
could easily fend off with bots. Heymon’s guys brought them
to rest undeployed and aligned radially to the gas giant.
Colonel Samrova and her staff believed that any species
that could build such an artifact could certainly detect them
already and remained on high alert. Over the centuries
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Gordon’s Lamp had added some weapon systems but they
were undoubtedly useless against a species that could either
build with neutronium or control gravity. They felt it was
safer to never power them up and appear as peaceful as
possible.
Alan was interviewed by Heymon, Elmore, Alfred,
Heymon again and clumsily by Morgan Evans. He had no
trouble sticking to his story for all of them. The second time
Heymon called him in, it had been to ‘consult’ him on the
possible capabilities of the artifact. Alan had answered that
their powers may be considerably beyond what we would
attribute to God.
Months went by and there was no evidence that that world
had detected Gordon’s Lamp. There was another month of
debate on sending more probes into the inner system. Glayet
Samrova and the military were advising bypassing the system
completely and going on to the next candidate. One of her
aides suggested that if this thing let them go, they might want
to go as far as they did to escape Wetat.
They made elaborate plans for probes to reach it using
orbits that would not lead back to them. Alan thought that was
silly. If the thing was an artifact, and the civilization that built
it was still using it, they know more about Gordon’s Lamp
than we do. They are being entertained watching the little
furry animals play on their front lawn. More than likely the
civilization that built it was gone millions of years or they
would have dissected us already. It was more months while
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those slow ion-drives crawled around the local planets and
moons, trying to sneak up on the artifact.
All the while there was a raging debate about his
sentence. There were many asking for his suspension and
even a few calling for erasure. Ava would be the only one
who could do it and he was pretty sure she wouldn’t. But she
could close him in his universe and he could be encapsulated
in there for eternity. He sometimes thought about doing that
himself, but knew Ava could always track his grant line.
Zhaiya stuck with him thru all of it, though he wasn’t sure
she understood completely what the implications were. They
sat after supper one evening discussing it. This dining alcove
was cute and intimate. It could seat no more than four.
Hanging plants surrounded it and roofed it. It overlooked a
quarter mile of mossland to a strong blue ocean, framed in
rocks painted with bright lichen.
“One thing they could do is force us thru the tedium of
tending these plants as if they were simulated in base reality.
They would have to have proper water and nutrition, pruning,
re-potting, all that tedium that we are currently bypassing
with magic.”
“It is all within my allocation,” she said. That was true,
her position in the crew was a linguist in psychology. She was
working on the signals the first probe had recorded. Her
magic level allowed carefree houseplants.
“The problem is, you are within my universe.”
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“That’s simple, we’ll just put Earth in my name.”
“That would allow you to keep carefree plants, but then I
could be confined to my universe and have to leave here.
Most of Theology thinks I should be confined to the planet I
hacked.”
She sighed. “I would follow you, it’s a much nicer planet
than Henderson.”
“In most places. Kassidor City is pretty cosmopolitan
now.”
“Yeah, I could live there.”
Now that he’d been able to get tubeways and then
wormholes in his universe, the lack of teleportation was not
such a drawback. “Now that the exchange rate has been
worked out we’d earn about an aluminum a year, we wouldn’t
have a place like this, but we’d do pretty well.”
“As long as they don’t sentence us to Levenstall.”
“I wish I never put up a copy of it in my universe.” He
had made copies of all the worlds they seeded, along with
Kassidor, Earth and all the worlds of the Centorin Empire, of
which there were now hundreds. The biggest problem with
any of the worlds that Gordon’s Lamp had seeded was that
they were not on the Centorin stargate system and if
sentenced there, they would be stuck there.
Levenstall was almost two billion years younger than
Earth and had no multicellular life of its own, but the life it
had was virulent to Earth life. It was a constant battle against
infection to keep Earth’s biosphere alive on the planet. The
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native life was as toxic as benzene and gasoline to humans.
Most of the seas were slimy with it and the smell was gagging
but more like a refinery than a swamp. Far inland the air was
clear. Much of the planet was habitable and fertile if you
could keep the fungus-like infections at bay. “But there has
been no talk of sentencing me to any planet but the one at 61
Cygni,” he concluded.
They paused, she looked at the distant surf for a few
seconds than said, “I have something I want to ask you, but
before I do I want to say that whatever your answer, I am with
you. I am with you more than this expedition. I only came on
this expedition because of you. I would have stayed in heaven
at Henderson if I hadn’t met you and fallen in love with you.”
“I’m grateful. You are the only thing that saved me from
clinging to that cherub.”
“But I want to know the truth so I can back you either
way.”
“The truth about what?” he asked.
“Did you do it?” she asked.
“The hack I’m under sentence for? I’m really not sure, I
have memories of doing it, but I also have memories of the
wizards of the Kassikan planting those memories in a pill.”
“No, this new one, the tiny planet.”
“No, you cannot come with me into that hack because I
didn’t do it. I don’t even think it was done. In my opinion,
that artifact is real.”
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Finally a probe made it around the system to the artifact.
It encountered no resistance all the way in. In fact it seemed it
was never noticed. It took up orbit and sent back images of
the surface. It was a jungle pocked with holes of various sizes
and depths. Openings went into the walls of those openings,
weather formed above them. Tiny, glowing, yellow dots
swam thru the interior.
They dispatched a lander. Alan was allowed to a meeting
where the telemetry from that lander was discussed.
“The probe only lasted about twenty seconds after it
crossed the neutronium plane,” Harmon told Ava. Alan was
here, but in the second row of personifications. Arthur and
Elmore were in front of him. Alfred was right behind Elmore.
They had all been monitoring the probe live as it made its
entry into the artifact, but Alan had not been present for that.
This meeting in the captain’s space was to go over the data.
They were actually circling a gas giant a quarter billion miles
from the stone giant and its micro-planet moon, but he
positioned the meeting as if they were in the probe orbiting
the micro-planet about two hundred miles above it. The stone
giant covered most of the sky twenty nine thousand miles
beyond.
They could not see the probe from here, but they could
see the great opening in the surface of the planet that it flew
into. A blinking cursor showed the position of the probe. The
video from the probe filled some more screens. The opening
it was flying into was almost a mile wide. Jungle lined all
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surfaces. As they suspected, the environment inside the object
was gravity-free. They could see lots of glowing golden
yellow dots in the depths of the opening miles below.
In the few seconds that they had, they could see many
types of animals swimming as fish in a sea of air. Nearby was
a group that were large and egg-shaped, with a fin three times
as large as the body. They had two huge eyes and four thin
arms. They swam in two’s and threes and looked as if they
were in some kind of conversation. They were clearly
watching the lander approach.
There were animals like wisps of ribbon fluttering thru
the air. They were smaller than the others, but present in vast
numbers and many sizes and colors and patterns, reminding
them of schools of fish in a coral reef. They did not seem to
be paying any attention to the probe.
There were many things that clung to vegetation and
moved with fast fluttering of small fins when they moved at
all. Alan was reminded of eight dragonflies flying a packing
box around. Right at the end of this few-second look into the
strangest world they’d ever seen, something else became
visible peeking from the growth that ringed this passage into
the micro-planet. Then the signal went off. Something had
obviously captured the probe and disabled it. It wouldn’t take
anything more than one of the swimming things with arms
grabbing it and pulling out the antenna.
Alfred brought the last frame up. He circled an area in the
corner. They could see something in the brush. It was a hand
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and a face. The beard was braided down to the collarbone, the
hair was braided in four rows running front to back. The arm
was long and thin, the fingers on the hand were long and thin,
but those were small differences.
“There’s people in that thing,” Heymon said.
That was probably what tipped the debate on his sentence.
Tried and Sentenced
It was the captain who presided over his hearing. That
was about all he did in the last couple thousand years was
ceremonial appearances like this. It was handled a bit like a
trial. Ava was the prosecution, Alan was the defense, the
bishop was the jury. They were in the captain’s space again,
still orbiting the micro-planet only two hundred miles above.
Their orbiter had not been tampered with, as far as they could
tell, and the captain set his public space as if they were in that
orbiter.
“I’m sorry I have to bring you all here today,” Ava began
once the formalities were over and the crew was still. “I’m
sorry I’ve been unable to break the hack Alan has over us this
time. This is much the same situation we faced at our first
candidate planet back in the ancient history of Gordon’s
Lamp. We are confronted with a series of discoveries so
improbable that we have to suppose the direct hand of God. It
is my opinion that we are not witnessing the direct hand of
God, but a hack in our perception buses that is feeding us data
on an object that does not exist.”
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“Alan, what do you say to this?” the captain asked.
“That I have nothing to do with it. The fact that the
communications protocol comes from my hack either proves
that a more advanced civilization visited 61 Cygni before we
did, or someone is framing me. The same civilization that
built this thing may have even introduced humans to other
planets and what I had to agree was a ‘hack’ is actually real
and I did not fake the data from the original study planet.”
“Then who did?” the captain asked.
The officers tried to remain stoic, most of the crew
couldn’t stifle their laughter, though most of them tried. Even
Ava sighed and rolled her eyes and Heymon groaned. Alan
told him, “It wasn’t faked, that planet, the Kassikan, Zhlindu,
are all there and the Kassikan really did fake you out into
thinking there was no one there.”
“You see what we are up against sir?” Ava asked him.
Arthur came forward and took a seat to Ava’s right. “I’ve
seen it already,” he said. “I know the theorem, the only way
we can prove we are encapsulated is to hack our way out, and
that we can never prove that we are not encapsulated. I know
it is only by faith that I believe there is a base reality and it is
only my faith that convinces me we are one level of
simulation removed from that.”
“Yes, Your Holiness, that is correct.”
But saint O’Connor could not discuss the fact that ‘base
reality’ is exactly the same, mathematically, as God’s
encapsulation horizon. Instead he asked, “What more have we
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learned of the humans in the object?”
“The best diagnostics I can generate tell me the images
are coming in from the camera probes,” Heymon said. The
orbiter was able to photograph a few more humans in the air
and on the surface of the microplanet.
“Then they are real?” captain M’Kintre asked.
“Alan is perfectly capable of re-programing the logic in
the probe to simply transmit the images he has loaded into it,”
Ava said. “I will admit there are probably fifty techs on the
crew who are capable of doing that much.”
“So can we check the logic in the probes?”
“With diagnostics that Alan could have altered,” Ava said.
“I remember when you didn’t know Alan was the entity
you battled,” Kelvin said. “Now you know and you still don’t
know if you have won the battle. You won the battle with
your avatar.”
“She doesn’t know that,” Alan said, “and that’s why she
wants to accuse me.”
“That is a very desperate thing to say, Alan,” Ava said. “I
respect you. This is twice you have wrapped an encapsulation
on me. I should, and do, admire that. I just don’t think we
should sacrifice our last seedworld to a prank.”
“I have never wrapped an encapsulation on you,” Alan
said. “Maybe the creatures that created this image have, but it
isn’t me.”
“Heymon,” the captain said, “what can you tell us?”
“The probes all test green. We are too far from the object
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to get the resolution and turn around time we need to get
more definitive data.”
“Getting closer to Alan’s planet caused us to be front page
news in glossy magazines planet-wide,” Kelvin said, “if Alan
is right and his hack isn’t a hack.”
“It was those goth-looking androids that made the glossy
magazines,” Alan said. “The ship itself was debated in the
astronomical press. And if it’s a hack, it doesn’t matter in the
least whether they see us or not.”
“Are you confident enough that it’s a hack to move the
ship in closer?” the captain asked the administrator.
“Yes sir,” she said. She turned to Heymon, “You may
prepare to move the ship at your discretion.”
“Yes ma’am,” he said, but Alan could tell he wasn’t as
convinced. “Although if the hack is good enough that you
can’t break it, I doubt it will fall apart when we get closer.”
“You do realize,” Glayet said, looking to Ava, “that if it is
not a hack, you are putting this whole expedition in grave
danger.”
“If it’s not a hack,” Ava said, “they would have detected
our drivewash when we were still a light year out. They
would have done anything they wanted to by now.”
“She’s right,” Heymon added. “This artifact could only be
built by a civilization thousands of years beyond our own.”
“How do we know they haven’t already done anything
they want to us?” Alan asked. He thought they might be
millions of years beyond us, but didn’t mention that.
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“What have they done?” Ava asked him.
“Turned us against each other,” Alan replied.
“You are the only one this meeting is about,” Ava said.
“I doubt you have anyone else in the crew aiding you on
this,” Glayet said to him. “You might find a few who wish it
was real, but I doubt you’ll find any who’ll dispute any
findings we make here today.”
He was sure Zhaiya would, but he was not going to bring
her into this. “Ava, you can’t let this happen. I think I know
what it’s really all about. If you have to admit that this is real,
you think you have to admit what we found on the study
planet was real. I don’t think that is as much a problem for
you as the fact that if the study planet is real, you have to
admit that you are the avatar.”
There were several intakes of breath. She looked at him
with her flare of anger. He had seen that too many times now.
“It is the bishop and the church that will find you guilty,” Ava
told him.
“It is you that found me guilty. This is the only time I’ve
seen you lose your objectivity.”
“I could put you in stasis til we get to the bottom of this.”
“Yes you could, but you’re paranoid enough to wonder
how many backups I’ve got set on auto-run if you do.”
“You’ll resort to cloning?” she said.
“For survival.”
“You survive only with my permission.”
“The Desa cherub survived without your permission,” he
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said. Her anger grew. This wasn’t the way he wanted the
conversation to go. He wanted to get her on his side, until he
understood why that was impossible. “And you are not the
one to give a lecture on cloning.”
“I have that avatar back.”
“You think you do,” Alan said, “but you don’t know it’s
not another copy.”
The bishop broke in, aghast at all this talk of cloning.
“Alan Larkin, you don’t know how much it pains me to have
to do this to you,” Bishop O’Conner said. “I’ve always hoped
to call you a friend, I still hope to call you a friend. But the
apparition we are looking at is just too radical to accept as
something wrought by God.”
“Of course not, it’s wrought by some advanced
civilization,” Alan said, but the bishop went on.
“Until you are cleared of any possibility of having created
this apparition, you are to be confined to your original
universe. Your portal shall be locked to the stone and you
shall report for duty via remote link. You will have no panels
at all, user or system, and will only be able to access mission
data by fully rendered devices in your three-d reality box, or
in duty section space at the discretion of the Systems
Administrator.” He turned to Ava, “You may get that done at
your discretion.”
“I’ll do my best sir,” she said.
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Journey to Reality
Ava had been vindictive and forced him to make his way
to the home in the vale in his universe via three-d reality. Of
course Ava was the only one who knew that if he really did
have them encapsulated, she could never keep him there, this
sentence could only punish him if he was innocent.
Zhaiya played the dutiful wife and came with him, but
with plenty of trepidation. She was disappointed at the small
amount of possessions they could take. Alan hadn’t been
there in some time, but he still remembered the house and
knew it was much more modest than their home on Earth. He
also knew it was already furnished, so there wasn’t much
point in bringing anything but their personal items. He also
knew that once they got there, the portal in its front door
would once again get them to any other portal in any universe
in Gordon’s Lamp. Of course the home in the vale could be
much different now, but he hadn’t updated the model of that
planet much in the last two thousand years, so the home
probably hadn’t changed much.
Zhaiya’s distress grew alarmingly when she was actually
confronted with the dome of Kassidor’s tube station. “How
did you do this?” she asked. “I didn’t know a scene generator
could do anything like this.”
“Most people use only the standard models that come
with it. They are fine for all Earth-normal scenery and
structures. I thought Earth-normal vegetation, wildlife and
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architecture wouldn’t be believable in the circumstances.”
“And Earth-normal humans were?”
He didn’t have an answer for that. They had climbed out
of the car and he unloaded their bags while she continued to
stare in wonder.
“What is this supposed to represent?” she asked, staring
up at the nine hundred foot, stained glass and crystal dome
like all first-time visitors. She was still looking at that until
she found the pile of luggage immobile, “And what’s with the
repulsors?”
“No metal in the floor, we’ll need to use the wheels.”
Their largest cases each had floor wheels and the cast
limestone of the floor was still relatively smooth, but worn to
a gentle valley by two thousand years of foot traffic.
She made a face, no one voluntarily set their gravity
higher than one hundred percent. “You really went hard-core
with this didn’t you?”
“I had to use the parameters of the study planet we
found.” In all the years they had been together, she had never
been to his original planet, the one based on their first study
planet at 61 Cygni. She had a natural dislike for it because it
had caused his sentence in the first place. She had visited the
parallel model once, 61Cygni Ae, the planet the ‘real’ data
said was actually there. One could actually walk its surface
unaided, and would survive with proper biohazard gear. She
admitted it had many spots of eerie beauty and was actually
as hospitable as Henderson, but never suggested going back.
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They walked down the ramp and toward the Second
Canal station. That would route out to the south quicker than
the station on Third. “So tell me again why we couldn’t route
straight thru like any normal planet?” Zhaiya asked.
“We are actually going thru a quarantine in this space.
There are viruses in the air that make it impossible for you to
do violence to another human, others that cleanse several
diseases and, in the last thousand years, a virus that teaches
you Kassidorian if you don’t already know it.”
He had told her these things before, she could only sigh.
Once again he wondered if she had just tuned them out. “I
suppose it can do no harm to know it, more and more people
are using it when they don’t want people to listen in.”
There were more signs in Centish than there were in
3817, the year it opened, but few more than there were in
3991. One that pointed to free public rest rooms, one that
pointed to the Centorin consulate, one pointing the way to
Third Canal, Second Canal, and three pointing the way to the
Pyramid. Most of the floor was taken up by cooks, they were
still hand cooking fresh, natural ingredients on open fires,
some of which were wood. The smoke rose hundreds of feet
to escape thru many missing stained-glass panes in the crystal
lacework of the ancient dome, directly toward the huge, deep
orange, noontime sun straight above.
“Where are we going?” Zhaiya asked.
“The nearest Kassidorian tube station, it’s only a few
blocks and the floors are all pretty smooth like this.” He had
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been back to the Yakhan, what she called Kassidor City,
occasionally, it wouldn’t have deteriorated appreciably in a
century or two.
She got to look at the natives while they walked. “I hope
they don’t dress like this in the area where we’re going?” in
thin jersey without underwear.
“No, it’s a little different ethnic zone.”
“Good,” she said. He didn’t think this was the time to tell
her that in the Zhlindu basin women seldom wore tops during
the light. She probably knew that as a fact, but hadn’t put that
together yet.
“This is the tube station?” she said when they got there.
The Kassikan’s south station on Second Canal, commonly
known as Pyramid Station, is pretty busy. There’s a long
roped line but it moves quickly because there are dozens of
hatches along the canal. “And those are the tubes?” As many
times as he had told her that the local system was a fifty one
inch tube, it wasn’t until she actually saw it that she actually
understood. “They’re barely bigger than a note capsule.”
“This is why I thought we shouldn’t bring so much. You
see we’re going to have to send a lot of this as freight.
Everything we don’t need in the next two or three days.”
“Why?”
“The tubes are slower as well as smaller. It’s going to take
a couple days to get there. I think we’ll need six or seven
stops for bathroom, meals, etc. We’ll probably want to sleep
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in inns instead of in the tube cars.”
She just turned and stared at him with her mouth open.
The tube ride to any other point in the Empire is nonstop and
several hours at most.
It took three days, they stopped for Afternoonday lunch in
Beltora and spent the first sleep at Cutaiyaa Block. The inn
was cute and still had light switches. Zhaiya enjoyed it as an
experience, but complained about how slow the light
responded and how dim it was, Alan hated to tell her they
were the last light switches she would see.
As much as she knew about Nightday, experiencing it is
much more compelling than hearing about it, especially since
Kassidor’s lighting is much dimmer than Empire standards
even now. They stopped along the Cutaiyaa river for
Nightday lunch in a relatively small river town. Going from
the Highlands to the hinterlands of the Kyeb basin can be a
shock. The town did have running water and some pretty
good stew, but he could tell she was worried by the fact that it
was ladled from a big earthenware caldron that sat on a bed of
wood coals.
They had darkmeal and Dawnsleep in Kyeb. Kyeb looks
like a massive forest-covered ridge from the back side, but all
that was invisible in the dark because it is more dimly lit than
the average Kassidorian city. Most of the docks are on the
Cutaiyaa, but the peaks of that ridge is along the beachwall on
the Kimoneeya.
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They stopped on the beachwall, which is a wall of four
hundred foot high trunks, more ancient than any forest on
Earth. Every six to ten floors is a street grid, the top one at
about the twenty seventh floor. There are almost no elevators
in Kyeb, even in 5881. Kyeb had not seen much in the way of
updates since he lived on the planet. The moss had grown
thicker, a few things sagged more. This was where Zhaiya
started lecturing him nonstop about the primitive conditions
of this world. He promised it would be a little better once
they got to Zhlindu.
They were in Zhlindu well before noon, and since they
were in daylight again, she could see it from as far as one
hundred miles away. It is a huge mountain in a flat plain, five
times as high and twice as wide as Kyeb, not counting a
forest of elevator buildings that looked like sparse bristles on
the mountain. They didn’t have to be very new, it had been
twenty eight hundred years since he was here last. It took
nearly an hour to approach it as the tubes slowed down in the
dense urban traffic that extends forty miles around the
mountain. Zhaiya didn’t say anything, but stared at it thru the
whole approach.
Compared to Kyeb, Zhlindu seems modern. The plumbing
fixtures are much nicer, the caldrons are cleaner, the aromas
of decay are not as prevalent. Alan showed her his old
neighborhood since it was a little too early for noonmeal.
There was still torrock in Hakencourt, but it was organized
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now and there was a permanent stage with someone setting
up for the evening of noon. They had noonmeal as soon as
they found a cook ready. It was along the Appalaise in Rankor
Hill where it is often possible to find one any time of the
week. The temperature was warm and everyone was already
in wrapskirts and clouts.
“So this is what you ran away to,” she said, eying the
dress and demeanor of the natives.
“You have to remember I was only twenty when I did this,
and you were complaining about the heat only a minute ago.”
“I would solve that with air conditioning, not nudity, but
actually I settled in Patagonia where I never worry about the
heat.”
“There is no air conditioning here.”
“You could have imagined something else.”
“Yes, I could have, but I was young and there were no
women my age on the expedition. I wanted to use the history
of the cultural revolution from three hundred years before.
The promiscuity of that time was real, I had to invent a reason
for it.” Actually he thought he was told the reason by Althart,
but if he invented Althart... It was too long ago, the memories
of memories of the memory were faded.
They were eating a small stack of thin rolls with dellberry
cups on the side. She seemed to be enjoying them, but didn’t
say anything about them. Instead she said, “I don’t know if I
can do this.”
“Follow native dress?” he asked.
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“Right. Is it any cooler where we’re going?”
“Not really, we’re about eighteen hundred feet above the
basin floor here, the Yoonbarla Vale is only a couple hundred
feet above the docks of Zhlindu at the most.”
“We can put an air conditioner in the house at least can’t
we?”
“The house is stone, it evens the temperature some. It
rarely gets warmer than this in the house, but you’ve never
worried about clothing in the house.”
“Because I know we are private,” she said.
“Is it going to bother you that the shower is on the patio?”
“Are we going to be subjected to that? I’ll use my med
panel during duty hours. I have no intention of going without
it when I’m not here. If I had known I was going to be
without it for days and have to use primitive bathrooms the
whole time, I would not have come on this trip with you. I
know I’m your wife but I was not sentenced, legally I’m
visiting a prisoner. I’m sorry your punishment is so severe but
I’m disappointed, to say the least, that you didn’t warn me
what this would be like.”
“I talked about this planet til you were bored with it.”
“You should have told me again before we left, I forgot
most of this.”
‘You tuned out most of this,’ he thought, but said, “I
didn’t know you’d forgotten. This is what you’ve got. The
vale is in the countryside, we have three acres but half of it is
keda field. We have a small beach on a stream, it’s just deep
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enough to swim if you follow the channel. The property to the
east is almost two acres and the one to our west is over five
acres of lenta pasture. Across the stream all the properties are
an acre or less. Across the path from our front door is
wilderness. The climate is pleasantly tropical til you get into
the mountains.”
She wasn’t writing any of that down, she was one who
could seldom picture anything til she saw it and then it was
often unexpected. “Frankly, I don’t know how the person I
married could have imagined all this. You certainly didn’t
consult with Jesus Christ in its design.”
“Or the apostle Paul anyway.” No, he hadn’t stressed the
rampant sexuality of the society. It was a little less in the
Zhlindu Basin than the Highlands, but only fractionally; and
the tropical attire made that less than obvious after only a few
hours. “There are hundreds of people in the crew with
raunchier cherubs than these.”
“But I didn’t marry them,” she said.
“No, but I think He might have softened His attitude if
people had eternal youth and no venereal disease. His
message was correct for the time and place. Besides, there
was a historical record I was trying to match.”
“Yeah, and you were in your frat boy years.” She paused
to eat the last of another roll. This whole trip had not been
with the Zhaiya he was used to. She had not commented at all
on the good things they had experienced, only the bad. He
knew she was going to be predisposed to find fault because
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this re-decoration of 61 Cygni Ae had brought about his
sentence in the first place.
Zhaiya chose not to stop in the city for Noonsleep but
push on for four more hours to Hazorpean. Alan warned her it
would be late when they got in and might not find any
streetcars still running all the way to the vale. He had actually
been hoping to catch a show and a good buzz while he was in
the city, but didn’t even dare bring that up with the mood she
was in.
They each read on the four hour ride, or watched the great
farmlands, cities and wilds along the Lhar slide under them at
three hundred miles per hour. Shempala was little changed
and they hurtled thru a tunnel under the ridge for a few
seconds. Lastriss was now bigger than Shempala, the second
largest city in the basin, with crystal bridges over both the
Lhar and the Lita, and others to the largest islands. Heavy
industries raised great smokestacks piled high with residuers.
Wescarp’s fame as a tourist mecca had grown since long
distance tubes were available, and many who came as visitors
had stayed. He wondered how many souls in Gordon’s Lamp
actually had homes here now.
Hazorpean had grown even more while he was away, it
was now almost as big as Lastriss had been the first time he
saw it, back in 2271. Their other baggage had been in
Hazorpean almost two days by the time they got there, since
it didn’t need to stop for food, sleep or rest rooms. It cost the
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equivalent of .45 credits to get it out of hock. They lugged the
baggage with them, grateful for the wheels. Zhaiya was
absolutely aghast that streetcars don’t stop and Alan had to
drag both roller-bags onto the cart.
“I can’t believe I’m riding an animal cart,” she said as
they passed the suntower and rode out on the damway. She
said little else on the rest of the ride. She pulled up her
Centorin comm to read again, but once they passed the
lumber mills and coach works, she spent more time looking at
the flowering trees and fields that the people of the Central
Wescarp Valley lived in. “It is pretty, I’ll grant you that,” she
admitted.
She was once more distressed to find the streetcar only
went as far as the high road and they had over a mile to walk
to get to the house. Compared to Patagonia, the Central
Wescarp Valley is stiflingly hot and humid with air almost
twice as thick as they were used to and a sun that put off a lot
more heat in relation to its light, a sun that was nearing noon
once again. They took the rope bridge across the brook to the
south rim path. “So you and your frat buddies watched jungle
movies,” she said.
“And those about Trolls and Goblins and dragons, ancient
weapons and fearsome monsters.”
“Now you tell me,” she said.
In the millenia they had been together, he had probably
read every one of those books to her, or let her read them.
They were never in order, and he had never told her that he
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used them in giving his redecoration of the data from 61
Cygni Ae its history.
“Go on,” she said when she saw the path the bridge lead
to. “I can’t make it over this.” This path was seldom used by
wheeled vehicles and it was a wrestling match getting the pile
of travel bags over the rocks. “You’ll have to drag your bags
up there and come back for mine.”
Back in the Vale
The path was not on the floor of the vale, but a few feet
up the rim. It was actually in a little better repair, a couple of
the worst rocks had been moved to level the sides and smaller
cobbles brought in to level it out. There were quite a few
changes in the house once he got there. The limewort had
grown a couple inches thicker on the stones, the door was
replaced, but it was still the same size as it always was. There
was a windwheel for water, but it wasn’t turning at the
moment. The garden was in good shape, Kota was still in his
field and waved an eye at him as he went by. The nearly three
thousand years since he lived here is just a moment to a keda.
He came in the front door, clunking the luggage down the
too-small stairway and bumping his head in the door even
though he was trying to be very careful about that.
Alan could hear water running. He saw movement out on
the patio. Desa was facing out toward the brook and giving
her hair a good rinse. Her figure was still so admirable,
smooth curves but sturdy. She might not have heard him yet.
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“Yo, who is it?” she asked.
“Someone from long ago and far away,” he answered.
She took a minute, “Alan? Do I hear you in there?”
“Yes.”
“Yipes, I’ll be there as soon as I can, it’s been so long. I
wasn’t expecting you.”
“I wasn’t expecting to be here either,” he said.
“How long you here for?” Desa asked. She had turned
around, she was still very cute. Her face was under the water
so she didn’t open her eyes.
“I don’t know.”
“Days or years?”
“I don’t know.”
“So tell me what you’ve been up to. Last I knew you were
still in Patagonia and thinking about Vehlo Grosso.”
“I was there just a week ago.”
“Wow, they gave you time to come here on the tube. Is
your duty being lifted?” she shut the water off by now.
“Desa, I’ve been sentenced here again. I see you’ve kept
my desk eye.”
He could see that she expected a much warmer hello than
this. She didn’t give him any more warmth than he did her.
“But I’ve changed the chip about nine thousand times in the
last twenty two centuries.”
“You got a new yandrille.”
“The Kniydi was too heavy.” She was done with the
shower and facing him. She was trying to dry her hair enough
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to see him clearly. She was still on the patio, wet and naked.
“I was going to get a photovoltaic as soon as I saw one with
the same user interface.”
“It looks much lighter.” It was a smooth décor instead of
the busy décor of the Kniydi. It was mainly the sound
conditioning that was done electronically, the patch cords and
effects controls were physical and the stringracks were quite
thin. As soon as she was dry enough she spent a few minutes
showing it to him, getting quite close as she did. He noticed
how good she felt, that hadn’t changed. He knew immediately
that his attraction to her was as strong as ever. He wondered if
that was all him, or partly because of the way Zhaiya had
been acting.
“I hope you have room for us,” Alan said as Desa began
to get more concerned with their persons than the yandrille.
“Us?”
“I’m with someone now.”
There was a call at the door, Zhaiya. “Alan, I did it, I’ll be
sore for a week but after I rested a couple minutes I was able
to drag this stuff up here. I only dropped the pile once.”
“Yes, I’m sorry, I would have gotten down for it in a few
more minutes.” He had the door open by then. Reality was
profound here, every door had to be opened by hand. “Watch
your head,” Alan told her as he took her baggage. She wasn’t
a really big girl, smaller than Desa, but she still had to duck to
get thru that door. She did it without bumping her head.
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Zhaiya came down into the house. The interior was
spacious and multilevel. Desa decorated with posters and
macrame hangings, many with stained glass. The original
stones made up the walls, textured by seven thousand years of
exposure to indoor air. There were new, stylish, high-back
standcushions in the lower level, a projection screen in range
of the desk eye, and four new comfortable stools along the
counter. The gas burner looked like it was used as a hot pad
and the small fireplace back of the counter looked like it was
used every day. “Oh it’s not so bad,” she said, probably not
guessing that the gas stove no longer works, or maybe
thinking there was an autochef in one of the pantry bins. “It’s
small and the decor’s very primitive but it’s really cute.”
As she noticed Desa, who was still standing in the
yandrille room, just behind the door, he quickly and quietly
said, “This is a cherub I used to have here, I didn’t know she
was still running.”
“Very nice one,” Zhaiya said, walking that way and eying
her up. She was trying to keep the sarcasm from her voice,
“Your sentence wasn’t such torture.”
He made introductions.
“Ah,” Desa said, showing much restraint regarding
Zhaiya’s attitude. “So you can have Klegnif and Lharon’s
room for a time, we didn’t think we would be playing this
decade. They’re vacationing in the Central Range anyway. I
can find company, but I do hope you’ll still pick me for
variety.”
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He took the travel bag from Zhaiya and set it on the
kitchen table/counter. “She’s a wedded wife. I don’t do
variety any more.”
She stopped, stunned, then shook it off and said, “Pppp,
then you’re not staying here.” She was trying to be gruff but
Alan could hear the hurt also. “Especially when I haven’t
seen you in what? Five decades, maybe six?” Zhaiya gave
him a very poisonous look over that. He’d told her that 4517
had been the last time Desa ‘visited’ him. It was, but it was
not the last time he had visited Desa. There had been a few
times when Ava was occupied and he was able to re-activate
the old portal in the home’s front door without her noticing.
“I’ll give you a few hours to get re-adjusted,” Desa said, “and
I’m sorry if I don’t have much sympathy for the customs of
your church,” she told Zhaiya, “but this has been my house
since the 55th and opting out of the human race is something I
don’t permit in here.”
Zhaiya ignored her, “Where’s her panel? I’m going to shut
her off,” she said, looking at Alan like he better not argue
about this.
“She doesn’t have a panel,” Alan told her.
Zhaiya gave him a blank look. She should. Alan was sure
she’d never heard the concept of a cherub without a control
panel before. The whole point of being a cherub was to have a
control panel. Most people didn’t know an autonomous
cherub was possible.
“It’s a long story, there’s some things about my distant
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past I hardly remember, but now I remember that’s one of
them. I built autonomous cherubs, without control panels and
with survival instincts. That’s part of the reason I was
sentenced.”
“I don’t have any more control panel than you do,” Desa
told Zhaiya. She had come around the yandrille and over to
the entry space with them.
“I’ll get Ava to do something about this cherub,” Zhaiya
said, “we can’t have it running amok...”
“Ava’s probably the one that found this old code and got it
running again,” Alan said. “It’s probably part of my
sentence,” he winked at Desa as he said that. This was going
to be very difficult.
“Yes, you’re sentenced to live here as my sex slave,” Desa
said to him, but looking toward Zhaiya. Alan could tell she
was joking, she could do a delivery this dry, it was the music
in her voice that gave her away, but it was going to fan the
flames of jealously like no true cherub ever could.
He could see Zhaiya hadn’t gotten the joke yet. He
wondered if that was Desa’s intent. If so he didn’t think it was
funny either. “You’re still the witch queen from Eternity Spin
aren’t you?” Alan asked her.
“How long are you sentenced to this?” Zhaiya asked.
“Until science can explain the micro planet,” Alan
answered.
“They may never be able to,” Zhaiya said. She was
educated enough to understand the engineering that would
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have to be done to build such a construct.
“They will when they advance to that level of
technology,” Alan said.
“And how long will that be?” Zhaiya asked. “A million
years?
“What micro planet?” Desa asked.
“One they found in the base universe. It’s forty miles in
diameter, has normal gravity and has suntowers like the
ancient ones here on Kassidor.”
“Why does that make them sentence you back here?”
Desa asked. “Not that you aren’t welcome.” She was at least
appreciative enough of Zhaiya’s hangups to refrain from
pressing her body against his as she said that.
“They think I made it up,” Alan told her, “like they think I
made up Kassidor.”
“Ha!” Desa barked. She was dry by now but she hadn’t
thought about clothing yet. Desa had never been
uncomfortable with nudity, but she hadn’t been one to
wantonly show off either. She was still cute and smooth, but
her figure wasn’t any better than Zhaiya’s. Zhaiya was darker
with thick, dark brown hair and eyes too dark to see her
pupils. It was a matter of personal preference in choosing
who was prettier, but they were both more cute than beautiful.
“She doesn’t think you made it up?” Zhaiya asked.
“Seeing as I was born before Yingolians ever made it to
outer space,” Desa said, “a century and two thirds before
Alan. Long before the oldest ancestor you ever met.”
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“I was raised by androids like Alan,” Zhaiya said. “Alan,
we have to get this cherub under control.”
“Sorry lady, but this is my house, I understand what
Alan’s going thru with his sentence but I COULD tell him to
grow a camp on the other side of the path.”
“You’re a cherub in his universe,” Zhaiya told Desa, “and
if we can’t find your panel I’ll have Ava put one on you.”
“Ava was never able to shut her off,” Alan told Zhaiya.
She had her own grant list, both he and Ava agreed on that,
but they hadn’t been able to find it in the hardware. Zhaiya
didn’t have clearance to know that, and it would be hard to
explain to her anyway.
“I’m not going to stay here with a cherub I can’t control,”
Zhaiya said, fighting tears.
“The only reason your system thinks I’m a cherub is that
your science can’t explain how my soul was copied into your
substrate.”
Alan remembered her soul being programmed into the
crystal by him, by hand. If her soul really had come across,
and there were times that he thought it had, it had come
because of his love for her. There had been a time, when he
was young, that he had loved Desa as intensely as he loved
Zhaiya at one time. They had even postulated that love was a
law of physics, fifth order entanglement, and capable of
teleporting a soul.
Zhaiya turned to Alan, “We are eternal, I will wait.
Whatever the length of your sentence and whatever torments
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you are sentenced to endure,” she glared at Desa, “I will
await you. I will await you like I did in the womb of Gordon’s
Lamp.”
Now that they had undertaken that journey thru his
universe in base reality, Ava instantiated the portal in the door
and the curl of the trim roots around it held addressing keys
once again. Zhaiya went to them and keyed their address in.
As he went to her, she reached up to kiss him, took him in
a hug, “Don’t leave,” he said. “She doesn’t mean it, we’ll take
Dara’s room.”
“It’s not just the cherub, it’s this whole three-d reality in
primitive conditions. It’s much more brutal than I expected. If
I was to stay here, I would be taking on more than my share
of the punishment. I will stay in Patagonia and keep our
universe for you.”
“Zhaiya,” he said, but she had twisted out of his arms. She
was a hard body, though she never looked it.
She opened the door and heaved her luggage back onto
the courtyard that had their Patagonian home right across the
way. She stood on the bottom step and told him, “And while I
wait, I will remain celibate.”
“Sucks to be you,” Desa said, but Zhaiya had already
gone thru the door.
Before the Wizard
In a couple local weeks, things had sorted themselves out
a little. He and Desa were in separate rooms. She found that
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she could not oust him. She called him a house thief and said
it was just like Taivaroo. Tellow was still cooking here and he
told everyone he thought Alan had as much right to the house
as Desa because of the time and effort he had put into it in the
55th thru 103rd centuries, when he was originally sentenced
here. Alan had the panels of most of the other cherubs around,
so they would say whatever he wanted.
He could get Zhaiya to visit whenever Desa was out,
which wasn’t very often. In the first two or three weeks Desa
didn’t make any advances on him after that first conversation,
but she let him see every bit of what he was missing. She had
friends over and did things they used to do, and did some
things he and Desa had never done. If he didn’t like it he
could go to his room. He cursed himself once again for
making up this universe while he was still an adolescent.
For the first official week of this new sentence, he was
suspended from duty. When his duty resumed, he was given
an address and told to report in person. He found it to be a
cubicle in Heymon’s section, but he wasn’t met by Heymon.
It was Firstrank Harvis Antweiss, a drive alignment specialist
who had joined the crew at Batista.
“What am I doing here?” Alan asked him.
“I’ve been tasked with looking into the systems control
aspects of the devices on the mini planet. I figured I’d come
to the source.”
“I know far more about our own devices.”
“So I’ve heard,” Harvis said pointedly. Alan scowled at
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him so he went on, “But I’m not tasked with getting that out
of you. I’m on the ‘just in case it’s real’ team. I want to know
about the parts of that protocol that relate to device control.”
“I haven’t got a clue,” Alan said.
“Al, I had nothing to do with your sentence and
personally don’t agree with it. You can be sure nothing you
tell me is going to be used against you. There are still some of
us who have to take some precautions in case that thing is
real.”
“If it’s real,” Alan said, “I didn’t make it up. If I didn’t
make it up, I wouldn’t know anything more about it than any
other observer.”
“But it’s your protocol.”
“How can it be my protocol if I didn’t make it up?”
“It comes from your hack.”
“It comes from the planet at 61 Cygni, these devices
could have been still functioning in the ruins, or the whole
thing could have been real and there really were wizards who
used me to help them convince Gordon’s Lamp that the planet
was a wasteland.”
“Oh come on, we know better,” Harvis said.
“The fundamental virtuality theorem says you CAN’T
know better.”
“Formally, yeah. But I need to get the control section of
that protocol, I’m not taking sides between you and Ava.”
The whole ship probably knew about their little ‘debate’
at the hearing. He shouldn’t have lost it like that. He didn’t
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need to take it out on Firstrank Antweiss.
“Ava said she captured the protocol from her avatar
during the reunification of biology base. She had little on use
as control channels, the channels her avatar observed while
on Biology Base were almost all commercial traffic.”
That could be true, but there was one possibility. If it was
real, and if the helmets had made copies, the people who put
the network into service might know. “I’ll tell you who’ll
know,” Alan said, “if anyone.”
“Who?” Harvis asked.
“The wizards of the Kassikan.”
He laughed, very unprofessionally.
“You laugh, but you can take this one of two ways, either
everyone under one of those helmets was copied into
Gordon’s Lamp, or you’ll have to humor me and get me to
the Kassikan where I will drive one of my cherubs to discuss
it with you.”
“Once you’re in the Kassikan you can bolt to the tube
station.”
He was not supposed to tell anyone such esoteric details
as Ava had his throbbing grant line in her systems panel and
could snatch it or reroute it any time she chose. “I’d be
trapped as soon as I got in the car,” was all he said of that.
“Then why the game?”
“We can stay here and not know anything, or we can go
there and see what they know.”
“Fine,” he sighed, “how do we get there?”
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“What’s your magic level?” Alan asked him.
“I’m authorized for three but I hardly ever use more than
one.”
Alan sighed, he couldn’t teleport, they’d have to do this
longhand. Alan gave him his old address, the place in
Patagonia. As long as the gate was set from Harvis’s account
it would work. As they got up to walk to the door, Alan told
him, “You’re going to have to download an app.”
As long as they were on Harvis’s ticket, Alan could enter
his old home and from there, ride the tubeways in his
universe to the Kassikan. The longest part of the trip was
from Patagonia to Tibet where Earth’s interstellar ring was. It
took a quarter of an hour, even though that line now ran at a
speed that caused one to cruise upside down because of the
centrifugal force brought on by the curve of the planet
holding you to the ceiling of the tube with one hundred
percent gravity.
During the ride he found that Harvis would not admit to
having ever visited his universe, not for the sex of Kassidor,
the violence of Centorin, not to cowboy on Naiho, or worship
on Kinunde, or be pampered on Kiandutan. Alan wasn’t sure
why, but he actually believed him.
“Woah, look at this place,” Harvis said when they
emerged from the tube car in the Kassikan station. This was
one of the oldest public tube stations in the system, he had
come thru here when he left Kassidor, still under sentence of
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three-d reality, in 3991. Even then, the dome over this was
ancient. The stadium under here was older than the coliseum
of Rome, the dome above it was from when the Americas
were colonies. Alan had first seen it when it was a stadium,
used primarily for award ceremonies for its last few centuries.
He stopped his reminiscing when he noticed it was dark
here, the only light was some bioluminescent signs above the
station doors, even the ones in Centish. There were a
thousand tube ports here but it was not real busy. It was
chilly, there were only a few lanterns on the floor. He realized
it was still Dawnsleep here in the Yakhan. It would be
freezing outside.
“We’ve got a pretty long walk, but it’s hours before things
open here. Our lunch will be their breakfast.”
“Just dial the time,” Harvis said.
“I’m under sentence, this whole universe is under
sentence and I don’t think magic level seven can dial the time
in this universe.”
He chuckled, then Alan realized at his rank he thought
magic only went up to level five. Alan shouldn’t have let that
slip, he was glad Harvis took it as hyperbole.
Once they were out of the station, Alan took the indoor
route thru the pyramid. He’d been allowed to move here in
3035 and stayed til 3991. He wondered if the Kuthra cherub
would greet him here as Desa had in the vale. If Kuthra was
awake at this time of the week it was from a late Nightday
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evening and not an early dawn. The way she was partying in
those days, he couldn’t be sure she would still be alive. Of
course, as a simulate, partying had no health effects.
He went down a couple floors so they wouldn’t be
exposed at the atria in the south quadrangles. The hallway
was between long rows of thick marble pillars. Only a few of
the ceiling panels were still glowing, and those that were,
were weak.
Before getting deep into the pyramid and having to go
thru the central court on a frosty Dawnsleep, Alan took a
small spiral stair up fourteen floors thru stack C14A25F13
and then went thru the aisles from that stack to the central
court. There was a cook already setting up who looked like he
was going to be doing steamed dimple-stars. It would be at
least an hour before they were ready.
Alan remembered that the founders often keep odd hours,
so they went up as far as the public elevator would go, to the
133rd court and walked up two floors to the sleep
chamberman’s desk.
“I’m wondering if one of the founders might be up?”Alan
asked.
“I believe Myanfyinga has been rising in mid sleep the
last few weeks.”
“Alan from YingolNeerie would like to see any of them at
their earliest convenience.”
“I’ll check.”
The man spoke into a pneumatic speaking tube, it was
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probably the same one he spoke thru in 2278 when Alan had
first been here. Someone inside asked questions, the
chamberman answered ‘yes’ twice, then asked, “Who is with
you?”
“Harvis Antweiss, I’m another crewman from Gordon’s
Lamp.”
He relayed that, and a few seconds later they were told to
go up.
Myanfyingaa looked like she was almost a child, though
her hair was snow white. If she kept Earth dates, she would
have recently had her eighty seven hundredth birthday. Her
voice was the same; soft, low pitched, and slow. “Alan, it has
been centuries. Where have you been?”
“On Earth most of the time. I’m back in Yoonbarla Vale
for awhile and since I was practically in the neighborhood...”
Her laughter was musical and languid. “But when we first
met it was a year by air from here.”
“Now it is a few steps from the tube station.”
“How is Ava? We’ve hardly seen her around here in ages,
since she left with Kulai.”
“She’s fine, she’s commanding Gordon’s Lamp now.”
“She is?” Myanfyinga asked. “Last I knew she was still
living up on Third Canal in some lavish old place.”
That was a place Ava kept in his universe. She used to
play here a lot during the long and boring journey from
61Cygni back to Sol and again as they began their journey to
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Henderson. “No, she’s back in her beach house.”
“Oh, when did you see her?”
“Couple weeks,” Alan said.
“They had a real rip-up at his re-sentencing,” Harvis
added.
“Now that’s juicy gossip,” Myanfyinga drawled, “but
what re-sentencing?”
“They think I made up another planet,” Alan admitted,
horrified that Harvis was so far out of character.
A smile spread across Myanfyingaa’s delicate features.
“They really went for it didn’t they?” She paused. “That
means we are the copies that are on your ship, the ones that
were read from the helmets.”
“Yes,” Alan said, “but the base reality copies could
receive visitors from Patagonia, which is where we just came
from.”
“But that Alan would not be subject to re-sentencing for
making up a planet.”
“That violates the fundamental theorem of virtuality,”
Alan said.
“No,” Myanfyingaa replied, “you already know this
environment is virtual, and passed that info on to me.”
It had been so long that he had really messed up. In the
past when he had been here, 2278-2307 and 3035-3991, he
had been careful not to come out of character. It had been
second nature to him. Two thousand years later, he was really
sloppy.
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Harvis had to be very patient while he and Myanfyingaa
caught up on those two thousand years. They continued over
breakfast on the 133rd floor, staying indoors in the chill of
dawn. By the time they were done, the sky was light and
Kortrax was soon to appear over the Testigar valley. Once
they finally got around to the purpose of this visit,
Morningday had started and Myanfyingaa was able to direct
him to a professor who had made the suntower control system
his life’s work.
Alan would have to wait for Harvis, and he could take
some time. Alan had no need to sit and listen, so while he was
here, he went to see if Kuthra was still around. He found her
in the first place he looked, which happened to be the room
he was first assigned when he got here, the first bed they slept
together in. She looked the same, as well as he could
remember. Wavy golden hair, cute body, lively. Same general
shape as Desa and Zhaiya. He wondered if this cherub had
been activated since he was here last. “So what have you been
doing the last twelve centuries?”
“Really, nothing much,” meaning she had been activated
little if at all. He knew dozens of cherubs a day were
activated in Kassidor City, and whoever was playing with
them was leaving the best one alone. He had done a lot of
work on this cherub, almost as much as Desa. There was no
need to even think of her panel, she could converse on many
subjects, and was warm and cuddly in more ways than purely
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sexual.
They did make love, after a couple hours. Kuthra was just
enough a of cherub that he could convince himself he was
only playing with a toy, with Desa, he couldn’t convince
himself of that. They went to the nearest food court for lunch
soon after and while they were there, Harvis called. “Hey Al,
I’m done for the day, I’m going to have to come back for a
few sessions to get all of this. I need you to lead me back out
of here. I looked up a map but I can’t understand it.”
“That’s because Kassidor’s cities are three dimensional,”
he said. “I’m in the middle of lunch right now, we’re at food
court 104G, anyone can direct you, start with three and a half
shafts of elevator up.”
“Lunch? We?”
“Yeah, I looked up an old friend while you were in class.”
“And now you want me to wait while you act out a
fantasy?”
“Pretend I’m getting out of the cherub of that professor
and getting back into my normal duty-shift personification.”
Playing with Cherubs
In spite of moving the ship to the inner system, Alan’s
duty the next couple weeks was bringing Harvis back and
forth to the Yakhan where he studied suntower control
protocols. On the second day he was able to convince Harvis
to head back by himself and give him some time with Zhaiya.
He didn’t dare stay after duty hours or he would be violating
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his sentence. They were able to get a dispensation by the end
of the first week to allow Ava to put a portal into the
Kassikan. He knew there was an old one she had put in
during their voyage back from 61 Cygni in 2341. It came out
in very nice quarters in the pyramid not too far from the
person Harvis was seeing.
By the end of duty shift he had to be back in the home in
the vale. Twice a week the time of day lined up well enough
between ship’s time and Kassidor time that he and Desa were
in sync. This was such an evening. He found it hard to believe
that this cherub had been here all this time. Even Ava could
not find what cheron allocation she was running on, and Alan
was convinced that she was actually running in veron space
because she was far too independent to be a locked-panel
cherub. Kuthra was a locked-panel cherub, so playing with
her didn’t feel like he was being unfaithful to Zhaiya. Alan
knew that Zhaiya did not think she was being unfaithful when
she played with a cherub. That’s why she could take a vow of
celibacy so easily.
There were plenty of cherubs in the neighborhood that
Alan could play with and still feel he was being faithful to
Zhaiya. Desa was not one of them. Thru the formative years
of his youth, he was sure Desa was a real soul, a much wiser
and more powerful soul than his own. His guide and teacher
to the universe his self-filling, self-decorating automaton built
using the study planet as a seed. If he had to explain it
logically, he would say the programing environment came
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with a very good help system. He could remember nothing
directly from so far in the past, but felt that when he was in it,
he thought it was real. He was favoring the theory that he was
copied from the mortal Alan under the helmet, along with the
wizards of the Kassikan and one or two of the women he had
known.
“Can we share our dinner?” she asked.
“By all means, you were always a way better cook than
me.”
“I’m just doing some rolls, what do you want in them?”
She was putting some sticks, twigs, and a bit of hay in the
fireplace.
“I’ll just go pick what’s ready while you mat ‘em.”
“There’s some already-picked that has to get used. This
greenrush should get gone today, and there’s more of it than I
can eat. I’ve got some yellowtoe that’s aged to perfection
also. Then there’s the rest of this kalic.”
“You didn’t need to ask me what I want,” he said.
“No, now that I look in here,” she said from beside the
small top-bin she was looking in.
“Where were you today?” Alan asked.
“I had to do an in-person at Eionis-Glaldile’s Hazorpean
office, so I was all day getting there and back.”
That was miles of hiking in spite of the streetcar, the one
tube station in Hazorpean was very recent. “You should be
sitting and I should be matting those.”
“You can’t mat for shit,” she said. She had one wrap
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almost done already.
“How’d it go?” Alan asked.
“It was just refreshing signatures, photos and print, new
keys, stuff like that.”
“So you’re still performing?”
“Yes and no,” she said. “I still do some studio work in
Lastriss now and then, but I hardly even jam when I’m in
Zhlindu since just after you left. Once or twice a decade Kleg
and I will hit a festival or two as Mountain Furies, but I’m
certainly not on a grind with it. Our Zhlindos songs still make
us the most even though a few of them have been re-done
several times.”
Alan knew that anyone who could learn to play a song
could use it. Many of the big sellers were lavish renditions of
old standard songs, in many cases one had to do research to
find the name of the original writer, thousands of years ago.
“You seem to be doing well here.”
“I can keep the home and that desk-eye. I don’t have to
watch my drinking because of the cost.”
She had the second wrap done. He wondered how many
times he had watched her do this. He had spent so many years
under a sentence so strict, he had to actually perform an
eating ritual to shut off hunger sensations. Most people just
popped open their med panel and reset it, that was level one
magic, available to all who were not under sentence to three-d
reality. “When did the gas stove break down?” Alan asked.
“It was early in the 115th I think, maybe late 114th.”
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More than a thousand years ago. “And you haven’t got it
fixed?”
“This gives me something to do with the dead sticks, that
gas system was just letting them build up on the fences, then
the inglethors started nesting in there and I had to spend a
whole year machete-ing it out. Since the gas stopped working
I haven’t had that problem.”
“And that stuff is small enough it doesn’t take much
longer to light.”
“Yeah.” She was already putting them under the baking
bowl. She turned around and leaned over the table toward
him, “So you fell victim to monogamy after all.”
“It’s just easier in my interaction with the crew.”
“But celibacy?”
“She still has her cherubs.”
“Why can’t you have yours?” she asked.
“I used to have memories of programing you, but I no
longer believe in them. I think I know something of what you
are, at least, since you came back from playing in BlissCry.
I’m not going to say it because we both know certain people
have access to all the voice channels.”
Desa winked, and from that he thought she was admitting
she was allocated in the veron store. She really couldn’t be
anywhere else. He wondered if she was multiplexing in his
veron allocation. “But I am legally a rogue cherub in your
game, and as such, you may legally play with me without
breaking your monogamy vow.”
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“Legally, but I would know. You could be a real soul who
stowed away on Gordon’s Lamp. You could have been the
entity in the system, and you’ve never been caught.”
“I did not come as a ghost from YingolNeerie. I only
knew of it from some navigation I learned on the lake before I
met you.”
“You are the best evidence that Kassidor was not real. If it
was real, how did you get transferred to heaven?”
“You did that,” she said. “You said you worked for
decades on it, tweaking and tweaking until you had
something as exactly like me as you could get it. It was the
foundation for the entanglement of fifth order condensates.
But what I don’t understand,” she asked, “is why your vows
let you play with some cherubs and not me?”
“Because you aren’t just a toy,” he said. “It has nothing to
do with church rules.”
“Ah-ha, and if I was to read between the lines of that,
might you be saying that in playing with some other cherub,
you’re sure you’ll still want to go back to your sworn mate,
but if you were to play with me, you’re not so sure?”
He blew out a breath, then said, “Perhaps it’s best if you
believe that.”
“Now what is that supposed to mean? On the surface of it,
that statement would be the best way to prevent me from
believing it. You know I haven’t grown any more self esteem
since you saw me last, so saying something like that could
definitely hurt.”
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“Desa, we’ve known each other over three thousand
years.”
“It’s twenty four centuries,” Desa said.
It was, using Kassidor’s dates, from the 55th to the 123rd.
“Yeah,” he said, “so nothing is that simple. There’s some truth
to that, of course there is. I would have given up Ava for you,
you know you only got that offer from Blisscry because Ava
wanted you out of the way so she could have me. I’ve given
up affairs with many other souls to be with you. It’s a serious
thing when a person gives up another soul to be with a
cherub.”
“That’s because they have to have their own way,” Desa
said.
“But I get my own way more with Zhaiya than I do with
you.”
“Are you sure Zhaiya is a soul? Your memory plays tricks
on you. Maybe you built Zhaiya as you did me, and built her
to be more complacent.”
“I remember her as a mortal on Henderson, I conversed
with her when she was mortal.”
“As you did with me,” Desa said. “Maybe you got to
know her well enough to program one.”
“I was there at her ascension.”
“It was ten centuries ago, it was before I was at your
Patagonia house.”
“I have recordings.”
“Maybe she left but copied herself and left you the copy.”
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“Gordon’s Lamp isn’t that big,” Alan said.
“She could have gotten off at Cottman or Marshall, you
know Ava’s theory better than I do, you can’t know.”
How did a cherub get away with telling him this? The
only reason he knew it wasn’t true was because, “Zhaiya
doesn’t have the systems savvy to pull it off, even at the user
interface level.”
“So you’re afraid that if you spot me a little semen, you’re
going to run off with a cherub once again and leave your
expedition behind?”
“They’ve sentenced me to be here, except when I’m on
duty.”
“And I’m sentenced to being here because it’s my house,
but it is as close to heaven as I can get without dying, if I
understand the gist of what you’ve told me about the ghost
ship you say we’re on, but I still say that’s all a game you
wrote while I was playing in Blisscry.”
She seemed to have a better memory of these
conversations than he did, but then she might have spent
significant stretches of time suspended if she was
multiplexing veron cycles on the souls around her. “It’s one
of the nicest homes the laws of physics allow in three-d
reality.”
“So why do you use the word sentenced?” she asked.
“Because it is three-d reality. This universe is just about
magic free. Even in Patagonia we are allowed only what is on
Zhaiya’s magic level allotment and many of them I am not
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allowed to view their panels. I barely got my own med panel
back.”
“I’ve never had a ‘med panel’,” Desa said. “But to get
back to what I was talking about, are we allowed to have any
bodily contact without breaking your monogamy vows?”
“Like I could resist anything you wanted of me once we
had any bodily contact. You were that way from the start with
me and you still are.”
“Ask anyone else who comes over here if I pursue them
so unmercifully.”
“Who else comes over here?” Alan asked.
“You have quite a bit of interest in that. Few of them
would interest you, and truthfully, they don’t interest me.
Alfred and Elmore are my most frequent visitors and they are
seldom interested in sex.” She seemed to be however because
she was slithering over him. “They’ll allow me to curl up on
their laps, but both are usually like you, keeping their
monogamy vows. But sometimes they have major fights with
their wives and break their monogamy vows.”
“So they think you are a soul, and they haven’t turned you
in?”
“For what? They came to visit me,” Desa said. “And they
think I’m a cherub. They, and a few others, have thought
there was someone in the crew driving me, three times I’ve
had guys spout lists of names at me to see if I’ll flinch for any
of them.”
“I wonder if Ava is driving you?” Alan said. He had put
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his arms around her, she brought his hands to where she liked
them. He knew he had spoken the truth when he said that if
he allowed any contact, he would never be able to stop.
“Does Ava do this with you?” Desa asked.
“There are times,” Alan admitted, though most of them
had been over three thousand years ago.
“And would she have a smile up her skirt already?”
“She would never say it that way,” Alan admitted.
When all this was over, he would try to convince himself
he was only playing with a cherub during the time he spent
sentenced to the Home in the Vale. He wondered if he would
have been able to resist if Zhaiya had stayed. Somehow he
didn’t think so.
The Collapse
He never got informed of the findings Harvis made from
the courses he took at the Kassikan. Nevertheless, he was able
to get enough access to the main store that he could track it
down. He learned that major portions of the activity on those
optical devices were control signals. He was not able to find
out anything more and knew with everyone breathing down
Ava’s neck, she would be diligent in insuring he stayed within
his sentence.
A month went by since Harvis’ class was complete. The
ship was now orbiting the stone giant sixty degrees behind the
microplanet and there had been no apparent notice. In the
vale, it was nine weeks and already he was upset when Desa
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brought other company home. If he was playing with a
cherub, the cherub wouldn’t have the choice of doing that.
There was no amount of denial that could make that fact go
away. The sleep was during duty hours, and he couldn’t call
on Zhaiya. He could tell that he would not be going to sleep
without calling up a cherub he did have a control panel for,
like Kaha. She wasn’t quite as plush or tan as she was thirty
six hundred years ago, but she was still beautiful, more suited
to the beaches of the Yakhan than Yoonbarla Vale.
He wasn’t expecting to be woken by Zhaiya in the middle
of the sleep, “They sent me to get you, something’s just
happened in the base universe.”
Alan made some kind of noise and tried to come more
awake. He wished he wasn’t sentenced to three-d reality
where cherubs have to wake up and walk out of your bed to
be gone. Back home, when she was playing with one, it
would always blink out of existence as soon as she detected
his presence. Kaha stubbornly refused to vanish, in fact
refused to wake up.
“Ava wants you in the control room now.”
“Why did she send you?”
“Because your eye is dark,” Zhaiya said.
“We’re talking about Administrator Ava Bancour...” Alan
started, but then thought better of continuing. Zhaiya wasn’t
supposed to know that Ava could blink him into the control
room between time slices from anywhere in any universe in
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Gordon’s Lamp. Ava no doubt looked in on him first and
found a way she could twist the knife of his sentence a little
more. “I’m coming.”
“It looks like you already came,” Zhaiya said sweetly.
“She’s a simple cherub, it’s just that magic level zero
doesn’t let me make them disappear.” He was out of bed. He
had to dress himself, magic level zero doesn’t allow you to
get dressed by just adding your clothes to the rendering que in
five keystrokes. His sentence was once again so brutally
three-d reality that he had to use the bathroom before leaving.
Zhaiya left him in there, telling him once again that Ava was
waiting. Breakfast he could force himself to pass. Kaha was
still asleep. It was the equivalent of four AM in his universe
when he got to the control room.
Ava was in her forced pleasant face again. “Nice of you to
wander by.”
“I wasn’t the one who put me under sentence so I have to
manually perform all bodily functions.”
“You could have made it a lot easier on yourself.”
“By turning off a hack I can’t control?”
“Are you admitting that? You made it but can’t control
it?”
“To the best of my knowledge I didn’t make it.”
“How much knowledge of the latest findings are you
admitting to?”
“All I have, which is that the suntower signals are using a
control protocol.”
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“You know it is a collapsed-metal frame holding
neutronium rings don’t you?”
“That was a theory, has it been verified?”
“We can see the cage and measure the masses. If it’s not
neutronium it’s singularities. Gravimetric measurements
imply that the masses are spinning at relativistic speeds, and
that there are dozens of spinning singularities in there.”
“Why are they letting us get so close?” Alan asked.
“I suspect this object is now a derelict.”
“Why?” Alan asked.
“Two reasons,” Ava said. “The first change we noticed, is
that all the big fish have disappeared, or at least are no longer
visible from orbit.”
“What else?” Alan asked.
“I think I need to explain what else we found out about
those control signals.” She lit the collapsed metal framework
on the display of the microplanet. It was a complex network
because of the overlapping bands of rings. “This caging is
subject to positive feedback. Any section that gets perturbed
is likely to get closer to another, thus subject to more
gravitational force. Any that get perturbed toward the middle
of the planet are going to feel more attraction in that
direction. The deflections are very small, a few wavelengths
of light, but we are able to detect them. We were also able to
find correlation between the deflections, and compensating
signals using that suntower network.”
“OK, so that’s telling us that those signals keep the cage
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aligned?”
“That’s what it looks like to me. Shut those off and it
could collapse into a black hole at any time, and when it does,
it will happen in milliseconds. Vaporizing us in the gamma
ray burst in the process.”
“Right,” Alan said.
“So the second reason I think this thing is now derelict is
that those signals shut off nearly seven minutes ago.” He
stared in fear. She saw it. “You didn’t do that?” she still made
it a question but his face had already made it a statement.
Alan broke the ensuing silence, “So here’s the test, if
you’re so totally sure this object is a hack, call my bluff and
let it collapse into the singularity. Since it’s not real, we will
not be destroyed in a gamma ray burst. If, on the other hand,
the guy who has respected you all his life and loved you a
good part of it, is telling you the truth, we will all be killed in
the gamma ray burst and there won’t be a big enough scrap of
any backup left to ever resurrect.”
She stared at him a long time, then hit a keypad he
couldn’t see and spoke into a microphone he couldn’t see.
“Attention thruout the crew. This is your Administrator. I
need everyone capable of second order differential equations
to report for duty at once. We have a critical problem, I will
be presenting the preliminary model of it in ninety, eighty
nine, eighty eight, seconds. My door’s open, I’m in the
control room.”
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Book II. Revolutionaries
Man Into Mon
In the Pronna worlds there is no gravity and packages can
swim, steered by fins barely larger than their billing
envelopes were in a mechanical-age civilization. When the
cargo that the package is delivering is a bio-digester impeller,
no more than the usual security procedures are taken and an
escort is not required. In a sense the package that is
transporting the impeller is a living thing. It is swimming
along, long tail fin whooshing, when it starts to look a little
peaked. It stops swimming, quivers, and then splits open like
a walnut.
An athletic man swims out, using long, strong feathers
that unfold from his feet and calves. His limbs are thick but
smooth, nowhere near as gaunt as the norm of the humans in
Mon. He’s in skin-tight dark green camo except for his eyes
and mouth. It shows a firm and muscular shape, limbs bulky
like one who spent some time in gravity. Even in the mask
one can see that his face is well formed, and the eyes that can
be seen thru the mask are a sparkling royal blue.
He has a bag, among other things it holds a handactivated sprayer connected to a small cylinder with a few
buttons and lights on it. He presses a few buttons on the
cylinder, then sprays the rim of the package that had stopped
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to give him birth. With a few twitches, it closes, with a few
shakes, its tail starts swimming again. Before long it is back
on its route like nothing had happened. By then Nulf was into
the greenwood of his adopted world, away free with no
Pronna nearby to see him.
The first thing he noticed about Mon was that it stank of
shit. He hoped it would be in that one spot, in the first dark
passage near the interstellar room. In an hour, after he’d
swum a few miles, he was pretty sure it was going to be
everywhere, with some neighborhoods worse than others. He
hadn’t thought much about that in his planning. He tried to
stay out of neighborhoods where it was worse. He found
those better areas were the ones with more Pronna.
He wouldn’t reveal himself to the native population for
the first few days, he wanted to observe for awhile. He was
spotted a couple times but got away into the shadows without
any significant interaction with the local population, his
enhanced eyes giving him an advantage over basic humans,
his camouflaged garb making him nearly impossible to see in
the shadows. He planned to interact as little as possible with
the locals while he got familiar with the world and had seen a
fair fraction of it. He wanted to know how it worked, where
the tribes were and who the strongmen were before he
established himself.
Mon was overrun with greenwood which was both a
blessing and a curse. It was easy climbing, dense cover and
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hard for the Pronna to control. It was genetically identical to
their food plants, a sort of prion at the genetic level. Any
nectar plants they touched turned to greenwood, so the nectar
always went first. On his first day he found that thruout most
of Mon the greenwood had come up to the sunpassages so the
Pronna had to constantly snip it back to keep the sunpassages
open. Humans and Pronna mingled in Om, and many Pronna
carried translators. In Mon the Pronna seldom had translators
and chased humans into the dark with painwalls whenever
they saw them. The Pronna body is spear and arrow proof,
their arms are like leather-covered steel and they can see in IR
and UV naturally without needing devices and much better
than any devices humans could build.
The Pronna lived only in the sunpassages of Mon,
constantly active cutting the greenwood back as far as they
could from the routes the suns took. The suns flew in paths
parallel to the nearest neutronium rings and moved about
twenty miles a day. The sunpassages were cleared in a one to
two thousand foot radius from the path of the suns and nectar
vine grew in a fifty to five hundred foot layer between
greenwood and sun. Pronna were careful to ensure that no
greenwood touched the vine and tied it away with skinny
little poles that attached to greenwood and nectarvine and
kept them fifty feet apart. Humans lived anywhere they
wanted in the greenwood, the Pronna didn’t really care. If the
humans made a disturbance they might come after them,
other than that the greenwood was human habitat. There were
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fifty thousand other macroscopic species in the greenwood
forest, but Pronna didn’t seem to care much more about that
either.
He saw few humans kept as pets by the Pronna of Mon
and they were kept as far from the feral population as
possible, so he learned nothing from listening to them either.
They were sleek and well tended and very pretty. They spoke
a different language and their Pronna keepers indulged them
with toys as silly and flashy as the ones the pet humans in Om
had, mostly little picture tablets that could be used to speak
with other pet humans somewhere else. They were found in
Om also, and several of those devices had been captured and
studied by the wild humans of Om.
The people of Om are not without technology. He had
listening devices that focused on the people nearby. Their
language was harsh and guttural, but enough words were
similar that he was able to understand most of what he heard
after a few days of listening and observation. No one he
listened to said anything about technology of any kind. All
humans feared the Pronna and stayed out of sight as much as
they could, truly becoming vermin.
Early on he learned that there were tribes or gangs among
the free humans of Mon who controlled the space nearer the
sunpassages and centered on the cloudshafts. That left those
not in the gangs with nothing but the dark. The gangs were
well organized and xenophobic, reserving their space for
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themselves only. A large one like the Appolyrax controlled a
whole Cloudshaft and had hundreds of military men. They
were especially mindful of their water and chased down every
waterball that sank down their cloudshaft. His task would be
difficult if he was to start among them, they were ruled by a
stern old pharaoh called Nemena for centuries. So after only a
couple days, he explored deeper into Mon. Those without a
gang got space farther from the suns, usually in utter
darkness.
Theoretically there is no gravity anywhere inside a Pronna
world because all the mass is in the neutronium rings that
circle the globe, the mass of the air and the biomatter inside
the hollow sphere is supposed to be balanced by the
atmosphere above the rings. Five eighths of the atmosphere of
Mon is above the rings, but in four hundred something
million years even the Pronna bring home enough clutter to
add to the mass of the planetoid.
As a consequence, there is a barely detectable up and
down in Mon, so one can orient to it in the dark. For the first
ten miles or so from the surface there were regular
sunpassages and the twinkling of distant suns thru the leaves
was like the stars seen on the outside. He certainly meant to
look at the outside of Mon some day, but it is only one thin
layer one hundred feet thick from the neutronium surface to
the sky. The interior is thousands of cubic miles.
Nulf was well over ten miles ‘down’ by now and objects
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drift down at less than a foot per minute, terminal velocity in
these conditions. Not enough light reaches down here for one
to see where the sunpassages are. It’s blackness broken only
by lanternfish and bioluminescent fungi. His limited IR vision
was all he really had, and there wasn’t much that he saw with
that either, a little glow when a ribbonsnake swam, some
motion by a stabsnake far in the distance. He got miles from
the cloudshaft and couldn’t find it again, he might be deeper
than it penetrated into Mon.
What he saw in the first few days gave him doubts about
coming here. According to his information, this was the world
with the labs he came to see. He didn’t see the labs that
allowed humans access to the Pronna data network in the
faces of these people. He didn’t see a people ready to take
command of their world, though he did see a less energetic
and engaged Pronna population. At almost half a billion
years, Mon was an old and decadent Pronna world while Om,
at sixty million years, was young and vigorous.
No, among these humans he saw depravity. Spider-thin
arms and legs, the slow thudding of their heart visible in the
sunken skin below their sternums. Boney fingers reaching
feebly for every bit of detritus that drifted by on the air
currents. Feeble pleas for urine to drink. He was horrified.
Compared to this, the humans of Om lived in a fairy tale. It
was as if the human civilization of Mon was even more
decadent than the Pronna. The free, as opposed to pet,
humans in Om were healthy and vigorous and now had
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significant colonies on the outside, driving the whents and
vamish nearly to extinction. The few whents he’d seen here
were as scrawny as the humans, he could probably take them
on bare-handed. They obviously never felt gravity. He had yet
to see a vamish, they liked to swim in big waterballs, but he
hadn’t seen a waterball since the cloudshaft, not even a little
hand-sized one. Two hundred foot waterballs can be found in
the sunpasages of Om regularly and one in thirty of them will
have a trio of vamish living in it.
He tried not to get discouraged, this poverty could be
opportunity. No wonder he could never gather any support for
his ideas in Om, Om’s humans had everything but the right of
way in the sunpassages. Mon’s humans had a universe of
starvation and decay. He went on, farther from the interstellar
room and farther from the sunpassages. He stayed within the
greenwood and used the supplies he had with him, enough for
a few more days if he used them sparingly. He used those few
days to learn more.
Human waste and other dung is one of those things that
drift down into this darkness from the sunlit worlds above.
Shit farmers catch it in a net stretched between three or four
nearby greenwood trunks. They are on enough rope to let it
bag down to a forty five degree angle or steeper. They remove
the worthless rubbish from their net, or scavenge it if they
have any use for it. They scour the surrounding areas for
hundreds of yards and snag any globs of dung or other
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organic matter as they come drifting by. They pile it all in the
net. There are fungi that grow on it, glowing dimly in the inky
dark. Crabs and ribbon snakes flock to feed on the fungi,
thereby feeding the shit farmer.
There was a family of them nearby. He watched them pay
taxes in ribbonsnakes to several different bullies who each
came by about once a day. They had one child so they might
not be eternal, they looked as bad as aged ephemerals. They
barely spoke to each other and could barely manage to move
enough to capture the manure drifting by or the crabs that
lived on their pile. It was hard for him to watch their
suffering, he could have dispatched any three of the bullies
that preyed on them with a single blow.
There is no time in the Pronna worlds, not without a
device. There is only the cycle of wake and sleep and people
get out of sync with one another even in the same family.
After observing for what was probably a few days, Nulf
decided to make himself a secure base camp at least a mile
from the nearest shit farmer. He was deep into Mon by now,
the air was so stale and stagnant down here he had his oxygen
doubler plugs in all the time. No place in Om is over a mile
from a sunpassage. The Pronna have a big open space at the
very center of Om with at least one sun always present so it
has no night. Anywhere near the center of Mon was many
miles from the nearest glimmer of sunlight. The darkness
down here was bigger than Om.
He was planning to make his camp in the fork where a
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major limb in the greenwood divided into three, and was
slowly swimming toward one of those. He could smell a huge
goreslug as he approached. If he didn’t have his sharpened
sense of smell from the doubler he might have blundered into
it in the total darkness of these levels. Its IR was so low he
could barely detect it.
The creature does not prey on humans, they have evolved
to drink the juices of the greenwood, but teeth that can cut
thru the foot-thick bark of the trunks down here can be
dangerous. They are sensitive to the smallest motion of the
air, these depths never had the slightest trace of breeze. They
have not the slightest trace of light sensitivity, he could shine
his light panel on it with impunity. It was probably a hundred
million years since there had been light in these depths. He
was drifting as still as he could, and soon spotted it, right in
the crotch between the first and third limbs. It had been
drinking from the trunk beyond, but its head was up and
swiveling slowly around, so it had already sensed him in the
area.
It was much bigger than they ever get in Om, at least
thirteen feet long and probably massing over a ton. Its circle
of sensory feathers were over a foot long and very gossamer.
This thing had never been within a mile of light. He turned
himself and kicked just a little, trying to put the largest limb
between him and it. It immediately struck at his feet, coming
much closer than he would have expected and getting five
feet of its body off the trunk. He saw the ripple of IR given
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off in that motion, barely, but that generated enough heat to
show.
Fortunately that spooked a pod of gob-stringed bark
flappers and the goreslug took a couple swipes at them while
Nulf drifted behind the main trunk. His attention on the slug
had kept him from noticing a big snotweb hanging in the
fungus vines that cloaked these depths. In fighting that, he
attracted the attention of the slug and it began handing itself
in his direction at a very unsluglike speed. He didn’t care
what he did to the snotweb at that point and slashed
aggressively with his longknife and quickly scraped the
stinging shards from his skin. He kicked back a few feet from
the trunks, the slug could not follow him in the air.
Where there is no light, there are no leaves and few small
growths. There are the webs of roots near the trunks, but there
are large open spaces like sunpassages where humans can
swim free instead of climb. The goreslug could only detect
him by the disturbances in the air, and by sound. These depths
are not silent, and rumbles are heard for many miles. Signal
drums from several tribes could be felt, miles from here,
miles closer to suns. Still the slug remained focused on him.
He carefully got his spare knife from his pack, he wasn’t
going to risk a throw with his longknife. It still followed him
but he could tell it was thinking about going back to feeding.
He could wait it out. He turned off his light, once the
charge was gone, there was no way to recharge it here. The
darkness was profound. He had already found the wildlife in
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Mon to be much more disagreeable than that of Om, and this
was the worst yet. He felt some snotweb on his back still
trying to digest him and had to take off his shirt to scrape it
off. He wished they were worth eating because there was
damn little food down here.
He was pretty sure he could hear the slug sucking and
chewing on the greenwood trunk again. He turned on the light
and confirmed that. As soon as he did, a pack of ribbonsnakes
were attracted to it. He grabbed a few, gutted them with his
spare knife and ate them raw. He hated to do that more here
than in Om, thinking they were much more likely to be
infected with something here, but there were far too many for
him to eat, and if the light attracted them, it would attract
something to eat them before too long.
Once the light was off again he heard them swim away.
He needed his IR enhancement and a much dimmer light, one
that wouldn’t destroy his dark adaption so much. His IR sense
wasn’t strong, he needed to stay dark adapted to see
something as cool as a goreslug. In violent motion it gave off
a third the I/R a human did.
He heard the ribbonsnakes chatter go far into the distance,
he hoped he could light his torch again. He turned it all the
way down and shielded it. It should be much dimmer, but he
tried to keep from looking at anything bright. He found that if
he shown it behind him, enough light bounced forward to
show him the way but not overwhelm the I/R sense.
One place to camp seemed as good as another. He had not
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seen a working digester yet in these depths of Mon, so he
wasn’t going to get gruel. He was beginning to understand
more of why it stank and why the people were so destitute. If
the digesters weren’t working, that would happen.
He spent an hour securing his space enough to sleep
comfortably. He couldn’t make it safe from bark crawlers or
liveslime, but he could wake up before either could subdue
him and the bark crawler would make a decent meal. Then he
slept soundly for the first time in days.
It was ‘morning’ whenever he felt like stirring again. It
was still black dark with the noise of the usual creatures in the
air. He ate the supplies he had with him, there was enough for
one more good meal when he was done. He was beginning to
understand that hunting and staying alive were going to take
up a lot more of his time than they did in Om.
The dark was absolute, but there was a forest of sound.
The nearest were bark-flappers grinding at the outer bark, it
sounded like there were four or five of them in this school.
They don’t have anywhere near as much meat on them as a
bark crawler, though their flaps make them look almost as
big. He would eat them if he had to, but hated to do so raw.
He was going to need a fireball to cook with, his bag was too
small to bring one with him.
He still wasn’t adjusted to the absence of digesters and
noticed that the faint gravity was even fainter here. The turds
would take hours to drift away, and would only get as far as
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the nearest snotweb. The fact that there was gravity at all
spoke to the fact that Mon was degenerate, the fact that there
was less gravity here meant that he was getting close to the
center of it, there should be a denser collection of detritus.
The only thing that could ever bring anything back up was
something swimming off with it. There should be a big ball of
shit in the center, but so many of the worms down here eat it
that it might be gone before it drifted to the center. After it
had drifted only an hour, it didn’t noticeably add to the smell.
He was going to need to find water, though he had a skin
that could recycle his urine, even that was almost gone. Water
would drift to the bottom of the well also, he should be
finding a lot of it close by, it couldn’t be more than another
few miles down to the center of the world, he might as well
swim down there.
It wasn’t long before he came to a giant piece of
something. It had been metal once, but it had rusted, bacteria
had eaten that and lichen-fungus had grown on that. It was
curved over a large radius, a hundred feet or more. It
connected to another straight chunk of metal and that went
down into the greenwood jungle out of sight.
He drifted, the tiny gravity pulled him slowly along and
closer to the straight piece of metal. He came to more
greenwood trunks before he reached the metal column,
forests of fungus grew on them and small sticks had settled
onto them in precarious piles hundreds of feet high, some of
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which had been knocked over by a passing swimmer. A
stabsnake coiled in wait. They are sensitive to light and often
hunt closer to the sunpassages, his light sent it whipping thru
the greenwood trunks like a self-throwing spear. He was glad
it fled, they could be dangerous, one really needs a shield to
hunt them. They were now more of a bother than whents in
Om.
He could smell water, it was ahead of him, still ‘down’ in
the infinitesimal gravity down here. The sticks and trunks
were getting so dense it was hard to swim. The greenwood
was all folded, like it had been pressed together. He came to a
ringed bar running out of the dark fungus jungle on one side
and into the other. It was an absolutely flawless metal,
polished to perfection. When he got closer he could see that it
was made up of rings and the rings didn’t actually touch each
other, he could slide a piece of cloth right thru the slot
between each ring. He could see thru the slot to the interior of
the rings, they were each about a sixteenth of an inch thick
and a quarter inch wide. Together they made up a pipe just
over an inch in diameter and of unknown length. It felt like
they were a solid pipe when trying to move it. He could
actually move it a little, it felt like it was about a hundred feet
long but disappeared into the cluttered darkness in both
directions. He didn’t know what to make of that artifact, other
than it wasn’t human made and wasn’t something he ever saw
Pronna make before. He believed it was something Pronna
could make if they wanted to, but would probably consider
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frivolous because as a pipe it would leak and as a ring storage
system it was difficult to deposit and remove rings. There
may be Pronna of Mon that were packrats and threw whatever
junk they came across down into the basement to deal with
later.
As he continued deeper into this greenwood he noticed
light ahead of him. It seemed like a flickering light, too bright
to be a lanternfish, more like a fireball. He became much
more careful. He couldn’t see it directly from here, just the
reflections of reflections at this point. He had to stay on the
dark side of the trunks from here on out, stay in the shadows
and pull down his face mask. Even though he had recently
swam with suns, his skin was still lighter than greenwood
bark.
He folded his foot-fins and used only his fingers to move.
While drifting across an opening, he put his light away. He
was pretty sure he was coming across human presence and he
wanted to be sure he saw them before they saw him. There
was no doubt that there was light. It was barely more than
black on black, but there was some visual information where
he had seen little but his own light for days.
It is surprising how far a little bit of light reflects in this
pile of greenwood and wreckage that was down here. An area
he thought was infested with vines was actually wires, some
wrist-thick, some hair thin, collected in cables with tying
bands. There were hundreds of feet of it, and it was all
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connected into a huge harness for hundreds of feet in many
directions.
He didn’t let his curiosity over the junkyard he was
drifting into diminish his watchfulness, he made sure it
heightened his watchfulness. Think of every item as a
possible blind for a sentry. It slowed his progress, but allowed
him to learn all he could of his surroundings. Even in this
little light, he noticed greenwood had been cut, sap had been
collected, but more cutting was being done on the dry side.
The cutting was done with axes, he figured they were just
collecting the chips to use in fireballs.
Collecting the chips used to be children’s work. They
would swim around and fill fireball bags trying to catch them
in mid air or getting the most by picking them out of the
bushes around the clearing. Of course he was remembering
days long passed in Om, days before women turned barren.
Madrut had borne him seven children before she died. The
eighth would have been the third daughter, had not both
mother and child been lost. Because they were true to each
other, they did not catch the sterility plague, but they also did
not catch the youth plague. It was only after Madrut had been
gone for years and he was starting to feel his age that he
began to participate in the conjugal sex that kept one young.
No other woman had meant as much to him, though with
his muscles that strode the surface of Om, he never wanted
for their attention. He had entertained many since his children
were grown and had their own lives and families, but he had
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made no promises and probably never would. He always took
his promises seriously and probably always would.
It was light enough to actually see by the time he first
heard voices. Their language was even more crude and
profane than that of the tribes near the sunpassages. There
were two men on the dark side of a greenwood trunk. They
had spears like they were on duty, but they were sharing a
drinking bulb and there was no doubt from the slobber in
their voices that it was far from plain water in that bulb. He
was able to work his way close enough to listen in on their
conversation. He would listen to them for awhile and when he
needed to, slip passed them to study this tribe of the deep
darkness in more detail. From what he saw down here, it was
likely they had plenty of weaknesses he could exploit.
Huntress of the Dark
Rianten had been in this alien construct five hundred
years now, she no longer thought about the environment.
Having the only technology for miles in all directions made
coping with this a little easier, she could dispatch fleets of
bots to hunt and forage for them, but after all this time,
desertions had thinned them to the point that the hydroponics
in the rotating parts of Niven’s Hammer were enough to feed
them now. Rachel had been the last to go native, only a
couple weeks ago. Rianten had been hard on her when she
tried too hard to lure Taos. She should learn to control her
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jealously, they couldn’t afford to lose any more of their crew,
especially the women, especially good friends.
A few of the crew had captured local women, but they
couldn’t stand in any gravity at all, were in poor health
generally, stank, and had the manners of a chimp. None had
kept them more than a few weeks, but once turned out they
had stayed at the entries to the ship begging for handouts until
they starved. Since none could bear to let them starve, many
stayed there, hovering around the entries until local males
snatched them and took them away. From what she could see,
they had reverted to the behavior of apes, though they kept a
more human form.
She seldom went out hunting like this, and seldom
unarmored, but she needed to prove that she could meet the
environment on its own terms and hide her true status from
the locals. No need for a spacesuit here, the air pressure was
like four thousand feet below sea level, the oxygen could be
better, but she’d found genetics for it and had never been
afraid to enhance herself. They boosted the oxygen inside the
ship to the standard of Kiandutan but she had kept herself
trained for Kex, over nine thousand feet above sea level. She
kept herself trained for the temperatures of Kex. Of course
the dark and dawn in the Yakhan aren’t any better, they just
happen four times less often than Kex. Here in Mon, it had
been eighty two Fahrenheit since she got here. It never varied,
there was never a breath of fresh air, there was never a breeze
off the mountain, there was never a brief sunshower to get the
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dung out of the air. If the greenwood didn’t harvest the CO2
of these depths, it would be toxic here in a day or two.
Rianten still considered herself a native of Kiandutan, she
still owned a home there, not that she could get to it lately.
Five hundred years ago her ship had been swallowed by this
alien construct, this zero gee world of giant fish and ribbon
snakes, fluttering boxcars and happy yellow suns about eight
feet in diameter cruising thru passages in the bushes. None of
those suns came within miles of the deepest belly of this
pseudo world, into which Niven’s Hammer had slowly sunk.
Niven’s Hammer is three thousand feet in diameter and the
thrust reactor shaft itself is seven miles long, now totally shut
down and held together only by the permanent magnets. All
of that drifted thru one of the holes in the jungle and down
into the dark depths of the interior in the course of several
years. The stargate and its containment were ‘erased’ as the
ship drifted thru the plane of the surface of this world. It was
as if they were virtual and their rendering layer was deleted
little by little as Niven’s Hammer sank thru the plane of the
neutronium.
Back when this all happened, a few of the fish swam in
and pawed them over soon after they passed the neutronium.
All airlocks opened as if the big fish had the keys on their
comms. They obviously knew what humans were, how our
stuff worked and how to reprogram it to their control. There
was nothing anyone could do about it, it turned out all
weapons had been deleted just like the stargate had. Those
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fish seemed to be of infinite strength and power, but they
were not sadistically rough and everyone eventually came out
of it in better health.
When released, they were given a message, they were
vermin and would be consigned to the depths with the other
feral humans aboard. With that Niven’s Hammer began
sinking, slowly. Only a few feet a day, trunks and branches
bumping over the hull little by little, day after day, year after
year. Almost four hundred years ago it stopped and they were
here, clunking around with a few other major artifacts of
space junk, some of it useful, most of it not.
The big fish were called Pronna, they were all-powerful
but peaceful, they sipped nectar for nutrition in the space
served by those suns, miles above. They lived where the suns
were, all other species could have the dark. The Pronna were
abandoning this four hundred sixty four million year old
planetoid in schools and if they all left it would likely lead to
the planetoid’s collapse. In the time they were here, Rianten
was able to explore this world and understood enough physics
to know how it works. It is super-critical that the planetoid
remain spherical or it will collapse. None of the native
humans have the technology or the mathematics to know
what keeping it spherical entails.
The neutronium rings must spin at relativistic speeds to
create enough centrifugal force to prevent their own collapse,
and the sphericity of the object must be maintained exactly or
the immense gravitational fields would collapse the whole
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object. There were nine bands of rings altogether with three
hundred twenty rings in each of the three main bands, eighty
in the other six. They were all held in a collapsed metal
framework and adjusted with an active control system to keep
the planetoid exactly spherical.
They were controlled using the protocol from the
photonic devices of ancient Kassidor, proving that Centorin
scientists, not Kassidorian, were correct and those objects
were left by the species that transported humans to Kassidor,
and not cast by the Elves of Kassidor’s Energy Age. It also
proved that the Pronna were the species that transported
humans to Kassidor and Kinunde during the Ice Age. Now if
she could only let human science know that.
On top of the main neutronium rings, the crossing points
between rings were wrapped with other smaller rings. All of
them could be modulated to produce gravity waves strong
enough to move the whole planetoid or project wormholes
into the distance at the speed of light. All of that was also
accomplished with the control system, the one that used the
same technology as the suntowers of ancient Kassidor.
It is obvious that the Species Immunity Complex from
Kassidor is operating in this world because no one who’s had
even sporadic contact with the natives has aged. The supply
of youth treatments in the ship’s pharmacy didn’t even last
the first year. She and Taos had agreed to adapt, but to remain
together. They still shared the captain’s cabin, but in such a
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long time they each had been absent for serious stretches of
time and the amount of variety they get waxes and wanes.
Taos was away for that reason now and would probably be
gone two more days. Attractive women are rare among the
feral humans and he had to range far to find them. He, like all
of them, usually went to the tribes of the surface.
It was obvious the sterility plague from Kassidor was
working here too, because there were almost no children. The
only way to stay fertile was to marry a virgin as a virgin, they
had to remain faithful til they had their children. It was
enough to keep the population up, they’d been here long
enough to see that. They needed more children, their society
was violent and many lives were taken in crime and in battle.
There were tribes and ‘strong men’ who were literally much
stronger because they had trained on the surface of Mon
where there was .86g of gravity.
It had been quite an undertaking to get the wheel of
Niven’s Hammer turning again. It had to be completely
enclosed to keep the greenwood out of the way and to put it
in vacuum where air friction wouldn’t stop it. The
containment took years to fabricate and install, using what
was salvageable of other wrecks down here. But now the
wheel was turning and giving them the .78g of Kiandutan.
The air from the ship’s life support was the only place one
could get away from the smell of shit, and it was thick here in
an area she seldom prowled. The only power in this alien
construct was what was provided by their docking motor, it
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would go thru their fuel stores in fifteen thousand years.
Today she was armed with a small but potent crossbow
and using a remote light. The light swam about forty feet in
front of her, illuminating in all directions but at her. It wasn’t
super bright, she remained dark-adapted while using it. It was
no brighter than a native life form called a lanternfish. They
had decoded the native languages, she actually spoke three
dialects pretty well now, and could probably still speak
Centish or Kassidorian if she ever had the chance.
There were four of the remaining crew who got together
and played cards and spoke only Centish. You had to put a
quarter in the pot for each time you used a non-Centish word.
She would play at times but wouldn’t talk much, not that she
was much of a chatter-box lately anyway. Lately being the
last five hundred years, since they learned Aldebs are one of
the easy alien species to deal with. Humans would have as
much chance dealing with a supernova as the Pronna. She
fervently hoped the Pronna weren’t hostile to human
civilization. For all she knew thousands more of these
microplanets might have swallowed all of mankind’s works
by now and reduced our whole species to hunting among the
greenwood and the ribbonsnakes in the dark at the cores of
these microplanets.
She should pay more attention to the here and now. She
was letting a lot of fat ribbonsnakes get away while distracted
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reminiscing of ancient times. In truth she was on autopilot
and looking for something better than everyday ribbonsnakes.
A bot can catch ribbonsnakes, she wanted at least a
lanternfish. She’d take a goreslug because it was big enough
but really not tasty enough for the Summerend feast she was
planning for Taos and the other eighteen of the crew that
remained.
There’s a predator of ribbonsnakes called a pinglunger. It
has a powerful sonar that can be heard, it’s as blind as an
earthworm, blinder, an earthworm can tell if it’s in light or
dark. A pinglunger has only its echo sense and its hearing, but
it carries some of the most sensitive hearing organs human
science had yet detected. It’s got a pretty good sense of smell,
much better than a human, as good as a ribbonsnake or
lanternfish.
They are perhaps the best meat that can be found in this
world, as good as a turkey of Earth origin life. It was
something that had evolved in the dark spaces that had
developed since detritus began collecting in the dead core of
this world.
She knew that this Pronna construct housed over thirty
million Pronna and well as fifty million other sentients and
forty five billion next level simulated souls who existed in
Pronna minds only. The Pronna gave them that much
information, but they had not divulged the sphericity
problem, she and the other scientists on Niven’s Hammer had
figured that out for themselves.
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The Pronna also hadn’t admitted that almost half the
volume of Mon was effectively out of Pronna control. A pest
species called greenwood had taken over, a species that the
Pronna didn’t cut back fast enough. Humans could climb as
well as swim and thus were at home in the greenwood. Once
the greenwood took over large volumes, it was open again on
the inside and one could swim again, as she was doing now.
She was maintaining a good pace. A pinglunger can go
faster, but not for any length of time. She was really only
using the light to swim by, the only way she’ll find a
pinglunger is by sound. That’s why she didn’t go faster, her
breathing would drown out the distant sounds.
It was the sound that informed her. She steered the light
using the dot painted onto her fingernail and followed it in
that direction. She didn’t have to worry about the pinglunger
seeing the light, she needed to know which way it was going.
It took some time to get closer to it, so it must be going away
from her. The vegetation was more tangled, she had to climb
with her hands and keep her footfeathers folded. The
pinglunger can swim right thru here without tearing its
feathers. She was getting pretty good at that also, more
climbing than swimming, but nearly as fast as swimming, and
using her feathers to steer. One gets good at these things with
five centuries of practice and as far back as she could
remember she’d been almost fanatic about her athletics.
She couldn’t count the number of these things she had
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chased in five hundred years, but she knew she got over half
of them, and she could tell she was getting closer to this one.
At least a hundred Summerend dinners had been pinglunger,
most of the rest had been lanternfish. The trick now was to
chase it silently, but it would keep to the thickets so it could
hear its pursuer. It was leading her into areas she wasn’t
intimately familiar with, but she was pretty sure she knew an
open area nearby, and broke for that.
She steered the light again, and dodged trunks and
branches toward the area she thought would be more open.
The problem was, it didn’t seem to be. The opening she
thought was there, wasn’t. The greenwood could have grown
many more CO2 absorption roots since she had been here,
maybe fifty years ago. It was now just a small cavity in the
brush no more than twenty five yards in diameter, surrounded
by a few greenwood trunks and then more thick brush on all
sides. The greenwood has ‘roots’ down here that pick up
nutrients and large amounts of CO2. They release the oxygen
down here and transport only the carbon. They look more like
brush than roots, the absorption takes place in things that look
a little like leaves. She dove into the thicket that the light
swam thru and found it to be a lot thicker than she expected.
She was soon stuck and could not get thru any of it easily.
She was snagged in a few places and had to work her way out
the way she came.
While doing that, she fumed at the really big curse of this
Pronna world. The Pronna are naturally sensitive to radio
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waves from about a megahertz to a hundred gigahertz, their
‘speech’ is from roughly fifty megahertz to one gigahertz.
They use shaped wavefronts and all kinds of things like that
to get their communications between individuals to contain
the data density of a network backbone. The impact on
humans is the Pronna erase any devices they detect emitting
energy at those wavelengths. They do it remotely from some
control room somewhere in Mon that humans have never
discovered. Thus the control interface to the light was more
IR than radio, line-of-sight to that dot on her fingernail was
all the range it had and the light had gone on into the three-d
jungle, obeying its last command which was to continue in a
straight line. All she had now for light was a tiny little thing
she thought of as a ‘lighter.’
Eventually the light would time out, she thought it was set
on three minutes but she hadn’t checked any of the swimlight settings in ages. She damned herself for getting so
sloppy lately. She hadn’t trained her ears for black lately
either. Encountering a goreslug in black dark could be
trouble. Added to that was the fact that she had been lost in
thought for a good long time, swimming blindly into lessthan-familiar territory, and then struggling thru this brush to
turn herself around. The situation could be serious.
One thing she had to help her, there actually was a tiny bit
of gravity in here. Niven’s Hammer massed the equivalent of
a million tons in 1g, and it wasn’t even half of the junk that
had collected down here. It had all settled into a rough, three
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to five mile in diameter ball near the very center of Mon,
piled on rolled up greenwood trunks. If she just relaxed, she
would sink toward it. Before she could do that she had to
struggle free of this brush, but before she did that she better
give a listen.
It seemed calm. She heard some ribbonsnakes pecking at
the fungus and heard some bagmouths collecting the particle
drift that hung in the air of these depths. She worked her way
back the way she came, to the chamber off the path where she
chased the pinglunger. She shielded her light and looked into
that space. It was a gap in the brush where the greenwood
trunks were thicker. It was a hundred feet to the far side and
that was where she figured she would drift to. She let go and
floated.
She imagined herself drifting, lying here in this space
between the trunks, slowly moving with the tiny acceleration
produced by the gravity of Niven’s Hammer. She wondered if
she could be patient enough to wait until she felt something
or heard something, or would she have to flick her lighter
again before that happened. She didn’t have to wait that long,
a bigleaf lichen touched the back of her head, the light had
been going straight down when it disappeared. The swimlight might make it back to Niven’s Hammer before its
control timer ran out.
She could have come several miles ‘up’ from the ship in
the time she had been aimlessly wandering, it had to time out
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long before then. At least this way she was following it, if she
could get thru all the ancient dead greenwood sticks. There
must have been a sunpassage near here at one time or this
stick wouldn’t have grown like this, but then Niven’s
Hammer had pushed over a cubic mile of greenwood ahead of
itself as it settled. This might be part of that twisted mass of
trunks and sticks that rested against the forward surface of the
ship. If she had come around to that side of the ship it would
be much more difficult getting back in, and there were only a
couple small lights on that side to mark it. To top it off, the
forward bearing wasn’t showing any wear, and was thus
completely silent, so she couldn’t follow the rumble if she
was on this side.
The thicket gave way to small limbs, and then space. She
stopped there for a minute. She had been noisy coming thru
there, she should listen and see if anything was attracted.
When they first got here, humans fell prey to some four
legged starfish called ‘whents’ that were the size and strength
and intelligence of a gorilla. It took a few of their generations
of blaster fire to convince them humans weren’t food any
more, but they got the message. Since then the goreslug is the
only creature she really feared as long as she had her knife on
her.
She hung in the air in this opening, her fingertips touching
the nearest trunk, hoping she could feel which way gravity
was pulling her. It was very slight, she couldn’t be sure it
wasn’t just her own movement she was feeling. It might be
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pulling her in the direction she was going, or it might be the
slight pressure of her hand on the bark that was making her
drift.
She could hear something moving behind her. She flipped
with her hand paddle to stop her drift and made her fingertips
as sensitive as she could. Sure enough the whole greenwood
limb was moving, shaking as if something else was also
climbing thru here. She immediately drifted free of the limb,
using only her finger feathers to maneuver herself. She heard
her pursuer stop also. Whatever was following her would
certainly know she was armed. Even with her strength,
maintained in the ring of Niven’s Hammer, she wouldn’t dare
come in these parts without at least this knife and crossbow.
She heard something chirp from somewhere down the
trunk. She heard other chirps in the greenwood all around, a
couple dozen of them at least. That must be a signal, those
must be others in the pack. She was englobed. There was no
animal that chirped like that, so they had to be human,
undoubtedly primitives. To her upper right was the closest of
the pack, barely more than fifty yards away, closer than the
one on this trunk. She could get by him soonest, and began to
grope silently in that direction.
She had to move very slowly to keep from making a
sound. There was some background noise. There were
ribbonsnakes working the area. More worrisome was a school
of lantern fish. It was just a small school, no more than a
dozen of them, and they weren’t real big, no more than three
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feet long not counting the six foot fins, but fighting them
would attract attention. The damn things are maybe just smart
enough to know better than to attack an armed human. In fact
if she weren’t being hunted herself, she might take a couple
of them because they were reasonably good eating. Not as
good as moose, better than bear. Quite palatable if boiled,
pulled and oil-seared, coming out almost as good as pulled
corned beef.
The lantern fish weren’t headed directly her way, but they
would smell her, especially now that she was worried about
the hunting party. She silently cocked the crossbow and put a
three ounce needlebolt in it. She silently smoothed the
fletching, watching the two lantern fish that were on this side
of the school, less than two hundred yards away. She could
see them drifting this way, her scent was carrying on the
almost non-existent air currents. She needed to make sure she
stayed close to the trunks. The fish’s lantern is very dim, but
in this absolute blackness it makes everything stand out. If
she was on the same side of a trunk as that school, everything
within a thousand yards of her would see her.
They gave her enough indirect light to unfold her
footfeathers and take a few long slow strokes along the
shadowed side of this great trunk. This trunk was nearly eight
feet in diameter, it coiled on a twenty to thirty yard radius, but
very little small brush remained this deep in the dark. She
held her hands out in the black on the dark side of this trunk,
just in case there was something. The lantern fish were only
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two coils away now, and she could see that the school was
turning to follow her from the direction of their lanterns.
She had to climb around the trunk as the school circled
the trunk only a coil and a half from her now. They were
scattering however. Her brief flight had brought her a whole
coil closer to the nearest chirp she thought. She touched the
trunk with her fingertips, easing herself forward in the
darkness. She could dimly perceive which way this trunk
turned up ahead.
The lantern fish were spreading out. There was the smell
of human all around them in the air now. One passed close
enough to her that she could see the flashlight beams its eyes
put out as it probed the trunk only a couple coils away.
Suddenly another lantern fish, more than five coils away,
shrieked and writhed. It must have come too close to whoever
was trying to englobe her on the far side. It wasn’t the closest
chirp, so she remained on guard. She continued to drift along
the trunk, walking on the fingertips of one hand and staying
in contact with the trunk using the finger feathers of the other
hand. She didn’t think she was moving much faster than some
weeds grew, but she was moving and she would soon be
outside the boundary those chirps had come from.
The lanternfish had closed their beams and scattered,
using their modeling sense to navigate blindly thru the trunks
as they fled. They might run into something they didn’t know
about, but enough lanternfish survived to reproduce that that
behavior was still present in lanternfish. Ribbonsnake sonar
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was too high for human ears, but it did leak in as a faint
squeal that permeated these depths like ringing in the ears.
Still she thought she heard something. She was worried about
encountering another big bark worm, so she stared into the
darkness over the bolt in the crossbow. But she could only
move by feel, because with the lanternfish shuttered it was
still all but total blackness.
A man landed on her in the middle of her back. The very
first contact was his hand on the barrel of the crossbow, the
next his chest on her back. His other arm went around her
chest, his legs wrapped around hers. She felt goggles against
the back of her head, no doubt IR, the only artifact she could
feel on him. She felt stupid for not bringing a dumb light, and
for not putting a shorter comms time-out on the swim light.
Fireballs
Nulf spent a few more days observing and listening to the
people of the dark, living on fungus and an occasional raw
ribbonsnake. He found only a few small water droplets and
ran the urine recycler often. He knew he needed to pay more
attention to his diet and his health in general. He needed to be
in top condition if he was going to get to the position he
wanted among these people.
He quickly made the decision that he would use the
nearest tribe as his initial base. Their culture was more
forceful and direct than those above. They fought over
hunting space, they decided their disputes by force. Like the
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tribes above, they settled disputes by contest of champions,
but in this tribe the chief was the champion. The tribes along
the sunpassages had relationships and politics, something that
would take years to develop, and something that would be
more difficult in a culture that sounded xenophobic.
He could get nowhere with the most destitute. So many
were so close to starvation that they really couldn’t be saved.
He doubted many even had minds that could be made into
fighting men any more. Three times in his early years in Om
he’d had to raise a force of fighting men and each time he
was glad there were naïve and idealistic young men available.
Now that the sterility plague had reached all of the free
humans of Om, there were so few just-grown boys with easily
molded, idealistic minds that he had never been able to raise
an army again.
Still, a veteran was better if he was of the right mind, but
so far he’d found no such mind in any of the people he’d
observed. The one he watched the most was Peff. Not because
he was the most important or most interesting but because he
was the easiest to observe. His encampment was the farthest
from the center of the public space of the troop, and his
encampment was the most open. He had a torch of his own
that he put up on the back side of the tarps, and the whole
side of the camp was lit up and open, as if it was a stage set
for life in the tribe.
He was a high status man because he had been granted a
woman. She was scrawny with wiry yellow hair and she
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seemed to subsist mainly on his semen because he didn’t give
her much else. He kept her on a rope tied to the camp, made
her cook everything he brought home and gave her as much
affection as a junk yard dog. He spent a lot of time on his
knife, which was old steel and very well honed and decorated.
He spent a lot of the remainder of the time on his other
weapons and most of the talk he managed was about hunting
and weapons.
Peff bragged that he had taken more than one life for the
tribe at some nebulous time in the past, probably before the
listener was born if he didn’t miss his guess. From the eighth
or so of this world that he’s seen so far, most of Mon’s males
were without women, may have never joined with one in their
lives. Most of them were starving, living on scraps drifting
away from the big man’s feasts. Many showed significant
age.
Peff made his living as one of Blike’s spearmen, which
involved following him around with a spear and convincing
him Peff would give his life for him should the need arise.
Peff was a good boot licker, though he licked more than
boots, Nulf was witness to that on Peff’s back porch.
It was easy enough to see that Blike was the strong man in
this troop and to Nulf’s eye he looked strong enough to stand
on the outside. He wore feathers seven feet long, his thighs
were thick, but not as thick as his shoulders. His hair was
dark and thick, his beard thick and springy in a fan across his
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chest like a shield. With his hair it made a complete sunburst
around his face, making his head seem three times its real
size. He had a large forehead and chin, narrow waist and hips.
Nulf could see that a physical confrontation with him was no
sure thing.
He presided in a plank-trimmed open area, floating at the
focus of a wooden shell that shielded his back. He had
spearmen that were good, Nulf had to tighten his camouflage
twice to stay close enough to observe. This was so far from a
sunpassage that it was lit only with fireballs, and these people
used fireballs much more brazenly than anyone in Om he had
seen so far. Of course this was farther from a sunpassage than
anywhere in Om he had seen so far.
There were several types of fireballs in use. Many were
the big old-fashioned ones like he used in his childhood
which had to be hand-pumped to work. These were the largest
and could be recharged with wood in use. There were fewer
of the modern kind, those with turbines that could maintain
the airflow and not need constant pumping. These tribes used
those only as lanterns because they have to be re-lit after
every fill up. They didn’t have much liquid fuel since that had
to be pressed from plants that grow only near the
sunpassages. It was at least a day’s hard swim from here to a
sunpassage and back and no doubt the tribes up there charged
dearly for the fuel.
There was a metalworking shop, and no shortage of
metal. A big fireball was used as the forge, welds were crude
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and a huge piece of wreckage was used as the anvil. There
were several massive metal objects down here, too big to get
a sense of. What they could have been he had no idea. They
were a good source of raw material for their forge however,
and the artifacts they turned out were probably their main
trade goods.
There were probably four dozen people in the troop
altogether. Only the blacksmiths and the chief’s top spearmen
had women, the scroungers and gatherers were all single
males. They all lived near the forge in spite of the deafening
noise, probably because of the light. He learned the names of
a few of them, but saw that only the blacksmiths and the
spearmen had any status at all, the remainder of the troop had
no say in the affairs of the tribe and clearly no love for Blike
or the other higher status members of the tribe.
He understood that the fireballs were what kept them,
they could forage and gather on their own, but would have no
light and no way to cook without the tribe. The spearmen
guarded every fireball and lantern, every container of fuel and
every bundle of firewood. The smithy was guarded
continually also, both the work area and the tools. A place to
forge is a rare find in this world. Where everything is floating,
nothing holds still so you can work it. A thick greenwood
trunk might last a little while as a holder for an anvil, but the
heat of a forge would soon set it ablaze. Thus there is little
heavy metal worked in Om and he had never seen a forge as
secure as this one.
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There was no trust between those of status and the
underclass. That could be something he could exploit, but the
underclass here was in nearly as poor shape as those begging
in the darkness above, worse shape than the shit farmers only
a mile or two from here. If he was to make a move on Blike
they might rejoice, but they could offer little aid.
It was days before Nulf understood where Blike kept his
women. He knew there would be a harem, and watched until
he found them. They were distant from where he held court,
well outside the tribe’s public area and connected to it by a
tiny passage between coiled trunks and brush. They were in a
dense thicket, inside a space cloaked in tapestries as fine as
any ever woven in Om. There was a dim light inside, a single
small turbine fireball somewhere deep inside it. He could see
reflected light thru a few small gaps between the tapestries.
The place had a tetrahedron of four guards facing outward
toward the brush. The enclosure itself hung on ropes almost a
hundred yards from any growth. No doubt these women were
guarded both ways, that no one should get to them, and
guarded so that they could not escape. He had no idea how
many there were and he couldn’t get close enough to hear
their conversation.
Nulf thought about making contact with his women. His
plan was to win them sexually for himself and thus have
allies in the coming confrontation. The guards made it
impossible to get to the enclosure undetected. He noticed that
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the guards were empty in the front of their pants.
Castration had not been practiced by the important tribes
in Om since many generations before the visitors. To see it in
obvious use here seemed more than a little barbaric. All one
needs to do is grant the harem guards one woman of their
own and they will be loyal forever, why be needlessly cruel?
Still, this wasn’t the first occurrence of cruelty for the sake of
cruelty in human history.
He couldn’t see much thru the spaces in the tapestries, but
his camo and his climbing skills were enough to allow him to
look thru from all the best angles. What would seem like a
tangle of thick limbs in the surrounding brush sprouted his
light intensifying scope. In the light of the lantern within the
enclosure he examined the women Blike had available. They
were undoubtedly the most attractive the tribe had to offer.
The girls were indeed comely, but a few had bruises on their
faces and one was in a cast. One he noticed in particular was
a woman from the surface. She had a cut and bruise on her
cheekbone that had been stitched, but her strong limbs were
unbroken and she still had a scrap of clothing remaining over
her shoulders.
There were four more skinny girls in there, all blond, all
with limped hair. Sometime in the past two of them had
suffered broken cheekbones that had not been set, both on the
left.
Nulf had never believed in cruelty to women. He
remembered what Madrut went thru giving birth. Madrut was
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a tight woman and labor and birth had always been especially
hard for her. It was a shame the love of his life had to be so
formed because as the Alpha of the tribe it was his duty to
have as many children as possible and he refused to sire
bastards.
His opinion was that the fact that woman must give birth
is all the cruelty she ever deserves in her life. He had no
respect for Blike, seeing what he did to these women. He
wondered if he was trying to give them what they missed by
being sterile?
He watched the approach to the harem for the arrivals and
departures of the chief. He never swam with less than four
around him, all with spears in their right hands, steering
feathers only on the left, all with footfeathers of at least seven
feet. They never entered the enclosure with him, but laughed
if they heard cries and screams. They masturbated vigorously
as they listened, and aimed the spew at the eunuch guards,
whom they sometimes roughed up.
It was time for Nulf to come out of his camouflage and
present himself to Blike. He would do it boldly, for he had
learned enough of this troop to manage the relationships
involved. Blike only really trusted his brother Manf, one of
his spearmen, and only half-trusted his harem guards. To
everyone else he was stern and guarded, most members of the
troop feared him and saw him as little as possible.
Peff’s wife was the person he tried to approach first. He
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came to her when she was alone, hanging behind their camp
out of the lantern light. She’d just been smacked around, and
for no obvious reason. Peff hadn’t said a word when he struck
her, just started punching her as she tried to clean some
clothes. Because she was in the shadows he could approach
without being seen. She was just sobbing and not paying
attention. In spite of how she had been treated, he knew she
would raise an alarm if she saw him approach. He came upon
her silently and covered her mouth as his first move.
She struggled hard, but she was malnourished and injured,
she wasn’t anywhere near able to break his grip. “Shh,” he
said, “I’m here to help you, you don’t deserve to be treated
like this.”
She went limp, he wondered if she had passed out. He
quickly cut her rope and swam with her away from the tribal
compound. No doubt women being captured by rival tribes
happened often, it shouldn’t get her in more trouble than she
was already. He had no idea how long Peff would be away,
but he intended to be well away with her before he returned.
It was pretty open toward the surface from here, he swam
with her almost a mile ‘up’ before he cut off into the tangled
roots of the greenwood, about half way between the tribe and
the lowest shit farmers. As soon as he let go of her, before she
could scream, he gave her the water skin. She gulped it
greedily, furiously sucking any drops that managed to escape.
He had only fungus to give her for food, but she grabbed that
as soon as he offered it and while she chewed it he looked her
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over. She didn’t seem to have any broken bones this time, but
the bend of her arm told him she had in the past. The ankle
with the rope was raw, he cut the loop off and applied some
salve. She had some livid bruises on her face, and he worked
around her hands as she ate to salve them also.
“You don’t deserve to be treated this way,” he said.
“Then why are you doing it?” she asked with her mouth
full.
“I meant you don’t deserve to be hurt, Peff should treat
you like his treasure.”
“Why are you doing this? You know he will kill us both
when he finds us. He will call out all the men to find us and
all his men will come, maybe more. You are strong, you can
get away, I will die now.”
“Not if I can help it. You say he will call out all the men,
what about Blike?”
“Blike will be behind them, but he will come, he will
make sure his men don’t falter. I’m sure you know that
stealing women is the worst insult to a tribe.”
“Then why does he treat you the way he does?”
“It’s not so bad,” she said. “He’s never cut me and only
broken my arm a couple times.”
“Have you ever met a man who treats his woman well?”
“Kryaka, who’s man is Lentwice of the forge is always
unblemished but she is beautiful enough that Blike has an eye
on her. When she gets a little older he will take her for sure.”
She had eaten all the mushrooms by now. “I could get you
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some ribbonsnake,” he told her, “but we would have to eat it
raw.”
“If I am without the rope I can get them myself. I catch
any that come close enough, I’m used to eating them raw, any
kind of flapper that comes by, whatever I can find. The little
bit of thin treacle he feeds me isn’t enough to survive.”
He had a whole one in his bag, already cleaned, that he
was saving for dinner, but she clearly needed it more than he
did and he could swim up and get more any time. “Does Peff
ever feed you at all?”
“Huh, just his juices. He says a woman can’t digest meat
on her own and needs the milk of a man to survive.”
“Do the other men feel the same way?”
“As long as their women are sterile, most of them do.”
That meant she was, not surprising. “How old are you?”
he asked.
“I don’t know, I know my given name is Mabranna and
can remember my mother was in a tribe of light. I became
sterile on my first encounter and was driven from the tribe. It
was a long time ago.”
She wasn’t very old if she remembered her first encounter
without writing it down. He didn’t need to ask if she had,
there was not one scrap of evidence of any literacy anywhere
he had seen in Mon so far.
Between bites she asked, “Where are you from?”
“Om,” he replied.
“Where is their territory? Is it the outside? You have
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incredible strength.”
“It is thru the interstellar room,” he replied. “A different
world from Mon altogether.”
It was a concept she couldn’t relate to, she just let it go by
with a blank expression. “Why are you here?”
“I was told there was a lab in Mon that had discovered the
secret to Pronna communication.”
“So you are looking for Mon?”
“This is Mon, this whole world is Mon. I’m looking for
the lab where that was done.”
“What is ‘lab’?” she asked.
“A place where people conduct science?”
“What is ‘science’?”
This was going to be difficult. “Science is study of the
world and how it works.”
“It works by force, the strong take and the weak suffer,
that is how it works. I don’t know why that would require any
study.”
“Have you ever seen a Pronna?” he asked.
“No, but I know they are high in the sunpassages and
extremely dangerous. We vermin need to avoid them at all
costs.”
“Well in Om we do not, the Pronna don’t harm us as long
as we are polite and don’t damage their food.”
“That’s not what I’ve been told. Why did you steal me?”
“Because I don’t want you to be mistreated any more and
I want to find out more about your tribe.”
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“I will always be treated badly, I am sterile, I’m good for
nothing now. I’m not worth the food, water and air I take up.
I’m lucky to be alive at all, many tribes just kill and compost
the sterile women.”
“Do your men know that they carry the sterility plague?”
“They know they do not, they know a woman gets sterile
if she has sex out of wedlock.”
“She will still get sterile if her husband has the plague.”
“That’s not what I’ve been told.”
“So you weren’t married?” Nulf asked. There was
apparently still a stigma in this culture.
“No, but the man gave me no choice, he was a raider from
a rival tribe.”
“And your tribe turned you out anyway?”
“It doesn’t matter how and why, whether I fought, which I
did, or went willingly. My flow stopped and I was no longer
worth the air, food and water that I consumed. If it wasn’t for
Blike needing a prize to throw to one of his men I’d be dead
many ages by now.”
“But you cook and clean for him,” Nulf said.
“What else would I do, just drift on the rope til his balls
need relief? I might as well do something that benefits my life
too.”
By this time she had devoured the whole ribbonsnake. He
wished he had more for her but that was probably all her
system could take at one time.
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“What do you plan to do with me now that you know I
can’t lead you to what you seek?”
“I’ll help you get your strength back and you’ll tell me
who’s loyal to Blike and who’s not.”
“I never had strength, I was no older than Kryaka when
the raider took me but I can tell you who’s loyal and who’s
not easy enough. All the forger’s but Lentwice are loyal, to a
point. They won’t cross him and they’ll follow his orders, but
they won’t give their lives the way the spearmen promise.
Lentwice knows Blike will soon take Kryaka, her chest is
filling out well and there is a chance she is still fertile, she’s
bled seven times already. Lentwice is hoping she conceives
before Blike takes her and she may have because it has been
two months already.”
“Has Lentwice had other women?”
“Of course, he’s a forgeman, he’s had several before but
they were all sterile.”
“Then Kryaka has not conceived. Lentwice has the plague
and has passed it on to her. Both must be virgin when they
marry if they are to conceive.”
“That is not the way of our tribe.”
“Doesn’t matter,” he said, “that’s the thing about science,
it is what it is no matter what we believe.”
“Not Blike’s tribe, nor the tribe of my mother believe in
that.”
“But I bet your father was also a virgin when they
married.”
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“It was too long ago, I can’t prove that he wasn’t but my
mother claimed that he couldn’t have been.”
It wasn’t very easy finding his camp from there, and he
had to backtrack quite some distance. At one point they heard
the ruckus from Blike’s camp, he doused his light and lead
her by feel and by the limited vision his enhancements gave
him. She was terrified, but kept quiet. The camp was
ransacked when they finally found it, but the good news was
they left a generous waterball behind. It was all urine and had
drifted fifty feet by then, but he put it thru his recycling skin
and they had plenty of water. The even better news was, a
small school of lanternfish came by and he was able to catch
two of them, enough for a feast for them and the nearest
family of shit farmers, who had a small fireball to cook them
with.
After sleeping and a breakfast of several flavors of fungi,
he had amassed four followers by now. Blike’s tribe was one
who sent bullies to tax them, an end to his terror would be
welcome. Not that they were strong enough to help, not that
they had any weapons, but he had their moral support.
As the family went out to start their daily scrounging, it
became obvious moral support would not be enough. There
were lanterns approaching and Peff himself swam with the
lead spear.
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Slaver Gang
As soon as her assailant had the crossbow out of Rianten’s
hands he began to grapple her. She kicked hard to get away
and almost did. He was holding her only by the left breast at
one point. She cursed him savagely, one doesn’t spend a
career in the Centorin space force without learning quite a
few and they translated to Matakish Jib quite easily. As he
grabbed her again they crashed heavily against the trunk,
scraping her back and banging her head on the stub of a
branch. He was too strong for her, a man of the outside for
sure, but he was still breathing pretty hard when the others of
his team began swimming in with a turbo-lantern. “She gave
me quite a tussle, she’s a fit woman alright, enough to walk
outside. If she hadn’t fought she’d be completely unharmed
and those scratches will heal.” He pulled the back of her wrap
down to show them.
“Good catch Yoolhumbra, yes, she’s hardly damaged.”
Rianten decided to see how long it would be before
Yoolhumbra, she now knew the man’s name, would tell his
superior officer that she spoke their language. With an accent,
but the whole core of Mon seemed to speak a common
language with regional accents and slang. She looked at her
captor, the very ends of his lips had a crook in them.
“Have you seen any of Blike’s men?” their officer asked.
Blike was the closest chief to where the core portal of
Niven’s Hammer came to rest, having set up a forge on an
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older piece of wreckage Niven’s Hammer had knocked loose
on its descent to the core of Mon over four human memories
ago. He was a cruel and savage piece of scum that they were
tempted to just blast. The only thing that prevented it was
they didn’t want to show these primitives their technology.
“None, and we were quiet out here.” She could vouch for
that, much quieter than Blike’s men. Several of them had
learned the hard way not to interfere with any of Niven’s
Hammer’s crew, but they had not survived to tell of their
technology.
The officer took charge, “Temden, go back to Blike’s
hold, lead him and his men back here. Tell him he can only
bring two. All his men will dog you, but do your best to make
them stay out of sight.” The thin red headed man he was
talking to spun and took off, burning a tiny match and
reflector to light his way. He was thin in the face, and thin
among these men, but his legs bulged with more muscle than
their captain’s had. The officer turned to a man as big as
Yoolhumbra. “Go to Limpet-Hzal and tell the Triumvirate
that we have her here. Their men will also dog you, but make
them stay out of your sight, only the Triumvirate is allowed.”
He removed a rope from his harness, one strong enough to be
used to lift things in gravity. He held it to out Yoolhumbra.
“Bind her,” he said. “Don’t damage her, but don’t let her
escape.”
He smiled at her as he put her forearms in a long figure
eight lock with the knot right behind her wrists. From there
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the length of rope lead through his left hand to the coil on his
forearm. “Shall I hold her leash or would you like to?” he
asked his captain.
“She’s your captive,” the captain said. “Hold her til the
chiefs get here.” She could tell the thought crossed his mind
that he would like to take her himself and go for a long
private climb thru these deep woods. He had never lived in
gravity however and she could clearly overpower him as
easily as Yoolhumbra overpowered her. Rianten was not
going to ask how long it might be til the chiefs got here.
“Make sure she gets fed, get some salve on her scratches, you
know how Blike complains.” Then he muttered, “Though I
can’t understand why he should care.” From that she guessed
it could be some time til they got here and could also guess
that she was in for some rough use when they did. She was
glad she had the small blaster button in her belt buckle, she
wondered how long before she would have to use it. She
knew she would use it, even though it would reveal their
technology. Once she did there was really no going back. If
there was any possibility she could get out of this alive
without showing them any of her technology, she had to take
that course.
While they were sinking thru the greenwood a tribe found
out and reacted by attacking. It was a large tribe and three
generations of chiefs sent their sons into Niven’s Hammer
after them until the Sterility Plague reached even these
isolated depths of darkness so deep in the wild greenwood
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and they could no longer raise troops. It had taken another
fifteen years before they settled beyond their territory. Since
they settled here, Blike and the Triumverate were new to the
area and neither had seen any evidence that the crew of
Niven’s Hammer had any special technology, just a higher
level of craftsmanship than these festering savages. Still they
knew better than to attack, but these raiders were new to the
area and probably hadn’t found Niven’s Hammer yet, or if
they did, had no idea what it was. It looked more like the
collapsed metal housings that the Pronna put around the
neutronium rings than anything in their technology.
Yoolhumbra tugged her toward a couple guys a little
farther along the trunk. He was not going to acknowledge that
she could speak their language. He tied her off to a nearby
branch. That was good, if she needed to she could break a
slender branch of greenwood and since they had not yet
removed her footfeathers, she had some chance of getting
away. She couldn’t do it now with them all around her, but
she would stay alert for the opportunity.
“Quite a nice crossbow she was carrying,” one of the men
said. “I wonder where she got it?”
“Her tribe lives deep in the wreckage,” another said. “I’ve
heard the rumble of workshops in there.” It was actually the
nine hundred thousand tons of the crew ring, rotating on the
same bearing it had turned on since 4250, when its gate was
loaded and it departed the Caldiss shipyards above Centorin
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and began mankind’s counterattack in its war against the
Aldebs.
“We ought to go in there and find them all,” yet another
said.
“They must have water,” another said.
“Blike’s men have tried,” Yoolhumbra said, “none have
come out. We’ll have to be content with those who come out
alone.”
“Did you see the lanternfish she was following?” one of
them said.
“No, what about it?” Yoolhumbra asked.
“It was small with one eye right in the middle, weirdest
one I’ve ever seen.”
She could see that Yoolhumbra wanted to ask her about it
but it seemed he didn’t want to reveal that she knew their
language.
“The tribe in the wreckage is strange,” the other one of
them said. “They have workshops, they’ve taken Blike’s men,
they’ve trained stabsnakes to hunt for them.”
“You can’t train a stabsnake,” the first one said with
disdain.
“I’ve seen one with my own eyes. I’ve seen it grab a
ribbonsnake and go down into the wreckage with it.”
It is true that Niven’s Hammer is only one of a pile of
captured starships in the belly of this mini-world. No other
was of human make, at least none that she knew of. All others
were long dead and deserted, only her crew had survived the
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capture. It was clear from the layout of the captured ships that
the makers were different from humans. All but one of them
never had any biological components, they were all robots, all
had apparently been deactivated when they came thru the
neutronium plane the way the major components of Niven’s
Hammer had. The Pronna might even consider the humans to
only be on their ships because the ships are so poor at selfsterilization that even macroscopic pest species can be carried
aboard. Blike’s tribe was centered around a large piece of
wreckage from a purely electromechanical vessel about five
million years older than Niven’s Hammer.
The first one waved him off and changed the subject. “I
wonder if she’s fertile.”
“She doesn’t smell it,” Yoolhumbra said.
She hadn’t been fertile in her oldest memories, about two
thousand years ago, but she had the means to buy the drugs to
be so any time she wasn’t trapped in the depths of some alien
construct. So far Demoy was her only child. Her mind
wandered to wondering if he would ever come looking for
her. She hoped not, the greatest ship in the Empire, even five
hundred years on, had not the chance of a housefly against the
creatures who built this construct.
“All that tells you is that she’s not bleeding now. She
smells like she’s capable however.”
They all looked at her. The first of them said, “I think she
has appeal,” then to Yoolhumbra, “but you’re the only one
with the strength to take her on.”
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The other guys hadn’t been in gravity, that was obvious
from their stick-thin limbs.
“One of these days Blike is going to get someone strong
enough to do him in,” Yoolhumbra said.
“He’s been to the outside,” one of the guys said, “and if
he ever gets a girl who’s been to the outside he makes sure
she’s tied securely before he does her.”
That was when Rianten really started to worry. They
continued to talk as they waited, mainly about Blike and his
cruelty. The Triumvirate from Limpet-Hzal didn’t rate as
many tales. She knew of that settlement, it was at least three
miles from their portal, still deep in the darkness, hanging in
an opening of big greenwood trunks, probably the ones that
had filled in where Niven’s Hammer had pushed them down.
It was a massive wooden structure half the size of the crew’s
quarters of Niven’s Hammer and housing hundreds of
tribesmen. It was lit by thousands of glowing fungi found
nowhere else in this planetoid that they knew of. Taos had
tried to set up relations with them, but they had balked once
they learned Niven’s Hammer had technology they wouldn’t
share. Still there was some trade in metals and metal goods,
they were far more civilized than the savages in Blike’s troop.
This troop lit a fireball in their main camp and cooked up
a quarter of goreslug. One of Yoolhumbra’s companions
swam down and picked up some for all of them. Its texture is
rubbery and slimy, even well done, but the flavor is pretty
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good if you can get over the texture. It feels like your molars
bounce off the stuff til it suddenly falls apart. She wouldn’t
have served it for Summerend but she’d eaten it many times
before, and this was cooked better than she could do.
“She’s got a hearty appetite,” one of the guys said. “She’s
got to be fertile, why else would the bigs be so interested in
her?”
“I doubt that she’s fertile,” Yoolhumbra said. “The bosses
might think she is, but they’re going to be disappointed.”
“If she’s fertile we should all take a turn with her,”
another of the guys with him said.
“I warn you she’s fit enough for the outside, you won’t be
having anything with her she doesn’t want to have.”
“You could hold her,” the first one said.
“We could do that for the captain if he asks us, but I’m
not doing that for you guys without orders. You can try and
fuck her if you want to, I won’t fight you myself, but I warn
you she’s feisty.”
“We’ll tie her feet too,” the other guy said.
“The rope’s right there,” Yoolhumbra said and pointed.
“She’s your captive.”
“I think I have her under control,” he said and tugged on
the rope that laced her forearms. He didn’t pull excessively
hard or abruptly, so she had plenty of time to get ready and
make it look like she was floating docilely along like a sack
of feed, her footfeathers following limply.”
“Then you put the rope on her.”
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Yoolhumbra just gave a single laugh and folded his
massive arms across his chest while drifting there facing him.
They lapsed into a sullen silence. She never had to do
anything but look ready and the two men of zero gee were not
going to even think of coming toward her, even with her
hands tied. She wished she could talk with Yoolhumbra, but
the other guys were right here. She was pretty sure even he
would be totally illiterate. She’d met only two literate humans
since they’d been captured by Mon and they both used
Kassdorian script to write out their own language. They were
from a tribe on the surface.
Rianten watched Yoolhumbra til he looked at her, then
lifted her shoulders and eyebrows in a question.
“I don’t think you can understand me,” he said, “but if
you could I could tell you that the captain and his crew, of
which I am one, swim these depths hunting women to sell to
local strongmen. That means we’re sitting here waiting for
the two closest strongmen to show up and start bidding for
you. We’re looking for metal and metal goods, as well as
water. We know Blike has rough metal and Limpet-Hzal has
finely-wrought tools using metal they’ve bought from Blike
and plentiful water because they lie at the base of a
cloudshaft.”
She wanted to tell him he should be coming to them, the
only metal Blike had was what he’d scavenged off the
wrecked starships that this planetoid had ingested over the
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millennia. They had a tap directly into the nearly mile wide
waterball at the very center of Mon. The other wreckage was
rusted to the point that it had to be millions of years older
than Niven’s Hammer. She bet the civilizations that built
them were long extinct by now. If the creatures who built this
planetoid were antithetical to humans it was a sure thing that
humans would soon be extinct. The fact that these savage
humans were here means they probably think we are just
vermin infesting the ships we build and only consider the
ships, not the biological vermin infesting them.
There is no question that there is more compute power on
Niven’s Hammer than a dozen human minds. There was a
curved wall of racks, each seven feet high. The racks
stretched for thirty feet and their indicator lights lit the space
in the center. It was a three quarter circle, open to the main
control room floor on Niven’s Hammer. It had been shut
down by the Pronna when they came thru the plain, but once
it was shielded, they could reboot it without interference from
the Pronna. She wondered what that data-bank was compared
to what was used by the Pronna. The savages that she was
dealing with were as primitive to the crew of Niven’s
Hammer as the crew of Niven’s Hammer was to the Pronna.
If she was to activate the belt-buckle blaster, her panel in
the control room would beep and several of the screens would
display messages. If they stripped her completely she
wouldn’t have the belt buckle. She was glad Yoolhumbra
didn’t aid the others in taking her. On Niven’s Hammer they
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still had a decent supply of the hormones the sterility plague
shut down, she could be fertile if she needed to. She still
didn’t know enough to know if that would be good or bad.
She had no idea which way the ship was from here. She
knew the routes they had explored were narrow, just long
passages to the surface where they conducted most of their
studies and found sexual variety. If one stayed well away
from the neutronium rings themselves, the transition to
gravity was gradual, going up by a tenth of a gee every ten
feet. These areas grew the thickest greenwood and one often
had to prune thru in spots. Generations of pruning had
produced tunnels thru what often look like solid greenwood
trunks. Sometimes they spiraled for miles.
It was entirely possible she could miss the known paths
several times, blundering blindly in the darkness at Mon’s
core all the while only a couple miles from Niven’s Hammer.
From Blike’s camp or Limpet-Hzal she’d have no trouble
finding her way home. She could be much closer to home
than either of those places, but because humans make 2-d
maps in their minds and this darkness is a 3-d world, she was
lost.
That was the hardest part of life here, the transition from
2-d to 3-d realms. Even Niven’s Hammer is a 2-d world, just
in the shape of a ring with five layers, but it’s still a 2-d map
in your mind. The thousands of cubic miles of blackness in
the center of Mon is larger in map space than Kex, all
thousand floors of Kex. And even Kex is understood as a 2-d
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map because it is hundreds of times wider than it is tall. Many
human minds don’t have the circuitry to model a 3-d
environment this big. The way she looked at it was as she
looked at her ship’s position among the stars for the images or
thought patterns to model the interior of Mon. She was not as
successful at this as she would like to be. Even when all the
dark matter is taken into account, every brown dwarf, ice
dwarf, comet and snowflake, it is still very sparse in detail
compared to the darkness of Mon. It’s luck to find a straight
path over a thousand feet long that doesn’t encounter a trunk
feet in diameter and there are places where any given hundred
foot cube is over half wood. Many drifts of fungused-in sticks
were impenetrable and there were walrus-sized carnivorous
worms in there that were best left alone.
Hours later a man they knew swam out of the black.
“Blike’s here,” he said. “The captain’s talking to him now.”
Everyone looked that way, though it was impossible to
see anything more than the distant reflections of lanterns off
greenwood bark from this distance. That fact that shadows
moved in the distance was visible. They were all silent so
they could hear voices, but could not understand them. The
talking went on, no one up here said anything until
Yoolhumbra asked the newcomer, “How far behind were
Blike’s men following you?”
“I would say two hundred yards or more, unless they were
so close they were relying on our light.”
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“How carefully were you listening?”
“Pretty good, I was into it. I could hear ribbonsnakes over
a quarter mile, signal drums from the Hyuruuga and the
Appolyrax. I could hear dozens of bark flappers munching
but I didn’t hear any leather creak, no metal jingle, so if they
were up with us, they were good.”
“Blike’s men aren’t good,” one of the guys with
Yoolhumbra said, “but they could be getting here now,”
The guys decided to take a drift thru the forest and see if
they could detect any evidence of foreigners in the area. As
Yoolhumbra was the only one of them with the strength to
handle her, he was left with her. She let them get well away
before she said anything. “If you’re keeping it secret that I
can speak your language, you must have an agenda of your
own.”
“Just don’t want you to get hurt unnecessarily.”
Soon more people approached, their way lit by a turbolantern. It was the captain, now carrying her crossbow, two of
his men with their crude crossbows, a couple guys with long,
ugly metal spears, and the man who must be Blike.
She knew of the tribe and knew there was a strongman
named Blike running it, but she’d never actually seen a
picture of him. The first thing she noticed was the vertical
halo of hair and beard around his face. He hadn’t lived in
gravity, but he was probably the strongest man she had ever
seen who hadn’t. His legs were a little stronger than the
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average athlete living their entire life in zero gee, but his arms
were much stronger than the average person who’d lived in a
full g. He clearly spent a lot more time climbing than
swimming. His waist was skinny and he had a belt with a
plethora of weapons including a half dozen throwing knives,
an ax, a sword, an assortment of daggers and two sets of
knuckle knives. All were of primitive craftsmanship, but they
would be effective just the same and many had old blood on
them. He smelled a little like bloody rotten meat, his teeth
were rotten and he seemed to be showing age. With all the
privation she’s seen in this alien construct so far, she had seen
little sign of aging. They had been informed that youth was
sexually contagious since long before Niven’s Hammer was
captured by Mon.
He swam around her slowly, studying her. He came and
gripped her flesh, feeling the muscle. He grabbed her breasts,
much harder than Yoolhumbra had and she winced. That
excited him like an electrode implanted in his reptile brain.
He pinched and twisted them and she screamed, while he
grinned hungrily and produced the most evil chuckle she had
ever heard.
“She is from the outside all right,” Blike said and began to
swim back toward the main camp. “I agree to your terms, I’ll
send a couple men to get the goods.”
“Hold on Blike,” the captain said. “The Triumvirate gets
to bid on her.”
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“I said the deal is done...” she couldn’t hear any more.
“I didn’t like the sound of that,” Yoolhumbra said, and
gave a whistle like the call of a pinglunger. “You’ll have to be
quiet now,” he told Rianten, “the guys will be coming in.”
She looked around nervously, looking for any light. There
was the turbo-torch at the main camp throwing light for up to
a thousand feet. But even at three hundred they were mostly
in shadow. The space around them was black because they
were behind the trunk of a massive greenwood vine over
twenty feet thick. It would have branches on many
sunpassages, maybe even on the surface.
She looked also, she would tap him on the butt or chest
instead of speaking. She heard a man grunt and gurgle
somewhere out there. She was sure someone had been gored
by one of those spears. The crossbow is superior when you
can see, but when it is this dark and your enemy stays in the
black, the spear is probably more deadly.
She’d never been party to one of these fights between
savages before, at least not since she was little and still in the
ruins. Zero g made it altogether different. How she wished
that swim-light would home back in on her after wandering
around the last few hours. She would have it concentrate on
the area where those sounds had come from. No doubt it had
gone home and was deactivated and back in storage now. She
wondered if anyone would come looking for her. Taos might,
but he might not be home for days.
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He usually made the swim all the way to the surface for
variety, same as she usually did. The swim alone could take
four to six hours, it was at least eighteen miles. They had
carnal relationships with several tribes up there. Most of the
time just being close enough to sunpassages to have some
light produced people with enough humanity to relate to, but
their xenophobic police forces often got in the way.
One of Yoolhumbra’s friends made it to their position. He
came up silently until he could whisper Yoolhumba’s name.
“What did you see?” Yoolhumbra asked.
“Not a damn thing. I heard what sounded like Julen
getting it.”
“So did I.”
“We need light.”
If she had a Centorin comm with her she could have
provided some light, just enough for someone to take aim at
them. The fact that they could be coming from any angle
made it worse.
When the torch at the main camp went out, it wasn’t just
hard to see, there was nothing at all. At least before there was
enough light to tell which way the camp was, and to see the
shadow of the greenwood bole they hid behind.
Yoolhumbra tugged her, took her to that trunk. She
wished her hands were untied so she could have cushioned
her arrival and made a little less noise. It wasn’t much, the
scraping of a few small sticks. They would have to be within
a few feet to pick it out of the ribbonsnake squeal.
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They began to move along the trunk. They heard the
croak of a fanbutton, a filter feeder common in these depths
but inedible by the human metabolism. Two others croaked
nearby. Fanbuttons do not croak to signal one another, the
noise is the release of internal gasses, you could call it a fart.
She squeezed Yoolhumbra’s leg, he squeezed her hand to
tell her he understood. She barely heard him whisper to his
friend, “That was them.”
She noticed the sound of fighting from the main camp. It
gradually grew louder, the screams of men, the clash of arms.
They paid it too much attention. Rianten heard hands on bark
a fraction of a second before Yoolhumbra’s friend screamed
as she heard a spear rip his body.
Peff’s Gang
Nulf looked at the situation. Peff and his men had
goggles, that meant their I/R vision was at least as good as
his. On the other hand they had no peripheral vision in I/R,
where it helped the most. He didn’t know how many men Peff
had with him, two let themselves be seen. If that was all there
was, there was no question that he could get away from them.
But there was also little chance that he could get Mabranna
out of there and the shit-farm family would have no chance.
Peff was a man of jerky motions, a thin, long-chinned
face and scraggly limped hair of a yellow-brown color. He
was well behind his companions, but more in the center, the
other two were probably meant to cut off anyone’s escape. He
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was dressed in thick but well-ventilated leathers, almost a suit
of armor compared to what Nulf had on. He had clearly never
walked on the outside, but he was a powerful man in spite of
that. His arms were thicker than his legs, but his legs were
among the strongest of men of the inside.
Nulf was in a short-leg tank in flat black. His arms and
legs were bare, and thus highly visible in their goggles, his
black-clad insulated body was not. He would have a split
second to move his body before their goggles would pick it
up. His tank would actually repel a blade as well as that
leather because the fibers it was made from were tougher than
steel. He had his pouches on his waist, knives at his knees and
the longknife on his back, all in flat black with dark camo
grips and handles. If he had known a confrontation was
imminent he could have put on sleeves and leggings of dark
camo. As he thought of that he knew it was too hot for that,
he wouldn’t be able to function for more than a couple
minutes with that on.
There was a tiny bit of normal light in the area, he could
see the terror on the family’s face, theirs was twice as bad as
Mabranna’s. Nulf knew he was their only chance, the father
of the family was suffering with age, the women were too
terrified to do anything helpful.
He heaved his body forward before he moved his limbs,
drawing his longknife as he started kicking frantically in
Peff’s direction. Peff heard the whoosh of Nulf’s feathers
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before he noticed how quickly Nulf was approaching. He
yanked his spear around, but not quite fast enough. Nulf was
still accelerating as he rammed into Peff’s arm that was
drawing the spear back for a thrust. The angle of impact
dislocated Peff’s shoulder so he immediately let go of the
spear. Nulf tried to actually catch the spear that flew from
Peff’s hand, but it went spinning into the black and put off no
I/R so even Nulf couldn’t track it. It was whipping around too
quickly to catch safely anyway. He had to protect the others
from the remainder of Peff’s band so he had to get back to
Peff.
Grasping him and twisting the dislocated arm behind him,
Nulf used his other hand to hold his longknife to Peff’s throat.
“Tell your men to stand down,” he said gently in Peff’s ear.
He did, then said in a lower voice, stiff with pain, “What
the hell are you thinking? Just let us take Mabranna and be on
our way and you won’t have to pay for this.”
“Mabranna is free now, and so is this family,” Nulf said
loud enough for his men to hear. “Release your weapons,”
Nulf said and immediately slipped his knife a quarter inch
across Peff’s throat to open a little skin cut.
“Do it men,” Peff said, “that stinking, sniveling, too-old
women he stole ain’t worth our time.” They launched their
spears away from them, rather slowly.
He could see that Mabranna hadn’t participated in variety
for quite some time, had probably had no sexual contact but
by mouth where it is ineffective. He would do what he could
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to help if he ever found the time. Death by age was probably
common among the women in these tribes for just that
reason. “I wouldn’t be like this if you hadn’t treated me the
way you did,” she yelled at him. He ignored her. The two men
laughed, he ignored them too. Nulf felt they were laughing at
her, not with her.
“You pick up their spears,” Nulf told her. If she was feisty
enough to say that, maybe he could count on her to do
something without panic. “They tossed them so slowly I’m
sure you can catch up with them.”
In spite of poor nutrition and lack of variety, she was fast
enough to catch up with them.
“You can’t think you’ll get away with this?” Peff said.
“So you admit you have other men out there in the dark.”
“Of course I do, do you think I’m some scav-strata
punk?”
“No, I assumed you’d be devious and underhanded,” Nulf
said calmly to Peff as he continued to have a firm hold on
him. “Give the other spear to the old man,” Nulf told
Mabranna in a more carrying voice.” Then softly he
conversed with Peff. “You swore to give your life for Blike,
are you ready to do that now?”
“There is no need, Blike is nowhere near here and don’t
think that just because you got the drop on me once, you’re
going to get the same with Blike.”
“You like being under his control?” Nulf asked.
“It’s better than Limpet-Hzal or being a loner like you
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down here.”
“I will not be alone long,” Nulf said. “I mean to challenge
him. Want to get in my way?” He pressed the knife a little
harder.
Globules of blood began to build along his knife, “You
always have the right to challenge and if Blike sends me in,
you’ll have to fight your way thru me, but it will be a fair
fight that time.”
“Not like this one where one man, two women, an old
man and a girl child were surrounded by an unknown number
of armed men.”
“You got to me only by luck,” his pain made his voice
screech, “you disarmed a couple of my men because they
know you haven’t got a chance and they’re amused by your
silly gesture.”
“Are you sure they’re not amused by how easily their big
bad sergeant was overcome? Maybe they already know
they’d be better off as backers of my challenge.”
“You underestimate our loyalty,” one of them said.
“You would be loyal to Blike who is hoarding many
women, and loyal to your sergeant who had one, while you
have none?” Nulf called to them. “If I win my challenge to
Blike’s rule, he will no longer be hoarding them or abusing
them. There will be women for everyone.” That could only be
true once females were also eternal, and that required sexual
variety. He wasn’t going to detail those fine points right now.
But there probably would be enough for his initial converts.
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“He lies,” Peff said, “there are only seven women in
Blike’s harem.
A voice from the dark said, “I’ve brought more than seven
to him, and you guys have seen that too. It’s no wonder some
of us fuck them on the way in.”
The one of the two disarmed ones that had said Nulf
misjudged his loyalty shouted back, “Don’t let this stranger
mislead you, back him and you will fail.”
“It’s not you Peff, another voice from the dark said, it’s
Blike. He’s a monster, this guy’s got it right. There’s five of
us here, we’ve each brought more women than seven to the
monster.”
“We all hear you,” the visible guard said.
“So you want to snitch?” the first voice from the dark
said.
“Blike has to know who’s loyal and who’s not.”
“I’m loyal to the hand that feeds me,” the second voice
from the dark said, “and I’ve been fed less and less as time
goes on. Too bad we aren’t cannibals with all the meat Blike
provides.”
“That’s deliberate disloyalty,” the loyal one said about
that comment.
“But it’s true,” the other voice from the dark said. “There
have definitely been less and less women as Blike’s rule
continues. It used to be we would all have one, like Peff does,
or did. Peff was one of us when he got his woman. I know he
hasn’t had much fun with her, but that’s because he doesn’t
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train her right.”
“That’s right,” Nulf said. “Any of us who have ever been
with women know they’re much more fun when treated with
kindness and respect.”
“Peff is the only one of us who’s ever been with a
woman,” the other visible guard said, “I mean other than
bringing them in. I know some guys on that detail will peg
them if they get the chance but I never have.”
“I had one ages ago,” a voice from the dark said. “I
treated her well and we had fun for quite a long time but
eventually age took her.” Meaning he never allowed her
variety, while he had it because he is still alive. If it had been
ages since he had a woman, he would be very aged by now,
giving Nulf a big advantage. The ones he could see in this
dim light were about an ephemeral forty to fifty. They hadn’t
had women in awhile.
“You’ll all have them again once I win my challenge with
Blike,” Nulf said.
“I’ll support your challenge,” the first voice from the dark
said.
“I will too,” the second voice from the dark said.
“And I,” the second guard in the light said.
“Seems like Blike isn’t that popular a guy,” Nulf said to
Peff, who he was still holding. His blood globules had
merged and the remaining one was the size of a tomato.
Peff responded by going into shock, probably as much
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from the shoulder as the blood loss. Nulf spoke to the woman
of the farm family, “Please bring me some rope.” They had to
have plenty of it or they couldn’t operate their nets.
“We’re coming in,” one of the voices in the dark said.
“You’re sealing your deaths,” the loyal one said. “You
know that’s how Blike will deal with this.”
“And that’s the guy you want to work for?” Nulf asked
him.
“Your challenge doesn’t stand a chance,” he said. “When
this is over I’ll be the only one of us left alive.”
“Like hell you will,” the aged shit farmer said and flung
the spear Mabranna had given him with all his might. He
went hurtling back the other way, nearly blundering into his
wife who was returning with the rope. Nulf was shocked that
he was able to make such a heave, so was the guard. That
caused him to pause just enough. He turned and tried to flee
so the spear caught up with him in the kidney and liver
instead of the chest.
There were screams from the women and girl, shouts
from the men. The other visible one said, “We can’t let this
happen, get that man.”
“No,” one of the voices from the dark said as he came
into view, “Nibbish would terminate everyone who had an
independent thought, I not sorry he’s gone.”
The guy wasn’t actually dead yet, he had stopped his
noise but was starting to convulse. Nulf didn’t want to add his
vomit to the gore in the air. He didn’t know if these savages
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could be organized. He’d be even more leery if it was one of
the troops that did the loyal one in.
“He was the tax collector that was squeezing us to death,”
the old man yelled. “What he took from me is worth more
than his slimy life.”
“Randomly taking life on their own is not what I want my
people doing,” Nulf said. “In the heat of battle you have to
protect yourself, in a situation like this we can discuss
whether or not someone deserves to die. I would agree he
deserves to die if he had taken your wife or daughter to die at
Blike’s hand. For what he had done I think being your slave
for eternity would be a more fitting punishment.
The sight was horrible, the convulsing body threw off big
globules of quivering blood that drifted away into the dark.
He shook a couple more times before actually dying and
drifting inertly with his limbs at various angles, with a slow
rotation in two axes. Nulf dodged the blood and tied him to a
small branch. In a couple hours he’d stop bouncing and give
us a pointer toward the center.
The two men appearing from the black carried spears, but
carried them butt first. The first had a rotund body with long,
thin legs, well-developed arms and a wide face with fleshy
lips and a bulbous nose. “Bulous,” he introduced himself. He
had been the first to speak. He was adorned with big beard
and hair in a reddish medium brown. He offered his hand in
greeting.
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The other one was a lanky, freckly redhead with limped
hair, skinny but super hard muscles. His feathers were long
and thin and he could use them with power. He also carried
his spear butt first, but they had not given their spears up. He
didn’t want to confront these guys about who was in charge
here, he wanted to unite them in the belief that Blike
shouldn’t be. If either one of these guys wanted to lead the
people against Blike, he was all for it. One of these guys
would take over Blike’s space and his people and be a mayor
in the Empire Nulf meant to establish, a union of all feral
humans in Mon.
He greeted them warmly, laced fingers and grinned. “Glad
to have you here,” Nulf said.
“You want to overthrow Blike, I’m glad to be here. I’m
known as Pmowniss by Blike’s tribe but in my family we
pronounce it Pomoniss.”
“Glad to have you with us.” He included them both in his
gestures. “May I pronounce your name like family?”
“Please,” he said to Nulf. Then to the other spearman
who’d come in visibly he said, “What about you Laitol, what
do you say about Blike?”
“I would have gutted him out years ago if I knew other
people were with me. But I still don’t take to one of my units
getting offed by a civilian, if he’s going to kill, he’s a
combatant.”
“Yes,” Nulf said, “but he’s on our side. The man who died
was clearly going to rat you out to Blike.”
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“Like you said,” Laitol said, “we can discuss it before we
take him out. I would have voted for taking him out myself,
but I wouldn’t do it myself without approval from the tribe.”
“That’s what I want too,” Nulf said to the old man.
“I’ll control myself in the future,” he said. Nulf kept
looking at him. By now his wife and daughter had joined in
condemning him. “Sorry,” he said and Nulf moved on.
Nulf didn’t want an immediate armed confrontation with
Blike’s tribe, he favored these men working from within to
align more supporters, and a formal challenge from Nulf in a
few days. He’d be glad to meet with other supporters
anywhere, anytime as long as Bulous, Pomoniss and Laitol
vouched for them. Though Peff was not actually dead, they
voted to finish him and Bulous did so with a quick spear
thrust.
“So we need to have a story for you to tell when you get
back to Blike’s tribe with these bodies,” Nulf told them.
“Why not go back spears first?” Laitol asked, “why
wait?”
“How well do you know the loyalties of all Blike’s men?
I’m guessing you’ve all served with Peff for some time.”
“We get switched around,” Pomoniss said. “Blike doesn’t
want us getting too cozy with each other. But the result is, we
get some time with everyone so we know who’s where on the
political spectrum. There’s only eight Blike can really count
on, but he only fully trusts his brother. We all know who the
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eight are, the sadists among us.”
Bulous said, “I might only trust a third of the tribe with
the planning. I also think Blike can’t count on even a quarter
of the men actually willing to fight a fair fight for him.”
“Another quarter are going to stand and watch and claim
they were loyal to whomever the winner was,” Laitol added.
“If Blike was to win he would put that quarter to death
because they didn’t fight,” Bulous told them. “However, once
the fighting is over any survivors from the opposing side are
not put to death, they have to swear fealty or get banished
from the tribe’s domain. Blike considers fighting against him
less of a sin than standing by and watching the fight.”
“A warrior by nature,” Laitol said.
“Not the right person to lead a village,” Nulf said. “A war
party, maybe, but he shouldn’t be above a captain with his
views, with superior officers to forbid the kind of thing he
does.”
“By the law of the challenge,” Bulous said, “he must die
by your hand. If both of you live, he retains the throne. His
law is that the challenger is then put to death, but I would
change that.”
“Your regime sounds much more enlightened than his,”
Nulf told him.
“I’d forbid mistreatment of women,” Bulous said.
“That’s my number one complaint against Blike,” Nulf
said. “Women are the flowers of our lives, a man is measured
by how well his woman is pampered. They are not to shirk
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their work either, but they are not to suffer physically if they
do. You can refuse them bed and board if they don’t earn it,
but you can’t whip them into shape.”
Laitol muttered over that, something like, ‘That’s the only
way you can move some of them.’ If pressed on this issue he
might be willing to say you could poke those firmly with a
stick to get their attention, but not hard enough to bruise.
“It’s too bad you guys can’t write,” Nulf said, “we could
write this all down.”
“What’s write?” Pomoniss asked.
“Marks on paper that record the sounds of speech.”
“Sounds like an easy enough concept if you know what
‘paper’ is.”
“A substance to make marks on. In Om we usually peel
the bark layers out of bracelet vines. We mark on it with
graphite sticks.”
“Where do you get the graphite?” Pomoniss asked.
He wondered if he actually understood and accepted the
concept, but just didn’t have the tools. They would have to
chisel it into greenwood bark to record it with what they had
for tools. It was obviously a problem he would have to give
some thought to. These people were even farther from
technology than it seemed, just because they had fire and
steel didn’t mean they had a certain level of development, it
just meant that they could hammer and scrape metal scraps a
little better than a troop of whent. He was beginning to worry
that they had regressed an animal level of development.
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“So are any of you willing to go back to Blike’s camp and
work from the inside? Organize those who oppose Blike?” he
asked.
“We have to explain Peff and Nibbish dead and Mabranna
still missing,” Pomoniss and Bulous said almost at once.”
“We need to figure out a story,” Mabranna said.
“Say they were eaten by a bigsnake,” Nulf said. “We’ll
dispose of the bodies and keep Mabranna here.”
“I don’t like that one,” Laitol said, “at least for Peff I want
to see that nobody eats him.”
“These people eat fine,” Nulf said, “they don’t need your
bodies.” They would compost them however, as would
Laitol’s people. There is no ground here to bury them in and
hide the problem, and he hadn’t seen anything like the
practices of the Shinteef of Om who pack them in embalming
powder and wrap them in weatherproof canvas and hang
them in the branches on the boundaries of their territory.
“We’ll have to say we fell victim to a larger company
from Limpet-Hzal on the trail of Mabranna,” Bulous said.
“We’ll say they got away with her and killed Peff and
Nibbish.”
“Much more believable,” Pomoniss said. “Blike will
never believe the Triumvirate when they deny it and
Mabranna will be safe there til this is over.”
“We’ll have to have wounds,” Laitol said, “or he won’t
believe us or think we shirked the battle.”
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“Where do you mean to leave me?” Mabranna cried.
“Of course,” Bulous said to Laitol.”
“With the Triumverate at Limpet-Hzal,” Nulf answered
Mabrannna.
“That’s barely better than Blike’s harem and definitely
worse than I had with Peff.”
“What will your fate be if you go back with them?” Nulf
asked. “If they say they re-captured you, but at the cost of two
lives?”
“It would probably be at the cost of my life. Maybe Blike
would take me, but there’s no guarantee I wouldn’t die in his
chambers. The best I could hope for would be a quick death
like Nibbish if he gets blindly enraged as soon as he learns
Peff is dead and I lived.”
“Just go limp,” Laitol said. “After a few punches he’ll get
bored. As long as you fain unconsciousness well, he’ll give
you one more good kick and be gone.”
“I’d rather stay with Reemis and Lahssar.”
“You’re putting them in more danger.”
“He already speared Nibbish, how much more trouble can
he be in?” Mabranna asked.
“No one is going to know he speared Nibbish, are they?”
he asked the men.
Three ‘no way’s came back although Laitol was a half a
beat behind.
“So they would be in more danger with you here,” Nulf
said.
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“She is welcome to stay with us if she does her share of
the work,” Reemis said.
It looked like Lahssar might have said something about
that but probably didn’t want to give her man any ideas.
As Prize
Rianten knew that zero gravity changes everything in
fighting. You are not ‘standing and fighting’ but floating.
Threats come from three dimensions, not two. There is no
more weight but there is mass. Momentum is everything. If
you are moving, your enemy has almost no ability to strike
back at you, especially when you are in the black. The man
who came at her had momentum, and his momentum was
from an angle that pulled her from the trunk where she
struggled like a fish out of water until he got a net over her.
She heard Yoolhumbra grunt and heard the smack of fists.
Fists are not half as effective in weightlessness, there is
generally no way to get your legs into it. The more important
thing she heard was the spear rustling thru the brush at a good
speed, it might go a thousand feet with a fling like that. With
luck it would go thru a couple more of Blike’s men that might
be out there coming this way.
The guy taking her whipped a couple winds of rope
around her and now she couldn’t get her hands to her belt
buckle. She was dragged at panic swimming speed, she heard
four footfeathers flailing. She heard Yoolhumbra call her but
nothing more. Both guys were swimming and hauling her, she
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could hear both of them puffing with the exertion, but they
kept on. They turned three or four times in the first hundred
yards, at different angles and directions. They knew a route
thru open air too, because she hardly ever had branches whip
her that were large enough to be painful thru the netting.
She was dragged at least two miles, they could be all the
way to Blike’s compound in that distance. Instead they were
nowhere she knew. It was still black dark of course. A deep
stony voice said, “All sound off.”
A dozen guys said their names.
“And two prisoners,” one of her panting captors added.
She already recognized Blike’s voice. He took over at this
point. “The Outsider will be given the Opportunity,” he said.
“Put him with the other one we captured earlier, but don’t let
them reach each other. They’re both Alpha’s, they could do
well if they want to so don’t wound him seriously yet if you
can help it.”
She heard three men leave with the struggling
Yoolhumbra. She heard his curses, heard him take a few more
blows. These men knew how to get their feathers into the
blows, even over the short distance covered by one stroke.
People from gravity never learned that technique. We could
train so it took us three or four strokes of the foot-feathers to
get that much momentum into the punch.
“Take her to the harem,” she heard Blike’s voice say,
“completely unharmed, you know how I like them without a
mark on them, well this one is pretty close. I want you to
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keep it that way. The next bruise on this pretty skin is mine.”
He reached thru the net, in what looked like absolute
blackness to her, and grabbed her breast painfully, squeezing,
pulling and twisting at the same time, with that hideously evil
chuckle.
She was dragged off by the same two guys, in the same
net, for hundreds more yards into the black. The brush was
thicker here, she was buffeted by twigs all the way and hit a
few branches large enough that she intended to show the
marks to Blike as blemishes they had inflicted on his prize.
The first time he got her alone he was going to learn that she
was fluent enough in this language to tie him in rhetorical
knots. She was confident that he would unwrap her from this
net himself. She would put on a scared starlet act until she
found a way to get behind him.
She figured it was survival with a guy like him. He would
eventually beat the life out of her, and her toughness could
only earn her more suffering. Well that was what he thought
anyway. She had a different opinion. When he unwrapped her
from the net, she would have access to the blaster button and
she was definitely going to call this enough of an emergency
that she could reveal the technology. Of course the
technology she wished she had right now was a simple pair of
I/R goggles like humans had used in these depths for
thousands of years. These guys around her probably had
them. She wished she’d picked up that enhancement the last
time she was on Kassidor. A pill granting one I/R vision had
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been available there since the time of the Crusades, their 50th
century.
They didn’t have that available on Niven’s Hammer, she
was sorry they hadn’t laid in supplies of refreshers that could
keep them from aging. They needed enough to open the next
colony stockpiled but that wouldn’t be shipped til they
reached the next Aldeb world and the terraforming was
complete.
The Kassidorian virus that grants eternal youth to the
sexually connected had passed thru Mon a few thousand
years ago, as had their sterility plague. These genes had
passed to almost all the crew of Niven’s Hammer within
twenty years of their arrival at Mon’s surface, a generation
before they finally came to rest here in the collection of junk
starships and greenwood root in Mon’s interior.
They went thru a long barrier of brush before she came
upon space with light. Sure enough, both the guys that towed
her had goggles, primitive ones of a big lens up on a wire
frame strapped to their heads with knit bands. They pulled
them off as they swam into an open with four turbo-balls in a
tetrahedron around a clump of brush embellished on the
inside with beautiful tapestries.
Four guards swam on-station in the reverse tetrahedron to
the torches around the compound. There happened to be a
substantial limb of greenwood in each of those positions,
sheltering and anchoring each guard. The remainder of the
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open was truly open, only those four coils of greenwood
trunks connected it to the remainder of Mon. The harem
chamber, including the brush and all its roots and the
tapestries of human making, was a hundred yards in diameter,
tiny compared to Blike’s main camp and their cooking
fireballs and the framework connecting their lodgings.
Inside there was a honeycomb of chambers delineated by
more tapestries hung by ropes in the brush-ball the harem was
enclosed in. You used your hands on the ropes and branches
as much as your feathers getting around in here. The
tetrahedron was used over and over in the rigging and
pruning, the corridor was rarely more than three feet in any
direction and she was still being dragged in net and rope. The
net was starting to slip out of the ropes, but that was leaving
her butt exposed to more frequent and larger limbs of the
greenwood as they sped thru it. She had to give it to these
guys for endurance, she would be spent from this swim even
if she were not dragging another human trussed in a net.
There was a harem mother, for some reason she reminded
her of someone. Chargluss had short-cropped hair the color of
fresh cast iron, thick forearms, thin skin and a sour
disposition. Her breasts were enormous squirming bags that
couldn’t be lugged around in gravity. Here they were towed
around in a 5X wifebeater t-shirt with a military emblem of
some type on one of the straps. “I’m not here to keep you
alive,” was how she introduced herself, “just to report on any
of the help that makes any use of you without Blike’s
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permission. And trust me on this gentlemen, he trusts me on
this.
“As far as staying alive, I suggest you help each other.
Everyone, including me, pulls duty in the blow job booths
every week, intensive medical care is your only excuse.
Intensive care means you’re still bleeding or have a bone that
hasn’t been set yet.” She didn’t expect Rianten to say ‘hi’ and
turned to the guys that brought her in, “Tie her in chamber
seventeen. Tie her before you take the net off her, she’s from
the outside, if you can’t see that on your own.”
“Blike’s already given us those orders,” one of them said.
“We can see that on our own,” the other said.
Rianten picked up on the fact that these men were
mercenary soldiers, a pair of the small circle of professional
spearmen around Blike. She wondered how strong their
allegiance was to him.
As she was dragged thru the space, she looked in the
chambers around her. Many had injured girls in them, all of
them raised in zero g. Then she saw someone she recognized,
only for a split second. She didn’t recognize her til after she
was dragged out of her sight, but she knew it was Rachel, the
last to defect from Niven’s Hammer. Now she wondered how
many defections were actually captures by savages? We
always thought they would be vulnerable to our technology if
push came to shove, even if the blaster buckle was all she
had.
She wasn’t given a chance to get to any technology as
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they confined her in a chamber. They tied each hand and foot,
then unwound the ropes and then the net that they had
brought her in with. They cut the net rather than untie any of
her limbs. Then they stripped her completely naked, again
cutting her clothes rather than untie a limb, and thus
removing any chance at using the button blaster as a last
resort. She felt even worse when she could see that they knew
what it was and made sure they didn’t set it off. This was
when it really came to her how serious this situation could be.
Rianten was lucky that she was brought in late, Blike
decided to postpone his welcome til the morrow when he
would be a little more rested and fresh and able to appreciate
the special pleasures of her flesh. That made it sleep time but
she hadn’t gotten to sleep. It reeked in here, the farts and the
comments on them were muffled enough by the tapestries of
Blike’s harem space that she couldn’t actually hear them. That
and smoke had seeped into all the tapestries til they stank as
bad as the farts. The other girls were afraid of her because
she’d been in gravity and they were careful that she was
securely tied.
She knew something was up when she started hearing
shouts and the clang of weapons. There were four trusted
guards around the harem tent at all times. She had seen them
when she was thrust in here. Their cries were muffled, but
when one of the harem girls saw their attackers she gave a
full throated scream.
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Rianten knew it would be useless to struggle against her
bonds, it would only make noise that would let the invaders
know where she was. She wasn’t sure yet what her value was,
she guessed it was because she was a female who lived in
gravity and thus fit genetically coded templates of what a
female body should look like in a way no woman who’d lived
her whole life without gravity ever could.
At least three men swam into the chamber where she was
tied. None of them had ever walked in gravity, but their thin
limbs were stringy and hard, and their expressions were
businesslike. They assumed she didn’t speak the language,
even though their language was close to what Blike’s tribe
spoke.
She was completely helpless with whatever they intended
for her while she was tied like this. They were armed with
high-tech spears with nylon shafts and barbed, tool-steel
points. They had knives much finer than the hand-sharpened
metal scraps that Blike’s tribe used and well-built turbotorches on their goreslug-hide helmets. They had short, tough
foot feathers not even six feet long, but they could spread
wide and these guys were very fit for people who lived
without gravity.
Their first order of business was ensuring that they had
indeed secured the space. They swam to all the gaps between
tapestries and looked out there thru glasses on handles. She
could see that it was a form of IR detection. She wondered
where they got that technology. Two of their number were left
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on guard, the other one turned to her brandishing the blade of
his spear in her face.
“Very nice,” she said. “Is that what you mean to give
me?”
He, and his companions, had not been prepared for her to
know their dialect. The one who brandished the spear jerked
back and the heads of the other two jerked toward her.
“Yeah, I can talk, get used to it.”
“That’s good actually,” the one with the spear said. “You
understand what will happen to you if you don’t obey.”
“If I was worth little enough that you can just stab me,
your boss wouldn’t have sent you here after me.”
She could see he knew that, gave her a sneer and said,
“You might not want to bet your life on that. Bringing you in
dead is not as bad as not bringing you in at all.”
Rianten let him have the last word on that. “What do you
want me to do?”
“Come along quietly, think of us as helping you escape,”
he was already cutting the ropes that bound her. He was
leaving the rope on her however, and she saw that the guys
with him each took the rope on one of her legs. He took the
rope to her arms.”
“You should be very glad we’re getting you out of here,”
one of the others said. “Blike’s women often undergo a lot of
pain, you’ll have it much better in Limpet-Hzal. None of the
Triumvirate is rough.”
“I already know about Blike,” she said, “one of my
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friends is here, we’re taking her with us.”
“We have to get out of here,” their leader said, “Blike will
be sending re-enforcements from the encampment.”
“Let me have one of your spears, let Rachel have another
and they’ll drift aside.”
“And you’ll be away, I don’t think so.” They began to
swim back out of the harem area.
She jerked the rope back, he came spinning. People who
haven’t dealt with someone from gravity before don’t get it
until you show them. “No I don’t think so,” she said. “Rachel
is this way.”
He raised his spear, she stared at his eyes and not that
point. He relented, “Come on guys,” he said. “Think of it as
double or nothing.”
“If the other is a woman from the outside, they will
overpower us for sure,” one of the others said.
“We have the spears, if they don’t get wounded too bad
we’ll still get some credit for the grab.”
Rianten got them to drag her to where Rachel was tied.
She had stitches in her face, bruises on her arms and a
swollen ankle. She was sound asleep and woke up with a
start. “Can you swim?” Rianten asked her.
“Ri, what are you doing here? Who are these guys?” No
doubt she noticed she still had a rope on her wrists.
“Some warriors from Limpet-Hzal here to ‘rescue’ us.”
“I don’t know if I can swim, after he punched me I kicked
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him, he wrenched this ankle, but I got a chance to whack him
in the back of the head with my heel, that was when he
worked me over but he was concussed and hurting a lot worse
than I was until then,” she said, “but he wasn’t going to show
it.”
By then Rachel had her feathers on. She still had a ripped
shift on, Rianten hadn’t thought about clothing yet but
probably should have. With these guys pulling her along they
swam for some distance away from Blike’s encampment. The
three men who had come to capture her couldn’t drag her as
fast as the two of Blike’s men. Even so Rachel could barely
keep up because she was really only swimming with one foot.
Lantern beams began to probe the trunks around them, too
distant to find them. The beams let them know where their
pursuers were going, they turned away from them. They had
to swim slowly because they didn’t dare show a light and
didn’t want to make noise blundering into something.
“They’re heading straight for Limpet-Hzal,” one of the
men said.
“Good, I hope they try to storm it, they’ll be eating their
own steel if they do.”
Mabranna’s Health
Nulf winched at the painful wounds these soldiers had to
give themselves to make their story believable. He was afraid
Pomoniss might even be mortally wounded with a spear
wound in the gut. “Don’t worry,” he gasped, “it’s not as deep
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as it looks. I know not to nick any organs and I’ve had worse
than this before.”
Lahssar had to stitch it, Pomoniss groaned that that hurt
more than the wound itself. Nulf applied his salve to each of
them liberally because the risk of infection was so great in
this environment. Laitol refused it because his was so
superficial that the other guys said it looked suspicious.
Bulous took an arrow thru the leg but Laitol wasn’t agreeing
to anything more than a knife wound on the forearm.
They wrapped Peff’s body for ceremony but discarded
that of Nibbish. Reemis put it in with their compost. Laitol
gave him a salute, even though he professed his hatred. They
tied Peff to a harness and Mabranna even shed a tear for him.
They stayed for a meal of crab and greenwood root. In
less than two hours they were on their way back, promising to
do what they could to turn Blike’s people and at the very
least, find out who was loyal and who was not. They intended
to bring those who want to aide them for a meeting in the
next few days.
They still had a day’s work to do at this farm, and he and
Mabranna both pitched in. With the additional hands, it went
quick and they were all glad to make it a short day. Nulf
caught them a lanternfish for dinner and thanked them for use
of their fireball. The fireball was small and had to be pumped,
but it was so much better than raw.
“I think you should come back to the camp with me,” he
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told Mabranna when they were done with clean up and the
exhausted family clearly wanted to rest.”
“We won’t be safe here without you,” Lahssar said.
“No one will know you were involved,” Nulf told them,
“and Mabranna is in need of variety.”
“We all are,” Lahssar said.
“Would you rather come with me and have Mabranna stay
here? I thought you were both too tired?”
Reemis and Lahssar looked at each other. Nulf could see
that neither one dared say yes to that. Mabranna would be
back here soon enough and maybe help Reemis but Nulf was
afraid they would both succumb to age because neither would
allow the other the variety they needed.
“I think it is proper if I go,” Mabranna said.
“And then we will do it the other way tomorrow,” Nulf
said, “I can see both of you are not getting enough.”
“It may be too late for me,” Reemis said.
“As far as I know it is,” Lahssar said.
“I’m good at getting men hard,” Mabranna said. “Peff had
quite a bit of trouble too.”
Lahssar glowered at her, their daughter sighed and rolled
her eyes. Nulf thought better of telling them that she could
also be of some help in their situation, she was barely nubile
but her womb might already work to cure their age. Any help
either of them picked up would help the other. He wouldn’t
butt into this here and now, he’d make a general
announcement to his people once he had overcome Blike. It
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wouldn’t sound so much like personal criticism that way.
He lead Mabranna by the hand. She came willingly. He
was surprised she’d held up as well as she had today, but
three good meals plus that ribbonsnake yesterday were
already helping her. She hadn’t been wounded in the action
today, and the bruises Peff gave her the day before were not
quite as livid.
She could be an attractive woman if there was some way
to clean her up. Her bones were small and didn’t stick out like
so many down here. Her hair was still thick and had a tawny
yellow color. She had ample breasts for someone so thin, but
they lacked the firmness of a healthy woman. In Om he
would have passed her by, but here she was considerably
better than Lahssar, who had a pelvis that belonged on the
outside.
The shit farm family had food, but they lacked water.
Water was something he was going to have to work on for
these people. If he could only capture and contain a sun it
would do so much for all of them. Besides giving light, suns
are cold and condense water. He needed a good waterball
himself, he was caked with blood and gore, stank of sweat
and blood, but in the general stench of this atmosphere, that
was hardly noticeable.
“Are you sure you want to stay with them?” he asked
once they were well away.
“Where can I go?” she asked.
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She had him there. He wished he could send her to Om,
but the interstellar rooms were so heavily guarded in both Om
and Mon that people had to resort to the lengths that he did to
get thru.
“You have the hips of a pet,” he said.
“My hips are so skinny I might not be able to give birth
even if I was fertile. My mother had such a hard time with me
and died with her second.”
“And did she escape from the Pronna?”
“She was taken from the Pronna.”
“Did she tell you of her life with them?”
“She was an ornament for them. She had plenty of
comfort but she had to perform and they were constantly
washing her and training her and dressing her in costumes.”
“Do you ever think of doing that?”
“Never, she was vermin once our tribe took her, she could
never go back. Any Pronna that sees us will kill us.”
“If Pronna wanted to kill us, we would all be dead, make
no mistake about that. They may not care to help us, but they
don’t harm us either.”
“They can’t find us in the greenwood.”
“They could if they cared, but they don’t. If we make you
as pretty as a pet, they may accept you as one.”
“I’d like to be with my people, I’d like to have a child or
two.”
“You’ll need to get enough variety and enough to eat or
you can make no plans.”
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“I’ll never get enough to eat, I know that much. If I get
enough variety, someone will eventually beat me to death.”
“Have you ever experienced pleasant sex?” he asked.
“I can’t see how that is possible.”
“I’ll do my best to show you.”
It wasn’t easy. She was afraid every step of the way. He
had to go so slowly he was aching by the time she was finally
ready. But eventually she was, and gripped him tightly and
had a strong orgasm and remained panting in his arms when it
was over. This was the best part about the interior of the
world, sex in zero gee is so much better than in gravity. So
much so that even people who live their lives on the surface
often go below to make love.
“I’ve never felt anything like this,” she said. “It’s kind of
scary but it’s powerful, and I don’t know, profound, might be
a good word for it.”
“That is how it is meant to be.”
“Why don’t other men do this? Is forcing me so much
more enjoyable for you?”
“Not for me, not for most men. How was it for your
mother and father?”
“I don’t know, they never told me anything,” she said.
“Force is all I ever knew.”
“That is very unfortunate. Pleasure is all you should know
from it. Once you become more confident you will find it is
more pleasant and less frightening.” She was still holding on
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to him, started to sob. “What’s wrong?” he asked.
“How did it get like this? Why has what should be good
become so bad?”
“Because there’s not enough food, and because bad men
are our leaders.”
“Why though, why can’t we have good leaders and
chiefs?”
“That is one of the hardest questions I know. I’ve spent
my life trying to answer it, and hoping to correct it.”
“What have you discovered?”
“We are all born with a quantity of willfulness. Some
people have very little and become followers, they have little
will of their own and will follow the lead of anyone who
cares to lead them. Others are born with a huge helping and
will follow their own direction, even to the point of ignoring
all others. People are also born with a quantity of honor.
Some have very little and will look out for themselves and no
other, others have a huge helping and believe that everyone
should be fair and honest with everyone and will never take
unfair advantage. People are also born with a helping of
charisma. Those with very little are grumpy, short tempered
and friendless, while those with a big helping are glad-happy
and friends with everyone. The best leaders are those who
have at least two thirds of a full helping of all three. If they
are also wise and far seeing, they may be a great leader, those
who get sung in legends.”
“But our leaders have full helpings of willfulness, no
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helpings of honor and a third of a helping of charisma on a
good day,” Mabranna said.
“I’ve noticed that since I got here.”
“Why?”
“Lack of food and water tends to make everybody mean,
and that over-bearing wilfulness makes them fight to the
death for power and that small modicum of charisma is just
enough to gain them a few followers among those with no
will or sense. By instilling enough ruthlessness in those
followers, they manage to capture and hold power when
conditions are so dire and no one comes to challenge them.”
“So you mean to challenge Blike?”
“It seems like a good place to start. It’s like in triage,
worst first.”
“I’ll agree with that, though he tells tales of Limpet-Hzal
being just as bad.”
“It would be in his interest to lie if that was not the case. I
don’t know what the treatment of sterile women is like in
Limpet-Hzal, but it can’t be worse.”
“They are kept caged in a room, men are let in to have
their way with them.”
“If the men treated them the way I treated you, is their
treatment better or worse than yours was?”
“It is life and death. You fed me more since you stole me
than Peff did in the years I was tied behind his nest. I’ve
never had someone stimulate me to participate willingly in
sex before, never knew it was possible.”
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“If they are given food and water and not hurt, that is
better than the treatment of sterile women by Blike’s tribe.”
“There are women who do not complain about their
treatment.”
“Three or four if you count yourself. And if you don’t
complain about your treatment, you have something wrong
with you.”
“I’m an ignorant savage, allowed to live is sufficient
treatment for me.”
“You need to expect more from life,” he said.
“I hardly expect that. I know in many tribes sterile women
are immediately put to death. It is the men who want sons.
Sons they can send into battle for them.”
“We need to move beyond that, we need to have all
humans work together. We need suns, not sons. We are eternal
if we just allow it. There is...”
“Very few women are eternal, and not as many men as
you think because of the way they fight. With a broad brush,
men without women eventually kill each other off, so there
are as many males as females dying, though males rarely die
of age.”
“Blike’s men will,” Nulf said, and wondered how many
tribes perished this way. It was probably only a century that
tribes like Blike’s lasted.
“They’re already starting, a lot of them. Some of them are
as bad as me.”
“You’ll soon be much better.”
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“Should we do that again?”
“It would help you a little more I’m sure, but doing that
with other men also is what will help the most.”
“Where will I find men that will do that for me, allow me
to get taken in by it that way.”
“Make a spell of love come over you?” Nulf asked
rhetorically, “Probably most of the men you are forbidden to
speak with. You don’t have to speak, if you get his attention
and squeeze your breasts he’ll probably understand the
message.”
“I’ve never been in such a situation.”
“You might in Limpet-Hzal if you were one of their sterile
women. You might compete for men who are most likely to
allow you estrus. You might compete for the meeker men,
they will not be able to overpower you.”
“I’m barely alive.”
“A few weeks like you’ve been eating and the exercise
you’ve been getting and people might think you’ve stood on
the outside.”
She laughed. There is no way to get clean here without
waterballs. Crud sticks to you til it’s thick enough to scrape
off. So there was no reason for them to disconnect until that
laugh. The way it made her chest tickle his was pleasant, but
the pressure of her belly laugh popped his out of hers like a
noodle from the press.
For two quick days she worked with Reemin and Lahssar
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and their daughter, but both times she slept in his camp in the
brush. One day when she worked with them, he managed to
snag a waterball three feet wide deep in the cloudshaft above
Limpet-Hzal. He guided it thru the dark to their camp and
they rejoiced in full water skins, and then bathing layer after
layer of grime off their skin til it shone like a newborn’s. And
then she experienced yet another level of sexual satisfaction.
Nulf experienced satisfaction in knowing he had helped
introduce another soul to eternity. He was sure he could see
an improvement in her beyond cleaning her up and tending
her wounds. She was able to eat more now, now that she was
getting a few days of practice. They’d just come back from
another good meal at the farm where she worked, cooked on
their fireball that Nulf pumped. He anticipated yet another
new level in her enjoyment of sexual union, but they had no
sooner got ready for the sleep when they heard someone
approaching.
Captives of the Triumvirate
Limpet-Hzal reminded Rianten of a big paper-wasp nest
the size of a suburban office building, hanging in a thousand
foot opening between the greenwood trunks knotted so deep
in the basements of Mon. Even so this was miles farther from
the wrecks of starships than Blike’s camp. The enclosed
fortress of Limpet-Hzal was five hundred feet in diameter, but
the masts that the anchor ropes attach to extended another
hundred feet in eight directions. All the cooking in Limpet177

Hzal started an air current that eventually lead to a cloud
eighteen miles above. Occasional waterballs drifted down
into the opening Limpet-Hzal hung in the center of. The
chimney effect of this cluster of huge trunks was noticeable,
dust motes and downy feathers were drifting up. Waterballs
had tiny ripples on them as they drifted down into your hands.
The people of Limpet-Hzal were practiced in the art of
catching waterballs. Their hands cupped them gently, hardly a
droplet broke the surface tension as they guided them gently
toward receptacles in the fortress with graceful strokes of
their footfeathers.
There was more than just a feeling of light being
conducted down into this opening that Limpet-Hzal was at
the bottom of. It wasn’t bright enough to actually see thru the
thick, muddy air of Mon’s interior, but there was ghostly light
from above and those with normal vision could detect dim
shapes in the black. The opening in the greenwood was
almost a mile wide at Mon’s surface, fifteen miles above, one
of the twenty four big openings between the rings where the
clouds were formed.
When she was brought inside she saw it was as much like
a town as a wasp nest. It was lit by a unique fungus that lived
on wood and provided a lot more light than any glowing
fungus that Blike’s tribe possessed. The center of the nest was
a hundred foot spherical opening with a fifty foot opening on
top and bottom serving as the ultimate source of this chimney.
This space had all the commercial space facing it. There were
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more than ten turbine fireballs in sight, at least six of them
were commercial cook stoves. There were three in the
lanterns at the town desk. They all had chimneys leading all
the way to the top of the complex, the air in here was actually
a bit fresher than outside.
There was an organized female captives section. The
women taking her in had the means to determine if she was
fertile with a vaginal swab. She apologized but said she was
required to administer it. As expected, she was found to be
sterile and shunted into that section of the hive. Rachel was
kept back to check on her injuries.
Rianten found there were four other captive sterile
females and they were kept in a room with tethers for eight.
The other four that were here each had elaborate tapestry
sleeping bags or should they be called private chambers, and
they each had a pole to themselves. There were four other
tethers in the room, one on the opposite end of each pole. The
girls here already took opposite ends of the poles, giving
them as much space as possible. All the other girls were in
their bags when she was brought in.
She had no tapestry sleeping bag, she still didn’t have
clothes. They used the rope Yoolhumbra had originally put on
her forearms to bind her to the pole, the pole with the most
elaborate tapestry as its other user. This chamber was a thick
canvas cube that was completely enclosed, that was easy to
see. She was left there and the opening was tied over when
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the guards left.
She couldn’t possibly get out of these ropes. She was
naked, without food or water. She couldn’t get to a waste
receptacle, and from the smell it was possible these people
knew what they were. She had moved from the iron age to at
least the fifteenth century in European history. There is
nothing like a toilet and gravity compared to the problems
with a zero-gee air release. Right now the immediate problem
was the way her hands were tied. Even if the other women
were captive, how could they use those sleeping bags if their
hands were tied like this?
They didn’t seem to be tied, within minutes of the guards
leaving three of them were emerging from their bags and
looking at her. They were all blond or strawberry blond in
contrast to her near-black hair. None had been in gravity, their
limbs reminded Rianten of spiders. They had gossamer
feathers that they beat slowly and gracefully.
“How long have you been here?” she asked them.
“What?” one of them said. “You’re all tied to that pole
and the first thing you’re going to ask us how long we’ve
been here?”
“You look like sisters.”
“We’re an eternity node,” the girl said.
“So you share toys?” Rianten asked, “and have been here
so long you start to look alike.”
“It’s been longer than we remember,” one of them said.
That same one went on to say, “You know we have to think
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carefully about untying you. You’ve lived outside and can
break us up like matchsticks.”
“I assure you that you and any other women here are safer
with me untied than you are with me tied.”
“What about the men?”
“I believe in a woman’s right to say ‘no’,” Rianten said.
The three of them giggled nervously. “Well Limpet-Hzal
isn’t quite that enlightened, we have to service any man who
earns it. You won’t have to worry about it of course because
you can overpower any of the men they allow in here.”
“Just because I could, doesn’t mean I always would,”
Rianten said. “I have fun with it if the guy is amenable to
that.”
“Yeah,” another of them said.
“That sometimes happens,” one of the others said and
they all giggled. She was now the closest, though she was
from the tapestry diagonally across the cube. “I think we can
trust you, I’ll get this rope off you.” She reached Rianten’s
wrists and started tugging at the knots. She made sure she got
plenty of contact with Rianten’s body while she did it. She
was ineffective against the knots, they were too tight for her
to budge.
The one from the other bag on the opposite side from the
entry fetched a knife and freed her that way, also getting
plenty of contact while she did. These girls were so boney
that contact wasn’t pleasant at all, but she wasn’t going to
complain now that they freed her.
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“My but you do have a body to you,” the one who fetched
the knife said.
“But it needs food and water,” Rainten told them.
“I have water,” one of them said and went to fetch it.
“Do they feed us?” Rainten asked.
“A little sometimes,” the one who tried to untie her said.
“I’m Huldani, that’s Nirobie who cut you free and Ulannis
went to fetch the water. Both of us have used ours up for the
day already.”
“So you get water once a day?”
“Yes, a half-gallon bag, but it’s not usually completely
full. We drink it fast because the bags leak a little. Ulannis
never finishes hers.”
Rianten introduced herself.
“So how did they catch you?” Nirobie asked.
“Raided from Blike’s compound,” she answered.
“Will your tribe come after you?”
“They might,” she said.
At that point they finished in-processing for Rachel and
she was brought to the room. The other three girls
disappeared inside their tapestries before the first rope at this
space’s portal moved. She was reminded of minnows
disappearing when a larger fish enters the area. Rianten was
left alone in the room floating there like she was having a
conversation with herself.
The guards were clearly wary that she was freed, their
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spears jutted thru the net, then jutted back thru the opening
once the portal-net was untied. Rachel was brought in with
her hands tied and her footfeathers in a clamp. They tossed
her in, right at Rianten like a missile, and kept their spears up
as they re-tied the portal net.
Rianten caught her and brought her to a stop in the center
of the room. Rachel was pretty beat-up but didn’t seem to be
as bad as she looked when Rianten caught that glimpse of her
back in Blike’s harem. She was conscious and able to talk.
“Ri! So good to see you, can you tell me what happened?”
They hadn’t had a chance to talk on the way here. “I was
just out hunting Summerend dinner. All I had was a swimlight, a crossbow and a belt-buckle. I didn’t really think the
situation was that serious until they sold me to Blike.”
Rianten was undoing the knots holding Rachel as she
explained. “It wasn’t Blike’s men who got me, it was a
wandering gang with a member who’s lived in gravity. A guy
named Yoolhumbra was the guy who actually caught me. He
felt like he grew up on Kinunde.”
“There’s planets even heavier now,” Rachel said, “and the
Pronna probably pick up a few specimens now and then just
to see how the wildlife is doing. But what happened, why
didn’t anyone come after me?”
“We thought you’d left of your own free will. Jimmy and
Lisa said you were talking about it. Even I know you’d been
thinking about it since you got that note from Eustice.”
“I never made it to the surface,” Rachel said. “I used my
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buckle-blaster even, didn’t that show up?”
“No, there were no signals for a week after you left. We
were watching and hoping actually. I’ve always said anyone
who doesn’t like where we are is free to go. Were you deep in
the wreckage?”
“I have no idea where I was, I thought I was in Blike’s
harem but I didn’t get taken there til after. I got the first guy
with the buckle, but that little blast just pissed him off, that’s
when I got this,” she indicated the cut on her cheek.
“You’re lucky the bone wasn’t broken,” Rianten said.
“Think I don’t know that? I’m glad they took us here.”
“Yes, an aboriginal camp instead of a predator’s lair.”
Rianten had the ropes off by now. Rachel loosened up her
shoulders before she did anything. The other three girls had
come back out as soon as the guards were gone. Huldani
introduced them to Rachel. Ulannis passed her water bag
around. Rianten wasn’t sure it wasn’t unprocessed urine.
Maybe diluted two to one? It wasn’t anywhere near as good
as a standard bio-filter could produce from raw waste water.
“So how long do you stay here?” Rianten asked.
“Until some guy buys you for himself,” Nirobe answered.
“How often does that happen?”
“For a sterile woman?” Huldani asked.
“The official records say it hasn’t happened yet,” Nirobe
told them.
“So they just leave us here?” Rianten asked.
“Yep,” Hudani said. “They feed us most days, but they’ll
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be letting eight or ten guys in to have us on an average day.”
“We earn our keep as the village red-light district,”
Nirobie said, “and we really don’t have the right to refuse.”
“So that’s what those tapestry bags are for?”
“So we don’t have to drift around the room while at it.
They’ll probably bring you girls each one in a day or two.”
“As soon as they can sew them together,” Ulannis added.
“So do we get anything from this?” Rachel asked.
“Food and water, such as it is,” Nirobe said. “Guys who
bring in more food than we and they would eat, get a pass to
come in here and have sex with, theoretically, the woman of
their choice. However, if they can’t subdue the woman of
their choice they can be required to go on to a lower choice
that they can subdue.
“Who’s in the fourth tapestry?” Rachel asked.
“Thotneer,” Huldani said, “she doesn’t come out any
more than she has to.” She was the one on the pole to which
Rianten had originally been tied. Huldani called her out now,
“Thotneer, we have new residents, you remember, like when I
first got here.”
“They’re from the outside aren’t they?” a muffled voice
asked from somewhere inside the most elaborate tapestry bag.
Rianten wasn’t sure that one didn’t have a frame.
“But they’re on our side,” Huldani replied. “Come on out,
don’t be rude.”
“Promise not to hurt me?”
“We promise,” Rachel said.
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“Me either,” Rianten said, “and I meant what I said about
safer with me than without.”
The woman who came out was huge, her upper arms, her
torso, her thighs were all far bigger than Rianten’s or
Rachel’s, but it was easy to see it was all blubber, lumpy
blubber. She would weigh close to two hundred on
Kiandutan, where Rianten was a solid one oh four. The other
girls in this room couldn’t get to eighty on Kiandutan, or in
the ring of Niven’s Hammer. She could see that Thotneer had
trouble with her inertia in this environment.
She suffered thru introductions, as skittish as a minnow.
“They’ll start letting boys in any minute,” was all she had to
add.
“Does anyone have some clothes I can borrow?” Rianten
asked.
“Mine are the only ones you could get into,” Thotneer
said.
The other girls looked like skeletons in tight tee-dresses.
Thotneer was in baggy sweats. They would be big enough on
Rianten that she could almost hang them up as her tapestry to
live in. “I’ll take it,” Rianten said. Rachel still had her shift on
and that was all anyone would want in this close, thick air.
That shift was showing some miles but probably still more
sanitary than these people could get their clothes.
She followed Thotneer back to her tapestry chamber. It
was almost like a sheik’s tent inside, much bigger than the
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outside looks. Even so it was half full when she was in there
and Rianten didn’t swim in after her.
Thortneer started reaching into a net bag of big sweats but
Rianten spotted something more to her liking, “Tell you what,
can I just borrow this scarf?” it was long and stretchy, a
couple winds around her body would be all she really wanted
in this heat.
“You can have that, Nirobe made that for me but I don’t
really use it, you can thank her for me.”
She passed the end of it out. When stretched out it was
almost half a yard in width, and it was long enough to wind
around her almost four times. It was orange at the edges
fading to brown in color and came with a foot long pin to
fasten it with.
“She says I should thank you for this,” Rianten told
Nirobe as she got back to them. She had it wound around
herself, a snug couple laps around the hips and then a single
lap around torso another around her chest with the pin behind
her left arm. It was a loose, gauzy knit with fuzzy, stretchy
string.
“Oh that? Yeah, I remember, I was knitting back then. I
made one for everybody, but I made hers bigger. Of course I
wasn’t thinking of a slinky sheath like that when I did this.”
Rianten had fastened it around herself to make a sheath. It
was strapless and open on the bottom between her legs, but if
she was about to function as one of the town whores, that was
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probably just as well. She examined how she felt about that.
She wasn’t going to submit to rape, not as long as she wasn’t
tied up. If the encounter was at least polite she could tolerate
it. She thought about random sex a lot differently when
dependent on the Species Immunity Complex than she had as
a child in the ruins.
Nirobie was going over her with a lot more interest than
checking how the dress fit. Rianten looked her in the eye. She
smiled and said, “You have such a magnificent body, sorry if
I get carried away.” She didn’t stop, but did steer her hands to
less openly erotic areas.
“Just so you know I’m not very open to a homosexual
encounter.”
“Oh? With a body like that?”
Ulanna and Huldani had also moved in close, Ulanna had
her arm partway around Rachel’s hip. Ulanna told Rachel, “A
lot of the guys like to watch, they may make us do it.”
“They like to watch lesbian sex?” Actually she knew
about that but since it is all synthetic in the Centorin market,
she hadn’t thought about it much.
“I think I’ll step out of that,” Rachel said.
“I’m sure they’ll want to see the two of you at it. They’ll
probably be afraid of you themselves, at least at first, but
that’s probably the first thing they’ll ask.”
“You got another knife like the one you cut the rope
with?” Rianten asked.
“Please don’t even talk about it, they’d take it away if
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they knew.”
“We’ll have to yank the spears from the guards,” Rianten
told Rachel, “are you healed enough for that?”
“Lead on Captain.”
“You’re too easy,” she said to Rachel. “We have to think
about what we’re going to do then, there must be a couple
hundred of them here.”
“If you want to go for it, I’m game, if you want to play
lesbian, I’ll try that too, but don’t complain if I don’t get off.”
“You neither,” Rianten said.
‘Was sex worth the fight?’ she asked herself again.
Certainly not. Her ability to be rational about sex was what
got her to the top of Centorin society. She could use it and
feel no regrets, while the average Centorin female was so
seriously wrapped up in a half dozen different kinds of
symbolism about it that she couldn’t compete with Rianten’s
goal-driven approach. Now that they were in the control of
human beings that seemed to have some semblance of
normality, she was sure she could use her skills to get them
into much better positions than they were now.
The first guy was let in soon after that. The other girls
once again fled to their chambers as soon as they noticed
guards at the gate, leaving Rianten and Rachel drifting in the
middle of the room. The guy they let in was decent enough
looking for these depths. Pink skinned with long skinny legs,
almost normal arms and a stiff mop of dark brown curls
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drawn in a single tail above the crown of his head. He had the
short, wide footfeathers like the close confines of this
complex require, and was dressed in a short-coat and strap.
He was clearly perplexed to see them here. He looked at
them warily. He noticed Rachel’s wounds. He looked toward
the tapestry Nirobie was in. “Nirobie it’s me,” he said, but
kept his eyes on them.
“Esso, come on up,” she said, and stuck her head out.
“You’ve got some new people here,” he said.
“You don’t need to worry about them, you’ve never tried
to hurt us.”
“I’m early,” he said. He was moving toward her corner
but keeping his eyes on them. Rianten felt like saying ‘boo’ to
see how far he would jump, but didn’t want to be an ass. He
didn’t take his eyes off them until he disappeared into her
chamber.
“Sounds like he’s a regular,” Rachel said in Centish.
“Sure is a lot more civilized than Blike’s,” Rainten said.
“And you were only there a few hours, you didn’t meet
him yet did you?”
“Just where he was ‘buying’ me,” she said. “I was glad
enough not to see more of him. It doesn’t take a sociopathology degree to see he’s a sick one.”
“Not hardly,” she said. “You know he’s completely
impotent, the only rocks he can get off is by beating women
up. He would have had me tied if he ever came for me.”
“I’m not surprised,” Rianten said, “but I am disgusted.”
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Another man was let into their space. This one was a little
more husky than the last, but still without exposure to gravity.
He had the built arms and the skinny legs of someone who
does physical work in these depths. He wasn’t as afraid as the
last man either.
“Wow,” he said, “I never would have believed it. And two
of you.”
“Scary isn’t it,” Rachel said.
“Let’s call it thrilling,” he said. “The guards could get
here before anything serious happens. It looks like someone
got the better of you already,” he said to Rachel.
“You haven’t seen his remains,” she replied, “and I was
tied.”
Rianten could see that he wanted to laugh, but wasn’t
quite confident enough. Instead he was conciliatory, “I’m not
here to fight you,” he said, “I’m here to get your juices
flowing.”
“We can’t come up with any juices without water,”
Rachel said. “What they give us here doesn’t count.”
“I think it was used beer,” Rianten added.
“I didn’t bring any with me,” he said.
“I guess you’ll have to go back for it,” Rachel said.
“Don’t be silly,” he said.
“If you want some of us you’ll have to bring something,
we’ve been put in here without food or water and we’ve had
nothing before we came here either.”
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“That’s not my fault,” he said, “I brought in enough to
feed three today, I get a turn in here with the woman of my
choice.”
“Your choice won’t be us if you don’t bring us
something,” Rianten told him. “You know you can’t take
either one of us against our wills, and you’re not taking
Rachel while she’s injured.”
“My pussy’s fine,” Rachel said, “it’s just my face that’s
messed up. You can have us both in exchange for clean
water.”
There was a little more argument than that, but he
eventually asked to be let back out to get it. She was glad to
see that, they were already starting to exert a little control
over their lives. He returned with not just water but a good
bunch of sweetstraw, a straw-like fungus that was quite a
delicacy. In return they showed him an evening like he’d
never had before.
The Challenge
Because of the wounds they’d given themselves, Peff’s
band was accepted back into the tribe and his body was given
a fire and a ritual by the whole tribe. Blike himself came and
spoke, even to the few women and children left alive. He
wasn’t going to promote anyone to take his place, but divided
his men among his other sergeants.
As they were getting ready for sleep, and hopefully the
best sex yet on that second quick day, Pomoniss and Bulous
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came over and told him that two women from the surface had
been captured in a raid by the men of Limpet-Hzal, and how
Blike was about to make a speech as he gathered his men to
go after them.
“Sounds like this is the time to present this challenge,”
Nulf said. “You’d better get back well ahead of me while I get
ready.”
“You’re probably right about getting back ahead of you,”
Pomoniss said.
“I’ll go back by way of the ral pens,” Bulous said. “That
way he’ll think I came to his speech from that way.”
“Be careful of who sees you coming to the pens,” Nulf
told him, “Blike has more than his own eyes.”
“We know that,” Bulous said, “and we know who’s eyes
they are. You have to remember we know everyone in this
camp and there’s only four you have to really worry about
when it gets bloody. Manf of course but he’s a snotweb,
Imarna, maybe, I don’t think he’ll stand in your way, but he
might not stand in Blike’s way either. Kyokmin and Laitol
will stand with their immediate commander.”
“Who’s that without Peff?” Nulf already knew Kyokmin
was a direct report to Blike.
“I think Laitol will stand with you, I’m sure he would if
you took us on an operation.”
“To me, now, the challenge is the operation, I hope he’s
with me on that. Blike will probably expect his spearmen to
toss me once I issue the challenge. If all eight of them turn on
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me I don’t stand a chance.”
“Well Peff is gone, he doesn’t trust Rilaitra anyway and
the other guys are just mercenaries to be honest, they’ll back
whoever’s paying them.”
“But let’s get going,” Pomoniss said.
“Go,” Bulous said, “I’ll be out of here in minutes.”
Pomoniss flicked his feathers and was on his way. There
was no telling just when Blike would actually give his
lecture, there was no timekeeping technology in this tribe but
the cycle of sleep and wake that the tribe more-or-less
maintained. There was a bell in the hemisphere that was
supposed to call the tribe together, but he expected you to let
go of everything when you heard that. If he got everyone he
wanted to talk to before he rang it, he probably wouldn’t.
Bulous turned to him, “If you win your challenge, what
then?”
“Stop the abuse of women is my first priority,” he said,
“and getting them healed and distributed to the men who can
support them but that’s just because it’s the worst thing wrong
here. After that there’s a whole list from waste disposal to
food production we’re going to have to address.”
“We only have to worry about Ammite and maybe Imarna
on the women. You would have had opposition from Peff on
that issue. Kyokmin, Nahst and Pederehkt have women who
will not complain of their treatment.”
“That’s very good to know,” Nulf said. “Are they fertile?”
“There has not been a fertile women in this tribe in living
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memory,” Bulous said. “All the children are captives and
always have been in living memory.”
“That’s even more encouraging.”
“It has become the biggest issue in the tribe,” Bulous said.
“It will do us good if I start talking about it as soon as I get
back. Action to get the outsider women back is not popular,
especially against Limpet-Hzal. Even without your challenge
it might cause a rebellion so don’t worry, you’ll have support.
All you have to worry about is Blike,” he clapped Nulf on the
shoulder and beat his feathers out of there, at an angle that
would take him all the way around the trunks to come upon
the village from the other direction. He was pumping busily
and would make quite a bit of distance in a short time,
provided he didn’t blunder into something.
He made his apologies to Mabranna who was sure he
would die, mourned for him, and prepared to flee. “You are
welcome to sleep here,” he said.
“I might still be here when he comes. They know where
this camp is already, you saw that. If you have a spare knife, I
would really appreciate that.”
“Take this one,” he gave her the one he usually called his
‘spare’. It wasn’t as long as the longknife, but just as sharp.
“Be careful with it, there is nothing this sharp in Mon.” He
demonstrated on the greenwood bark, she wouldn’t have any
concept of it. Her eyes got big. “Be careful of it also, an edge
like this can’t be maintained without an atom shaver and I
only have one.”
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“I’ll be a little less afraid once it dulls a bit. This could
slice off a couple fingers before you notice.”
“Exactly.”
She hugged him, sobbed a little, and then took off
abruptly, heading in the general direction of Reemis and
Lahssar’s place.
Nulf had to put her difficulties out of his mind and worry
about Blike. His upper body was stronger than Nulf’s, even
after all the years he spent above the neutronium of Om and
the use of pills who’s formula came from the vastworld.
Blike’s legs and feathers were relatively small, but he’d been
told that Blike threw himself around in battle using his arms
so that didn’t matter. Of course if the battle was out in the
open it would be to Nulf’s advantage, walking outside made
one a much stronger swimmer and able to flip much larger
and thicker feathers than people who’d never been out there.
He got into full camo, set like these dark depths of the
greenwood. It was sweaty in here but the fabric would stop a
sword stroke. He turned the micro-ventilation all the way up
but it wasn’t very effective. He took his longknife, dressed the
edge with his atom-shaver and strapped it on. He put on a
brace of throwing knives, took a couple practice throws at the
nearby greenwood. In zero gravity knife throwing at a
hundred yards is commonly employed, and that was the target
he worked with. He didn’t think he’d need this for Blike, but
if there was a free-for-all after, they could come in handy.
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He knew it would be his longknife against Blike’s
broadsword. The longknife is infinitely sharper, lighter and
more maneuverable, while the broadsword is stronger,
heavier and largely unstoppable. Nulf would readily admit he
couldn’t swing Blike’s broadsword to any good effect, but he
could move the longknife twice as fast as Blike could swing
that broadsword and that would be his advantage in the fight.
Blike was already into his harangue when Nulf arrived.
Most of the tribe was listening from a dome formation across
the mouth of the wooden hemisphere, making a full sphere of
it. “Now you men aren’t stupid, you know this won’t be easy,
that’s why we need everyone behind us. Everyone who eats at
our fires will be involved in this.”
A few people noticed Nulf swim slowly out of the
greenwood shadow beyond the rim of the hemisphere. There
were no guards present out here, they were all arrayed around
Blike in the center of the bowl.
“Your spearman will be around after dinner to tell you
each what your roles will be, I’m going to thank you all in
advance for any sacrifice you may make in carrying out this
very important mission.”
The forgemen were back here in the audience, one of
them spoke up, “How many of us are you willing to
sacrifice?”
“Jolloo,” Blike turned to face him, “you sound like you’re
questioning our mission?”
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“It’s suicide,” the forgeman said, “you’ll get us all
slaughtered. If it’s just your spearmen,” he stopped himself,
then said, “that’s your business, but when you start on the rest
of us, no. If it was a mission that could succeed only thru
heroism, luck and divine intervention, fine, I’m a loyal
subject and I’d go. But this is insane, this is a ribbonsnake
against a firebeast. There are more than a thousand in that
hive.”
Blike was sucking in a big breath. “Old men and women,
there are less than a hundred fighting men and we will be like
their raiding party, in and out before they can mobilize.”
“How can you approach?” the forgeman started to ask.
“Are you challenging my rule?” Blike thundered. The
forgemen were big in the arms and shoulders also, but not
half of Blike.
“We all should,” Pomoniss yelled back.
Nulf thought that was pretty much his cue and started
charging for the center of the hemisphere.
“I for one, don’t think you are fit to lead these people,”
Nulf said as he swam to a stop facing Blike in the center of
the sphere formed by his huge wooden bowl and the people
of the tribe. He was glad his voice sounded strong and not
nervous.
Blike merely flicked his fingers at his guards without
even looking in Nulf’s direction. The spearmen turned but
with trepidation, none of them wanted to be first. Nulf wore a
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brace of throwing knives and held his longknife in his hands.
He knew ways to bunch his muscles in waves that would be
most impressive in this skin-tight camo.
Bulous said that, “This challenge is legal within the creed
of the tribe.”
“I agree,” Pomoniss said with his hand firmly grasping
the butt of his spear.
“Who wants this challenge?” Blike answered, still
sounding distracted from his speech about the assault on
Limpet-Hzal.
The silence was more total than it was a mile into the
thickets from this camp. Somewhere off in the camp there
was groaning. It was stifled.
Nulf floated there in front of him, longknife in his hand,
long, resilient feathers gently treading the air at the center of
this sphere. The three turbo-lanterns that encircled his throne
could be heard, a small hiss like a lantern.
“So this is where you men leave me?” Blike said. “A
muscular dude from the outside,” Blike said, looking Nulf
over. “I can tell you were never on a vastworld. You climbed
in the branches same as me. But I knew it would always be
climbing in the Greenwood on Mon. What makes you think
you’re fit to lead this tribe?” he said, sliding out his
broadsword and inspecting its chipped and ragged edge.
“You abuse women, for that alone I am more fit to lead a
tribe than you. I know how to improve your food supply, your
sanitation, your medical treatments. I know that each member
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deserves a hearing in the affairs of the tribe and I know how
to hear them.”
That was when Blike sprung, using his arm, propelling his
body straight out of the throne with one arm, the other arm
coming at Nulf sword-point-first. Blike’s arms and shoulders
are the proportion of his weight that the legs and pelvis are to
someone who lives in gravity. It gave him the chance to
develop his fighting muscles instead of his body-carrying
muscles.
Nulf had developed body-carrying muscles, but the
humans of Om had developed plankwalks over large areas of
the outside, miles in extent, crossing hundreds of feet above
multiple neutronium rings. He’d walked almost as much as a
resident of a vastworld would. His immediate concern should
be the sword that was launching point-first towards his throat,
followed up by the arms and shoulders of Thor with his
berserker face on, all with that medallion of hair and beard
around it.
He swung his longknife as he’d have to to deflect that tip
aside, using the force to push his body to the side and spin
Blike’s body as the longknife slid down the broadsword to its
hilt. Blike would try to over-correct for Nulf’s move as the
momentum he’d given himself with his launch determined his
inevitable path. Even if he’d had enough feathers, he didn’t
have enough strength in his legs to keep himself from hurtling
on by as Nulf deflected his point then used his shoulder to
bounce off Blike’s hurtling body. As Blike struggled to turn
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himself around, Nulf swung the light but sharp longknife
around and gave him a serious wound on his inner thigh, just
to let him know this challenge was real.
Everyone sucked in their breath as Blike left a dotted line
of bloodballs in his wake, one for each heartbeat. Ammite,
Imarna, Limbraheem and some of their men raised spears
when they saw that slash, but several more raised theirs in
opposition.
“Let the challenge be taken,” Kyokmin said. “It’s Blike’s
law.” He gripped his spear firmly, but did not point it, let his
feathers tread air slowly.
Blike roared, “You’re leaving him to me now are you
guys? You’re leaving him to me!”
There was such a cacophony of shouts that nothing came
but a wall of sound. The word ‘challenge’ was one he picked
out.
“Then you’re mine,” Blike thundered, and turned on Nulf
in earnest. Berserker didn’t begin to describe him. Nulf
wondered how he could be whipping that blade over such a
wide arc. Blike meant to fight like a machine, overwhelming
force and power. Nulf darted around one of Blike’s swings
and whipped a pretty good nick on his sword shoulder.
Blike probably wasn’t conscious of that cut at this point,
maybe that his arm was a little slower than it used to be. Nulf
made for Blike’s perch at the apex of the hemisphere, the
throne of the tribe. Blike beat him off it by mass and strength
alone, but suffered another long and deep shoulder cut while
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doing so.
Nulf could have stood back and let him just bleed out thru
the leg, but that was not the image of dynamic leadership he
wanted to project. So he continued to press in after him,
dodging the broadsword and inflicting many more small cuts
that were rapidly wearing his opponent down. Blike wouldn’t
leave his perch open, but lunged after him repeatedly, striking
him once with the sword. The blow was painful and Nulf was
shocked that Blike still had as much strength left as he did.
His camo suit blunted almost all of the blade, but he did open
a cut on Nulf’s leg on the outside of his thigh. The cut itself
was not as painful as the body blow, and Nulf swam back a
bit to shake it off, but in less than a minute was pressing the
attack again.
It wasn’t long before Blike was winded, that was a lot of
muscle to supply with oxygen in this stagnant air. If Nulf
didn’t have his oxygen-doubler in he would be winded
already. Blike’s leg was bleeding heavily, leaving big,
quivering blobs hanging in the air around him. Blike retreated
to his perch, it was his last defense of it now. He knew the
challenge was lost, his leg continued to pump out big globs of
blood, he’d noticed the sprays coming from his shoulders by
this time.
Nulf circled, changing direction now and then, staying
just out of range. When Blike swung, he reached in and
nicked him again, all Blike could do was part Nulf’s
footfeathers. He wouldn’t come after him any more however,
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he knew he was so winded that if Nulf could get him off the
perch, Nulf could take it and thus unseat him in the tribe. He
knew Blike would accept no such end, he would defend his
perch to the death.
Nulf could see it on Blike’s face when Nulf understood
that he had no way out but to take his life, and he saw the
determination in Nulf’s eyes that he would. Blike put out one
last burst of energy, slashing around at Nulf with the heavy
sword while Nulf hovered just out of reach and let him wind
down. When nearly unconscious from exertion and loss of
blood, the blade slipped from his fingers at the apex of a
swing and went slicing into the brush that had settled down
here. Nulf reached in and chopped with the longknife, right
under his jaw. His beard would have protected him from a
deathblow by his own blade, but the atom-sharp longknife
sliced thru hair without slowing down and the piece of beard
drifted free with arterial blood following.
He bled out quickly but continued to fight til long after he
was gone. He threw big globules of his blood everywhere,
intentionally slinging some his last lifeblood at Nulf as he
expired. When he was still at last, Nulf swam in and closed
Blike’s eyes. He pulled his hand from the perch and set him
adrift in front of it.
“I believe you treat your dead with fire,” he said as he
pushed the body with enough speed that it would drift across
the opening til the end of his opening speech. “Hello, my
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name is Nulf and I come from the world of Om, which is not
anywhere in Mon, so don’t try to figure out where that is. By
your creed I’m now the chief of this tribe, is that correct?”
“Correct,” Bulous said.
“It’s been said,” a large spearman named Nahst said, his
scowl said he wasn’t convinced.
“Are there any further challenges?” he asked, knowing
that was part of the custom. He looked at Nahst in particular.
“Not right now,” Nahst said. His voice was extra deep,
deeper than Nulf’s and Nulf had cultivated his.
“Good, then if there is someone who would normally take
care of a body, could they please do so now.”
“Blike usually lets them drift until everyone’s called it a
day, then he calls a couple slave women in to take him to the
fireball. He don’t allow anyone any ceremony but his
spearmen and forgemen.”
“Then whatever you think is appropriate, I seek no
vengeance over him, just a chance to lead this tribe to better
days and stop the suffering in Blike’s harem.”
“A big part of his harem was snatched by Limpet-Hzal,”
someone behind Limbraheem said.
“We were here to get harangued about going to rescue
them,” someone else said.
“I’ve seen Limpet-Hzal,” Nulf started, “it would be
suicide, they have a dozen to your one while all they need is
four or five to your one to defeat you. I’m not leading you
against Limpet-Hzal, I believe with Blike out of the way we
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can be allies with Limpet-Hzal to our mutual benefit. I intend
to clean this camp up, make a lot more profit from our mines
and get women to all the men worthy of them.
“There are two commands I’ll give you all to start with,
be at ease with each other, things are only going to get better
for everyone, there’s no need to jockey for favor and
influence. Secondly, but even more important, don’t hurt the
women. If you can care for any of their injuries, please do,
their gratitude may be the best thing that ever happens to you.
If you can comfort them in any way, feel free. Telling them
that Blike is dead may be the greatest comfort they could
receive.
“There are eight of you I believe that are in Blike’s inner
circle, I would like to have an in-depth meeting with all of
you, if you would like to step forward.”
He knew who they were, they were all here.
“I’m not meeting with the man who killed my brother,”
Manf said.
“Then who will speak for your interest?”
“I’ll be speaking for my interest at a later time and
different place.”
“Do you mean to take your friends and leave?” Kyokmin
taunted. “you’re not going to have very many.”
“I’ll never ally with Limpet-Hzal, I can’t stand what they
stand for,” Manf replied.
“What’s that?” Nulf asked. They stood for the next step
up the ladder of civilization as far as Nulf could see.
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“Weaklings,” Manf said. He really didn’t have much to
say, his limbs were no thicker than those of most women who
had never felt gravity. He certainly didn’t help his brother
with the heavy work. His whole body didn’t have the muscle
of one of Blike’s forearms, or one of Nulf’s for that matter.
From the observations Nulf had made, the average forager
from Limpet-Hzal was a little stronger than Manf, but not
much. He had seen at least fifteen actual military men
swimming thru the portals of that city, and thought it was
reasonable that there could be twice that many altogether. The
military men were not weaklings, the four or five to one was
for their egos. This tribe’s only advantage was their berserker
trance which wouldn’t count for much when used against the
better trained and equipped men of the Limpet-Hzal hive. On
the other hand Blike’s men would fight thru much more
grievous wounds than the men of Limpet-Hzal. But these six
men were really the only soldiers Blike could send to the
field, and his brother was not among the remaining six, he
was the only one Blike really trusted.
“If we get to learn their technology it would be good for
us,” Kyokmin said.
“I know their technology,” Nulf said, “we can build a
forge like theirs here, they’ve salvaged a metal working
machine from somewhere in the wreckage, we just have to
find one like it and figure out the details of how to run it.”
“We’ve been all thru the wreckage,” Pederekht said.
“It is doubtful the machine would be recognizable today,
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the wrecks in the heart of Mon may be millions of years old,
there’s still over a mile of metal between here and the center
of Mon. There’s got to be a waterball a quarter mile in
diameter down there.”
“Are you proposing sending us on a quest?” Pederehkt
asked, “I might not be quick to sign up, a lot of people have
climbed into the metal down there, and very few of them have
come back up.”
“That’s what they did in Limpet-Hzal,” Nulf said. He
wasn’t totally sure of that but their metalcraft looked like
they’d got a metalworking machine going, and were turning
out well-made articles of metalworking and machining,
among the finest he’d seen from any human tribe, even those
of Om.
At the apex of the wooden dish that Blike had as his
public space, was a chamber behind the stage and perch that
was the throne of his territory. This space was marked off
with canvas in the great wooden hemisphere like a concentric
dome tweeter in the hemisphere of his great wooden half-ball.
This is where Blike used to have these meetings. Nulf could
half-imagine what those meetings were like, Manf tattling
and Blike punching, people getting hit in the face, teeth
flying, it got pretty ugly in his mind pretty quickly.
“I want to hear what you each think has to be done first,”
was how Nulf opened the meeting.
“You said it already, stop the abuse of women, what he
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was doing was like the Scheherazade story,” Kyokmin said.
“As far as I’m concerned, it’s stopped now. Is their any
more medical attention we can get them?” Nulf asked.
“Not that I know of,” Kyokmin answered. “The harem is
where Blike always took the worst wounded of us. I’ve been
laid up there. There was another girl killed in the harem while
I was healing in there.”
“What he was doing was an abomination,” Nulf said,
“and I mean to turn us into the tribe women will escape from
their masters to join.”
“Is there anyone who opposes him on this?” Pederehkt
asked. His look was a, ‘You’ll have to get thru me first,’ that
didn’t go well with his face or his body for that matter.
Ammite and Imarna looked him over carefully while
considering their answer. He wasn’t going to respond to
casual challenges and let them look all they wanted.
“Blike was excessive,” one of them, Lindrel, said. Lindrel
was the only one of them with a child. His woman had been
sterile from then on. He was willing to bet Lindrel was a
virgin when he was granted his woman, hundreds of years
ago.
“That he was,” Imarna said. Imarna had not been given a
woman yet, the talk among the shit farmers was because
Blike had been consuming an ever higher percentage of the
women in his sphere of influence.
“You are the only one of this group without a woman is
that correct?”
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“Yessir.”
“So if there are no objections you’ll be next on the list.”
“Ah, well, mine got away this year,” Ammite said.
“I’m sorry but that will put you way down the list. If she
was treated properly she would slit her captor’s throat with a
kitchen knife to get back to you.”
There were many troubled expressions on their faces, he
shouldn’t have been surprised at that. After all it is a big
improvement in the status of women if the guy doesn’t get to
beat them unless they do something to incite his anger. He
meant to go well beyond that right now. “Guys I mean this,
even sterile women have to be treated with respect. Their
souls and egos are as fragile as your own. They have the same
right to life that you do, no more, no less. I want you all to
hear this, and I’ll tell all the women too. Every woman in the
domains allied with me, fertile or not, has protection from
me. Anyone harming them answers to me. They do not have
to make themselves available to you or even to me to earn
this protection, all they have to do is live within the space of
tribes allied with me.”
“The exact opposite of Blike,” Bulous said.
“I don’t know if I want to go that far,” Ammite said.
“Once we learn to read and write we can have written
laws,” Nulf said, “until then we have to keep the rules simple
like, ‘Don’t hurt the women,’ and I’ll be the judge of what I
mean by that.”
“You want us to learn what?” Pomoniss said.
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“To read and write, record what we say with marks on
paper.”
“Yeah, paper, I remember asking about that.”
“You’re going to have to face it sooner or later,” Nulf
said. “And I need your agreement on the treatment of
women,” Nulf said, “are you all really with me on that or just
saying ‘yeah, yeah, yeah, move on?”
“You say ‘treat them with respect,’” Ammite said, “but
what exactly does that mean, pretend they’re the queen of the
realm like they do, or stop giving them the back of your hand
when the blow-job’s lackluster?”
“Somewhere between, and a lot of where between has to
do with where she wants it. There are women who all they
ask is don’t give them the back of your hand because they
weren’t enthusiastic and soul-filling enough while giving the
fourteenth blow job they’ve been forced to give today. There
are others who wouldn’t be satisfied if they were queen of the
realm. None of them deserve to be beat up, but not all of them
deserve to have their every wish granted either.”
He looked around, no one seemed to want to argue right
now, they probably still wanted to talk about a raid on
Limpet-Hzal, there was still someone he couldn’t see,
muttering about balls of blazing oil.
“What does a guy do when there’s no one willing?”
someone asked, probably Nahst, but didn’t actually see that.
“I’ll train him in how to make women willing.”
There was quite a bit of laughter at that, and a few names
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mentioned who would never pass the course. These were
problems that would have to be dealt with in more detail, but
training in interacting with women would be a high priority in
Blike’s tribe. He might have to delegate Lentwice as director
of the project.
But eventually they had to speak of Limpet-Hzal. “They
still took our two most important women,” Imarna said. “I
don’t think there’s any of us who want to let that go by, not
even you if you’re our chief now.”
“But we cannot prevail in an attack, so we have to use
reason on our side. We’ll let the women decide whether they
stay in their present position in Limpet-Hzal, or join one of
the men in this tribe who is willing to take her.”
“They’re women from the outside.”
“Then I’ll probably make an offer to one or the other,”
Nulf said. He wondered if he would limit himself to one as
chief, or would others come by that would bend his heart so
much he couldn’t resist them?
“You think Limpet-Hzal is going to let the women decide
who they want to go with?” Pederehkt asked incredulously.
“Maybe I can convince them it is in their own best
interest to do so.”
“Let me tell you something about the Triumvirate, they
have better clothing and weapons than Blike’s tribe, but the
only reason they treat them any better is because they
understand that it’s better not to hurt the woman so badly she
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can’t perform her tasks.”
“They sound close enough to reasonable that showing
them how much more fun a willing woman is might do some
good.”
“They’re not that close to reasonable if you ask me,”
Ammite said.
“I’ll keep my eyes open when I meet with them.”
“When will that be?”
“When I’m sure I can trust you guys not to hurt each other
or the women long enough for me to get there and back.”
The Barracks
Rianten woke before Rachel and that was good.
Sometime while they were asleep someone had dropped off
two more tapestry bags. They were rather plain and utilitarian
but were the same size as the other girls’. She wanted to let
Rachel rest and heal as long as possible. Rianten’s only
possession was the scarf she could wrap around herself that
she got from Thotneer. She didn’t even have a toothbrush, not
that there was any opportunity to use one.
She would very much like to get back the sheath and belt
pouches she was wearing when she was captured. There were
several things in those pouches that could help them right
now. That was still in Blike’s camp, the raiders hadn’t brought
their effects when they stole them. They hadn’t stripped either
of them, but Rachel still had a dress on when she was taken
and Rianten didn’t. Rianten had no serious wounds, the
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scrapes Yoolhumbra had given her on the greenwood bark
were still the most serious.
There had been eleven men thru here. Six were regulars,
three for Nirobe and one each for the others. Of the five
randoms, Rianten made offers to three, but only two of them
dared couple with her. Without mating with zero-gee people,
the crew of Niven’s Hammer would have no one but their
spouse or the limited pool of people from the surface because
the gatekeeper’s code forbid extra-marital affairs among the
crews of their gateships. She was willing to let that rule go,
but many in the crew were strongly in favor of it so she
hadn’t pushed it as long as the crew had no taboo about
outsiders.
Most made the trek to the exterior, a four hour swim on a
good day in prime condition. We should be ready to handle
situations like this among the primitive zero-gee tribesmen
found along the way. Many of her crew used to have
implanted weaponry for times like this, usually in an eye. The
surgery was too invasive for her liking, and with the gate
gone there was no way to go get it or maintain it anyway.
All the people with implants were now out of luck of
course. The last implants had worn down in the first century
they were in Mon, most of them in about thirty years. Most of
the crew with the empty eye sockets had died or gone missing
long before this. There was nothing that could be done for
them. Meanwhile in Kassidor City you could get an eye
regrown in any corner gene shop for less than a copper.
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Down here only the simplest machines remained working
after this much time, and keeping the main hull spinning was
the biggest and most advanced non-Pronna engineering feat
in Mon. If it wasn’t for the ship’s fabricator and utility reactor
their entire life would be shut down, they would be
competing with the savages in here.
Rianten tied their new bags in the corners farthest from
the door. It wasn’t til she started towing Rachel toward her
bag that she woke up.
“What’s going on?” she asked.
“Our keepers left us bunkbags.”
“Ah, but did they leave us any food and water?”
“Not yet.”
“Are the others up?”
“Not yet again,” Rianten said. “Maybe they left the bags
off in the middle of sleep and I woke up as they finished. I
don’t hear anyone else up.”
“Then lets go sleep in them,” she said and swam slowly
toward one of them, leaving Rianten with the other. It
probably was early, there was no need to move before they
had to or before they were fed. She was willing to believe the
internal clocks of the other girls were adjusted to feeding time
within seconds. It is probably Thotneer’s more accurate clock
that made her first to get the food more often.
But now Thotneer had to contend with someone who
needed to sleep four hours out of thirty, she wasn’t about to
get Rianten’s share of whatever they were fed here. There was
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no chance it would be palatable to someone who normally ate
fresh hydroponic produce, but she intended to survive.
Neither of the guys who dared to join with her the
evening before was worth inviting back. It wouldn’t be so bad
if the size of the skeleton shrank as the body adapted to
microgravity. Instead it stayed the same size but got weaker
and the muscles over it got smaller until they were just a thin
layer or string. Many were a skeleton and tendons with a thin
layer of pasty skin over it. For most of these people it had
been centuries and generations since their last sunlight, while
there was a sun room in Niven’s Hammer. She maintained
good color, but it would start to fade if she stayed in captivity
many days. None of the girls here had any color. Both those
guys had gouged her with their hip bones, and with her arms
around them she could feel every rib and the points of their
spine. She didn’t hold high hopes of being fed well while
here.
The fact that they were providing sexual favors to the
tribe was their only bargaining chip, and it was no chip
because the men would just use force as soon as Rianten and
Rachel escaped from here. These women could have trained
to be stronger than these men, but that would take years. She
didn’t mean to be around that long.
She was going to have to find someone she could stand to
mate with more than once and maybe seduce into helping
them. Of course if she borrowed Nirobe’s knife, she could cut
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their way out of here in half an hour. Whether they could stab
her in the hands when she tried it was an important question.
More than that, they needed feathers but the chambers in here
were really too small to swing foot feathers effectively.
Thotneer was the next one out of her bag. There had been
no change in the light level or air pressure, so maybe it was
random chance. Rianten wondered how she would start the
conversation about being an early riser when someone started
untying the entry net of this chamber.
Thotneer was clearly distressed when Rianten called out,
‘come and get it,’ while Thotneer was trying to shush her.
“What?” Rianten asked her, “did you want us to split what we
wanted of it before we gave the others a share?”
Thotneer was so embarrassed her skin was tomato-soupcolored everywhere it showed. “They eat so little anyway,”
she started with. Rianen just stared at her, Rachel was already
out of her bag and staring with her. Ulannis, Nirobe and
Huldani were out of their bags before anyone said anything
more.
The first to say anything was Ulannis, “Wow, look at all
the ribbonsnakes they gave us today!”
Rianten and Rachel stared at Thotneer and she blushed all
the way down to her ankles again. She looked like she was
going to crack and Rainten didn’t want that so she said,
“Maybe because there’s people from the outside here and
they know they have to leave us more food.”
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“You can’t ask...” Thotneer started to say.
“But we want to be sure that each of us gets an equal
share,” Rianten continued.
Thotneer didn’t continue and try to find another way
where she would get a larger share than anyone else. They
divided up the food, and each of the girls ate their
ribbonsnakes raw right here by the hatch before they even
started packing up the other food. Once they had gulped those
down they took their share of mushrooms and bark flapper
eggs and swam with their booty back to their nests, where
they would no doubt eat them over the next few hours.
Not long after that a primitive but effective zero-gee toilet
was passed into the room, “Just so you newcomers know,” the
workman who left it off said, “we’ll be picking that up at 1:00
am, so do what you need to by then.”
She wondered if that meant there was a clock in this
structure somewhere. It could be a watch or phone or similar
bauble from any crewmember since they got here, traded
willingly or unwillingly, any time since they got here. Clocks
were one of the few Centorin products that would last for any
length of time. For that matter timepieces could have come
with some different starship that was captured by this
construct either before or since.
Rachel swam up to her, “What do you think the chances
of getting back to the ship are?”
“Well Nirobe has a knife that could cut thru the tapestry
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of this wall if we find them not looking.”
“Then why hasn’t she done that?” Rachel asked.
“She doesn’t have a Niven’s Hammer to escape to. There
is no economy here, nothing for her to do anyway.”
“She can forage as well as a man.”
“There are more people to forage than there is forage to
find,” Rianten said. “Pronna are abandoning this structure in
droves, as they do, suns are being exported to other worlds
instead of being left for the other denizens of this world. The
amount of detritus drifting down is less all the time. When the
Pronna are gone, there will be only the sun on the surface of
this world to provide energy and ninety nine percent of its
volume will be as dead as this core is now.”
“We can’t feed them all,” Rachel said about the humans
who would face starvation with all the suns removed.
“Without their control programs the planetoid will
collapse within seconds,” Rianten said, “so none of this will
matter.”
“Why are the Pronna abandoning this planetoid?” Rachel
asked.
“My best guess is because they can’t eradicate the
greenwood, and second best guess, it’s too infested with
savage humans.”
“I can second that,” Rachel said.
None of the other girls were quick to come back out.
“Why do you think that is?” Rachel asked.
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“Probably because we won’t let them have a lesbian feast
on us.”
“Why should they want it?”
“The guys that come thru here don’t seem to be all that
wrapped up in making sure the woman gets what she wants
out of the encounter, so maybe they are the only way they can
get proper stimulation.” Rianten said that loud enough that
anyone could hear it.
“There’s a lot of truth to that,” Nirobe said, peeking out of
her bag. Since Rianten and Rachel seemed to be satisfied with
their share and not threatening anyone else, she came out.
They waited while she approached, then Rianten asked,
“You could cut your way out of here any time you want, why
haven’t you?”
“Let’s somehow, for the sake of argument, say I didn’t get
caught before I got out, which is very unlikely, but lets say I
made it not just out of the room but out of Limpet-Hzal
altogether and away into the greenwood. Then what do I do?”
“Isn’t there a civilized tribe around?”
“This is as close as they come that I know of. I haven’t
been beaten here, there’s only a couple times I’ve even been
punched and men came to my aide when I screamed.”
“No man will live with a sterile woman here?” Rianten
asked.
“He won’t support one and since we can’t go out to do
any work, we have to be kept.”
“Why can’t you go out?”
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“We’ll be captured by another tribe.”
Huldani also came out of her bag, “Another thing to
consider is that as the town tarts, we get plenty of sexual
variety. If we should be taken and supported by a man even
though we are sterile, we would not get variety and would
soon succumb to age. I know I would have been a crone ages
ago, if not dead, if I wasn’t in this room.”
“That is a point,” Rachel said. “The guys weren’t SO bad
and they can’t hurt us.”
“One hurt me last night,” Huldani said. “He was huge,
why would he want a cock like that?”
“To impress other men,” Rianten said.
“I don’t have it so bad,” Nirobe said. “I like most of the
guys, I don’t mind cum, it washes off easy and earns me five
times as much water. I’m happy enough with my job to earn
their trust enough that guys can sign me out of the room. We
went to listen to a music machine one evening and I got some
great workouts on my tits. The guy who signed me out was
willing to share me for petting with all his friends. He was so
enthusiastic about it that he thought he was getting the better
deal. Since he signed me out he wouldn’t let anyone else fuck
me so that was kind of a bummer but he let all the guys play
with me as much as they wanted any other way so I was able
to coax three or four orgasms out of it.”
“I used to be that enthusiastic about my work,” Rianten
muttered.
“When was that?” Huldani asked. Damn her ears were
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sharp.
“About five hundred years ago,” she answered.
“What were you doing?” Huldani asked.
Rianten looked away, didn’t know what to say, started
with a thin, “It’s been a long time...”
“She was captain of a warship fighting the Aldebs,”
Rachel said. “The Imperial Gateship Niven’s Hammer.”
Quite the security breach. Rianten was stunned, wanted to
be furious, but saw that Rachel was willing to take the chance
of confiding completely in these girls. She kept her temper in
check, something she hadn’t been very good at when she
carried the Norble name, more than a thousand years ago. “It
seems like complete fantasy today, so far from where we are
in distance and time.”
“I understood the words ‘hammer’ ‘captain’ and ‘fighting’
out of that,” Nirobe said. “My life has always been the sterile
room of Limpet-Hzal, I know of nothing before it, I have
always been here. I’ve made the best of it, I’ve still got my
health, I got fed well today for a change and I appreciate you
guys being here and getting our rations doubled,” she said to
Rianten and Rachel. “I like the idea of making the guys bring
us something and showing them a better time if they do.”
“I’d like to get them to bathe,” Huldani said.
“I’d like them to let us go,” Rachel said.
“Where?” Nirobe asked.
“Either to the surface or back to the ship if they’ll have
me,” Rachel said, looking at Rianten, knowing she wouldn’t
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approve these disclosures.
The fact that these people didn’t know what she was
talking about, much less believe it, made it a little less of an
issue. “It depends on how much damage is done,” Rianten
said.
“It’s time we came out of there and knocked some heads
together anyway,” Rachel said. “There is no excuse for all
these people living in such depravity.”
“There’s basically no food,” Rianten said.
“There’s got to be a fungus that grows on greenwood, cut
the trunks and ferment them.”
“Without those trunks we will die of the CO2,” Rianten
said. “If the Pronna were not taking their suns with them
when they leave, there would be enough food for the human
population. Without suns Mon can support five million
humans on the light of the greatsun alone.”
“So most of us will die,” Huldani said.
“There is a gigantic planet right below us,” Rachel said.
“That we couldn’t even walk on.”
“There is enough tropical ocean that everyone on the
planetoid could live an aquatic life in its seas. That will be a
much easier adjustment for them.”
“We need to investigate everything from the germs to the
top predators to know if that’s possible.”
“I’ve seen some data in some of the dumps we’ve taken,
there are dozens of gates down to the planet, the Pronna trade
with a type of fish who seem to get along with them very
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well. They purchased immense quantities of artificial nectar,
and gave trinkets in return like crystal balls for use as
translators or communication, molecular-cast stainless steel
trophies and mementos, or in the case of these fish, effective
cures for several parasites.”
“I hadn’t seen that,” Rianten said. “After looking at some
data dumps for a couple of days I gave up trying to figure out
how we were going to get anything out of it.” A lot of it was
going on at various levels of simulation within various
Pronna. The smallest data packet was 64K, the largest, 1Q.
“There’s a billion square miles of surface water down
there.”
“I’d rather get back to Kiandutan if they have gates down
to planets. We need to drill a hole thru to the nearest planet on
Centorin’s stargate system. That would be the last one we left
off, since they only brought us a few light years from our
path.”
“We don’t want to live in an aquatic environment,”
Nirobe said. “I’m fine with my life as it is.”
“Are you OK with it if we get out?”
“As long as you don’t hurt us, or any of the guys we see,”
Nirobe said.
Meeting the Triumvirate
Nulf saw Nahst was ready to speak, motioned for him to
go ahead. “You can trust me with that right now.”
“And I,” Pederehkt said.
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“You can trust all of us,” Rilaitra said, “on those two
issues, I’ll see to it,” he said, and pointedly looked at Ammite.
“No more sadism,” Nulf said, “at all.”
“What if the woman actually wants it? There are some
who do you know,” Ammite said.
“No, let her go without and examine your soul if you have
any desire to enable such a sickness. Back to Limpet-Hzal,
have you established a border with them?”
“There have been no talks,” Pederehkt said, “but we’ve
established a perimeter. Blike’s preferred boundary
characteristic is silent disappearance at the boundary. He
doesn’t have the skilled manpower to implement that, but
practices it when he gets the chance. Limpet-Hzal has
probably attributed eight men lost to us, but yesterday’s raid
proves they can get close to us whenever they want.”
“We have to give them no reason to do so,” Nulf said.
Nulf turned to Kyokmin, “You’re in command of the
boundary patrols aren’t you?”
“Yes, but I only have four men, I send them in pairs, I
don’t think single patrols are safe.”
“You’re right, pairs are as low as you can go, all I want to
do is change the boundary characteristic to something more
like meet and greet. Politely let them know it’s our territory.”
Kyokmin answered that, “I don’t know if the guys I’ve
got can do that. I’ve had to use people I don’t necessarily like
to implement the silent disappearance boundary
characteristic. They can sneak up on people and take them
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from behind, but I don’t think they can confront anyone face
to face.”
“Then we’ll have to get new people.”
“Permission to dispose of the old ones?”
“No. If you think they are people detrimental to the tribe
we can banish them, but I wouldn’t execute them unless they
were caught in the act of harming a woman.”
“That really is near and dear to you isn’t it?” Ammite
said.
“You noticed.” Nulf said, looking at him calmly but fully
in the eyes.
“Why?” Ammite asked.
“Sexual pleasure and fulfillment,” he answered.
That seemed to be a subject none of these guys felt a need
to talk about. They wanted to discuss the mission to LimpetHzal.
“We will go in peace,” Nulf said.
“But we don’t have to go unarmed,” Rilaitra said.
“Nothing that wouldn’t be prudent for the swim itself, no
archers, no spears.”
“We don’t have archers,” Rilaitra said.
“That’s too bad, they do. If we go armed, we won’t get
there. If we go in peace, we have some chance of reaching the
town.”
“How many of us should go?”
“Who wants to go?” Nulf asked. Ammite was the first to
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wave but it was unanimous in two seconds. “Thought so, but
I’d like to have it be more like three. Since the three I would
pick are willing, Nahst, Pederehkt and Kyokmin will come
with me.”
“Why them?” Ammite asked.
“I was told they have women who do not complain of
their treatment. I think they will be more likely to convince
the women who were captured that their future will now be
better with us.”
“You can’t be serious in thinking they are going to just let
those women say, ‘Oh I’d rather leave,’ and flap away with
you, that is as much a fantasy as Blike’s raid.”
“It differs in at least one very important way,” Nulf
pointed out, “if it fails, we don’t lose our lives. That’s just one
reason why I think it’s a better plan than a military
expedition.”
“But just as hopeless?” Nahst asked.
“I don’t think so, and I think we have a lot more to talk
about while we’re there, the boundary for instance, trade
issues. I don’t think a peace party would be a waste. We could
have enough business with them that they may come to think
that returning a couple women is a small matter.
“At first I’ll ask for no more than to see them,” Nulf
continued. “If we can’t get them to want to come back, we
don’t have to pursue it any further. If they do want to come
back, we need to see if we can negotiate for them, or figure
out a way to rescue them that won’t end with rotting meat
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where our camp used to be.”
“So are we ready to leave for Limpet-Hzal?” Rilaitra
asked.
“Let’s give it a couple days,” Nulf said. “I want to make
sure we are OK here before I do.”
“You trust those women will survive?” Ammite asked.
“First I want to be sure they will have a better chance here
than there.”
He asked a few questions about the day-to-day
administration of the camp and put that in the hands of
Rilaitra and Lentwice with agreement from all concerned,
though Ammite was grudging. The forgemen were pumped
that they got official recognition and seemed ready to agree
not to hurt women, especially when they learned they would
be getting one sometime soon. He spent little time with them,
but promised he would spend more in the future and asked
them to start thinking about what they would need to do their
job better.
The next priority was the harem, and things were worse
than he feared. They were suffering from broken bones,
severe bruises and some internal injuries. If they were in Om
there were things that could be done, but here he knew of
nothing more than the splints, sutures and potions that were
being given already. There were two nurses and they cringed
when he brought the men in.
“You’re safe now,” Nulf said and touched her shoulder
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gently. “Blike is dead, I’ve told the whole tribe that anyone
harming a woman will answer to me. My name is Nulf and
I’ll be leading this tribe for awhile and when I move on I’ll be
sure the one who comes after me understands how precious
our women are.”
She dabbed at her eyes, “I want so much to believe you.”
“Please, you’ll see. Is there anything we can do to help?”
“Try to convince Julatta that she can live. Make sure she
knows that it’s over.” She stroked only a few flips of her feet
to a curtain that allowed them to another chamber. The feeble
torch she carried showed them a woman hanging in a net bag.
Her belly was swollen and ugly in shape and color. She was
facing away from the curtain, the nurse swam around her and
found her eyes open and dejected. “She’s actually getting
better, she was unconscious for nearly three days. Now that
we can get her to swallow medicines, she’s making great
progress, but of course now that she’s conscious, she feels the
pain.”
Nulf reached thru the net she hung in and took her hand.
She was hot and dry. “She needs more water,” Nulf said,
“she’s too dehydrated to sweat.” Julatta’s eyes slowly swung
his way. The nurse looked mortified and swum thru the
curtain to fetch it. He told her the basics, “Blike is dead, I’m
chief now, and I’ll never let a man hurt you again. I
understand a little of how badly he hurt you, I could never
hurt him enough to make up for it, but people have probably
told you that he died badly. When you get better you’re going
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to eat better and get enough variety to be young again.”
With some effort she got her lips to utter, “You’re telling
me I’m dying and going to Heaven.”
“It won’t be heaven, but it will be better than it was.”
The nurse was already back with water. He was glad there
was some here, a better water supply would be high on the
list of improvements that needed to be made around here.
Julatta had some difficulty with it, took only tiny sips at a
time. “I really don’t have time, the other women need me
too.”
“Let me have it, I’ll do it for her,” Nulf said.
“Yourself, not one of your men?”
“Is there one of them you would rather held this for you?”
Nulf asked Julatta.
She shook her head, the nurse left them alone. “Why are
you doing this?” she asked.
“Because I believe in the human race and I want to see us
get better.”
“We need suns,” she whispered, “if our lives are going to
get better.”
“I could use you as a strategic adviser,” he said. “You’re
very perceptive.”
After a few sips she could utter a full statement. “I lived
near a sunpassage until I got sterile, I know first hand.
Everything comes from the suns.” That was all she could say,
she needed more water, she’d need it every few seconds until
she was no longer critical.
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He spent two hours with her, Pederehkt, Nahst and
Kyokmin each spent some time with one of the other patients.
They were each asked what man they would like to be given
to and none wanted to be given to anyone. One said she might
change her mind if someone in need of a woman came in and
treated her as Nahst had done today. When he left the harem
he was sure that the four who survived had some hope that it
was worth surviving.
But the day after that, it was time to get ready for the trip
to Limpet-Hzal. It was at least an hour swim if one kept at it
all the way. The greenwood trunks were so thick and twisted
here that there was no direct route. The trunks were adorned
with thousands of roots so it was easy to get lost. They would
be showing only one turbo-lantern but they would carry a
spare, it could be downright dangerous to be caught without
light out here.
“You know Limbraheem is good friends with Rilaitra?”
Pederehkt told him while they were swimming deep among
the root leaves.
“I didn’t really, and I know even less about the
significance of that fact.”
“Limbraheem and Ammite are the ones who will oppose
your women policies the most.”
“Of the six who remain of the eight,” Nahst said, “but
there are some of the other men who are as bad as Peff was.”
“I can’t see those guys we drove off being sweet with a
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woman,” Kyokmin said.
The site of the town was impressive, a shaft between the
greenwood trunks over a thousand feet across with an
immense ball hanging in the center of it. There was light
somewhere above, and the shaft between the trunks went up
so far that he could actually see leaves miles ‘above’. The
structure was anchored to four immense trunks with eight
great ropes. The structure itself was roughly cubic, but with
enough stick and canvas additions to make it roughly
spherical.
They were met by a cylindrical phalanx of men when they
were barely out from between the trunks. No doubt they’d
been scouted and some of the sounds they’d heard were
signals. They were lead by an officer in finery, but he was as
well armed as his men with longbow and cutlass. He saw that
they weren’t heavily armed, Nulf had his longknife in its
sheath at his back, each of the others had a goreslug-flayer on
their thigh but nothing that would look like they came to
fight.
“May I ask you to state your business?” the officer said
while they were still fifty yards away.
Nulf slowed but did not stop, “I am Nulf, I am the new
chief of what was once known as Blike’s Tribe, what you
might also call the Big Forge Tribe.” He spread his arms a bit,
continued to come slowly forward as he spoke. “I seek an
audience with the Triumvirate to pay my respects and talk
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peace.”
“May I ask what has become of Blike?” the officer asked.
There was talking in the ranks.
Nulf spoke up, “Blike is dead and composted.” There was
more muttering, he wondered if a cheer would go up. The
officer smiled and Nulf said, “Let’s hear it for seeing the last
of Blike!” Quite a cheer did go up from his men.
Nulf liked the way this was going so far. They were lead
into the structure. Nulf had not been inside before, he was
impressed, this was more than a single step up from the way
Blike’s tribe was living, closer to the tribes near the
sunpassages. There was a spherical open space at the center
of the construct, with commercial enterprises all around. Six
great cookfire’s lit the place, and three turbo-lanterns around
the town desk, to which they were lead.
The phalanx stayed around them as they waited, but were
relaxed enough to converse. Nastn and Kyokmin told them
that they had been trying to get someone to challenge Blike
for a long time and were glad someone came along. The guys
from Limpet-Hzal said there was going to be an expedition to
take him out if it went any further. Several taxpayers had
already lost wives.
“There won’t be any more of that,” Nulf told them, “but
there may be women escaping to join our tribe after this.”
“The Triumvirate will only care if it’s a fertile women.”
“It’s been centuries since I’ve seen a fertile woman.”
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“Aye.”
The officer came back and said, “It will be just a few
minutes,” and they waited some more. No one spoke while he
was present. The time stretched to over an hour, someone was
probably trying to locate the Triumvirate and once they were
informed they would finish up whatever they were doing and
then prepare themselves for this meeting. It was a woman
who came to fetch them. She was skinny and pale but
uninjured and healthy with long, limped hair that streamed
behind her as she swam. She took them down thin, twisting,
triangular hallways. They waited again, but this time in a
room made of beautiful tapestries.
The Triumvirate were all present in the next chamber
when Nulf and his men were admitted. With them they had a
panel of committeemen and a globe of soldiers lining the
walls of the room. The walls were a sphere circled with three
wide belts on orthogonal axises. They were paneled with
laminated greenwood, edged with bleached corryvine and
inlaid with mosaics of battling phantasms.
Chuuchney had a massive chin and silver Mohawk hairdo
on an immense blocky forehead. His forearms completed his
look, because they were huge also and he kept them out in
front of him as much as he could.
Tildeweck was the tallest, long and thin even for someone
who had never seen gravity. His face was a skull with deepset black eyes. He had not a hair, his skin was china white and
his most remarkable feature was the length of his fingers, his
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middle was at least twenty four inches. He was wrapped,
from armpit to thighs, in a thick, tight and tough knit blanket
fastened over the sternum with a pin reported to have
supernatural powers.
Venglorian was the most regal of them all, floating in
robes that extended in all directions with only his face visible
among the folds of fin and feather that surrounded him. His
swimming was difficult with all that regalia, especially that
part of it that was heavy, stiff brocade and tapestry. Because
of that he had three strong men with good feathers and ropes
to move him if he needed to move far or fast.
“So you represent Blike’s tribe?” Chuuchney began.
“It is no longer Blike’s, it is mine,” Nulf began, “but it is
an entirely different tribe now. You will no longer be losing
foragers to us, you will no longer be losing women. I’d prefer
to call it the Big Forge Tribe. We ask only honest trade and
you will get only honest trade from us. We humbly ask to
gain your trust, and we hope you’ll want to gain ours.”
The three of them nodded, Chuuchney spoke. “Well said,
well said. You come in peace, if you stay at peace, you’ll
leave in peace if you leave when asked politely.”
“Are you asking me now?” Nulf said.
“Oh no, you’re here, we’ve had dealings with Blike.
We’re not proud of it but his men perform a useful service.”
“Dragging metal from the depths,” Nulf said.
“Yes, as long as they work hard for little pay we have
business to discuss. A ton of metal for a pound of ribbonsnake
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is the way we do business,” Venglorian said.
“And how many tons can you use?” Nulf asked him.
“Whatever you can get those men to bring us,” Tildeweck
answered.
“Seriously? If we came back a week from now with five
million kilograms of steel, you’re going to have two and a
half tons of ribbonsnake to trade.”
“We’ll have to tax heavy that day,” Chuuchney said.
“That is not good for either of us,” Nulf said. “If you’re
getting your ribbonsnake by taxes, you have nothing to trade.
What you do have to trade is the output of your machine
shop.”
“You know of that?” Tildeweck said.
“Either that or you’re trading with someone else who
does,” Nulf said.
“What do you propose?”
“A ton of iron for fifty pounds of metal parts and fifty
pounds of the fungus of our choice.”
“Ten tons,” Chuuchney said.
“One and a quarter,” Nulf said.
“Are you here to bargain or bray like a jackass [best
translation we could come up with]?” Venglorin asked.
“We’ll converge on two tons,” Nulf said.
“The hell we will,” Chuuchney said.
“Then send your own men down into the wreckage,” Nulf
said.
“So you can ambush them,” Venglorin said.
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“We’d have to send guards with them,” Chuuchney said.
“You’ll not be ambushed by my men,” Nulf said.
“How do we know we can trust you any better than
Blike?” Tildeweck asked.
“Time will tell,” Nulf said, “but I understand that it’s hard
to bring that trust back here from the future, so we have to
build it piece by piece. Send some men to lift scrap, see if I
attack them, when we do not, you know you can send more.”
“Several of our men have disappeared out your way,”
Chuuchney said.
“That has already stopped happening and the person
ultimately responsible has been expelled from the tribe. If you
or your people happen across him what you do with him is at
your discretion.”
“So who is he and where is he?”
“I didn’t say I was going to give you that much because
we don’t know it. Nahst was the one who saw him out.”
Nahst spread his arms and said. “He left the northwestout
gate heading straight into the greenwood, we tracked him
with IR for better than a mile, he was still going straight out.”
He pointed up and right from his body, but all it really meant
was he was gone. The possibility existed that Nahst had killed
him, but he didn’t know that they were enemies, so he had
some hope it really was a simple expulsion.
“So he could be coming this way?” Tileweck asked.
“Yes it is possible,” Nulf admitted, “but I haven’t agreed
to patrol your borders for you, I’m not even sure what they
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are?”
“From the wreckage to the sunpassage up and down this
chimney, a day’s swim in all directions from it.”
“That would put us...” Nulf started to say.
“You are an annoying, rebellious pustule deep in the gut
of our territory.”
Nulf thought this thru as quickly as he could, rather than
confront them he would be their most influential regional
administrator to start. “If that is the case, let it be said that
from this day forth, our province is no longer in rebellion and
I pledge that it won’t be a pustule either.”
“Then you’ll hand me your sword,” Chuuchney said.
Nulf had nothing to lose, he reached over his shoulder and
withdrew the longknife. Holding the flat side of the blade he
passed the hilt to Chuuchney. “Careful of that edge,” he said.
He got a questioning look, Chuuchney ran a hand thru his
hair and found a loose one, set it hanging in the air. He passed
the longknife thru it relatively slowly and watched it part,
watched the two parts whirl away in the breeze the knife
stirred up. “I see that,” he said. He looked the rest of it over
carefully after that, but did not touch the blade at all. “Is there
any energy in this?” he asked.
“None what so ever, just fine craftsmanship.”
“How is this blade made?”
“That’s the craftsmanship,” Nulf said. “The mold that
made that was not made by our tribe, was not even made in
Mon.” They all looked at him, “I brought it with me from
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Om.”
“The legend of Om has no credence here, nor does the
legend of the vastworld. No one has ever gotten near the
interstellar room, we can’t even get within sight of a
sunpassage.”
“But that is because the human tribes that control that
space don’t let you, not because the Pronna care. All the
Pronna really care about is that we are housebroken but all
that has broken down here.”
“How do you know?” Chuuchney asked.
“Because Pronna in Om often carry translators.”
“You’re still speaking of legends.”
“It is no legend, but I understand you will never believe it,
so make up whatever story you’d like to explain where I got
this knife.”
“Down in the steel would be my guess.”
“Where you got your metal working machine?” Nulf
asked.
All three heads jerked, Tideweck spoke, “We know of no
metal working machine. We are simply craftsmen of higher
skill.”
Nulf only chuckled. So they had a machine and they had
been down into the steel to get it. They knew there was other
technology down there, well these were derelict starships
after all, you need at least SOME technology to build one.
They thought of his tribe as a province. He would have to
make it the major province. While these men were freaks, like
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all inhabitants of permanent darkness, they were rational
enough to parley. They were also not of the caliber that could
beat him at it, but as long as he didn’t upset their racket here,
they could be allies. He would win their trust in only a few
years.
“Do you have any other issues with us?” Nulf asked.
“As long as you continue raising a ton of steel for a pound
of ribbonsnake, we have a relationship. Your tribe is way too
small to be represented on the advisory board which is a pity
because you sound like a worldly man.”
They would probably put him on the advisory board soon,
but it would be a big mistake to mention that now. Within a
year they’ll be asking him. “Thank you sirs.”
They nodded politely.
“Now, would it be permissible for me to look into the well
being of a couple of our citizens who are being held here?”
The New Chief
Rianten knew it was getting to be later in the ‘day’ but it
didn’t seem as late as when they started letting guys in the
day before. It was no regular guy they let in anyway, it was a
guy who’d been to the outside. At first she thought it was
Yoolhumbra but this guy was better-kept. He came thru with
no sign of fear of them, and he shouldn’t, he was as strong as
both of them combined. His face was clean and smoothskinned. Either he was young or he got plenty of variety.
Rianten was wondering if she and Rachel were going to wind
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up competing for this one? She wondered what a three-way
would be like?
“Hello,” he began, he had a really charming smile, she
was going to have to watch herself around him. “My name is
Nulf and I’ve taken over for Blike as chairman of the Big
Forge Tribe. I’ve come to check on how you’re being treated
here.”
“Blike’s tribe?” Rachel asked.
“Not any more,” he said. “He’s dead, he’ll never hurt
anyone again. He looked at her injury. “Anyone harming a
woman among our people from now on has to answer to me.”
“I wouldn’t have even got this if I wasn’t tied up,” Rachel
told him.
“I think I’ve got some better salve for that,” Nulf said. He
was dressed in camo with many belt pouches, he found a
finger jar in one of them. “It’s still pretty red around them.”
“Is that from Kassidor?” Rachel asked as he began to
apply it. “It looks like it.”
“It’s from Om,” he answered.
“Have you ever heard of Centorin? The Empire? The
Gatekeepers?” she asked.
“Are they in Mon?” he asked, finishing up with the salve.
“It should feel a lot better tomorrow,” he said as he put the jar
away.
“I’ll take that for a ‘no’,” Rachel said about her question.
“Rachel is prone to elaborate flights of fancy,” Rianten
told him.
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“Like what?”
“She wants to keep it secret that we’re part of the crew of
an Imperial starship,” Rachel said.
“Like that,” Rianten said.
“So where did you come from?”
“The outside,” Rianten said with an implied, ‘of course.’
“What tribe?”
“Niven’s Hammer.”
“We’ve gotten that name from outsider’s before,” one of
the guards outside the room said, “so they’re not afraid of the
dark.”
“They’re damn pretty too ain’t they?”
“Yessir they are, I’ll give you that.”
“This one’s been injured but I know that happened before
she got here.” He turned to them, “So how have you been
treated?”
Rianten was the spokesperson here now wasn’t she? She
would have to be careful what she said. She didn’t want to
make their lot worse. “In material ways we’ve been treated as
well as their technology allows. These guys were as civilized
as they can be with what they have to work with, but they still
confine us and use us as prostitutes.”
“I propose that men of the tribe be granted women, not
just the alpha. He would not be allowed to strike or otherwise
mistreat her.”
“How about the women gets to choose the man,” Rianten
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said, “how does that concept strike you?”
“They will all choose the chief and we will be back to
where we are today.”
“If we just let the males choose they will just fight over
the woman with the biggest tits.”
“They will all want to have all the women, as the Species
Immunity Complex requires.”
“What will your policy be?”
“We’ll need to have detailed discussions on how the
selection should proceed, it’s probably easier to just do it case
by case basis.”
“How would that work?” Rianten asked.
“Like I claim first pick as chief and I pick you. If you say
‘no’ I go on to the next on my list.”
“And if I say yes?”
“Then we go home and live happily ever after,” he said.
He said it dry, even spread his arms a little bit like an implied,
‘of course,’ but didn’t say more.
“How about we go to my home?” Rianten said.
“I am chief in mine.”
“As I am in mine.”
“You are chief of your tribe!?”
He was clearly floored by that. “That’s right,” Rachel
added. “The Honorable Admiral Rianten Callahan, captain
and chief administrator of the Imperial Gateship Niven’s
Hammer.”
“You make us sound like has-been clowns,” Rianten
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sighed.
“I’ve been hiding in plain sight all along,” Rachel said.
“You certainly are well hidden,” Nulf said, “I have no
idea what you’re talking about.”
“Because there’s no yaag here,” Rianten said, messing
with his head. Rachel laughed and he looked bewildered. “We
really are just a couple comediennes lost in the dark,” she
said.
“I think you’d be better if more people could follow it,”
he said.
“No doubt,” Rianten said, remaining as dry as he did
when he started all this silliness.
“What do you think should be done with you?” he asked.
“Release us and give us a two day head start,” Rianten
said.
“You’re right, you are a couple of comediennes lost in the
dark.”
“The other girls here are happy with their station in life,”
Rachel told him. “They have already lived here longer than
they can remember.”
“Not quite true,” Huldani said, poking her head out. “I
can remember a life before this. It’s fuzzy now and I might
not recognize the people, but I know there’s life outside this
room.”
“I’ve been signed out,” Nirobe said. “The world IS out
there, it’s not just a tall tale.”
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“I believe you,” Ulannis said. “I’m just saying I can’t
remember it. I can’t actually remember ever being out of this
room. Sometimes I think I would trade all the forever future
of my life here for a look at a sun.”
“We will swim up to see the Greatsun together some day,”
Nulf said, “but it may take some time to bring that
enlightenment to Limpet-Hzal, for now I’m going to
concentrate on bringing it to Big Forge.”
“Will a woman of Big Forge be permitted to swim to the
surface and see the Greatsun?”
He looked at her, looked like he might call her a
comedienne again, but what he said was, “I see where your
confidence comes from, but honestly, how far do you think
you would get?”
Rianten was incredulous. Maybe their passages thru the
greenwood trunks really were secret. “I’ve been back and
forth from the surface hundreds of times.”
“So have I,” Rachel added.
He looked at them like he didn’t want to believe it but
didn’t call them out on it. She was hoping he would ask her to
prove it. At this point she felt if she could just get a knife and
some feathers she would fight her way out of here, but she
knew she couldn’t fight her way by this man, and truthfully
didn’t want to. He actually had her thinking that it must be
getting close to that part of the day where they let the men in
here.
“So you’re asking that as a woman of Big Forge, you
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should be allowed to come and go as you please?”
“Of course,” she said.
He stared at her awhile, then drew back and spun. He
glowered at the guards watching from the net that secures the
entrance to this chamber. They shrugged and looked away,
one could be heard to mutter, “Now he knows why no one
gives women an inch.”
He continued to stare at them, mused, “I wonder if this is
where it leads, to women thinking they should choose and
they should be chief.” He turned back to them, “I am the best
chance you’ve got. I want to treat you with respect and
kindness. I want you each to have a good home, to know love
and joy.”
“We had all that,” Rachel said.
“I have a husband and a son, though my son’s not with
me.”
“I thought you were inviting me to your bed?”
“We all need some variety now and then,” Rianten said.
“I’m sure you know that or you’re very young.”
“And not all of us have husbands,” Rachel added.
“I have a responsibility to the Big Forge tribe.”
“No doubt you could convince me it would be worth
coming out to see you now and then,” Rachel said.
“Are you trying to tell me I can let you go and you’ll still
come by for sex now and then?”
“If that’s all right with you?” Rachel asked. “And if
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you’re as good a lay as you look like you are.”
He sputtered and drifted backward a little before his
feathers found air. Even among a Centorin starship crew,
equality was more the norm than in these savage depths and
on her crew, one of the few with a female captain, it was
closer to Kassidorian in the level of equality they lived under.
He looked at Rianten, “And you are the chief of your
tribe?” he asked.
“Actually she’s the captain of the ship,” Rachel said.
“Whatever, if you have to play that game,” Rianten said.
“Where is that ship now?” Nulf asked Rachel.
“Don’t,” Rianten said. They stared at each other. “If you
want to go back.”
“Damn you!”
“You are the chief,” Nulf said, “and she wants to go back.
You will make it harder to organize the women than I
expected.”
“If you can get us sunlight, we will follow you,” Huldani
said.
There was a lot of truth to what she said. These people
were starving because there was no food, and there was no
food because there was no energy source. Maybe they did
have a responsibility to these people. It was clear the Pronna
felt no need to help them, it was clear they were not going to
be able to find an energy source themselves. Maybe there was
something in what Rachel said, that it was time they came out
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and knocked some heads together. Just knocking heads
wouldn’t do any good by itself. There was no food so life
would be harsh, the fight for what little there was would be to
the death because survival was at stake.
Rianten figured how much power the docking reactor had
available, how long they needed their fuel reserves to last,
how much LED panel could they fabricate in how long. Even
if they gave up everything they couldn’t save all the humans
of Mon. She couldn’t figure the thermodynamics of it in her
head accurately, but she was pretty sure that enough energy to
provide a comfortable life for all the humans of Mon would
produce too much waste heat for them to survive. But enough
light for the local tribes was possible.
“I can get you sunlight,” Rianten said. “Enough for your
tribe,” she looked at Nulf, “and eventually Limpet-Hzal, but it
will take some time to fabricate enough LED panel.”
“So her tales are true after all?”
“You can see I’ve lived on the outside.”
“Or on a vastworld,” Nulf said. “You’ve heard of the
vastworlds haven’t you?”
“You mean planets?” Rianten asked.
“They are immense, Mon is like a grain of sand to one.
Mon has a few dozen clouds, but they have dozens of storms
of clouds moving across their surface, and everywhere is
gravity like the outside. Water collects in pools and ponds and
lakes and seas and rivers. I’ve been told of it but my mind
doesn’t hold it, even though I’ve seen one above the outside
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sky.”
If she was going to tell her tales, she might as well tell
them. He wasn’t going to believe them anyway, so why try to
fight Rachel and the truth? “I spent most of my life on them,”
Rianten said. “I’ve been to the outside here also, this planet
feels like it’s seventy nine hundred miles in diameter, my
‘home’ planet is seventy one hundred and I’ve been on one up
to fifteen thousand miles in diameter.”
Nulf didn’t know whether to gawp or laugh. “You’re too
calm about it to have actually walked on multiple vastworlds,
but you certainly have the body of one who has. If you’ve
done all that how did you ever come to be in the dungeons of
Limpet-Hzal?” he asked.
“It’s a pretty long story,” she began, “I don’t really
remember much detail before I took command of Niven’s
Hammer. We were a gateship, but mainly a warship sent to
exterminate the Aldeb homeworlds. Most of them are
superearths of a billion square miles or more with way too
much gravity for human habitation. Anyway, about five
hundred years ago we got tractored in by this Pronna ship that
we’re all trapped in.”
She could see that he might have understood a word here
and there of that, but obviously not enough to put together
into anything meaningful. “Mon captured you?” he asked.
“Yes, with a projected worm-hole and tractor beam, like
sucking up a bug with a vacuum hose.”
She could see he wasn’t getting her imagery, hadn’t been
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understanding any of this. Where would he ever see a vacuum
hose? “Where were you before?” he asked.
“I had just come back from Kiandutan actually, just days
before they captured us. Niven’s Hammer was about four
hundred light years out toward the center of the galaxy on its
way to its next stop. We were at about .28C when this
singularity ring comes at us at 1.00C and snatches us like a
bug. Before we went down into the vegetation of Mon we
positioned on the near stars and saw they had taken us from
five and a half light years away.”
“What is Niven’s Hammer?” he had to ask.
“My ship,” she said, “since 4321.”
He had to ask her to explain Kiandutan and light year and
how a gateship worked. She didn’t think he got much out of
it, but she kept shoveling as deep into it as he wanted to go.
She now knew that she wasn’t giving any secrets away
because she might as well be trying to explain it to a house
cat. “So you must be from the lab I’ve been looking for, the
one that can tap into Pronna communication.”
“Well, we can build instruments that can record the
electromagnetic waves that Pronna produce but there’s not a
lot of it we can make sense of.”
“Can you take me to see it?”
“Not while I’m held captive in Limpet-Hzal.”
“I’ll see what I can do,” he said. He turned to the guards,
asked to be let out. She almost acted like a Kassidorian and
insisted on sexual favors. She could see that Rachel was
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ready to demand some also. He might have even picked up on
that, and it might have even helped scare him off.
“Well,” Rachel said, “hopefully they’ll be letting some
guys in here soon.”
“Got your hormones up didn’t he?” Rianten asked her.
“Yours too I see,” she said and poked her nipple.
“Must be something in the air in here,” Rianten said.
“Just eighty five gallons of male pheromone,” she said.
Huldani emerged from her tapestry bag, looking
nervously toward the net that Nulf had just disappeared thru.
“Can you really get us sun?”
“We can build light panels and we can power them, a few
of them.”
“Why haven’t you done so before?” Huldani asked.
“Because your men folk have been so hostile. Once they
find what we have, they throw their lives away fighting for it.
The chief’s insist on our powers going to them. We’ve
negotiated with Limpet-Hzal. No doubt the Triumvirate will
be in to see us once they find we’re from Niven’s Hammer.”
“You think they will believe you? They’ve claimed they
don’t believe in the supernatural.”
“We’re not supernatural,” she said.
Nirobe had also come out, “So how do the suns work?”
“What we can set up is a light panel. It glows like sun but
it’s in flat pieces, we have no practical way to make it fly a
route, we would just set it up in your garden space and set it
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up on a timer like summer from my home, eighteen hours of
light and thirteen of dark.”
“What about the Pronna suns?”
“We really don’t know just how those work,” Rachel
began, “there’s probably a reactor of some kind inside, much
smaller than we can make them. They receive control signals
in the ancient Kassidorian optical protocol similar to those
controlling the sphericity. No doubt it also uses gravity waves
in its movement, we can’t generate them, not even when we
had the gate.” Rachel winced, she was from engineering and
very concerned that the ring run smooth and not generate the
smallest gravity wave for fear of it coming unstable.
Rachel had been on the team that did that study. She
remembered more about it than Rianten did. She was glad
Nulf was gone, not that he would understand a word. She
could see neither girl understood more than the small words
in the lecture. ‘Signal’ and ‘Figment’ probably meant just
about the same to these girls.
Ulannis came out. She was probably the prettiest of them,
and would actually look good if she got some food and
exercise. “It seems like it’s close to time they should be
letting the guys in doesn’t it?”
“I take it you also enjoy your work?” Rachel asked.
“Yeah, and I’m going to make them bring me either some
clean water or some fresh beer.”
“They’ll laugh at you,” Thotneer said from inside her bag,
“if the girls from outside weren’t here they would probably
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smack you.”
“I bet Imsel won’t laugh, I bet he’ll do it.”
Thotneer didn’t answer.
“Do what?” A voice asked from the net.
Nirobe and Huldani disappeared into their bags like
minnows once again, but Ulannis stood her ground, even
turned toward the door. “Bring me either some clean water or
some fresh beer if you want my favors this evening but if you
do I promise it will be better then it’s ever been.”
They heard him tell the gatekeepers he would be right
back, don’t bother tying back up.
“See what just a little assertiveness can do?” Rianten said.
“Thank you for showing us how.” They paused for
awhile, then she asked, “What do you want them to bring you
this evening?”
“Oh let’s see,” Rachel said, “how about some shoulders,
some biceps, some forearms?”
“Not to mention chest, thighs and ass,” Rianten added.
“Unless that new chief comes back, I doubt you’ll find
any that can bring that.”
Faith in a Woman
She was an intriguing woman. She had obviously been to
the surface and been there for some time. She was too
streamlined for the strength to be a recent addition, she had
grown up in gravity. She certainly had a strong personality, he
would never dominate her, the same as he would never
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dominate the Triumvirate. The other one, the one who had
directly offered herself to him, was also fine, but it could very
well be that the dark haired woman was indeed a chief. She
certainly had the demeanor. As far as being captain of an
Imperial Starship battling Aldebs in sector 2341 or whatever
that fantasy was, it was too abstract for him to even say he
didn’t believe it. Believe what, that she could make up a
plethora of meaningless words? He believed that it was
possible that a tribe existed with a woman as chief, but he
was actually thinking the comedienne persona was the real
one.
He wanted a way to call the bluff about the sun however,
but in such a way that he had security and didn’t blindly
stumble into a trap. He would have to leave collateral with the
Triumvirate, it couldn’t be anything but one of his men and
the other woman from the surface.
He wasn’t given a lot of time to contemplate the situation,
he was brought immediately back to the Triumvirate and it
looked like they hadn’t even gone to piss since he was
admitted to see the captives.
“So how are your people being treated?” Chuuchney
asked.
“Very well sir. The ones from the outside are the only
ones who desire to be set free, the others are happy enough
here. If you don’t mind me saying so, I’d like to compliment
you on how well you and your people have treated them.
Compared to what Blike provided for his people, the level of
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civilization you have here is impressive. I fully mean to
surpass it, but I’m duly impressed.”
They were all grinning, Chuuchney even chuckled. Nahst
and Pederehkt looked uncertain. “You don’t sound much like
Blike,” Chuuchney said.
“More like a kiss-up,” Tildeweck said.
“You’ll find I don’t say things that aren’t sincere,” he told
Tildeweck. “Now I have more to offer than simply
compliments. I could keep what I learned to myself, and
probably should because it’s so preposterous that you’ll never
believe it, but as a loyal subject I’m willing to share it with
you.”
“Do go on,” Venglorian said.
“First, some background. The women of the outside are
not from the Big Forge tribe.”
“This is not new information,” Chuuchney said.
“Do you know what tribe they are from?” Nulf asked.
“The Renamish.”
“They told me they were from Niven’s Hammer.”
“And I told you I don’t believe in them. There’s nothing
down in the steel but vamish. People go down there, the
vamish eat ‘em, that’s all there is to it.”
“I haven’t seen a vamish in Mon yet,” Nulf said, “or a
waterball big enough to hold one.”
“Water falls in Mon,” Tildeweck said, “if you must keep
up this charade that you come from someplace mythical.”
“Mythical or not, would you be interested in pieces of a
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sun?”
They all laughed, Nulf chuckled along with them. “I
know, and I don’t believe it myself, but hear me out.” Nulf
waited til their laughter wound down. “All the way in Om,
with as little traffic thru the interstellar room as there is, we
have heard there was a human lab in Mon that had broken
into Pronna communication.”
There was more laughter.
“She claims her tribe has that lab.”
They started to hold their sides now.
“You know you have lost men down there beneath the
steel plain.”
“To your thugs,” Tildeweck said.
“Not any more, but I think you believe something is down
there, I volunteer to take her down there and find out.”
“You do have an imagination, I’ll give you that,”
Chuuchney said.
“You have nothing to lose...”
“Just one of our best pleasure girls.”
“You can’t seriously expect your men can take her.”
“Two claim to have had her last evening.”
“You have to gang up on her.”
“Not hardly,” Chuuchney said, “our men testify that both
the outside women are quite willing and quite satisfying.”
So he didn’t get to feel special that they showed an
interest in him. She did claim to have a husband also. Still,
with a body like that it would be hard not to have fun with it.
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He felt a lot farther from that ‘happily ever after’ he
mentioned earlier.
“If she does bring sunlight, would you be willing to set
her free as a condition?”
“Does she want that as a condition?”
“That she will be set free she takes as a given, she’s quite
confident that her tribe can brush your troops aside like
snotweb and come get her as soon as they figure out where
she is.” She hadn’t said that, but she acted like it, like her
captivity was a temporary inconvenience. It could just be
arrogance, but he thought it was confidence. “This way if
what she says is true, we can claim we are simply escorting
her back home.”
“She will, of course, tell them whatever she wishes.”
“If she turns out to be as sexually motivated as you’ve
mentioned and I picked up on when I was with her, I think
there is a good chance she will say what I want her to.”
“Confident of your skill with the pink sword are you?”
Tildeweck teased.
“It has happened,” he said, “no guarantees, she may think
I smell like a goreslug, but my guess is she would be
vulnerable to love talk.”
“What of the other one?” Venglorian asked.
“She backs up the claims, actually she was the first one to
make them and the other tried to get her to shut up.”
“It’s all an act,” Venglorian said.
“I thought they were a female comedy team except that so
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much of their material is incomprehensible.”
“But you would have us go chasing down into the steel
looking for sun fragments they claim to possess,” Chuuchney
said.
“No doubt into a trap that will leave our forces diminished
and a hostage situation on our hands,” Tildeweck said.
“If it’s a trap, all you lose is me,” Nulf said.
“And the best of our pleasure girls,” Chuuchney said.
“Ones who can break most of your men in half.”
“There are guards with spears, they know they can’t get
away with anything. Those who have handled them admit that
they are smart girls. They announced they would only get
violent if someone hurt one of the girls. There is no need. We
don’t stand for that here, such a man would never be allowed
back into the relief room.”
“We don’t stand for it either, it is the biggest change I’ve
made in the tribe.”
“A welcome one for sure,” Chuuchney said. “If one more
woman had disappeared we were moving on him and all who
opposed us would have been in our compost bin by now.”
“I’ve taken care of that for you sir,” Nulf said.
“Good,” Chuuchney said, “and thank you.”
“I believe we should talk to those ladies ourselves,”
Tildeweck said, “just to humor you because you’re so
smooth-tongued.”
“If we can detect even a flicker of a chance they might
really be able to get us suns, I’ll let you take the risk,”
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Chuuchney said.
The bad part was, they would be gone for a long time. He
was left with his men in their outer chamber. He had no doubt
that they would make a thorough test of the claims that they
were agreeable before they returned.
There was little solid structure in this hive, just a
framework and tapestries. This chamber was only tapestries.
There was a small chunk of fungus-wood for light, there was
no light around them. There could be people in any of the six
chambers around them, watching and listening thru any small
hole in the tapestry. There were dozens. Two of the walls
bulged like something was stored behind them. There was no
access to anything from here but the inner room and the
hallway.
“Don’t you think you’re being too much of a kiss-up?”
“As long as they eat it up I can lead them wherever I
want.”
“Those girls can make the same deal with the Triumvirate
and leave us out of it,” Nahst said.
“They could,” Nulf said, “but I don’t think they will.”
“Why?”
“Because those girls will be a lot less interested in the
Triumvirate than they are in me. The lighter-haired one
practically asked me to marry her. They will say they
promised to show me, not them.”
“I wish I had your confidence with women.”
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“One of the most important things to learn if you would
be a leader of men is to be a leader of women.”
“Easier said than done,” Pederehkt said.
“I understand you do OK.”
“I have peace with my woman, most of the time, even a
little affection now and then, but the cost is, I’m hardly her
leader.”
“That’s a start,” Nulf said.
“I have peace also,” Kyokmin said, “and I am her leader,
but sometimes begrudgingly. I won’t be able to threaten to
give her back to Blike any more.”
“She’ll probably sneak out to get to the harem now,”
Pederehkt said.
“The harem will be closed unless you can think of some
other use for that tent,” Nulf said.
“I’d keep it as the infirmary,” Nasht said. “That will be
the least change. Otherwise we have to move all the medical
supplies, find new quarters for the nurses.”
“I imagine every man would rather have a woman than
not,” Nulf said, “and if he lets her get variety she’ll soon be
young and fresh again.”
“Ammite will never go for that,” Pederehkt said.
“His woman got away anyway,” Nulf said. “We can’t
restrain them, they have to be with us because they want to
be.”
“You really think we can do that, just let them swim
around as they please?” Pederehkt said.
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“Of course,” Nulf said.
“You sure have a special regard for them,” Kyokmin said.
“Not that I don’t think they’re people too, they talk, they are
obviously as alive as we are, but that doesn’t mean we can
just give them away. I don’t know of any tribe stupid enough
to let them roam where anyone could grab them any time.”
“The dark haired one of the two they took from Blike’s
harem claims that she is chief of their tribe.”
“If she’s the only one from the outside,” Nahst said, “I
can see that happening.”
Nulf wondered how much of their wild tales he should
relay to his men? They were all going to have to know when
they got her to lead them to her sun fragments. Since they
would probably have some time, he might as well make the
best of it. They were already huddled together and speaking
in low voices, it was unlikely anyone listening at the walls
would hear it. “She says they come from a vastworld, not the
outside of Mon.” He wouldn’t go on to talk about the multiple
vastworlds, there was no way to make that happen without
the Pronna taking them there, and he’d already been told that
this same vastworld had been in Mon’s sky as long as anyone
could remember.
“How did they get here?”
“I will admit that their tale makes no sense. They were on
or in something they called a gateship, they didn’t explain it
much, all I could gather is it is some kind of a vessel that can
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move from one place to another. They say the Pronna sucked
up their vessel with them in it and brought them here, five
hundred years ago.”
“Then they are from the steel,” Kyokmin said. “I’ve heard
of them.”
“Where?” Nahst asked.
“From one of the Uppents. They were a tribe that insisted
there was a tribe deep in the steel with magical powers. They
tried to find them and storm them for generations. They say
that the tribe down there built the steel plain to hold them
back.”
“They didn’t mention the steel plane,” Nulf said. “I
haven’t seen it myself.”
“It covers one whole end of the steel,” Nahst said,
“though the forgebase and all the greenwood that pulled in
under it are actually on top of it. We are near an edge of it. It
looks like part of the wreckage but it’s flat on one side, just
barely curved on another. I’ve been around awhile and I’ve
explored a lot of it. It goes deep into the steel on one side,
into what some say is vamish country, but the other side can
be followed down below the forgeblock and the greenwood
trunks piled under it. If you can imagine a coin almost a mile
wide and two hundred feet thick, that is my conclusion of
what the steel plain is like. It was obviously made from even
older parts by some powerful tribe in the distant past. The
bead of those welds is over an inch thick, so it’s a tribe with
more power that we can imagine.”
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“What if the Pronna left some of that wreckage
operational?”
“The fact that this town has a metalworking machine
proves they did.”
“You think it would be safe for us to confront a tribe like
that?” Pederehkt asked.
“I think we should be very cautious, but she offered sun in
exchange for her freedom.”
There was quite a bit more waiting, but eventually they
were sent for. They were all invited in this time. The
Triumvirate were back in their perches exactly as they were
when he was dismissed. He wondered if they had never even
moved and just sent for the girls instead.
“After talking with the women, we have decided to see if
they can prove they have the power of a sun.”
“My men and I are ready to start at your convenience.”
Nulf said.
“No, two of my men will go with you, two of your men
will remain here with the other outsider woman,” Chuuchney
said. “She will be roped at all times, to you and to one of my
men. You will leave with the waking. You may dispatch a
messenger to your tribe to inform them of your delay.”
“We agreed to give back the other woman once the truth
of these sun flakes has been demonstrated,” Tildeweck said.
“You may find a room for the sleep,” Venglorian said.
“The chamberman has been informed. We will send for you at
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wakeup. The women already know, you have no need to
speak with them until tomorrow.”
Trouble with the Triumvirate
Rianten knew it was later than when they started
admitting men the previous day when someone finally
showed up. It must have been someone important because the
guards stumbled over themselves. With Blike she had a good
excuse not to know what he looked like, but she had seen
pictures of the Triumvirate before and since she suspected
they would be down as soon as they questioned Nulf, she
wasn’t at all surprised to see them. She had never met with
them before, but taken the reports of many who did.
The ‘native’ girls disappeared even faster, if that was
possible, leaving Rianten and Rachel alone in the room again.
The one with the silver Mohawk came in first, followed by
the skinny cadaver. The one in the ball of regalia elected to
listen from out there.
“If we had known you were of Niven’s Hammer we
would have intervened sooner,” Chuuchney began, “but our
men thought you were simply women from the surface and
asked if they could save you from Blike.”
“Your men were only going to take me,” Rianten said, “so
they must have known something about me.”
Chuuchney appeared to be the one who would do most of
the talking. Tildeweck seemed to be the one who was doing
most of the watching. “A messenger came from a band of
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mercenaries who had an undamaged woman from the outside
for sale. We dispatched a team to investigate and possibly
purchase the woman, only to find she had already been taken
by Blike. We allowed another team of volunteers to rescue
her from Blike, you insisted that they bring your friend.”
“Yes, I did.” She was watching Tildeweck out of the
corner of her eye. Those spidery fingers of his moved in
rhythm with her body. Goose bumps broke out on her skin.
Chuuchney didn’t come right back, but watched her and
drifted toward a position where he would be between her and
Rachel. She moved herself subtly closer to Rachel and away
from him. “Why haven’t you offered suns before?” he asked.
“I guess I didn’t see how bad the suffering was, I guess
I’m grateful that someone took out Blike and made me stop
feeling the guilt that I didn’t do it.”
“And what will you demand of us in return?”
“Be grateful instead of arrogant, let the girls in this
chamber come and go as they please, they aren’t going to go
anywhere, they know they have it better than most.
Acknowledge what they do is necessary and honorable, give
them the right to refuse when they’re not on duty.”
“Give us the suns and we’ll give all the girls trusted status
like Nirobe has now.”
“Not good enough, they can still be your pleasure girls,
they accept that role, but they get set free.”
“Who are you to dictate...”
“Admiral R. Callahan, commander of Niven’s Hammer.
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And you sirs, all of you, had better understand that if we give
you light it is one hundred percent charity. We can ask any
terms we want, we can cut it off any time we want. If we give
you light you are effectively eating at our table. You don’t
want to become unwelcome guests.”
“That is a valiant speech, but at the present time you
appear to be our guests.”
“We were talking about the power of a sun a moment
ago.”
“You have nothing with you now, and no evidence of it.
To us you are a couple girls from the outside who’ve heard
the legend of Niven’s Hammer. You’re going to have to
provide some proof of your claims, and you’re going to have
to do it under the supervision of our men.”
“I can easily prove my claims,” she said. “Our difficulty
has been in not making it obvious.”
“We will have you prove them first thing tomorrow,”
Chuuchney said. “You will show the way to some of my men,
You will get us the suns. When you return with them your
friend will be freed. If you fail to secure the suns, you may
return here and resume your duties. If you fail to return in two
days, with or without the suns, your friend will be put to
death.”
These guys at least knew how to write, Tildeweck was
writing all that down. “The new chief of Big Forge has to be
with us. He is the one I made the offer to, not you.”
“He is our vassal.”
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“All the more reason he should go. We must go thru his
territory.”
“We can provide sufficient security.”
“It’s not about security,” Rianten said, “it’s about my
promise, if you can’t understand the importance of keeping
your word then we don’t have any business to discuss.”
“We always keep our word, you should know that.”
“Then you know you will have to allow me to keep
mine.”
“Very well,” Chuuchney said, “your boyfriend goes with
you. But we will still send our own men, and we will be sure
we are not lead into a trap.”
“Very well,” she said. She knew that as soon as they
entered Niven’s Hammer, they were completely under their
power. She hoped she and Nulf could ditch their men before
they got near the back hub portal. She hoped she could
convince the crew not to harm Nulf, she was sure the crew
could get Rachel out before two days were up.
There was a bit of silence. She asked, “Is there anything
more?”
“Yes,” Tildeweck said, “since I am here I’m requesting
you provide some pleasure to me.”
“Eeww.” He was a skeleton, he was the color of one, his
fingers were like the legs of a spider. He was wrapped in a
knit blanket so thick it was almost a rug, fastened by a
gigantic pin with what looked like a pocket-eye ball on the
head of it. His eyes were black and set deep in his huge
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hairless skull. “You’ll have to come out of that wrap.”
“Not for the acts I wish to perform,” he said. Even his
voice was dry and dead.
“What acts are those?” She wasn’t going thru with this.
She imagined he had a pet snake he wanted to watch crawl in,
or even worse, that finger on her cervix. Her guts clenched,
she was sure it showed. The first contractions of childbirth
hadn’t been that bad.
“We should retire to your chamber don’t you think?”
“Uh,” she got chills and noticed she was clammy with
sweat. She smelled it. “I can’t, I’m sorry, I just can’t.”
“My men told me you were willing, and thrilling.”
“Your men at least bear some resemblance to men.”
“And I don’t?”
“I’m sure you use a mirror,” Rianten said. She noticed she
had drawn her knees together so tightly she was starting to
cramp.
“I will make her do her duty,” Chuuchney said.
“You, OK. You’re creepy but I can handle it. I don’t know
if I could handle Venglorian, he’d have to get out of that
sedan chair he rides around in.”
“Be careful I don’t smack you for your mouth,”
Chuuchney said.
“If you do your men won’t be in time to save you,”
Rianten replied.
“From me,” Rachel added.
Rianten approached him, from a distance he might not
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have noticed that she was bigger than him. His chest and
shoulders might be bigger, a little, but he was probably 79kg
tops. He had never walked in gravity, she’d lived in it until
two days ago. “So I’m sure you’re a busy man,” she said,
“shall we go to my room or entertain your teammates?” She
certainly hoped he wouldn’t pick that one, but he might be
scared enough.
“You know you’re right, I am a busy man, what am I
doing, thinking I can dally with a sterile woman.” He backed
away from her. “Be ready to lead our men to the sun
fragments tomorrow, early.”
“Very well sir.”
Tildeweck preceded him out of the chamber but she had
clearly picked up an enemy for life in him. She hadn’t seen
anyone that color since she left Kassidor, but even the
Gnomes don’t look that bad. He was one of the Triumvirate,
he could get food, there was no need to be a skeleton.
As quick as minnows, the girls were back out of their
bags as soon as the men had left. “You said ‘no’ to the
Triumvirate!” Huldani gasped. At least that’s what it sounded
like. She wanted to shout but knew the guards were there.
“Just Tildeweck. I would have done Chuuchney and
maybe even Venglorian but not Tildeweck.”
“He was the only one interested, but he sure was
interested.”
“The thought gave me hives,” Rianten said.
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“You did break out in a cold sweat,” Rachel said. “I’m
sure you would have killed him if he refused to take no for an
answer.”
“I think you’re right, I probably would have had to tie his
neck in a knot.” Meaning that trying to strangle him would
hurt her hands on the sharp bones of his neck.
“And pull it tight,” Rachel added. The girls all laughed.
Rianten thought they probably could have gotten away
with the comedienne cover if she hadn’t cracked. It didn’t
seem like it was going to get them out of here however.
“Something I want to ask,” Rianten said, “is that when
someone comes, don’t dart into your bags. Stay here like you
have a right to be here, like it is your space because it is. We
aren’t going to let anyone hurt you.”
“Thanks,” Ulannis said.
“We can all stay here and let whoever gets picked go to
their bag, the rest of us can all hang out,” Rachel said.
“Then they might pick any one of us,” Huldani said. “If
there’s no one here they usually call the name they know.”
“So you think that helps you have regulars?” Rianten
asked.
“I think so,” Ulannis said.
Thru the evening they found that it didn’t effect the
regulars they had. Rianten didn’t meet anyone she wanted to
pursue, but she accepted a couple guys who weren’t too
repellent. Of course after Tildeweck anyone with a head of
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hair and fingers of normal size looked like a male model. But
after Nulf they all looked like cancerous boys from the
uranium mines.
The next day began with the same routine. About the
same amount of food, the toilet emptied and returned.
Thotneer was out only seconds before it arrived, dejected to
find both Rianten and Rachel already there waiting. Rianten
called the others again, and again they were grateful to
receive such generous rations. Again they thought it was
because they had people from the outside with them. Rainten
resolved to tell them it was because they were simply out of
bed before Thotneer. They would have to know that or it
would go back to the way it was and that was good for no
one, especially Thotneer.
They had barely finished eating, and Rachel hadn’t
finished with the toilet when two men showed up. They were
carrying spears and a length of rope. The guards nervously
came into the chamber with them, also with their spears. She
could see that they were terrified, she wondered if that length
of rope had something to do with it.
One of the new guys, one who was a little stronger and
healthier said, “You are to lead us to the sun pieces today.
Please cooperate and let us tie you.”
“You had better think the fuck again kiddie,” she said. His
partner was trying to sidle his way behind her, she reached
out and gave him a little shove with her foot, moving him
back with his friend. “It took a surprise attack and a man from
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the outside to get a rope on me, don’t even pretend you twigs
are going to do it. She reached out and grabbed his spear just
back of the point. “Now here’s how this goes, I’m not going
to hurt you because you’re taking a message back to the
bosses. I’m getting my clothing or a reasonable substitute and
the feathers I came in with. Then I will leave here and return
with some lights. It will be done my way, you and your guys
dictate no terms to no one because we are giving you
CHARITY, you primitive, savage fools. We’re giving you
light because we are sick and tired of you sneaking, sniveling,
starving, stupid, helpless, clueless rodents infesting the
passageways and we are going to lift you up to at least a Dark
Ages level of civilization whether you like it or not. Just one
thing about this, just one fact to keep in mind. If you were to
be seen by the sensors of Niven’s Hammer holding their
captain on a rope, you would be dead before I would get to
say one word in your defense and they might see you as soon
as you come out the mouth of your hive.”
While everyone was absorbed in listening to that, Rachel
drifted behind the two guards and removed their spears.
Rianten snatched the one she had been holding from the
troop’s nearly unresisting hands, but it still sent him spinning
toward the back of the room. Rachel pointed both spears at
the only guard remaining armed.
“Go,” Rianten said. “The sooner you get back here with
my clothes and feathers, the sooner we’ll go find a sun.”
The two usual guards hadn’t left, Rachel was more-or-less
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herding them into a far corner of the room. One of the guys
started to yell, but Rachel poked the spear toward his balls
and he shut up, looking and smelling more scared than ever.
The one who was still armed left the room, where Nulf
promptly relieved him of his spear and knocked him
unconscious.
“I hope you know what you’re doing,” Nulf said to her. “I
wouldn’t wait around for them with your feathers and
clothes.”
She heard Nirobe call, “Her feathers are probably in the
rack right outside the door. I know that’s where they keep
mine.”
“Are yours the sevens with the weird symbols on them?”
“Yeah, they’re Slazengers,” she said as she started to get
into them. “They’re only used for sport back in the Empire
but we had the fabrication data.”
“You’re speaking in tongues again,” Nulf said.
“You’ll learn it after awhile,” she said.
“Anyone want to come with us?” Rianten asked. No one
answered. “Either way, I’m still going to demand you be set
free before they get light.” There was a building commotion
outside and they had some long corridors to get thru.
“Huldani, I’ll be back to take that swim to see the greatsun
any day,” she said while she strapped her feathers on, “but
now I’ve got to go.”
Rachel was screaming and they were already far down the
hall. Rianten took off, glad to have her feathers once again.
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On solid ground she didn’t miss them but in zero gee she felt
naked without them. Being naked didn’t bother her as much,
probably because of that time on Kassidor, both in getting
used to it, and in the tweaks to her body that made her look as
good as she did.
She heard the clash of spears and a man scream as she
burst out of the corridor behind the town desk. Nulf and his
men were already there. His men armed only with goreslug
flayers. Still, if they were good and sharp and a little on the
heavy side, they could be an effective shortsword. They had
already pushed the on-duty personnel out into the town open
space. There were others pouring out of the garrison. It was
less than a hundred yards away.
“I think the time for diplomacy has passed,” Nulf yelled.
“Make a break for it.”
“How’s your ankle?” she asked Rachel.
“It’ll hold for awhile,” she said, “don’t worry about me,
worry about Nulf’s men who’ve never known gravity.”
“We can easily outswim the sissy’s from Limpet-Hzal,”
Pederehkt said.
Nulf made sure everyone was ahead of him and they
made a break for the deeps with the entire armed forces of the
region’s largest settlement hot on their footfeathers.
“You know captain, sometimes you can be a little rash,”
Rachel said.
“I know, I shouldn’t have let you talk me into helping
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these people. As if they could accept a favor and just say
‘thank you’ and step up to the next level of civilization.”
“You don’t understand power,” Nulf said. “To you it
comes natural simply because you have the most powerful
mind, but to many it is the goal of life. Nothing is a boon if it
diminishes those in power. The only way they could accept
this boon is if you gave it only to them, and their people
KNOW, not just are told but actually KNOW that it came
because of them, not because of you. If it is a gift it
diminishes them in their subject’s eyes.”
“Men,” she said, but saved her breath for swimming after
that.
Their pursuers soon fell back, they knew where Nulf was
going after all. They could attack the camp at leisure. Nulf
kept charging ahead, determined to use any extra time to
prepare defenses. Rachel’s ankle was hurting by the time they
got there. She didn’t say anything, but the lines on her face let
her know.
Nulf set right to work telling his spearmen about the
impending Limpet-Hzal attack. “So you took action after
all?” A big man said. No one had been introduced, though
they all stared at Rianten and Rachel like they were a great
feast that was just out of reach.
“It wasn’t my decision,” Nulf said.
“Then who?”
“Gentlemen, I’d like you to meet Admiral Rianten
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Callahan, captain of the Imperial gateship Niven’s Hammer.
Is that correct?”
“Perfect,” she said. He went on to introduce the men that
she hadn’t met already, the first one who spoke was Ammite.
Most of the guys laughed, it was obvious none understood
it. “She says she can bring us sun.”
There was more incredulity. She looked at them and said,
“I figured you’d never get more civilized without it. And
digesters, you do know it stinks down here don’t you?”
“The Pronna don’t maintain the digesters outside the
sunpassages,” Lindrel said.
“We can teach you to do it,” Rianten said. “They won’t
produce gruel, but they will provide food and water for your
crops.”
“Lot of promises,” Limbraheem said. “Why now?”
“Because Nulf asked nice.”
A big ‘woo’ went up. “And we haven’t even done that
yet,” he said. “But before any of that, we have to prepare for
the troops of Limpet-Hzal.”
“Did you know Blike had two guys in his dungeon?”
Imarna said. “They’re the ones who say they captured that
haughty bitch.”
“I doubt she likes you calling her that,” Nulf said.
“If he pisses me off I’ll take him off my variety list,” she
said.
The guy looked even more shocked, turned to her. “You
look like a girl but you sure don’t act like one.”
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“Got a problem with that?” Rianten said to him.
“Down boy,” Nulf said to Imarna. “Trust me on this.”
Imarna shook his head and waved his arms, moved back a
little.
Nulf turned to his guys and said. “You all know that Blike
and I had serious disagreements on the treatment of women.
This woman is as far in the other direction. It is as I said
before, she doesn’t deserve to get her way in all things, but I
will say if she can provide sunlight and even half-working
digesters it is a great service and we should be truly thankful.
I think she is so used to being in command, that she cannot
act any other way. Until she proves me wrong I will give her
the benefit of the doubt that she is honorable, whatever other
personality defects she may have.
“Now what about those two guys?” Nulf asked.
“We held them just in case you wanted to see them.”
“If Blike captured them, free them, unconditionally, but
invite them to come see me if they would like.”
One of Imarna’s men left to get that done.
“I’ll know them if they are the ones who captured me.”
“Do you want them punished?”
“I think you’ll want him on your side in the upcoming
battle. He’s also from the outside, or from gravity anyway and
I’m pretty sure he’s not a former member of my crew.”
“What about the other one?”
“None of the men with him was less than any of the
Limpet-Hzal troops, but Limpet-Hzal had better weapons.”
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“What does your tribe have?”
“Doesn’t matter, it would take an hour.”
“We may have an hour, can you bring help?”
“Rachel would have a better chance, if I go back I have to
convince them that a crewman who they think has deserted is
still out here in danger. If she goes back she can tell them
their captain is still out here and under attack by a tribe of
savages.” She turned to Rachel, “You know where you are
right? Go under the wreckage right below the forge, stay out
of sight of their troops, I think they’re afraid to go down there
anyway and you can pull along as much as swim.”
“My ankle’s fine,” she said, “and I doubt their troops will
bother me.”
“I think four guys in battle gear would be good,” Rianten
said.
“Limpet-Hzal has nearly a hundred men,” Ammite said as
Rachel headed for the ship’s back door. It wasn’t hard to find
if you knew what to look for. It was the freshest metal in the
containment that they’d built out of the older hulks below
them.
“Now,” Rianten said about Limpet-Hzal’s men, “but an
hour and a half from now they’ll have only the ones who
fled.”
“You’re damn confident,” Ammite said.
“You’ll see.”
“You notice that she hasn’t fled,” Nulf said.
Just then they noticed someone else approaching. It was
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Yoolhumbra and one of the men with him. “I want to
personally thank you for dispatching that Blike character,”
Yoolhumbra said as he approached, offering his hand to lace
fingers.
“You bet,” he said. “I’ve never heard of Blike being fair
yet so I knew you guys were unfairly held captive.”
“Fancy meeting you again,” he said to Rianten.
“Likewise, glad to see you came thru that alive. It
sounded like they were working you over pretty bad.”
“I don’t see any of those guys here,” he said. “They’re
probably still recovering.”
“It was some of Limbraheem’s guys that brought them
in.”
“They’re yours if you want any more of them,” Nulf said.
“Nah, I got enough. Most of the guys that mobbed me
were nothing, they were just protecting their own and I hardly
even felt them. The pricks who just wanted to bully paid their
price.”
“So you’re pretty good in a fight are you?”
“Yeah, but I’m not here to challenge anyone, I think you’d
have to be crazy to be a chief in this world.”
“We’re about to be attacked. The whole army of LimpetHzal is out there, getting ready to run thru this camp.”
“Oh how nice,” he said. “So that’s why you set us free?”
“You’re free, you can go, I’d advise you to make some
haste if you do, but no one will even call you names.” He
looked around at everyone, “That goes for our men too.”
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“No, you’re free,” Ammite said. “Blike had no
justification in imprisoning you after stealing your goods.”
He looked to Nulf, as if asking if he said that right.
“Have you seen to your women and children,”
Yoolhumbra asked, looking at Rianten and Rachel.
“The youngest among us remembers almost nothing of
childhood,” Lindrel said.
“The women are moving out with the forgemen into the
forgemount,” Kyokmin said. “We will defend that to the last
and the forgemen will join us if it gets to that. We think they
may just slaughter us, take the woman and leave.”
“What’s so special about this woman?” Yoolhumbra
asked. “I mean she’s shockingly beautiful and from the
outside, but to mobilize the entire forces of Limpet-Hzal?”
“I understand she said ‘no’ to one of the Triumvirate and I
hear it wasn’t polite,” Nulf said.
“Well he has a hell of a nerve presenting himself to a
woman in that body,” Rianten said. “He’s lucky I didn’t
vomit.”
The next second the air was full of arrows. Arrows don’t
curve and eventually fall to ground in this environment, so
just filling the air with them from a thousand yards away is a
viable strategy, especially when you know your foe doesn’t
have archers. There was a scream when one man was struck,
but by then everyone was behind something.
“They will be moving up all around the edges of the
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arrow cone,” Yoolhumbra said.
“The primitive tribes in Om also use that strategy.”
“What do the other tribes use?” Yoolhumbra asked.
“IR and crossbows, and yours?” Nulf asked Rianten.
“IR, sonar and radar on the visor, voice-link, blasters,
armor, along with various other portable devices like lasercutters, grenade launchers, remote bots of several kinds,
swim-lights.”
“This I gotta see,” Yoolhumbra said.
“When can they get here?” Nulf asked.
“At least another hour,” Rianten answered.
“They’ll run out of arrows by then,” Yoolhumbra
observed.
“They’ll run out of arrows in five minutes but if they’re
flanking the cone their spearmen will be on us in seconds.”
“You better tell your men, some of them might not know
that strategy. The guys from Limpet-Hzal are taught from a
textbook.”
“Thanks for knowing that, have you got the weapon of
your choice?”
“I prefer a battle ax myself, a short handle, long blade that
I can use against a broadsword if necessary. It doesn’t matter,
it doesn’t look like we’re going to get a chance to stop by the
armory before the battle.”
They had the spears taken from Limpet-Hzal. The one
Rachel carried was now in Yoolhumbra’s hands. His friend
had one from one of Blike’s men who had been expelled.
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Nulf bellowed out the instructions to beware of men coming
in all around the cone of arrow fire who will converge as soon
as it stops.
Very soon after that, almost on cue, the arrows stopped.
They tensed for the attack, gripped their spears and dredged
every phonon and photon for any sign of movement. A
minute passed. “Don’t come out,” Nulf shouted, “They’ve
still got arrows and they’ve got IR lenses. They’re sneaking
closer and hoping we’ll come out in the open for a shot. Their
archers could also be sneaking forward and around.”
Rianten cursed herself once again for not getting that IR
vision mod the last time she was on Kassidor. “Some of your
men have goggles right?”
“I’ve got a couple extra pair on me,” one of Nulf’s men
said. “One of my guys just passed them out. Nulf?”
“I’ve got it already, I don’t see them yet but I know
they’re close, there’s background.”
Rianten put the goggles on. Compared to the ones she had
back in her cabin they were impossibly crude, pieces of wire
holding broken-shaped fragments of glass in front of her face,
but they did show the familiar purple, red and yellow
splotches where people were. She noticed more heat than
there should be in the crotches of both Nulf and Yoolhumbra
considering the situation. These goggles were probably a
quarter as sensitive as the one’s in her locker. She didn’t bring
them because the lantern fish and pinglungers are essentially
cold-blooded animals. There is no advantage to endothermy
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when the temperature never, ever goes below eighty two. This
environment had been here since Gondwanaland, the life here
was adapted to it.
The wait got grueling. She had no timepiece with her,
Rachel’s run to the ship was probably the only timekeeping
system they had. They were going to have to fabricate another
fabricator to provide everything that was needed to bring
these people up to even the most rudimentary level of
civilization. They really had to do it though, they weren’t
getting out of here. She wondered how much they could build
here before the Pronna would intervene.
The next wave of arrows came in from all around them.
They were coming from a distance beyond where these
goggles will see them.
“This means their men must be coming up and down the
trunks,” Nulf said.
She looked up and saw he was right, there were dozens of
red blobs crawling toward them on the greenwood trunks
from both directions.
Beneath the Steel Plain
Nulf hefted the spear in his left hand, drew the longknife
with his right. It was spearmen coming toward them, armed
with the same spears he, Yoolhumbra and Rianten had. They
were outnumbered ten to one. His IR peripheral vision told
him the archers were closing in.
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Just then a flock of fast lanternfish swam in from all sides.
They were focused on the men of Limpet-Hzal. From behind
the archers there was a blinding flash and a scream. Two more
flashes followed in rapid succession. Archers came swimming
thru the camp in panic.
Two apparitions chased them. They were in the shape of
men, but in something tight to the body like his camo, but
pure white with a few black stripes. In place of feathers on
their feet they had short flippers with something spinning in
them. In place of a head there was a huge misshapen mass.
They came straight at Yoolhumbra, Rianten and him where
they sheltered in a greenwood crotch. They were carrying
sticks that emitted bright, jagged splinters to everyone they
passed, disabling all of them and killing some. The LimpetHzal archery brigade left their weapons and scattered, these
apparitions snapped many more of them with those jagged,
bright-white splinters while they fled. These splinters would
instantly appear between the stick they carried and the red
spot the stick projected on the victim.
Nulf immediately tried to get in front of Rianten to protect
her, he bumped into Yoolhumbra as he tried the same thing.
She parted them when they bounced against each other and
popped in front of them both. The apparitions immediately
turned their sticks toward the spearmen that were climbing
the greenwood. One went up, one went down, they poked
dozens with their bright, white, snapping splinters.
Nulf couldn’t believe what had happened. They were
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about to make their last stand, and suddenly two phantasms
from nightmare come and vanquish the forces of Limpet-Hzal
in less than two minutes. They moved three times as fast as a
person could swim. When all the spearmen had been disabled
they shot right back and pulled up in front of Rianten. One of
them put its hand to its neck and pulled its own head off.
Inside its head was the head of a young man with a dome of
dark curls and a wide, bright smile. “Admiral Callahan,
you’re out of uniform.”
“Thanks for noticing,” she smiled. Nulf suddenly noticed
how white their teeth were. He noticed how much went
between them in those smiles.
“Rachel tells me you mouthed off to some native chief
and told him ‘no’.”
“She may have embellished things a bit, the cavalry
rescue was the good part of the story. You got here quick.”
“We were already out of the hatch when we met Rachel.
Glad you got her back.”
“Glad she is back, I’m sorry for my role in making her
leave.”
“You don’t need to worry about her. I agree with you that
variety among the crew should be allowed, she does too.”
“Just take it out of the ship,” she said. “And here’s a
couple guys I’m adding to my list,” she said. And I’m
changing policy, I’ll tell you about it on the way back. And
you guys come along, we’re getting the suns,” she said.
“We’ll bring them back tomorrow but for tonight, I’ve had
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nothing but skeletons for too long, I’m going all-out tonight,
that’s all the warning you guys get.”
He got to leave a few instructions for the guys mopping
up, actually it was two and a half hours before they left. There
were several wounded, two with arrows, one of
Limbraheem’s guys was gut-shot and might not make it.
Soon after they were on their way to see the sunpieces. He
was glad those guys had come out for more than just saving
their asses. It gave him warning of the wonders he was going
to see. They swam deep under the forgemount, thru the
deepest mazes of greenwood trunks and roots and back by
that strange collection of rings that formed a very leaky pipe.
The rings were much narrower here, only an eighth of an inch
wide, still separated from each other by the thickness of a
thick cloth, and the diameter was closer to three quarters of an
inch.
They dug all the way down to the steel plain, probably
where Nastn had been. Rianten and one of the mechanized
spearmen lead the way. There was no doubt in his mind that
he was her husband. They were showing them all what he
was trying to build weren’t they? In truth the only reason he
and Madrut hadn’t lived that way was because they were
fertile and he was the alpha of the tribe. That had been so
long ago hadn’t it? There was a rumble in the air all thru this
area. If anything it came from the steel plane itself. They were
close to it here and they saw webs of steel often.
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They came to a fixture on the steel plain that didn’t look
as corroded as the others. There was an oval boss of metal
sticking out of that, about two by four feet. Rianten’s husband
aimed a different stick at the boss of metal on the steel plain
and it began to swing open. When it was less than half open,
the light of a sun sprang up inside. As if somewhere inside the
steel was a sunpassage.
The first of the apparitions disappeared inside that portal.
Rianten was right after him. Nulf hesitated, he looked inside,
there was a cylindrical passage with chambers on all sides. In
those were more suits like her husband was wearing. While
they passed thru here those guys stopped and peeled those
suits off, revealing normal men of the outside within.
But before that, he could see that the story of the suns was
true because there were little bits of sun along this hallway.
They were very small, and not fully bright, but they gave off
light without fire or fungus. They weren’t real suns, but the
digesters they promised were not as good as what the Pronna
could provide either. Still it was better than what they had
now. Even a few of these little lights would help them get
around. He was really hoping for something that could grow
food, and was disappointed if this was all they had.
The other thing he noticed immediately was that the air in
here was fresh. He had become so used to the smell of shit in
the last few weeks that he was no longer conscious of it. But
once he entered this understeel world, the air was as fresh as
Om. He felt like a layer of crud had been removed from his
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skin and he couldn’t resist breathing deeply.
Once the men of Niven’s Hammer had shed their weapon
suits, they continued on into a larger cylinder, with a smaller
one in the center. The rumble was even more noticeable here.
“Do you know what that noise is?”
“It’s the forward stator bearing,” she said. “It’s over
sixteen hundred years old and needs rebuilding but we’re a
little short of a shipyard here. If we were still in vacuum it
would probably hold up, but air acted on it almost a hundred
years.”
“You seem to use a lot of your native tongue in your
answers.”
“Metakish Jib doesn’t have a lot of words for gateship
parts.”
“Where are we now?” he asked.
“The forward hub. That’s the accelerator containment,”
she indicated the twelve foot cylinder within this one. “It goes
thru and down into the engine room. That’s all shut down but
for the docking motor right now. The Pronna erased the
injectors for the main reactors as we came thru the
neutronium plane.”
He might as well stop asking, there was no answer she
could give him that would make any sense. He would just
look and see, try and make the best sense of it he could. There
was a wall ahead of him, it was slowly turning. Near the
center there were doors in it a little like the one that had
admitted them to this understeel world. Rianten and the men
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from Niven’s Hammer swam to one of them and went inside.
He looked around but followed. It was just a small chamber,
barely big enough for the five of them.
“We can take our feathers off here, we will be in gravity
very soon.”
Her husband poked at some spots on the wall and the
chamber they were in immediately started moving. He was
pressed toward one side and then another, but just as she said,
he began to feel gravity. It grew quickly, and suddenly he was
afraid they must be approaching a neutronium ring and he
feared being crushed. “It feels like we’re approaching a ring,”
he said nervously.
“No, we’re approaching the rim of Niven’s Hammer
where you’ll experience .76g.”
“What is that?” Yoolhumbra asked.
“A little bit less gravity than the average on the surface of
Mon.”
“But not like on a ring?”
“No, nothing to worry about.”
Still it was trying to be in there as the gravity built and
built. It is like this on a swim to the surface, but it changes as
you move. Having it change without moving was nerve
wracking and the gravity was building and building. He
stumbled a little keeping his legs under him. Because it was
building but not under his control, it seemed like it was
getting a lot heavier than on the outside and it seemed like he
was straining to stand. It had been over a year since he had
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been to the outside and he really wasn’t ready for it. He
especially wasn’t ready for it to come on this fast.
“Let’s stop at the farm first so they can see the sunlight
I’m talking about,” Rianten said. She poked another spot on
the wall of this chamber and the motion stopped, momentarily
making him so heavy he couldn’t stand. Rianten grabbed his
arm to keep him upright and the pleasure of her breast
pressed to his arm was very noticeable. “Easy there, I’m
guessing you’ve never been in an elevator before?”
“Is that what you call this world below the steel?”
“The steel plain, as you call it, is the lower or rear surface
of Niven’s Hammer. We are now in the wheel of the ship. It’s
the part that rotates to provide the gravity. The elevator is the
small chamber that got us here from the hub.”
He remembered that rotating wall that this chamber was
in and tried to get his head around that.
She opened the hatch and let them out of the room. She
got out but her husband and the other warrior remained
behind. “Go ahead and give your tour,” he said, “I’ll get down
to the control room and let everyone know you’re safe. Will
you be addressing the crew when you’re done here?”
“Actually I guess I should clean up and get some clothes
on first. After being naked three days I’m kind-of getting used
to it, but I know some of the crew would be offended.”
“If they were as beautiful as you they’d want to make it
mandatory,” he said.
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She just gave him a quick smile. She was out of the
chamber, Yoolhumbra stepped out behind her and stared in
wonder. Even before he got out he could tell that the chamber
was no longer in the same location where they had entered it,
but like a steelsnake it had moved to a new location within
this steel universe. Nulf held the hatch rim but was able to get
himself out. It was hard and up til now he thought he had kept
himself in perfect condition. Of course up til now he thought
he had seen everything.
Not even the Pronna had anything like this. The surface
curved more than the outside, but it curved the wrong way, up
instead of down. It was so long that it curved out of sight. The
surface was covered entirely with plants, looking strange in
the purplish light. Even though none of them were familiar,
he could tell they were food, it must have been something
about the smell working with instinctive memories, because
nothing in the smell was familiar. The area was about a
hundred feet wide and an unknown distance long, it went out
of sight in both directions. There were people in here, it
looked like they were tending the plants and removing large
colored parts from them that they were putting into baskets.
One of them looked up from about a hundred yards down one
of the rows. He looked a little startled, then waved and called,
“You’re back, That’s great! I heard you had some trouble.”
“Nothing a couple storm troopers with blasters couldn’t
handle,” she called back.
“I love your new outfit,” he said, “it looks really great on
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you.”
“Funny guy,” she said and waved. He waved back and
went back to what he was doing. The man must either be very
well trained to be able to continue working in the presence of
such a beautiful nude woman, or he must be so used to them
that it’s no big deal.
In a conversational voice she said, “This is what I wanted
to show you,” and pointed toward the sky, where it should be
blue with clouds and a greatsun. The sides were indeed blue,
but he could tell they were walls that were painted blue, not
real sky. There were no clouds, and instead of a sun, there
was a strip of blinding light down the whole middle of the
sky, stretching out of sight in both directions and lighting the
whole area as brightly as the greatsun lit the outside, but with
a much stranger colored light than the white light of the
greatsun.
“This is the sun we can give you,” Rianten told them.
“Why is the light this color?” Nulf asked.
“The energy is concentrated in colors the plants actually
use. They look green because they don’t use the green light
and reflect it off. We make these panels to give off very little
of the green light, just enough so we can see adequately.”
“Humans made this?” Yoolhumbra asked.
That was something Nulf couldn’t have asked. It would
have never occurred to him that mere humans could build
such a construct as this. Humans are merely pests on things
like this. Humans of Mon especially lurk in the dark and
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pluck dung. Cloth, fireballs, spears and knives, even
crossbows, those are the things that humans can make.
“Yep,” she said. “Caldiss shipyards of Centorin back in
4250.”
“How did it get here?” Nulf asked.
“I tried to tell you but you don’t understand enough of the
outside universe to understand it. Hell, I hardly understand it
and I was on the bridge when it happened.”
Meanwhile a couple other guys walked by, carrying
baskets of those colorful objects pulled from the plants. The
woman said, “Glad to see you back, Rachel too but I’ve
already seen her. The rumor is you and Rachel had quite an
adventure. The male was looking intently at her, so intently
that he jumped when Yoolhumbra said, “Casteeg, what are
you doing here?”
“Huh, Yoolhumbra, how did you get down here?”
“I went on a mission with Captain Wetherton. We
captured this lady and then things got crazy. Some savages
stole her from us, nearly wiped us out. He only let Jaikus and
I live because he wanted us to join him.”
“I must say she is quite a prize, this is the first time I got
to see all of her.”
“Yeah,” Rianten said, “I’m on my way to my quarters, I
better do that before someone hurts himself.” She turned back
to Nulf, “Anyway you can see what I mean about sun.”
They went back in the small chamber, moved only a short
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distance straight down it felt like, and came out in an entirely
different world. There was a corridor, the light was softer, the
floor was covered in some kind of patterned fabric that was
very pleasant on the feet. The walls had windows that looked
onto all kinds of amazing scenes.
“Do these look into vastworlds?” he asked.
“They’re just pictures,” she said, “only short loops. If you
watch you’ll see it’s just the same thing over and over.” She
continued walking down the corridor. “This one is from my
home planet, at least the one I call home now. I was actually
born on Earth itself, I’ve lived on Centorin, Kinunde and
Kassidor besides Kiandutan. That picture over there is from
Kassidor, it’s Kassidor City as seen from the pyramid. We
have a bit of a walk to get to my quarters but you’ll have
plenty of time to look at them.”
“I imagine you’re quite anxious to get some clothes on
before more people see you,” Yoolhumbra said. “You handled
it with great aplomb I must say.”
“That guy back there, the one you know, is probably the
only one of us who hasn’t seen me naked before. I lived in
Kassidor City for some time and that has great beaches where
everyone is always nude. Kassidor is not the place to go if
you’re afraid to show your skin. I got so I hardly even think
about it.”
The name touched something deep in his memory. “I
think Kassidor is the vastworld the visitors came from.”
“Probably, the Sterility Plague and the Species Immunity
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Complex are here so this world had to have contact with
Kassidor at some time in the past.”
They kept on along the corridor. They met one other man
on the way. They hugged and he also welcomed her back and
asked about her adventure but made no comment about her
attire.
When they reached her quarters, they found her husband
there already. “You’ve got time,” he said. “I told everyone we
could tell the tale once over dinner. Why don’t you take the
bath while I show these guys how to mix a blackberry
martini.”
“Sure,” she said, “but leave some of the good stuff for me,
we can’t run out and buy more.”
“I was going to use domestic,” he said, “we can save the
good stuff for the holiday.”
“That’s coming right up isn’t it? Too bad I didn’t bring
back any meat we can serve.”
He chuckled and she went into another room.
“You guys will probably want a shower and clean clothes
for dinner won’t you? I know fighting savages can be sweaty
work.”
Personally Nulf hoped to have food for dinner, but he was
too confused to say anything. He was conscious of time
passing back at the camp and didn’t want to take too long
here. He was hoping to come down here, get a sun, and bring
it back before the end of the day. These people seemed ready
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to wait until the next day. If he was gone too long he was
afraid he would lose the tribe to someone else. But then what
was the Big Forge tribe compared to what he was seeing
here?”
A New Calling
Rianten had to admit that Benoit was becoming quite a
chef. He’d managed to make ribbonsnake taste as good as
salmon tails with some spices and oils, and it was in a
Bearnaise sauce over a bed of greens. He was the last of the
kitchen staff remaining. The others had all ‘deserted’ but now
that she knew the emergency blasters might not register, she
worried that many of the ‘desertions’ were really hostile
action by the savages.
Both Nulf and Yoolhumbra were shocked by it and she
was afraid they were going to cream their pants over it. She
hoped not, getting cleaned up and comfortable had put her in
the mood for a three-on-one that would probably shock them
even more. But before that there was business to conduct.
The four of them had already related their adventures. She
wanted Yoolhumbra, but she didn’t. He was probably
uncomfortably big but she still wanted them all to pet her and
wrap her in their flesh and make her forget the stickmen that
lived outside the ship.
There were now twenty one at the table, which was
arranged as a ‘U’ with her and Taos at the center of the
outside. She didn’t really have to stand to address them all.
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Benoit had come from the kitchen and was still eating,
everyone else was finished. Tunny served some of his wine, it
was getting better as he kept practicing so that now it was
actually better than the worst available in the Empire, or at
least the Empire of 5374.
“Now that you all know of our little adventure, there is
something else I would like to discuss with you. Rachel may
have mentioned it to some of you, but I’d like to get it out in
the open for all of us. I’ve promised light to this man’s tribe,”
she indicated Nulf. “I’ve also promised light to the tribe that
attacked us if they free their women. Getting to see how the
people in the dark actually live has made me decide that it is
our responsibility to help these people.
“As he has so correctly pointed out, most of the tribes we
encounter will resist, and that is simply because the people
currently in power will see us as a threat to their power. I
think that when we encounter chiefs like Nulf, who are
grateful for the help, we should work with them and help
them advance.
“Where we meet resistance, I’m of two minds, either let
them continue to starve in the dark, or change their regime so
that the people can be helped. I know Rachel is with me on
this, as well as Carson and Maudin, they’ve been in favor of
civilizing the natives since we got here. How many others
would like to get involved in this?”
Jordan, Ineesh, Fredda, Tyrone and Pauli all volunteered.
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“And are there any who oppose?”
Danet spoke, “You should listen to your friend Nulf. All
the strongmen are going to oppose this because it doesn’t go
thru them, it doesn’t strengthen their power. It is hard enough
for civilized people to act altruistically, we know from
experience that these savages can’t. There are strongmen who
will send their entire population against us to be slaughtered
to the last man before they will let someone else give their
people a leg up.”
“I’m willing to work with the strongmen if they are
willing to work with us.”
“Like I said,” Nulf said. “You will need someone to meet
with the strongman secretly, no one can know that the boon
came from anyone but the tribe strongman. None of your
people can be seen. Anything that anyone has to learn, must
be simple enough to teach to the strongman, only he can
present it to the tribe. If you let anyone in the tribe know that
it comes from outside, he will do just as your crewman said,
fight you to the last man.”
“We don’t want that,” Rianten said. “We need to leave
enough males alive so the women can get adequate variety.”
“Sure wish the Pronna hadn’t taken the gate,” Tunny said.
That was obvious.
“So the way I see it,” Rachel said, “if we take out the
strongman, the remaining tribe should be amenable.”
“Maybe,” Nulf said. “In most cases he’ll have a clique,
you’ll probably have to remove them all. But you’ll have to
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kill all his men before you can get to them.”
“We still have the code for those tangle guns don’t we?”
Carson asked. “We could arm our men with those, that way
we can recover the ones who are willing to support the new
regime.”
“Yes, it’s messy, but we can probably come up with
enough of the solvent to get it off of people after the battle.”
“We could probably use it on the strongmen too,” Pauli
said.
“No,” Nulf said, “sorry, but to those men power means
more than life itself. If you let them live, they will use
whatever means they can to regain power. If they could they
would destroy their own tribe, the suns you give them, their
food supply, whatever it took to regain power.”
“I agree,” Rianten said. “It’s unfortunate and it’s cold, but
it’s true. It’s happened over and over again in history, look at
American history, the powerful were willing to let their whole
civilization collapse rather than give up any of their power, or
even listen to the plainest, most obvious voices of reason. If
power-mad zealots are willing to selfishly destroy the greatest
civilization of its day and plunge four hundred million into
starvation rather than give the common people a penny, these
animals will certainly destroy the dozens in their own tribe. I
agree with Nulf, any leaders who resist have to be put to
death.”
“What if some question us but do it reasonably?”
Rianten thought a few seconds and said, “Try and
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understand if their concerns are legitimate and can be
addressed, or are they an excuse to reject anything that is not
the status quo.”
“In other words, are they concerned about their people or
their power and status?” Rachel said.
“Exactly,” Taos said.
“We’ve all seen leaders who are only concerned with their
power and status,” Rianten said. “I know I have.”
“I only know a few who aren’t,” Taos said, “and you
should all know that Rianten is one of that few.”
“She’s probably the least,” Rachel said, “at least if the
Aldeb plague incident is at all correct.”
“The parts of the chronicles of that war that I personally
witnessed are as correct as I can remember.”
“What war?” Nulf asked.
“The war with the Aldebs,” Rachel answered. “This ship
was mankind’s counterattack.”
That got them to spend most of the rest of dinner
recounting that struggle. It wound up when she said, “So with
ships like us terminating the source of spores and the
availability of a bio-control for any spores that do land, we
haven’t had more than a lone queen attack anywhere in the
Empire since 5000ad.
“It doesn’t sound like the adventures of humans,”
Yoolhumbra said.
“Not all human lives are alike,” Rachel said, “but the lives
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of humans in Mon are much more different than the lives of
the people on the average planet. All the planets are pretty
much the same except for climate and the length of the year,
day, the gravity, stuff like that. But they all have the same
brands of autochefs and bath fixtures and link the same sites.
The only planets that are different are Earth, Kinunde and
Kassidor and they each have more different ways of life than
all the other planets combined. Mon had three ways of life
until it captured Niven’s Hammer, the total destitution of the
dark, the regimentation of the twilight and the frontiersmen of
the surface. More than most planets of the Empire combined,
but less than any of the ancient planets.”
“How much is there really about humans, how
widespread are we?”
“We know of two planets, Kassidor and Kinunde, where
humans were introduced about 25,000bc. We know of two
Pronna worlds where humans are endemic.”
“I know there are humans on numberless Pronna worlds,”
Nulf said.
“Does anyone know how many Pronna worlds there are?”
Rianten asked.
“If it is a finite number, no one knows it,” Yoolhumbra
said.
“So we’re done with dinner are we?” Taos asked. They all
nodded, he looked to Rianten, “May we invite you to our
place for a little after dinner recreation?” He was really
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asking her. “Don’t ask me, I’m more likely to just give an
order rather than an invite. That includes you of course,” she
said to Rachel, who smiled and nodded. “We’ve still got a
few bottles of the Aurora Electron you brought back so I
think we can crack one.”
“I’ve still got a few of those dried pem berries too,”
Rachel said.
“You get them, I’ll get a bottle from Stores and we’ll have
a little powwow at our place,” Rianten said.
In Niven’s Hammer
Nulf thought it had been a most interesting evening.
Rianten’s plan had been generally accepted, he’d had the best
meal he ever had in his life, then he, Yoolhumbra, Rachel and
Rianten’s husband Taos had retired to her quarters where they
pretended they were on the vastworld of Kassidor for some
erotic play that left him exhausted and embarrassed.
The walls in the steel universe were made of something
stronger than plain tapestry. They were generally white or a
very light color, and often had pictures, most of them moving.
The top of the room lit up, plus there might be other lights in
other objects around the room. He had been shown beyond
any shadow of a doubt that these people had the power of the
sun. It might not be the same as the Pronna, but it seemed
even more effective. Pronna can produce light, but most of
the time they let the suns do it, and the suns drifted sedately
thru their passages and did not concentrate light where it
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might be needed. These people had lights that could send the
light in a line, so it lit only one place.
Even when they slept there was a little light, it seemed
that many things had tiny lights on them just to indicate their
presence. There were enough of them to see the whole room.
To one used to a world that was just about light-free, it was
all he needed. He thought he had gone to this room alone, but
there was a woman in his arms when he woke up. He would
suspect it must be Rianten but when he looked he found it
was Rachel. She was a very attractive and sexy woman also,
better than average even for people of the outside. She was
blond with modest but cozy breasts. Her body wasn’t quite as
firm as Rianten’s, but to man or woman without gravity, she
was a beast to be reckoned with.
She was still fast asleep, so he didn’t want to wake her.
He didn’t remember taking her in his arms, but his brain had
been so overloaded and they drank some substance they said
came from a vastworld that relaxed him totally and made
everything seem all the more strange and fantastic. He
thought she was just showing him a bed where he could get
some sleep.
When he came in here Yoolhumbra was already sleeping
on the long seat in the front room. Nulf was really spent, he
had gotten a lot of exercise today, a long hard swim, a couple
battles and totally new universe. Topping it off with a fiveway, Kassidor City style, in gravity, had been all his body
could handle.
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One of the things he didn’t like about life on the outside
was sleeping. There was nowhere but among the greenwood
branches. They were tied and padded with mats but even if
you put in a lot of work it was lumpy and tilted and you could
find only a couple positions you could sleep. This bed was
like floating but you didn’t get wet and it didn’t slosh. It
didn’t absorb or give off heat. Rachel had his hands in hers,
pressing them to her as she slept. Her face wasn’t as striking
as Rianten’s, but it was pretty much flawless except for the
stitches. They were much less inflamed today.
She sighed and stretched, pressing his hands quite hard
against her chest. Then she purred and started rocking her
hips. “I think I was having a dream,” she said, “but I think
you can make it come true.” She pressed and rubbed her hip
and ass in his ‘nads.
“If you brought me to bed with you last night I think I fell
asleep on you,” he said but began to take the action she
requested.
“Do you remember me getting you back up to use the
can?”
“No?”
“Yeah, you were already out when I got out of it, but I got
you back up. You got pretty stoned last night but I don’t think
you knew it. Aurora Electron isn’t lightweight stuff and I
spend most of my shore leave on Kassidor so I know. I don’t
blame you for being spent, while you were fighting LimpetHzal, all I was doing was telling everyone where we’d been
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and what had happened.”
“That fight was little more than dodging arrows til your
guys got there, then it was a rout. Thank you for bringing the
help.”
“They were already on their way. When the captain’s
away for more than a day, people notice a little more than
they do when I was away for a few days, especially since I’d
been talking about moving to the surface. I was still looking
for the portal to get back in when they found me, to be
honest.”
“They saved us, I don’t think we would have survived.”
“It gave ‘em something to do. A lot of the guys have been
itching to gear up and go right some wrongs but Rianten has
always preached that it was immoral to interfere.”
“Please, interfere,” Nulf said. “Light and digesters would
make the world a thousand times better. The Niven’s Hammer
tribe could pop Limpet-Hzal like a bug.”
“Of course I know that, maybe you understand why
Rianten was a little short when that barely-living spider of a
man thought she should submit to his perverted, semi-bestial
fantasies. The problem is if we knock them out, we can’t feed
their people.”
“All we need is light and digesters,” he said. “You were
the first to say you could do that.”
“On a limited scale and as long as the Pronna don’t
interfere. Which means we have to use optical protocol only.
But that’s all Pronna have allowed humans since they first
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brought them to Kassidor. I know that this construct, what
you call Mon, uses the same suntower protocol as ancient
Kassidor. That’s why Centorin scientists knew those devices
could not have been built by the humans of Kassidor, they are
thousands if not millions of years beyond our technology.
They were made by the same civilization that made this
construct that we call Mon.”
“Yours seems ninety percent of Pronna to me.”
“We are not one percent of Pronna. We have no
neutronium, don’t know where to find it or how to make it, or
how to handle it.”
“You have sun.”
“Yeah, and that’s what Rianten promised you, some
sunpanel and the power to drive it.”
“It has to be driven?” Nulf asked.
“The LED panel converts electrical energy to light energy.
They’re about 99.8% efficient today, the Empire uses them
for just about everything. We would provide them at their
most efficient colors for agriculture but you do know I’m
getting too distracted to be discussing LED panels?” she said
with a more vigorous wiggle of her ass on his groin.
“I was wondering how you could talk about that while
we’re doing this, I don’t think I can.”
“I think you’re ready for me to turn around and get
around that,” Rachel said. “This will be much more
satisfying, Yoolhumbra is more of a one-time challenge.”
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They all got together for breakfast. “This was
astounding,” Nulf complimented them all on it.
“It’s all fake,” Taos told him, “only the grains are real, the
milk is fake, the coffee’s fake. It’s all out of a molecular
fabricator,” he continued in whatever language they lived in.
“The berries are real,” Rachel said, “so is the bread and
the jelly. If we were back in the Empire we wouldn’t have as
much real.”
“But at least we’d get to use the autochef.”
Yoolhumbra was sitting between Rachel and Taos, Nulf
was between Rianten and Rachel at this small round table.
Eating is more convenient in gravity, grains and nuts in a
liquid are pretty difficult in zero gee. Yoolhumbra asked what
an autochef was.
“It’s a robot cook,” Rianten answered.
Yoolhumbra had to go on and ask more. He hadn’t
decided to do like Nulf and just watch and listen and stop
trying to figure it out. These people speak a little of Metakish
Jib, but couldn’t keep themselves from throwing in random
words in random order now and then, intermixed with words
from a foreign tongue. They probably don’t really want us
vermin knowing how they do what they do so they went into
that babble when they really didn’t want to answer. He would
learn more by just observing and not asking. Rachel and Taos
tried to get Yoolhumbra to understand a little of what they
were talking about and getting him all confused with a side
discussion on what they called ‘standardized packaging.’
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Meanwhile Rianten asked, “You said you came to this
Pronna world to find the labs that decoded Pronna
communication; are you still interested in doing that?”
“Of course,” he said, “though I now know I will
understand nothing of it.”
“I’ll have to swing by the control room to see if anyone
needs me for anything, but then we can go down.”
The control room turned out to be located at the top of a
small stairway within their apartment. It was another level
where the horizon curved up. There were several people in
there already, walking around tables or big boxes with
blinking lights and moving pictures on them. There was stuff
on some of the moving pictures that looked a lot like writing
in some ways, but there were only a limited number of
pictograms and they occurred in horizontal clumps of varying
sizes. He didn’t ask about them, he knew it would do no
good.
He noticed a lot of the people were dressed a lot alike, a
lot like Rianten was today. She had on two pieces, one below
the waist that included sleeves for each leg, another piece
above the waist. The seams were in complimentary colors and
they were in a supple fabric a lot like his camo. Rianten was
unique in that she did not have other garments under it that
showed thru the outer garment. Both other women in the
room wore shoulder-straps for their breasts, but both of them
were larger but much softer than Rianten.
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She talked with many people. If he was close enough to
hear he was now sure they were making up random nonsense
to distract him, things like ‘proton flavor’, ‘core density’,
‘reactor load’ and ‘bearing temperature’. He wondered if they
were code words and they were actually relaying some
information or just pure gibberish to mislead him.
Then one of the guys looked at Nulf and used a
completely different language. The sounds and rhythms were
different, there were no familiar words now and then. Rianten
had to struggle a little with that language, her cadence was
halting and she paused a lot as if she was translating in her
head. The conversation went on, the guy kept glancing at
Nulf. Whether that was because he was trying to keep what
he was saying private from Nulf, or it was about him, he
didn’t know. From the number of looks, he would lean toward
the ‘about’ alternative. The conversation got a little testy and
ended with Rianten giving commands.
Next she talked with another woman about ‘reuse
efficiency’ and ‘fabricator hours’ and Nulf wandered away.
He saw window after window with abstract shapes and short
lines of little icons on them. Then he saw one with a view of
Limpet-Hzal and stopped to watch. He wondered how they
connected that window to Limpet-Hzal over this distance,
with this magnification, and that amount of light. This view
wasn’t that far from the town, next to the upper west anchor
rope, probably on the same greenwood trunk. It had to be
done with mirrors and lenses somehow, but this was a long
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way to reflect and magnify an image. But most of all, how did
they make it so much brighter?
Stuck to that window was an array of long and narrow
stickers, eight wide and eight high. One was black with white
marks, the others were white with black marks. He scratched
at the stickers, wondering what they were there for. On just
one stroke of his finger he noticed three things at once. First,
they were not stickers, or if they were, they were on the other
side of the window, second, every one he touched turned to
black with white marks as soon as he touched it and the one
that had been black with white marks, immediately turned
white with black marks. But the really impossible thing, with
each sticker he touched on that stroke of his finger, the view
thru this window changed. He went back and tried them all,
trying to guess where they were. He found that each sticker
turned the window to one certain place, each time he touched
that one, the view would return to that place.
Three of them showed different views of Limpet-Hzal,
one showed a view of Big Forge, looking down on the forge
itself from somewhere on the nearest greenwood trunk. He
could see two forgemen already at work. He could see most
of the main open area beyond and the bowl of the hemisphere
in the distance. He wondered where the light was coming
from. There were the usual fireballs of the forges, and some
people in the open area swimming slowly enough to burn a
candle, but this should have been almost all black dark.
Instead it looked like there was a powerful light set up over
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this window. He wondered if Rianten had already made good
on her promise and sent someone out during the sleep to
install it. If that was so, why would anyone be burning
candles? He also noticed that the people were glowing, like it
was also viewing in IR. He knew it was too bright in this
room for his own IR enhancement to kick in.
He explored the other places this window could see into.
There were quite a few, maybe ten, that looked deep into the
wreckage. One was underwater in a land of luminescent fish
that lit a coven of vamish having sex. Vamish have three fins,
a stubby worm-like body, a ring of slimy tentacles around
their face, a ring of eyes inside that, and a six-toothed circle
for a mouth in the middle of that. The sex organs are inside of
that mouth and they have been known to bite each other’s
genitals off if it wasn’t any good.
There was a camera in an area where there was nothing
but a cavern of iron oxide and its resultant ecosystem, now
long since played out and then etched by a thousand
generations of protobacters that can get one more reaction out
of this material to get it into a totally entropic state. It was
weak and brittle, and some shift in the Center of Mon had left
it all collapsed on itself so there were small passages in it.
This disruption had exposed new surfaces to growth of longdormant spores and there was a vigorous bubbly fuzz on the
fractured surfaces. There were tiny bits of fluff floating in the
air and grazing on that fuzz, and some nearly microscopic
minnows of the air that ate them.
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There were windows near the sunpassages, and he could
look in on villages where there was a little light. Strangely,
they looked no different. They were lit the way they should
be, what was strange was that the scenes from the total black
had been lit the same way. About the only difference was that
there was a detectable hint of color near the sunpassages.
There were people with finery there. He saw a woman
protected with files of spearmen, meaning that he was seeing
a fertile woman.
There were seventeen views from the outside. Village
squares of plank hanging in the upper greenwood trunks. He
could see the curvature of those plankways due to proximity
to a ring. He could see the non-greenwood vegetation that
grew up from a ring less than a quarter mile away. It was all
in the brilliant color given by the light of the greatsun. This
one was whiter than the sun of Om, and the colors were a
little eerie. There was a fire stand brought up from the
wreckage at the core of that planked-in square and it was lit
and there were free women cooking small animals and
mushrooms over it.
He had always had the belief that in the two-d world of
the surface it wasn’t necessary to confine anyone because
there is really nowhere you can go but somewhere else on the
surface. It is true that anyone from the surface who can get
his hands on feathers can go anywhere in the interior he
wants. The same is true of the women as Rachel and Rianten
prove.
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She had proved that she was indeed the chief of this tribe.
So far she was doing pretty well on carrying out her
outrageous claims. If she could indeed provide light to the
people of Big Forge and Limpet-Hzal, that would seem
almost anti-climactic after what he had seen in this one
window alone.
There were three stickers left. The first one showed a vast
steel open area. One side was open into the greenwood. It was
lit like the first views. Out that open side he could see tangled
trunks with fragmented chunks of ancient metal now corroded
to brittle minerals still clutched in their coils. Into this steel
cave flew stabsnakes with whirling fins around their necks
instead of their usual skid rails. Instead of eyes they had
shallow cups with a spike in the middle. They were carrying
prey in their tail talons, usually ribbonsnakes from several
different families. Some times they brought in a bark crawler
or even a lanternfish. The Big Forge people had never
mentioned them so he guessed they were hunting deeper in
the wreckage.
“One of the guys I was with said he saw one of those,”
Yoolhumbra said from behind him.
“You came up,” Nulf said.
“Yeah, Taos convinced me I had nothing better to do.”
“Bringing light to Big Forge would be a better thing to do,
but we have to humor our benefactors. I hope I’m not taking
this delay for selfish personal reasons.”
“Such as more of Rianten?”
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“She’s been married fifteen hundred years, that’s not
likely to break up now because of me.” If they had to accept
that the power of sunlight was real, why not all the other
preposterous claims.
“But she’s clearly available for variety.”
“Yes, and we had that, you had that. I’d never turn her
down and neither would you, I know your blood’s at least that
red.”
“She’s good looking but she’s too tight for me.”
Nulf didn’t know how he felt about that statement. One
side of him wanted to blush and the other wanted to say
‘Sucks to be you.’ “I like that in a woman,” was the best he
could do.
“Yeah,” Yoolhumbra grunted.
Nulf touched the next-to-last sticker. It showed the
chamber they came in thru. It was not in use at this time, the
small lights were still there but the ones that came on when
the door was one third open were not. Still it was much
brighter in the room than the little lights alone would justify.
Yoolhumbra had to be introduced to the magic of this
window. He seemed to understand it as well as Nulf did, he
could poke the stickers and change the view.
He poked the last sticker, it viewed another steel chamber
opening into the outside. Also in view were immense metal
jugs and intestines, along with webs of smaller ones. The
door to the outside was also open here, and it opened on a
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mass of wreckage and greenwood trunks more crushed
together than they are around Big Forge.
Yoolhumbra poked a few more. “They look into all
different places. “I know this village,” he said about one of
the scenes from the surface. “She’s the wife of a guy I met
hunting whent in the wilds under the next ring.”
“You seem to get the same views I do when I poke it.
Poke that one,” he pointed to the fourth button in the top row.
When Yoolhumbra poked it, the same view came up.
“That’s your camp,” he said.
“The first three are views of Limpet-Hzal. There are
views of tribes near the sunpassage, Appolyrax I think, and
views of the outside that you saw. I forgot how easy it is to
cook up there.”
“That and the fact that shit drops away are what I miss the
most. What do you miss the least about gravity?”
“The sex,” Nulf said. “When I was on the surface I would
often lead women into the interior for sex.”
“I never thought of that. Of course the natives of the
interior are hostile here, what about Om?”
“Low on hostility. I think it’s because they have it so
much easier. There is no big dark in Om, not even a cubic
mile. You can get maybe a few thousand feet from a
sunpassage down near the digester pipes. People are long and
lean in zero gee but plush compared to here. Everyone in Om
is better off than the tribes near the sunpassages are here.”
“Why did you come here?”
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“Because I heard of this tribe, Niven’s Hammer, although
I didn’t know anything about them other than they had tapped
Pronna communication. I’d never heard the name.”
“They tapped their communication?”
“They say they can hear it, but they can’t understand it.
That’s what we’re going to see when she finishes up here.”
“Which will be soon,” she said from a few windows over.
“And Niven’s Hammer is the name of the ship, what you
called the ‘steel universe’ earlier. The people are the crew of
the ship.”
She still had several people waiting to speak to her.
“How do you suppose this works?” Yoolhumbra asked.
“You do notice this window doesn’t look thru the wall but is
hung on it like a tapestry. I can slip my knife behind it, but
you don’t see it in the view.”
“I can’t say anything but magic,” Nulf said. “We can ask
her and she’ll use words that don’t belong together and words
we don’t know. She’ll tell us riddles and talk of other things
we’ve never heard of. It’s clear they don’t want us to know
the secrets to how they do things.”
Rianten came up to them as he spoke and said, “It all
comes in thru this fiber,” pointing to one of the strings that
held it up, “from the cameras. These buttons,” she pointed to
the pseudo-stickers on the bottom of the window, “select
which of the microdot cameras you’re getting the feed from.”
Nulf only pointed and grinned, “I told you so.”
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The Labs
It had taken Rianten a lot longer than she expected to
swing thru the control room. She should have known,
reversing direction and deciding to help the savages had the
crew all a-flutter. Dameon was concerned about the additional
load on the reactor, it had been centuries since it was burned
that hot and he wanted to give it a complete overhaul. It was
going to be tough to find the time. They compromised on
nightwork, a system at a time. Gail needed to talk about how
her fabricators would come on line. Two of them had been
idle for three hundred years, another for one hundred. Their
own needs had been served by one and it was often cool and
balky.
They would need to get one going on LED panel, another
on cable, or scavenge the cable that was hanging in the brush
a half mile above them. It looked like the wiring harness from
an entire Crusaire-Class warship like the real estate
consortiums used before the Aldebs attacked. The weapons
mains alone on that would be enough cable to wire both
villages. She would allow volunteers to scavenge that cable if
it was still serviceable. It could be from an entirely different
ship and civilization, five million years old and shatter at a
touch for all she knew.
Finally she got to take the guys down to the lab. It’s on
the same floor as the officer’s quarters but halfway around the
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rim, a walk of a good portion of a mile.
“This is the whole steel plane isn’t it?” Nulf asked her.
“I guess so,” she said. “What you call the ‘steel plain’ is
probably the containment we welded up to allow the cabin to
turn and give us gravity.”
“Now I understand,” he said. “That’s why the floor curves
up. It’s like spinning a basket to drain the blood out of a
lanternfish.”
“Exactly. Remember how the wall was turning where we
came in?”
She could see that he could picture it now. She could see
that Yoolhumbra could too. Nulf spoke, “How could humans
do this?”
“We make tools, then we use them to make better tools,
then we use those to make bigger and better tools. Then we
figure out how to build motors, first firewood and steam, then
electricity, then nuclear. Little by little, writing it down so we
don’t forget. Making machines that write it down for us and
don’t forget. It gets so you need twenty years of training to
understand all of one little part of it.”
She could see them looking down this endless hallway.
“How many people live here, it looks like thousands.”
“We have quarters and life support for twelve hundred,
but we only house that many when we’re on an active
terraform. We had only two hundred and fifty aboard when
the Pronna captured us, but only eighteen are still here.”
“What happened to the others?”
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“Some wandered away, some died when their implants
corroded, some died for other reasons. We lost a lot fighting a
very stupid and determined tribe about four hundred years
ago. Most moved to the surface, we still see a few of them. I
doubt that all the crewmen who moved away are still alive.”
“What if people wanted to join this tribe?”
“Good question, we haven’t thought much about it.
Everyone has duty and there is little duty anyone can do if
they are illiterate. They have to be able to function in gravity,
and most of the people down here have no chance of that.”
“Then these rooms will stay empty?”
“As long as we’re trapped down here.”
“I don’t see any way to get out,” Yoolhumbra said.
“I don’t doubt the Pronna could get us out if they wanted
to. I don’t doubt they could make our gate slowly come back
into existence and give us tube connections back to the rest of
the Empire if they wanted to.” She could see that meant
almost nothing to them, but she wasn’t going to try to get
them to understand it, they were just too primitive to get it in
a few hours.
There’s an air-tight door between the labs and the
residences just in case. That stays closed at all times. It was
still another two hundred feet to Jameson’s door.
If it was ever to pass that it was OK to seek variety with
the crew, Jameson would be high on her list. In gravity, he’s
not a big guy. His height and weight is just the same as hers,
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their strength is very even. His hair is as dark as hers and in a
tight-pulled tail. He wore his clothes snug and had a cute little
ass.
His station on the crew is the study of Pronna
communication, but he is a lot better at explanations than she
is. Nulf and Yoolhumbra sat for an hour while he went thru
electromagnetism with them from the beginning. She didn’t
know how much good it would do, these guys weren’t even
able to take notes. They asked a lot of questions, each partial
step had to be examined. At this level of detail it would take
fourteen years to get to the point.
By the end of that hour Jameson was ready to show them
some hardware, a rudimentary generator, a basic signal trace,
the time scale, the voltage scale, AC, DC and what their
traces look like. He went on to show them that the sounds of
voices could be converted to electricity, and used to make
signals. He let them speak into the mic and watch the traces.
He showed them the traces captured and magnified.
She could see they really weren’t getting anything out of
it, so he finally went on to explain wireless, starting with big
things with visible antennae and more traces on the screen, a
whole lecture about ‘carrier’ and what that looks like, then
‘modulation’ and what that looks like. If she wasn’t in a room
with so much eye candy she probably would have nodded off.
The guys stuck with it, but only because they were from a
culture where lunch isn’t that common.
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“Then we found that the Pronna themselves give off these
signals, the same ones that our devices give off,” Jameson
told them.
“The Pronna give them off themselves, like they have
spinning magnets and antennae and processing chips inside
them?” Nulf was trying hard to use words he only nominally
understood to make a question he might not understand the
answer to.
“Are Pronna alive,” Yoolhumbra asked, “or are they
devices?”
“That’s really not a yes or no question,” Rianten said.
“How can it not be?” Yoolhumbra asked.
Jameson answered, “If the Pronna can consciously tailor
their own biology to the molecular level and tinker devices to
the atomic level, it seems they could make themselves either
way.”
“So we don’t even know if they’re alive?” Yoolhumbra
asked.
“If they have wires and spinning magnets in them, they
must be devices,” Nulf reasoned.
“Electricity and wires is only one way to make those
signals,” Jameson told him, “the Pronna use a system more
like the way a lanternfish makes its light except using
quantum forces instead of chemical.”
“So it must be because we use the spinning magnets that
they forbid us?” Nulf asked.
“It is not the spinning magnet, it is the signals in the air
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that draw them. They ‘hear’ the radio waves as loud
obnoxious noise. It is only because we are encased in a steel
box that radio waves can’t penetrate that we can conduct
these experiments here.”
They had to think about that a while. “The steel plain?”
Yoolhumbra asked himself.
“We have observed that Pronna signals go up in frequency
beyond what their bodies can produce, all the way into the
infra red, but we believe they use devices at those
frequencies.”
“What devices?” he asked. She knew Pronna used few
devices, steelsnakes were the only ones most people ever saw
and they were actually animals. No doubt these guys hadn’t
seen many Pronna devices either.
Rianten knew one they had seen. The containments for
the neutronium for instance, as well as the neutronium rings
themselves. “All of Mon is a Pronna device.” She could see
that neither of them had been there before.
“But Mon was here before anything,” Nulf said.
“Mon was here before mammals evolved on Earth,” she
said, saw the blank looks and said, “someday you’ll
understand how long time is, but it’s nowhere near eternity.
Somewhere Pronna have construction sites where Pronna
worlds are built. We don’t know where or how, but this can’t
occur naturally, so it is a device.”
“Like Niven’s Hammer is a device,” Jameson added.
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They pondered that awhile. She could see that they were
starting to get the fact that things were really so many
thousands of times bigger than they ever thought. Someday
he would get a feeling for the Empire, a network of over a
thousand worlds, spanning almost a thousand light years,
connected by a common tubeway net. Just the understanding
that Mon is really just another starship in the grand scheme of
things seemed to be enough for now.
Jameson went on to tell them something else they might
not be ready for. “One more way we know that Mon is a
device, on the outside there are crystals in the trees that use
those signals that Pronna use devices for, we believe they
keep the neutronium cage aligned.”
No doubt that meant very little to them either, but they did
know what the neutronium rings were. “What do you mean
by ‘aligned’?” Nulf asked.
“You know that the neutronium produces intense gravity.
That means they have to be kept separate or their mutual
gravity will pull them together, and once that happens they
will pull others, which will make the gravity even more
intense, and in a very short time all the rings will collapse
together and destroy Mon entirely.”
Both guys looked at each other. They’d heard and seen
enough that they probably believed him at this point, because
she could see the fear on their faces. “That means that if we
free Mon of Pronna, we could be destroyed?”
“Oh certainly,” Jameson said. “We don’t know anywhere
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near enough about the control protocol to control the
sphericity of this planetoid, nor do we have enough compute
power in our main computer array to work thru the
compensation equations.”
She could see on their faces that he might as well have
been speaking Hungarian, but he got the essence of it. “So we
need the Pronna?” Nulf asked.
“Absolutely,” Jameson told them.
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Revolutionaries - Part Two
Wireframe
For the first few months of the transformation Nulf busied
himself with what they could accomplish, arranging the
lights, the rooting pads and the watering machinery. The
surface of the great waterball at the very center of Mon was
less than the width of the steel plane from the steel plane, and
the Niven’s Hammer tribe were already tapped into it for their
own water supply. The Big Forge Tribe could be supplied
from that same tap, and all the tribe’s scavengers were being
re-trained to tend the farms.
The farms were built as balls around the suns provided by
Niven’s Hammer. Those suns were purplish in color,
providing only the colors of light the plants actually use and
not what looks pretty to a human. The plants were all new to
them also, all were native to a vastworld they said humans
originally came from.
They took in several refugees from the Appolyrax. It
seemed that Pronna were getting quite rare and there were
less suns than ever so the sun of the Appolyrax was gone and
they were now plunged into darkness. He worried about what
he learned in Niven’s Hammer, but still secretly hoped they
could free Mon of Pronna. None of the rulers of the
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Appolyrax had come to them. The refugees included three
females, but they were all sterile. He’d gotten the tribe to
agree that women weren’t to be roped or caged, but they were
still a long way from letting them swim around unescorted
wherever they pleased. These had been slave women, they
rejoiced at their new condition with a man of their own and
enough variety to stay healthy.
Nulf had tried to learn how the tribe of Niven’s Hammer
did what they did. A little of it made a little more sense. He
understood the water tap and the concept of ‘pump’ as a piece
of magic that made water want to move thru a pipe. He even
fully understood the ‘impeller’ end of the pump and why it
was shaped the way it was in all its parts, and why it made the
water want to move. The ‘motor’ end of the pump was a
cylinder of metal in a larger cylinder of metal. They each had
some fine detail, and the magic in that fine detail made it
want to turn and make the water want to move, but only if it
was connected to the steel universe by wires.
That was similar to the most detail he could understand of
the digesters that Niven’s Hammer was able to give them.
Compared to letting waste drift down into the steel, this was
better than the toilets of Om, they were much better fitted to
the human form for instance. And while they didn’t provide
gruel, they provided compost and water for the farms.
Already those farms were beginning to produce food, and he
really believed that in less than a year, they would be able to
end hunger in the Big Forge tribe.
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But there were other things to worry about. Kryaka had
suffered a nervous breakdown when she realized she was
sterile and not pregnant. It had been tough with Lentwice. He
didn’t want to admit that men carried the sterility plague. He
didn’t want to accept the fact that a marriage ceremony did
not protect against it, didn’t want to accept that fact that even
a kiss or a shared glass could pass it, didn’t want to accept the
fact that the tribes near the sunpassages who knew the male
had to be virgin also were the only ones with fertile women.
It was hard convincing Lentwice he had to treat her just as
well, look out for her just as much, and let her have the
variety she needs to stay a healthy and vigorous partner. The
best he could do was like the most primitive tribes of Mon
and his wife’s variety would be a boon he would dole out to
those he wanted to impress. It was an impressive boon too
because Kryaka would be the most beautiful woman in the
tribe for the foreseeable future if Lentice allowed her
sufficient variety. Bulf could live with that, though Rianten
would not.
He wasn’t sure in his own mind that he was independent
of the Niven’s Hammer tribe and Rianten. So far she hadn’t
pushed him farther than he could get his people to agree to,
she was also smart enough to know a leader cannot lead
people where they don’t want to go. So far he’d been able to
impress her with the progress they were able to make and the
progress they wanted to make next. After the suns, the
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digesters were next and they had almost enough prototypes
working, but needed another design round on the toilets. In
gravity using a foot pump might be better, but in zero g, only
a hand-activated pump with the reaction force pushing
directly against the seat was going to work at all. People were
forced to clutch the bowl to operate a foot pump and too
many had given up.
Rianten came with two men and brought the first two of
the new model. “I’m glad you pointed this out,” she said,
“we’re all going to be in zero gee any day now when that
bearing goes.”
“Will you be able to fix it?” Nulf asked. He and Jolloo
were here to receive these and get them installed, but he
hoped to get some time with her
“Well considering that the nearest parts are probably a
hundred light years from here, it could be a problem.”
“You can’t fabricate parts?” He still wasn’t completely
sure what these words meant, but he was trying to have a
conversation with her as a way of trying them out.
“The shell rings in that bearing are the diameter of the
mount each fabricator is in. We can’t fabricate heavy parts,
they are under twelve feet so they could come thru the tube
from the Caldiss Yards orbiting Centorin. Now that the tube is
closed, we’re stuck with what we have.”
“Maybe the metalworking machine they found and
brought back to Limpet-Hzal can do it?” Nulf suggested.
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“What’s it like? If it’s a one twenty inch vertical turret
lathe we might be in business, providing we can find blanks
to start with.”
“It produces fine craftsmanship in metal, I haven’t
actually seen it, but I’m sure it’s in that nest somewhere. The
Triumvirate won’t formally admit to its existence, but their
reactions tell me they have it.”
“We can find it,” she said, and poked some spots that
appeared on her pocket window. After making those notes,
she and the two guys left, leaving Nulf a little disappointed
that she hadn’t included variety in this visit. From his
observations she looked like a woman anticipating an
encounter. Maybe the duty of finding parts for ‘the bearing’
overrode her lust? Not likely from the Rianten he knew.
Competing duties might make it hard and fast, but not shut it
off.
Then he realized it could very well be the two guys she
came here with that she was anticipating. He went thru a
whole fantasy in his mind, the three of them in an open area
in the dark, groping by feel only. He got hard thinking of it,
wishing he was there, promising himself he’d find a way to
get her in such a situation the next time they met. Then he
realized he hadn’t had her for variety since he’d suggested
she give Laitol some comfort because his woman had left him
for Jolloo.
He had to put that aside and get these toilets installed on
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the digester line. It took the remainder of the day, and by the
time they were done there was a waiting line at each.
“Who needs Pronna,” Jolloo said. “These are better than
theirs, now that you can actually operate the suction pump.”
He was stringing his tools while Nulf re-hung the curtain
around the booth they’d just finished. “I don’t think the
Pronna mechanism was designed with humans in mind,” Nulf
answered. “Vamish and whents use theirs also.”
“But neither of them got theirs working again.”
“We don’t really know about the vamish,” Nulf said, “but
the whents could never do it.” Whents were universally
stupid, smart compared to a goreslug or even a pinglunger,
but they were all dumber than the dumbest human. Vamish
were almost all dumber than that, but occasionally they
produced a genius who would control all the others thru
pheromones and racially inherited tentacle signals.
“Before long we’ll get them all going again,” Jolloo said.
He had swum off only a few strokes from that station, just
enough to give them privacy. “If you and I can learn to get
two of these installed in one day, seems to me every tribe can
get theirs hooked up as soon as that Rianten queen can deliver
them.”
“And that’s the problem, they can fabricate about two a
day, Mon needs ten million, that’s five million days.”
“So these are special,” Jolloo said.
“We need to make more fabricators,” Nulf concluded.
“How do we do that?” Jolloo asked.
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“I don’t understand about the gates and tubes part of it,
but from what I can understand of what they tell me, it seems
to boil down to the Pronna took that capability away.”
“Ugh.”
The next day he had an important gathering to go to.
Jolloo and one other guy would get the next two installed and
he could go off to attend a meeting. It was an all-day swim to
get there and he took only two junior members of the tribe,
Immarl, an Appolyrax refugee and Pollock, a former forager.
Rilooth the Mapper had called this meeting to show what he
believed was an accurate model of the structure of the world.
Nulf was glad to get the invitation, important people from all
over Mon would be there and he wanted to meet as many as
possible. He wasn’t even sure how Rilooth was able to track
him down and how he was able to find a messenger who
dared enter these zones.
Security was tight with gear he hadn’t seen anywhere in
Mon so far but Niven’s Hammer. Niven’s Hammer gear was
closer to what the Pronna had than what these guys had, but
this was much better than what Limpet-Hzal had with wellmade pulley-driven crossbows and steel-tipped arrows. They
wore wrap-around goggles that merged into their helmets.
They appeared out of nowhere and would have turned them
around without the invitation.
The conference itself was in a greenwood thicket and
close enough to two different sunpassages that their light
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twinkled thru like stars seen from the surface. It was enough
light to swim with confidence, its only hazard was it tended to
draw one’s eyes off into the distance where the light was and
neglect the shadows that might hide a foot-thick greenwood
limb.
People had curtained-in thickets all thru here. He hadn’t
even brought curtains. He’d brought his camo, a couple
throwing knives, his longknife, a bag with a formal wrap in it
and a minimal assortment of personal items. Blike’s spearmen
were accustomed to traveling with what they had on and their
weapons, hygiene had been unknown in this tribe until now.
Most of the people camped here and swimming in the
aisles were from tribes of light. Gems twinkled on
breastplates, studded bracelets and half-spurred heels were
common, well-honed and polished to a mirror finish. Though
he had brought his tribe up two levels of civilization in less
than a year, they looked like shit farmers on holiday among
these people. His people were starting to get basic sanitation
working, these people had time to polish personal
ornamentation. Of course the Pronna still maintained
digesters near the sunpassages, freeing up a lot of labor.
When he was young and first hatching the idea that
humans should be free from Pronna, he hadn’t known how
much more work that would be for humans. Little by little he
learned what Pronna management of the environment did for
humans. Little by little he learned what humans could do for
themselves about it. He had to admit, he learned over half that
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in the last year from the Niven’s Hammer people, but he
knew how much more work was involved. Maybe the
neutronium problem was something humans could learn also.
He wasn’t sure he even believed that there was such a
problem. What he’d seen so far of the claims of Niven’s
Hammer proved true, but that wasn’t proof they were right
about the neutronium, something they admitted they knew
next to nothing about.
While he thought, they made it to the tent where Rilooth
had constructed his model, deep down here in the greenwood
hundreds of feet below where any Pronna would go, but still
close enough to the sunpassages that there was still distant
twinkling in the leaves. He built his model from extremely
fine wire. He tethered it with four threads to keep it centered
in the display space. He’d surrounded the space with
luminescent fungi that gave a pale turquoise light. The
hundreds of people invited to this meeting wouldn’t easily fit
in here all at once, but there were only a few dozen in here
now. Most of the action was surely taking place in the camps
outside where they would be discussing the implications of
this information.
He was glad he was able to get here early and get over the
shock. Each wire was a tunnel where humans flew thru the
greenwood that Pronna did not enter. The wire indicated only
the center of the passage and not its total volume. There were
so many that he could not see the detail in the center. It was
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intricate, in any direction there were sixty to eighty layers of
passages, even more in the center. He could not see thru to the
wreckage, so he could not confirm its accuracy in that area. It
was easy to spot the sunpassages because they were like
worm-holes thru the mesh. There were only a few hundred of
them remaining. Abandoned sunpassages showed as one wire
connecting hundreds of others.
The ball his art work made was almost five feet in
diameter, floating in the middle of this chamber. He had
added it up, Mon was a ball-shaped sponge of sunpassages
and greenwood passages forty miles in diameter. Rilooth had
done extensive math on his model and was certain that
humans and greenwood, not Pronna, were in possession of
more than half the total volume of space in the world.
Rilooth himself sat at the exit booth, speaking with each
visitor as they left. Nulf hadn’t seen him since he left Mon
probably a hundred years or more now, before the quarantine
was as difficult as today. “I was surprised you could find me,”
he said. “I left Om little over a year ago.”
“I’ve still got that pet pad and have talked with Coolie. He
told me when you left Om. I have some contacts on the
surface who tracked you thru their contacts in the dark, so I
knew you’d taken over a tribe of dark. I’ve invited most
chieftains of the dark to see this, after all, they rule most of it,
but few have come up.”
“They’re not the most savory of people,” Nulf said.
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“But you are one of them, there must be a story behind
that?”
So Nulf introduced his men and they caught up a tiny bit.
Once they’d done that, Nulf turned his attention back to his
model of the human passages in Mon. “So you say we already
own more than half of it?”
“Yes, most of the interior. It it doubtful a Pronna knows of
the steel plane.”
“The steel plane is the construct of the Niven’s Hammer
People. They live inside it in a world with gravity caused by
spinning it.”
Nulf could see that Rilooth understood that perfectly,
better than he did. “Where do they get their power?”
“From their comms,” Nulf answered. “To make anything
happen they poke symbols on their comms. The ‘comms’ are
like thick pieces of glass with any picture there could be on
them. Very much like a pet pad but much more powerful. If
they are in what they call, ‘The Control Room’ they can also
make things happen by poking pictures that are either on
stands, lying on the table or hanging on the wall. They
constantly say that the power to control something is all about
having its ‘app’ which is sort of like having its balls in your
drawer.”
“Interesting rituals,” Rilooth said, “but I meant what is
their energy source?”
“Wires,” Nulf told him.
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“The power has to be put into the wire somewhere,”
Rilooth explained, “did they show you where that happens?”
“Not really, but it’s probably somewhere on one of those
screens in the control room.”
“Maybe I should ask them, do you think I could get to
meet them?”
“Probably, their chief is called a ‘captain’ and is an
arrogant but fair woman of incredible beauty. You need to
invite her to see your creation. She will be interested.”
“Would you please extend my invitation?” he said as he
wrote Rianten’s name and title on an invitation card. “I’m
afraid I may be tied up here for a few weeks.”
“I’d be honored,” Nulf said. They clasped hands and went
on their way.
He wondered how much politics he could work among
these people. He didn’t see many welcoming smiles. “Maybe
we should just get Rianten or her representative and get back
here as soon as we can?” Nulf questioned himself.
“Sure,” the guy from the Appolyrax said. He probably
knew what was coming.
Five men swam up in front of them. They all had shining
studs adorning their thick wristbands and ankle bands. Their
leathers were bejeweled in clumps and rows. The one in the
middle had another row of studs implanted in his hairless
head. The others had jeweled chains in their hair and beards.
“Guys, it looks like some shit eaters snuck in,” the
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hairless one said.
Triumvirate Redux
This time as she approached Limpet-Hzal, Rianten was
dressed and accompanied by Taos and Bronson in full battle
gear, plus Biienwa with some survey instruments. She was
swimming under her own power with her own feathers. In
spite of being dressed in a tank and armor mesh and armed,
the sentries surely recognized her. They sounded the general
alarm once they did, and retreated to a defensive dome over
the lower entry to the hive.
“I’m going to need that bullhorn,” she said. It was clipped
to Bronson’s belt. By the time he unhooked it and handed it to
her, and he was efficient at this, the entry was bristling with
archers. What we translate as ‘bullhorn’ looks like a hoop for
blowing giant soap bubbles. Speaking thru it amplifies up to
60db and has a lot clearer sound than the bullhorns of Earth’s
20th century. “You have nothing to fear,” she said, “we come
to talk business with the Triumvirate.”
In answer an archer let fly straight at her, she moved to
the side in time, but didn’t need to. Taos knew that he would
take the archer while Bronson blasted the arrow. There were a
few screams and half of them scattered, those that remained
looked a lot more nervous then they did to start with.
“I say once again,” Rianten used the amplifier again,
“stand down and you won’t be hurt. We are trying to come in
peace to offer you sunlight. If you’d rather we brought you
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some light by burning your nest, that can be arranged also.”
They all heard the verbiage and the ‘woo’ from the troops
crowded around their door. It really didn’t take long after that
til they were escorted in to see the Triumvirate. They were in
their same get-up, even Tildeweck. If anything, he looked
deader.
When the fol-d-role was over she was able to get to the
point. “We’re here to offer you sunlight in exchange for
access to your metal working machine.”
“We have no metal working machine,” Tildeweck said.
“Is he lying?” Rianten asked Biienwa. She could see he
had already found it and was looking at the scan on his comm
now.
“Yeah, I can scan the machine, it’s alien, it’s got hallways
in it that are three feet wide and two feet tall. It looks like a
programmable extruder with a robot machine shop on the
output.”
“Is it Pronna technology?” Rianten asked.
“No, it’s not even ours, the control circuitry’s all twenty
gauge wire and hundreds of vacuum tubes the size of those
antique incandescent Christmas candle bulbs. We’d have to
look at it close up to see if could be modified to build new
races.”
“You’ve had spies,” Tildeweck said.
“No,” Biienwa said, “I’ve just got a hand-scanner and a
thousand-ton metal device that takes up almost a quarter of
your enclosed space is easy enough to spot.” He held out his
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comm screen for the Triumvirate to look at. They could see
the cross sections of all the spaces in their warren,
superimposed, but it was white with too many light grey
traceries. In the upper left quadrant was a heavy black shape
like a prancing dragon over a fat caldron. “This is your raw
materials store,” he pointed to the caldron, “it’s probably
roughly pellatized scrap that’ll pass a quarter inch mesh. This
collection of arms and chucks is your output machine shop,
and I think these are the cylinders that control the extruding
die. This is the wiring mat, and these are the tube banks, he
pointed to another regular array of blobs.
Bronson nodded, signifying that their faces agreed with
everything Biienwa was pointing to.
“This may be from the best preserved vessel in the
wreckage after Niven’s Hammer,” Rianten said. “There could
be a lot more we could use down there.”
“It’s ours,” Chuuchney said.
“Well duh,” Rianten said. “You found it, I’m just saying
lets see if we can put more if it to use and get more lights on
down here and such.”
“So you support our claim to that wreck?”
“Shouldn’t we? Does someone else have claim?”
“Vamish,” Chuuchney said. Tildeweck glowered at him,
but Rianten could see that Chuuchney knew his future rested
with Big Forge and Niven’s Hammer. Tildeweck might be a
problem, but the others would probably come around. “It’s in
the waterball, the hatches are anyway.”
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“Do you have any way to tell how old it is?” Rianten
asked.
“Less than a million years,” Chuuchney said.
“How would you know?” Tildeweck asked.
“At least I’ve been there,” Chuuchney said. “It was a high
grade of stainless with heavy rims. It’s all black now and
obviously swollen from its original design.” He turned, “I’m
sorry you had to see us argue,” he told Rianten. To them all
he said, “That was outside the waterball, in the water its
condition is somewhat worse.”
“Then how did you come across a working machine?”
“Just because you have some bit of magic with a diagram
of our town on it doesn’t mean we have such a machine,”
Tiledeck said.
“Why don’t we go see it?” Rianten asked.
“Might as well, Biienwa said.
“You’ll do no such thing,” Tildeweck said, and said
something to one of his staffers.
“I’d stop right there,” Taos said to the man who was about
to leave to carry out Tildeweck’s orders as he aimed his
blaster between him and the portal he was headed for.
“We’d like to do this peacefully, but if you’d like to lose
some of your men, we can do it the hard way. It’s up to you?”
She actually looked at Chuuchney as she said it. “We don’t
mean to take anything from you or change your regime or
anything of the sort. Your machine might not even be able to
make the parts we need.”
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“You’ll take nothing from us, we’ll take nothing from
you. Any tribe lead by a woman has no chance of standing
against us,” Tildeweck said. Chuuchney sucked in his breath,
but said nothing. “Instead, you will open your portals to us
and we will see what you have of value to us.”
“It is as Nulf said, you prefer death to loss of status,”
Rianten sighed. “Can we reason with you?” she asked
Chuuchney.
“I was there when our men tried to take you back at Big
Forge.” He turned to Tildeweck and Venglorian. “We might
as well fight the Pronna.”
“She aims to fight the Pronna,” Tildeweck said.
“Lies only make you look stupid,” Rianten said.
“What is your plan for us?” Venglorian asked.
Rianten took a breath and began, “We’d like your
cooperation in bringing your people up to the next level of
civilization. We’re confident you can do it and want to do it
based on the life you’ve built here with so little to work with.
We think with sun and digesters you can achieve a better life
for all your people, and we hope that is something you truly
desire.”
“What’s your other shoe?” Venglorian asked.
“You have to give up the idea that it all comes from you,
adapt and profit from the boons we can bring you instead of
thinking that taking help from us is a blow to your power and
status. Let it increase your status, let your people know that
due to your advanced diplomatic skills you have convinced
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the Niven’s Hammer tribe to bring you sunlight and
digesters.”
“The people down here look upon diplomatic skills as
weakness,” Tildeweck said. “No one will believe we talked
you out of these boons without strings attached.”
“There are strings attached, your women must be set
free.”
“So we lose them all?”
“I don’t follow?” Rianten said.
“They will all swim away and be captured by another
tribe.”
“Why would they want to swim away if they are free,
have food, digesters instead of the inert cans you people are
stuck with, light and maybe even dream of a little respect and
affection. They will flock here, you won’t have men for them
all once word gets out.”
“Nonsense,” Tildeweck said.
“Then why haven’t I swum away from my tribe and been
captured by another?”
“You were, don’t you remember?”
“I was not leaving my tribe, I was simply out hunting.”
“And you got captured.”
“Those who captured me are now either dead, or part of
our tribe.”
“That is no case for turning all our women loose,”
Venglorian said, “but other than that, I can support your plan
provided we stay in office and Limpet-Hzal and its territory
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continues to belong to us.”
“That is our intent,” she said.
“And what of your man at Big Forge?” Chuuchney asked.
“What are your plans for him?”
“He’s keeping busy getting the farms and digesters going
at his own place, I have no further plans for him.”
“But you mate with him,” Tildeweck said.
“Because he doesn’t present himself as a spider,” Rianten
answered.
“You don’t serve us by picking at that sore,” Chuuchney
told Tildeweck, but looked to Rianten also.
“This has nothing to with mating,” Rianten said. “Now,
let’s go take a look at that machine. If you’d like to keep your
status, pretend you are proud to show us your
accomplishments.”
“There are men in this room,” Tildeweck said. “Everyone
will know the truth.”
“Not my fault,” Rianten said. “If you had received our
peace mission in peace, you could have had a very different
political outcome.” It should be obvious to them by now that
Niven’s Hammer could destroy Limpet-Hzal and take the
machine at their whim. She wanted them to know they could
keep as much face as they wanted, all they had to do was
follow her direction and make it look like theirs. “You guys
can make it look like you’ve secured the greatest boons
anyone has ever brought to the interior, or you can make it
look like you were swept away like insects, it’s entirely your
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call.”
“We’ll take the lights, the digesters, and be glad to show
you the pride of Limpet-Hzal,” Venglorian said.
“Let us all put away our weapons,” Chuuchney added,
“and be sensible.”
“Thank you,” Rianten said to them both, noticing
Tildeweck seething out the side of her eye. Both Taos and
Bronson slung their blasters and removed their headgear.
Their men put their arrows up and their spears over their
shoulders.
The machine was hanging in a room very close to the
center of the hive. The four ropes from above actually
converged on the top of the machine. It was enclosed by the
strongest walls in the hive, thick tapestries with a layer of
woven sticks in between, sewed tight with ropes and
grommets.
“I’m shocked you can get anything out of this,” Biienwa
said as soon as they entered the room.”
Ninety percent of it was a fossil, a mineral deposit, almost
difficult to tell what it was meant to be. On a corner, one of
what was originally six tool turrets on the extruder output,
was still metal.
“This part was coated with amber,” Venglorian said. “We
very carefully chipped it off and found the steel metalworker
within. Tildeweck was the one who directed us in that.”
“And this is how you repay me?” he shouted. “Giving it
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away for empty promises.”
“Our promises are not empty,” Rianten said. “They will
be honored even though this machine clearly can’t help us.”
“We should commend your men for producing the fine
work they do with what’s left of this,” Biienwa said. “I see
you have to have a team pedal to take the place of the turret
motor.”
It was all hydraulics and belts, like something from
Centorin’s 31st century or Earth’s 19th. This must have been
off an Orion-class ship. That was the only possible star drive
such a phase of civilization could have produced. It was quite
a machine for such a level of technology. Biienwa went on to
explain what it was.
“This was once an extrusion foundry.” He was scanning it
with his array of scanning apps. “Yes, that big ‘belly’ it has
was once pelletized metal separated by type. This over here
was the induction driver, and that seems to be the closest link
to the control system. They could probably induce currents
and such to control the granularity of the output. These were
the extrusion dye actuators and their supply manifold, the
control valves. It’s all just stains in the rock by now, but I can
see what they were. Our metals fabricator isn’t really that
much different, but it’s a caster rather than an extruder. This
culture relied a lot more on post-forging machining, while we
try to need as little machining as possible. But once again,
your artisans are very talented to get the work they do out of
this.”
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“Thank you,” Venglorian said. “Does this mean this
machine is of no further interest to you?”
“Maybe from an archeological point of view,” Rianten
said, “but it can’t help us get a bearing housing. I’ve done a
little non-human archeology on the Lazivanz dig on
Kiandutan, so I’ve looked around here. I bet I know what
wreck this came from, I can see why you thought vamish
might have claim to it. Just this arm was out of the waterball.”
“So you know there’s nothing left down there?”
Chuuchey asked.
“No, if they smothered some spare parts in cosmoline you
might find some,” Rianten said. “This culture was actually
only about fifty million years ago. I wonder if any of them are
still alive?”
“Looks like they were about the size and shape of an
iguana,” Taos said.
“Not a problem for me to live in peace with,” Rianten
said.
“You promised light and digesters anyway,” Chuuchney
said.
“And meant it,” Rianten replied. “I think we should go to
the private room of your choice while we explain the
specifics of the suns, the seed beds, the wiring, the piping that
is all part of this.
That took time, Tildeweck came back and was probably
the only one of them that understood the technology. “So this
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is an addiction you give us,” he said. “The wire, that is the
string attached to this sun. The true suns of the Pronna have
no strings attached.”
“And we freely admit to everyone that ours is not the
technology of the Pronna, we are humans like you, not
Pronna. You can understand the details of this enough to
make it without our help, to find a way to build generators of
your own and not need the wire. Until that time, this is the
best we can offer.”
“You offer us an addiction to your wire.”
“Yes,” Rianten said.
“And your pipe?”
“The digester pipe is yours, the supply pipe is ours.”
“The vamish will be crawling up that pipe or chewing it
off if you pump too much water out of there.”
“It all falls back down,” Rianten said. “and I’m more
concerned with human lives than vamish. The vamish live at
our sufferance as we live at the Pronna sufferance.”
“The Pronna would have done away with us ages ago if
they could,” Venglorian said.
“We have the science to exterminate humans as a species
if we so desire, a simple plague with hundred percent
mortality, using greenwood as a carrier. We won’t do it
because we are human, but rest assured the Pronna could do it
any time they want. Humans of Earth have possessed the
technology to destroy ourselves since the year began with a
one, it’s 5880 by our clock now and somehow in all that time,
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we’ve avoided doing so. And humans were still so much like
monkeys at that time that a head of state would take off his
shoe and slap it on the Supreme Council table.
“But we have exterminated competing species,” Rianten
continued, “even to our detriment. The Pronna are much
farther ahead of us than we are ahead of you. Like I said, in
fifty years you can learn all the secrets in any one of our
devices, but in all the years there are, a human mind will
never fit the technology that allows Pronna to weave arbitrary
wormholes at the speed of light.
“I won’t challenge the Pronna, but I’ll challenge anything
else I’ve seen down here. That vamish group will have a
wizard among them but they don’t have supernatural powers
and very little technology. We can scan the waterball, locate
the current position of their wizard, program a torpedo and
drag him in on a rope to serve as a feast. The other vamish are
just fish with some pretty big teeth that aren’t going to do
anything a fish wouldn’t do. We can eat them as we need to
but really can’t sustain a long-term viable business of raising
them for meat.”
“But the wire?” Tildeweck said. “For all your power,
you’ve given us a wire, not a sun.”
“In fifty years you’ll learn to build a reactor, until then
you’ll need a wire. Trust me, that wire is as difficult an issue
for us as it is for you. We have enough power for your town
and one more group the size of Big Forge and that is all. The
Pronna shut off our main reactors, erased the ‘injectors’ if you
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will allow that translation into Metakish Jib for the parts of
the reactors the Pronna erased. Yes, we could fabricate new
ones, but if the Pronna just erase them, why wouldn’t they
erase them again?”
“Then why pick us?” Tildeweck asked.
“Shorter wire,” Rianten said. “You’re closer, and really,
compared to the other guys down here, you’ve done the best
job for your people. Not what we’d call good, but less bad.
There are hundreds of leaders in Mon who would like some
of that largess, be glad you’ve been chosen, and understand
we’ll pay out a little more wire to the next village if you’re
not interested.”
“It will not be a boon,” Tildeweck said. “We will have
those millions coming to take it. We will have to fight all day
every day.”
“The Big Forge tribe has managed to handle the refugees
that have found them. They are going to come slowly, not all
at once, unless news of your good fortune spreads far and
wide.”
“What will you do if we refuse your aide?” Venglorian
asked.
“Probably start asking the shit farmers around you if they
would like to start farming vegetables.”
“How will they protect their farms?” Chuuchney asked.
“Maybe we’ll sell them robot armies,” Rianten answered,
“if we really had such a thing. The point is, we will aide who
we can, til the population declines to the point where we can
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aid everyone. The only other chance is near the surface or on
the surface, because there is no way we can stop the Pronna
from taking the suns. So if you can build your own reactors,
that is a very good thing. A reactor is almost as good as a
sun.”
She wondered if she should let these guys know about the
sphericity problem? There were still at least a million Pronna
left, so it would be a few more months at the very least before
they could abandon Mon completely. There were rumors that
the flow was slowing down as Mon got down to Pronnas who
had some compelling reason to be here. There might even be
some holdouts who were refusing to abandon the ancient
wreck. She had no idea what it was like to be a Pronna and
was just projecting human values and motivations onto them.
Their purpose could be anything from protecting the
indigenous life forms to pride in the architecture and many
more reasons that make no sense to a human.
The antennas in Niven’s Hammer were now just about
able to pick up the signals from all Pronnas in Mon. Because
the wavefront shapes conveyed information to a specific
listener at a specific place, they were not able to gather much
information from anything but their world-wide broadcasts,
which did not contain information in the wave front shape.
Their traffic was full of data, the data behind what they were
saying, updates to internally simulated universes, sifted data,
pointers to correlations. Conversations were full of links to
the data already in the conversation. It took humans days to
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follow what happened in milliseconds of Pronna data
exchanges.
Chuuchney and Venglorian looked at each other.
Chuuchney spoke first. “I think we should join with the tribe
of Niven’s Hammer and accept the largess of the wire and
pipe and the suns and digesters that go with it. The tribes we
envy near the sunpassages suck at the Pronna’s tit. At least it
is a human tit we suck at.”
“Very well put,” Tildeweck said, “sucking at a tit. She
would have you all suck her tits.”
“Two of you,” Rianten said.
“Please,” Chuuchney said.
“Sorry,” Rianten said.
“But I’ll take you up on that,” Chuuchney said.
“This is hardly the time or place.”
“Right,” he admitted.
“All because I present myself as a spider, I believe you
said.”
“Why?” Rianten asked.
“To maintain solidarity with the vast majority of our
people who are starving. And let me add, you should not scoff
at these fingers til you’ve experienced them, ask around.”
She shook, she didn’t need to ask around, she could go
outside her home on Kiandutan and find a stalk of bamboo
that could give her the same stimulation without that cryptreader skull attached to it. That fingernail could probably
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penetrate her cervix, her uterus and get into her liver, and
those dead eyes could drive it there without remorse. No way
was she allowing any such sensation. A happy five way with
friends was fine for a sexual adventure, spider-claw of the
dark was not. “Is this going to be an issue going forward?”
she asked Chuuchney and Venglorian.
“We will convince Tildeweck that the fact that you will
not personally wet his fingers is not how we should decide
the affairs of our state.”
“It is the sucking of the tit I object to, not the rebuke of
the pleasure I can give.”
“If it’s the tit or deepening starvation, I’ll suck that tit,”
Chuuchney said. “You probably understand better than I do
what our observations mean.”
Tildeweck simply folded his freakishly long fingers into
what looked like a big, dead spider on the end of his arms.
In spite of that, they got down to implementation details.
Still, she almost felt like Tildeweck should be considered
‘The Enemy’ and left out of the discussions.
Men of Light
Nulf frowned at the man hanging in front of him. He
might have on fancy leathers with polished studs, but he was
clearly a man of the interior, a strong one to be sure, but a
man of zero g none the less. He had a small crossbow at his
belt, well made but uncocked and unloaded. It would take
him several seconds at least to use it. He had a knife, also at
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his belt, with a holding strap still snapped over it.
With his eyes he glanced quickly at the others. They were
armed, but maybe not really ready to use them either. He put
his hand out to his men, letting them know he had this.
Looking into the eyes of the one in the center, not the
strongest of them, but probably the smartest, he said, “I see
from your state of readiness that you really only wish to trade
insults, but I’d rather you didn’t bother. I can see from your
finery that you’re probably worldly enough to understand that
the Pronna are abandoning Mon and taking their suns with
them and we’ll all be shit eaters in a few years anyway. I
know it hurts when your privileges disappear, I’m sorry you
have to go thru this, and I’ll try not to make the transition any
harder on you than it has to be.”
“Lotta smart mouth from a shit eater,” the guy in front of
him said. At the same time the guy on the end, beyond the
Appolyrax refugee, started to reach for his crossbow.
Nulf whipped the longknife from the sheath on his back
and swung it toward where the guy was bringing his
crossbow up. He didn’t get it high enough for the bow to take
the blade, it parted the bowstring before it was even tight. “If
you just take out your frustrations on us in a few insults, that
is one thing and we can probably forgive you for it, but if you
mean to get physical, things can get broken and some of you
could get hurt. Now please, we came here in peace, to discuss
important information that affects us all. We have important
places to go and important things to do. Your insults are
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harmless, but please don’t get yourselves hurt in the process.”
“What can you have to do that’s important?” the guy in
the middle said.
“Leading all our people to survival once the suns go out.”
He tried to laugh, it didn’t go well. Nulf noticed more
people coming in above his shoulders, still far enough away
to call themselves observers only. Split seconds later he saw a
few more beneath his seat. They were all people who had
exited the exhibit after them, people who hadn’t had long
chats with Rilooth.
“How can you do that?” he asked.
“The next step is to get a representative of a neighboring
tribe to take a look at this.” It was tempting to say, ‘Now that
we have suns and digesters working in our areas,’ but they
must not let them know. What he’d learned here so far is they
must not let light escape from the farms. They needed to
worry about heat emissions also. Rilooth’s model let him
know what a tiny fraction of Mon Niven’s Hammer was able
to light and what a tiny fraction of Mon Niven’s Hammer
took up. The steel plain might be geology to tribes like his,
but it was invisible deep in the tangled web of deep
greenwood passages when looking at all of Mon.
“Even we couldn’t get by Rilooth’s security without an
invite.”
“Neither could we,” Nulf admitted, “but I have an invite
Rilooth just signed to deliver.”
“To whom?” he asked.
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“Rilooth trusted me to keep that confidential.”
“From the general public, certainly not from other invited
guests.”
“Specifically from invited guests.” He could see the
middle guy’s glower. He met it with me most perfect
mildness he could pull off.
His main worry was Pollock the newbie and Immarl the
refugee, what would they do if this broke down into action?
How likely were they to break the tension and start it? He had
to make sure that didn’t happen.
He noticed there were fireballs all thru the greenwood and
he could smell cooking. Here they caught creatures that ate at
the sunpassages themselves and escaped down into human
infested territory when Pronna chased them with painwalls.
“Now if you don’t mind,” Nulf said to him, “why don’t you
and your companions have your dinner, while we get out of
your way?”
It took the guy a long time to answer, he stared at Nulf
and his men. He could see that Immarl was more nervous
than Pollock, so he tapped him on the shoulder and pointed in
a direction that would go around these men and not too far off
course. He motioned for Pollack to follow as he began to
follow Immarl. He hadn’t put away the longknife yet. First he
gave a brief salute to their leader and said, “Nice meeting
you, maybe we can continue our discussion tomorrow?” as he
began swimming obliquely up and away from those men. He
turned to look at the guys behind them, they were
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approaching the men who confronted them. Good, those guys
could confirm that Rilooth had indeed signed an invitation
and given it to them to deliver.
“Good work talking us out of that one,” Pollock said. “I
thought for sure we were going to get bloody.”
“They didn’t want a fight,” Nulf said. “They’re just
frustrated that they lost their sun. They were Appolyrax
weren’t they,” he asked Immarl.
“That was Eenganansk, with Peggie’s brothers and a
couple oaf’s I don’t actually know. Eenganansk would have
been a mayor had his city survived and was next in line for
the chief. I’m really surprised they didn’t recognize me. I
made Top Harvester twice and I’m only ninety eight.”
“How were the women you’ve had?”
“Just the public whores, I never had one of my own.”
“You’re eleventh on the list now I think. I’m confident
you’ll get your turn to pick one within a few months. As soon
as we can convince the guys in the tribe to let their women go
out alone, we will be inundated with them. Picture yourself
living in a household with three. Picture yourself surrounded
with affection, with soft flesh pressing on yours, because it
will soon happen.”
“I’m sure it’s better than whips and spears,” he said, “but
I can’t even imagine what a warm, soft women feels like.”
“You will know, trust me, you will.”
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They were exhausted when they reached Niven’s
Hammer. It was deep in their sleep shift. Pollock and
especially Immarl were knocked into tomorrow by just its
entry chamber in the steel plain.
“We should sleep here til morning,” Nulf told them. “I’m
sure there will be someone along to wake us.” Before they
could sleep however, he had to spend hours telling them
about what they were seeing, why there was gravity within,
why the wall was rotating and what the little rooms on the
rotating wall were for.
While they were at it, three people came up into this
chamber at the hub of Niven’s Hammer, one male and two
female. One was a woman he’d seen in Rianten’s ‘Control
Room’ who’s name he vaguely remembered as ‘Gail’ and the
other was one he had never seen before. The guy was named
Dameon, and he recognized Nulf immediately.
“Nulf, what are you and your guys doing here?”
“We have an invitation for Admiral Callahan to an exhibit
put on by Rilooth, probably the leading scientist in Mon at
this time.”
“I doubt that,” the other girl said. “I don’t mean I doubt
that you have the invitation, I just doubt that he’s the leading
scientist.”
“He has an important model however,” Nulf said. “It
shows all the human-controlled passages in Mon.”
“We have that plot,” the other girl said, “all it takes is a
radar scan.”
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“So what brings you out to the hub at this time of the wee
hours?” Nulf asked.
“We were going to get in a little zero gee recreation,”
Dameon answered. Since none of them were ‘married,’ this
was approved. Rianten and Taos had to get their variety
outside the tribe because they were ‘married.’ He didn’t fully
understand the rules, and didn’t think Rianten fully followed
them. Actually she pretty much fucked whoever she wanted,
whenever she wanted, was what he had observed so far. “We
were short of males but with you guys here...”
“This friend of mine was just remarking he’s never held a
warm, soft woman in his arms,” Nulf said and pointed to
Pollock.
“Oh?” Gail said. “If I’m warm and soft enough, come
hold me. I’m way overdue to have sex with someone new.”
She swam over to him and turned so she would drift into his
arms if he opened them in time. She’s not the most beautiful
of the Niven’s Hammer women, but that still leaves her well
above all zero-g women. Her hair is rather short and thin and
close to her head, but that was good in zero g. The fact that
her breasts were a bit hangy in gravity wasn’t obvious, the
fact that they were of a nice size was. She looked like a thirty
five year old who kept herself in shape, but worked on it.
Pollock was probably a bit afraid of her. She does well in
gravity, her muscles were well defined and she was wearing
only a short and tight little dress that let a lot of those muscles
show. Pollock did open his arms and wrapped them around
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her, clutching her to his body like she was a long, skinny
football and he was maintaining possession as he went to the
ground. They began to paw each other over as they rotated in
the middle of this large chamber. When they rotated to a
position where Pollock was facing him, he winked, but didn’t
stop what he was doing with Gail.
Nulf was the only one who got any sleep as they waited
for business hours to begin. Dameon left before Gail and
Pollock actually hooked up, as soon as the other girl started
talking to Immerl. Nulf probably only got an hour of sleep,
but both women of Niven’s Hammer were still wrapped
around one of his men, drifting in this zero-gee space at the
center of their construct when the lights switched over to duty
hours.
They quickly bid thanks and good-bye, and it was time to
deliver this invite to their queen. “You’ll have to stay here,”
he told them. “Once I go away in that moving room, there
will be gravity, and unless you can stand in it, you will be
crushed.”
They saw the wisdom in that, and were reliving their
experiences with the women of the outside as the door shut
and he went on his way.
He had to get to the control room and wait in line to see
her like many of the crew. A quarter hour later when she saw
the invitation, she told him to wait til after the morning
meetings and she’d talk about it. That gave him an hour and
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three quarters. He went back up to where Pollack and Immerl
were waiting so he could let them know it would be some
time.
“Maybelle said she’s not ‘married,’” Immerl asked.
“What does that mean?”
“As near as I can tell,” Nulf began, “it means she is
permitted to have sex with other members of Niven’s
Hammer who are not ‘married.’ Those who are ‘married’ are
requested to get all their variety with people outside the
tribe.”
“So they can’t spread anything they would come in
contact with on the outside, like the rest of the tribe doesn’t
trust their judgment in sex partners?” Pollock asked.
“Maybe it’s something like that,” Nulf said, “but there’s
more to it than that, Rianten is clearly the wisest choice of sex
partner in all of Niven’s Hammer...”
“In all of Mon,” Pollock added.
“...Yet she is supposed to be off limits to the crew.”
“Rianten makes me hard every time she comes to the
village,” Pollock confessed.
“I was disappointed she didn’t want some the last time
she was there,” Nulf confessed.
“What’s she like?” Immerl asked.
“Too forceful for someone who can’t stand up in gravity,”
Nulf told him. In other words, ‘She’d hurt you badly.’ It was
sufficient for him to give up that line of conversation.
They went back to talking about the women they had
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experienced. Maybelle had been gentle enough on him that it
had been an exciting but pleasant experience. Gail had
probably not hurt Pollock either, he seemed fine and was
certainly more self confident than he had been the day before.
Getting a woman to orgasm can have that effect on a guy,
biologically it is a much higher goal in life than amassing
wealth.
“I’m glad the ones that were here last night were
considerate of our delicate skeletons,” Pollock said.
“A guy in zero gee still has his mass, and as long as you
throw yours around vigorously, you have little to give away
to those of gravity when it comes to pleasing a woman.”
It was a while after that, that Rianten came up with Taos
and another guy who was much bigger than Nulf. She
introduced Bronson, he might have been one of the guys with
her when she delivered the toilets. She just nodded her head
as a ‘follow me’ and swung toward the gear lockers.
“I don’t have time to spend a day swimming over and a
night swimming back,” she said. “You’re going to have to
figure out how to work some power flippers if you’re going
to show me where this is.” She was opening one of their gear
lockers, handing him a pair of footfeathers that were quite
small, but had a paddlewheel in them instead of feathers.
Knowing what he knew about the impeller end of a digester
pump, he understood immediately what this was going to do.
“Take an oversuit too,” she said, “you’re right about the
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names not hurting us, but their knives and arrows will if it
comes to that. It’s collapsed metal so it’s got some mass, but
it’s well ventilated.
“We’re not going stealth, so we’ll take the big swim light
so we can see where we’re going. Make sure it’s going to stay
with us too, like a three second command time-out. I can take
its leash on my nail if you want, or you can have it.”
Taos seemed to already know that meant and was going to
one of the bigger cabinets. Out of it swam an impossibly
bright one-eyed lanternfish with two sets of spinning fins on
its tail and no other fins. Taos popped open an impossibly big
gill chamber... and Nulf realized this was a device, and not a
lanternfish of some kind, just like the stabsnakes that brought
prey to their portals. This was when he first believed that the
powers of Niven’s Hammer really were mortal powers, and
that someday he could learn all their secrets.
Bronson meanwhile had donned one of those full white
suits with the enormous helmet. Taos was pulling out another
while Bronson (or maybe the machine he was inside?) picked
up one of those lightning-bolt sticks. “You aren’t being
secretive about your presence any more?” Nulf asked her.
“I learned something from you,” she said.
“Oh?”
“It’s easier to lead people in the direction they want to
go.”
Pollock and Immarl went back to the village. Rianten was
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willing to give them each a set of those footfeathers but
Immarl especially was not eager to go back and risk running
into others of his old tribe. Nulf quietly asked them not to
lurk around this door waiting for Gail and Maybelle to come
back out. Immarl informed him that Maybelle promised to
come look for him within the next few weeks.
The footfeathers with the spinning fins in them could
push him much faster than he could ever swim. It took him a
while to get over his fear of moving at this speed. It took a
little practice to get the hang of steering with his feet. It took
a little while to get used to swimming in a formation,
following a bright light with two armored warriors with
lightning sticks, as well as four spinning-fin stabsnakes flying
alongside.
Thinking back to what he meant to do when he came here,
he realized he had been incredibly naïve. He should have
known that any lab that could pick up Pronna communication
must also have lots of other powers that would make his
powers, which were good muscles and some practice with a
longknife, look like the games of a small child. He was a pet
among these people, just like a pet among the Pronna. He was
a pet leading them back to what he found, thinking he was so
great to get an invitation to see this. Meanwhile these people
could make a copy of that model appear on a little chip of
glass they could carry around, and they could make that copy
show them where they were in it, in real time, as they moved
three times faster than a brisk swim, faster than a pinglunger
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could bolt, faster than a steelsnake can move thru the brush.
He meant to rule this world, take it from the Pronna and
establish human domination. He was able to wrest a tribe
from a sociopathic bully, he was sure he could eventually outmaneuver the Triumvirate. Since then they all knew they had
no choice but to suck Rianten’s tits. Just the power of the
light they followed was amazing, he would never dare go this
fast without it. He studied the principal of the spinning fins,
how they were so like the pump impeller, but modified for air
and more finely controlled. The ones on the feet were simple,
they were steered by your ankles, the fins within them just
spun at the same angle all the time. On the stabsnakes, they
changed direction by twisting the fins on one side more than
the other, so they bit more air.
This was another observation that convinced him that he
would eventually find that none of their powers, or maybe
even none of the Pronna’s powers, was actually magic. He
had learned that he had so much farther to go than he thought,
to free a world of Pronna. But he had also learned that a lot
more learning is possible than he believed when he got here.
“Large party on the left, above. Range one thousand
yards,” Taos said from within his helmet and suit. “They’re
reacting to our light already.”
“Give what berth we can,” Rianten said, “we don’t need
to pick random fights on the way.”
Bronson, veered down, guiding the light they followed to
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veer and get in front of them. They swooped under a skein of
ten to fifteen foot greenwood trunks. Nulf never saw any
evidence of any human forms, but his IR wouldn’t be doing
much with the big light they followed keeping his eyes from
full dark adaption.
“Bogies are attempting to intercept.” Taos continued,
sounding perfectly composed like he was teaching a student.
“They can’t catch us but might get within archery range if
they have them. We don’t scan much metal on them.”
“Let’s just swim away if we can,” Rianten said. “Scan for
arrows just in case.”
“I back your decision on this encounter.”
“Thanks, but I’ve known for a while now, thousands of
years longer than I’ve been stuck in Mon, that looking for
trouble is one of the best ways to find it.”
The eight hour swim was reduced to less than two. When
you’re swimming somewhere, you have to stop for rest and
water, you’re not swimming those whole eight hours. This
was as easy as standing in minimal gravity, maybe a little
dance-like swaying as you steered. And it was for less than
two hours, not eight.
Taos and Bronson detected Rilooth’s sentinels when they
were still a thousand yards away, meaning their IR detection
was ten times more sensitive than his. In only a couple
minutes they were up to them. They attempted to maintain
their formation and stand at arms, but Nulf could smell the
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fear as well as the lust.
Even so their leader managed to say, “I need to see your
invitation to let you proceed.”
“Right here,” Rianten said and presented it.
“Very well,” he said, obviously relieved. Nulf was sure
they didn’t know anything about the lightning sticks, but the
power fins and the spinner stabsnakes alone were enough to
let them know these people were not to be trifled with.
They were soon cruising thru the camps surrounding
Rilooth’s tent. They caused quite a stir. People came out to
watch and they left a buzz in their wake. They passed
Eenanansk and his toadies, they were so mesmerized by the
procession that they didn’t notice Nulf until they were almost
out of sight.
It was when he heard them start yelling that he got hit
with an arrow. The oversuit kept it from penetrating, but it
was still painful and he yelped. It was the same guy who’s
bowstring he’d cut the day before.
Taos turned and blasted him with the lightning stick. The
guy screamed and crumpled, then went inert. Eenganansk was
yelling at him that he was a fool, then yelled at Taos for
killing him.
“He’s only stunned,” Taos yelled back.
Bronson swam right over to them, pointing his lightning
stick at them. They were all frozen with fear. Bronson quickly
relieved them of their weapons. Rianten seemed to know
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without having to ask that Enganansk was their leader.
“You were right to call him a fool. The four of us can
easily dispatch this whole encampment. That is not our
purpose. We come in peace hoping there might be something
or someone here that can help us make your lives better, or at
least save you from starvation when the last of the suns are
gone.”
He looked to Nulf, “Where did you get a women so
haughty?”
“She is the chief of Niven’s Hammer, she has a right to
be.”
“A woman is chief of that mythical tribe?”
“Get used to it,” Rianten said. “We are certainly not a
myth and we don’t mean to be reclusive any more.”
Scientist
Rianten could see they would get no more grief from
these primitives, they were sufficiently cowed to refrain from
doing anything stupid in the future. She turned away and
went on toward the tent where the model was.
Once inside, she brought up the initial radar scan on her
comm and compared it to what their scientist had built. It was
accurate enough, but the number of sunpassages that had been
abandoned since their scan was taken was frightening. More
than half the suns had been removed since they were first
captured by Mon.
Their scan was taken just before they were passed thru the
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neutronium plane. The Pronna are sensitive to radar and
erased their scanning antenna as they’d passed thru the plane.
They had made another soon after, but that was erased too,
remotely, as if it was virtual and simply deleted from the
rendering que.
Making this model had been a lot of work especially at
this accuracy. She knew there had to be a security team to go
thru most of these areas. The craftsmanship of the object was
outstanding for what it was, soldered with a thin burning stick
for a soldering iron, one that went out when you weren’t
blowing air thru it. The sticks grew with the hollow core,
above the surface of Mon. Just getting them was a feat for
these people.
Someone important had come into the room, he wasn’t a
warrior but had a short triangular beard and a short curly
brush of nearly black hair. He was obviously here to see her
so she said, “Do I have the honor of meeting Rilooth, the
master who built this?”
“Yes, your majesty.”
“What? I’m a gateship captain, not a queen and I’m only
of the landed by marriage. That’s a very good model, and it
points out a very important problem, one that’s worse than I
thought.”
“Huh?” or thereabouts.
“Yes, more than half the sunpassages that existed when
we came thru the neutronium plane have been abandoned.
There are steady streams of Pronna heading to the interstellar
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room and a few stragglers coming out. Approximately once a
day a big school of Pronna escort a sun out.”
“I know what that means,” he replied. “Each sun provides
food for at least fifty humans.”
“Starvation is already so widespread away from the
cloudshafts that there are dried out corpses drifting in the air,”
one of the men with him said.
“That is these sparse areas,” he pointed to the large voids
in his model. The sunpassages were voids, but in a line and
surrounded by greenwood passages like capillaries. He was
pointing at one of the big voids below the sunpassages far
from a cloudshaft. “Very few humans swim them. We are near
the sunpassages or down where there’s water.”
“Yeah, these areas are deserts,” Rianten said, indicating
the big voids inhabited by neither human nor Pronna, some of
them hundreds of cubic miles. The bodies drifted down from
the abandoned sunpassages, slowly sinking til whiteworms
found them.
“We can’t survive without the suns,” Rilooth said.
“What about the suns you can provide?” Nulf said.
She wished he hadn’t mentioned that, Rilooth wasn’t the
only person in this room. “We can provide the energy of
maybe ten Pronna suns.”
“But they won’t be able to erase the parts once they are
gone. You could turn on your bigger reactors.”
People were starting to buzz already, she heard one ask
another what a ‘reactor’ was. “There is another purpose to the
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suns that is just as important as their light, and that is their
cold. Without the suns the heat builds up, you can tell it is
much cooler here where the suns pass nearby.”
“And that condenses the water, but you have pumps to
bring it from the waterball.”
“It also cools the air, without the suns the heat will build
up. Our reactors produce more heat. The center of Mon is two
degrees hotter since we started the farm project. And Nulf, I
don’t think this is a good place to be discussing this.”
“Perhaps we should go to my tent,” Rilooth said.
“At least,” she said.
His private tent was only a little way into the greenwood.
Here where there was some sunlight, there were many limbs
on the greenwood for it doesn’t need much sunlight to grow.
He had his own personal security team, as he must have if he
had gone out to make his model. Rilooth stationed them to
keep any eavesdroppers back, but invited two others to come
talk with them. The tent was crowded and stuffy. Taos and
Bronson went out to aid the security detail. They popped their
helmets and played some thrash over their helmet speakers
that would drown out any sound that came from the tent.
They didn’t have to play it loud, just enough for them to listen
comfortably. That would also make it a little harder for
Rilooth’s security guys to listen in.
Rilooth had clean water and a few fruits from plants near
the sunpassages. After offering them he said, “I’m guessing
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you don’t think letting the general public know you have
these ‘reactors’ whatever they are, is a good idea.”
“I’m sure it is not. They are an energy source, but they are
limited and produce waste heat. The auxiliary reactor, what
we are running today, is optimized for producing a form of
energy that can be transmitted thru wires and converted to
sunlight. The other reactors are optimized for producing
magnons and neutrons for the main drive.”
“I’m guessing that means they are not useful for
producing sunlight?”
“Not as well, but the heat is the problem, there is nowhere
for the heat to go, it will build up deep in Mon. If there was
gravity in the interior, the heated air would rise and the heat
could be dissipated into space, but without gravity, or with so
little gravity, the air is stagnant, and the heat will build up. We
have given light to two villages, and already the temperature
has risen two degrees. If we bring light to a thousand villages,
of the hundred thousand or so that need it, things will glow
from the temperature alone. All the greenwood will burn, all
the oxygen will be consumed and there will be no humans at
all left in Mon. The greatsun alone can feed five million, that
is a much better survival rate.”
“How do we know this is true, how do we know you are
not just hoarding this ‘power’ for yourselves,” One of the
guys Rilooth invited asked.
“If you know any thermodynamics,” Rianten said, “it’s
relatively self evident. If you don’t, we can endeavor to teach
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it to you, you have the intelligence to learn it,” she actually
looked to Rilooth when she said that, “but I won’t have time
to teach it, so I’ll have to get one of the crew.”
“Crew of what?” Rilooth asked.
“It’s the word she uses for her tribe,” Nulf explained.
“Crew of Niven’s Hammer, what some of you call ‘the
steel plain.’”
“I’ve seen the steel plain,” Rilooth said, “it makes a void
in these passages, but it is so deep in the model that you can’t
actually see it.”
“That is Niven’s Hammer. It was a gateship, before its
gate was stripped away by the Pronna.”
“We don’t understand any of that,” one of the other guys
said.
“If you could understand only this, I’m here to help in any
way I can. My people want to help you, we’d like you all to
live well and peacefully. We have a lot of powers that you
people don’t, but they aren’t unlimited. Pronna worlds cannot
exist without the suns, that is a fact we cannot do anything
about. We have no way to support more than five million
humans in this world once the Pronna are gone. We estimate
there are thirty million now.”
“That is probably correct.”
That would make this one of the most populous planets in
the Empire if the gate was still operational. Even five million
would keep it in the top one hundred. So many of the
Empire’s planets were one settlement on a largely unexplored,
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barely terraformed planet. The death of twenty five million
was a tragedy of epic proportions, but many times that had
been killed in war on Kinunde, or in the Aldeb plague of the
4230’s.
“So the best that can happen is that one in six will survive
if the Pronna all leave.”
“Many of them have probably died already,” Rilooth said.
“Uh” Rianten groaned.
“We need the suns,” Nulf said. “What if we guarded the
interstellar room and didn’t let them take them.”
“You wouldn’t stand a chance.”
“But with the powerful weapons you...”
“They can erase them as we sit here talking. We only have
them because they let us keep them. Our major weapons,
anything that could actually harm a Pronna, were erased as
they brought us thru the neutronium plain. I’ve told you
before and I meant it, the Pronna are farther ahead of us than
we are of you.”
“All of your magic is really just devices,” Nulf said.
“All of their magic is too,” Rianten said.
“But you said you don’t know how it works,” Nulf said.
“So it could be magic,” one of Rilooth’s friends said.
“There is no such thing as magic,” Rilooth said. “We can
eventually learn whatever we need to.”
“Niven’s Hammer is proof that humans can perform feats
that we think are magic, it is just a matter of knowing how,”
Nulf said.
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“Same for what the Pronna do,” Rianten said. “But we
don’t know how they make suns or how they keep the
neutronium aligned.”
“It is aligned in the rings,” Rilooth said. “The massive
structure of its cage keeps it aligned.”
“That collapsed metal is vapor next to the neutronium,”
Rianten said. “We may not know how they do it, but we know
it isn’t just held like a belt in belt loops. If it came within an
inch of that collapsed metal framework, the gravitational
forces would pull the collapsed metal to oblivion. It has to be
held in some kind of suspension, a force field you might call
it. It has to be spinning at nearly the speed of light so the
centrifugal force can keep it from pulling itself into a small
ball, and the remainder of Mon with it. its position, rotational
speed and alignment must be constantly monitored and
corrected or Mon will collapse.”
“If that is true, we have no chance once the Pronna
leave.”
“We don’t know that, it could be an automated system
that can function for quite some time, or it could be
monitored by Pronna individuals.”
“So what can we do to make the Pronna stay?” one of
Rilooth’s friends asked.
“You might as well ask what we can do to make God
intervene,” Rianten answered. “We think the Pronna are
leaving because of the greenwood.”
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“We could destroy it,” he answered.
“Then we will have no air. We need to replace it with
other plants. I assure you if the greenwood annoys the
Pronna, and there was any way the laws of physics allow it to
be eradicated, they would have done so long ago. The
greenwood has been here longer than humans, we were able
to learn that. Mon has been infested with it since dinosaurs
infested Earth.”
“Then what are we to do?” he asked.
“First, we have to hope that the neutronium system will
be left in place. Second, we have to prepare to have only the
greatsun to light us. We will survive only on the surface and
the tops of the cloudshafts.”
“That’s pretty grim,” Rilooth said.
“And that’s the good news.”
“Why won’t the Pronna help us?” one of his friends
asked.
“The same reason we don’t go out of our way to help
ribbonsnakes,” Nulf said. “We are vermin, pests in the walls.
They have nothing to gain by helping us.”
“You should be able to convince them we are more than
vermin,” Rilooth said to Rianten.
“They captured Niven’s Hammer, they know what we are.
They treated us the way we would treat any non-threatening,
inedible wild animal, studied us a bit and let us go on our
way.”
“They keep humans as pets,” Nulf said. “Maybe you
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could contact one on your pad and they could convince their
master to intervene.”
“My pad can contact several pet humans in Om,” Rilooth
said, but none in Mon.”
“Maybe one of us could be captured as a pet?” one of
Rilooth’s friends asked.
“Pets must be sleek and well fed, they think the bony
people of the interior are ugly.”
“Maybe someone of the outside?” he said, looking at
Rianten.
“I am no one’s pet.”
“You can be sure of that,” Nulf added. “But I might know
someone who could be.”
He wouldn’t say who, said he had to speak with her first.
They really made no more progress there. They had to leave
soon after, the day would be half over by the time they got
back and she had plenty more to do. She didn’t think there
was any real chance that pleading with the Pronna would
help, but it probably couldn’t hurt. The worst thing they could
do was collapse the planetoid when they left, and that end
would be so swift that no one would live long enough to
know it had happened.
They were barely away from Rilooth’s tent when they
were confronted with a much more immediate problem. Just
out of his sight, their way was blocked by hundreds of men, it
looked like all the Appolyrax spread in a shell before them.
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Eenganansk was at the center, confronting them with loaded
and drawn crossbow.
“If there are boons being given,” he said, “we mean to
have our share.”
“Have your share,” she said and pointed at him. Taos
knew that meant he would take him down, Bronson would
watch for any help.
His blaster snapped and Eenganansk drifted. His
crossbow went off and Bronson snapped the arrow before it
could blunder into any innocents. She swooped over and
relived him of the crossbow. She then went to everyone in
turn, both her guys had snapped down their helmets and
covered her. She took every crossbow, knife, hatchet, extra
arrows from all of them, using up an extra ten minutes she
really didn’t want to use. She strung them all together, it was
quite a long chain by the time she was done. She didn’t say
anything while she did it. By the time she was done,
Eenganansk was beginning to come around from his shock.
While he was still groggy, she pulled him by the front of his
jeweled leather vest to her face. She slapped him across the
face, backhand and fore.
“A little lesson for you and your sniveling rodent friends.
You don’t EVER threaten the captain of an Imperial ship of
the line. We’ve exterminated planets full of creatures you
would be helpless against. We could cleanse this planetoid of
anything in it but Pronna, should we take the whim.” She
threw him back towards his speechless followers. “If we give
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any of you anything, you smile and say, ‘Thank you,’ if we do
not, you go on your way without comment. Is there anyone
among you who is not clear on that?”
An arrow came from someone in the back, Bronson got
that one also, it would have missed but probably gone on into
the display tent. Taos went after him, cranking the blaster’s
power to a lethal setting as he did. The man gave up trying to
load a new arrow, turned to flee. He got about five feet before
Taos caught up to him and snapped him in the skull. A ball of
fire went over his hair, singeing it to ash as he jerked in his
death throes.
“Is there anyone else who doesn’t understand?”
To a man they shook their head ‘no.’
“One more thing, your women’s cooking knives had best
stay in their kitchens or there will be many widows and many
happy compost bins among the men of the dark. If you think
we won’t know, try us.”
“They have a window that looks into your camp,” Nulf
told them.
Rianten glowered at him. For someone who thought of
himself as a military leader he was a tactical idiot. Now they
could simply tell their wives to bring the knives out of camera
range. She wondered if any of these primitives would believe
it anyway. Taos came back to formation. “You lead,” she said
to Nulf. She could see that he absolutely hated the show of
taking orders from a woman in front of all these people, but
she knew that as a leader, she had to demonstrate that she was
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in charge.
He lowered his eyes and swung off in the direction of
home. He was getting good at using the power-fins. To
compensate him for the loss of face in front of the Appolyrax,
she would let him keep that pair. They could make another in
a fabricator-hour, if they even needed another. A lot of the
crew had wanted them for a time. As they moved out, they
left them, since there was no way they could charge them.
They could search the abandoned closets and find enough for
Nulf’s whole band. That would be a big drain on the power,
they shouldn’t waste any, but concentrate on food production.
She wished the problems weren’t so intractable. At least they
kept her from worrying about those neutronium rings just
waiting to collapse into a ball about the size of a marble at a
temperature that would give off a lethal dose of gamma rays.
Grooming a Pet
Nulf thought it best if the tribe didn’t know about his
power fins. He used them sparingly, but kept them charged
should the need arise. Thru these months he’d nagged to get a
lightning stick also, just for emergencies, but that had gotten
him nowhere, both with the lightning stick, and with Rianten.
As it was he got only two encounters with her in the last six
months.
But at her expense, he’d learned much more about their
world. All their information is either in pictures, moving or
still, and rows of little symbols. The key to knowing it all
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would be knowing the meaning of those little symbols,
because the meaning of the pictures was usually pretty
apparent. This was literacy, but with a different symbology
than used in Om.
So one wakeup, when they seemed especially close, he
asked her what the symbols meant. It turned out they were
called ‘letters’ and they represented a sound in speech, or a
part of a sound of speech, but more likely, one of a list of
possible sounds. Each sound of speech had a list of letters or
letter combinations that might be used to represent it and only
one of the possible ‘spellings’ of each word was correct. Or
several of them might sound exactly the same, but have
completely different meanings. Which word was meant was
readily apparent in the symbols, but not in speech. This was
so much more difficult than normal writing where each mark
was always the same sound, and there was only one mark to
represent that sound.
The second barrier to these secrets was that the speech so
encoded, was in a language more different from what the
tribes used than the language of the surface or the language
that pet humans use. It was also more different because the
letters were strung together, one after the other instead of
being grouped into syllables. They were grouped into ‘words’
which could have an arbitrary number of syllables. The
syllables could change meaning depending on the word they
were in.
He hadn’t actually memorized the set of symbols, and
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hadn’t learned the language, but at least he knew the scope of
the problem. The time to learn a language is as a child. He
was almost four thousand years from childhood, as close as
he knew, and he tried to be meticulous about it, in Om
anyway. He hadn’t consulted an astronomer of Mon however.
Most of them would be men of the surface he assumed, as
they were in Om.
After that meeting with Rilooth, he went to see Mabranna.
She was still at the shit farm, a place he still visited often for
variety. Reemis took the lead in suggesting he give Lahssar
more variety, since she already looked ten years younger.
Mabranna looked at least fifteen years younger, but she’d had
three times as much variety. It was all with him, but even
multiple trysts with the same new partner seemed to help.
Since then more people had been out to visit them, as they
looked younger, more men were interested in them. This
month they were able to finish putting a digester pipe and
supply hose all the way to them. For a time he even thought
about bringing Mabranna to the camp, but she had been the
most capable hand on this farm for most of the past year, and
Reemis was only five years younger than he used to be. Nulf
wondered how he could bring him into camp and get several
of his men to offer him the courtesy of their wives.
Because Rianten was clearly the Queen of the Dark now,
it really didn’t matter that Limpet-Hzal had almost become a
district in his territory. The shit farmers for a mile in all
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directions had sworn allegiance to him as long as he kept
them from excessive taxation by other local strongmen. He
didn’t have to challenge too many of them, word got around.
Many other villages got toilets and digesters once LimpetHzal was done. There was a project underway to train men of
the dark to actually make the toilets, so they wouldn’t be
dependent on the speed the fabricator of Niven’s Hammer
could turn them out.
But during this time his project had been Mabranna. He
didn’t take her to live with him, but brought her to the village
frequently. He didn’t hoard her, he offered her to almost any
man she showed an interest in. She was ten more years
younger in just four more months. She now looked like she
was at the peak of perfection. A woman has to have at least
one child to show her full radiance. A woman might appear
sexiest while courting, but her full beauty ripens only when
she nurses a babe.
She was now sleek enough to perform the mission. Thru
love and encouragement, protection and shelter, he’d turned
her from a victim to a showpiece. Her hair was limped
enough to make it look like she was swimming in water. Her
skin had healed everywhere, she could be inspected while
nude for damage and none would be found. The question was,
would she want to perform the mission?
“What mission?” she asked when he found a way to
broach the subject after a particularly sweet encounter in his
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chamber.
“Convincing the Pronna to give us suns,” he said. He still
didn’t know if he believed the neutronium problem was real
and knew she would never understand it.
“Any Pronna will just kill me, I have no way to talk to
them, I’ve never been able to convince anyone to do
anything.”
“You convinced me to leave you with Lahssar and
Reemis.”
“You didn’t really want me anyway, you have relations
with that woman from the outside.”
“Just for variety, and damn little of that.”
“I would have come with you.”
“But I need you to go to the Pronna and become one of
their pets.”
She laughed. “Yeah, dead and stuffed.”
“The Pronna will not harm you if you go to their kennel.”
“What is that?” she asked.
“Where re-captured pets are kept until their owners claim
them.”
“I have no owner.”
“There are probably new owners, Pronnas who only
recently decided they would like to take a human as a pet.”
“Why would they pick me?”
“Because the others will be claimed and because you are a
very pretty one.”
“How do you know all this?”
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“Because I’ve watched. I’ve watched the workings of the
kennel.”
“And the Pronna didn’t spot you?” She was incredulous.
“The Pronna can watch us here as well as anywhere. The
people of Niven’s Hammer have a device that lets them watch
wherever they place a ‘microdot webcam’ whatever that is.
They have a window that can view any one of sixteen places
they might like to keep an eye on. The Pronna think we are
vermin, just some of the wildlife in the greenwood, that’s why
they don’t either kill us or help us.”
“What do you mean they can watch?”
“I know they can because Niven’s Hammer can. They
have tiny strands on the greenwood trunks that let them
watch, all the way down to the vamish and up to the surface.
They can watch what we think is dark, even if we have IR
goggles. Niven’s Hammer has a picture, standing in a frame
on a table, that can look anywhere they want. The people of
Niven’s hammer think the difference in capabilities between
them and the Pronna is larger than the difference between
them and us. So if Niven’s Hammer can watch us whenever
they want, you can be sure that the Pronna can too.”
“Then why haven’t they just cleansed Mon of us?”
“Because they don’t want to. We have to cleanse Mon so
they will be willing to return and bring the suns.”
“So we want Pronna?”
“They are all that keeps us alive.”
“Their suns keep us alive,” she said. “Leave them and the
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Pronna can go. You have shown us that humans can make the
digesters for themselves.”
“Actually that was Niven’s Hammer, not me,” Nulf said,
remembering the discussion that they would have to pretend
the boons came from the tribal chief to get his cooperation.
He would not be one of those brutal savages. “Niven’s
Hammer cannot make suns, but they can understand a lot of
how they work. They do say that their science is baffled
because it appears to involve something they call a ‘ball
singularity’ that they think is impossible.”
“So magic?” Mabranna asked.
“Just science we humans don’t understand yet, or aren’t
capable of understanding.”
“But if they left the suns?”
“They need maintenance and care, Niven’s Hammer is not
capable of that, and if they were, we need a million suns and
we’d need more people capable of maintaining them.”
“The Pronna don’t need to maintain the rings, why would
they need to maintain the suns?”
He would have to tell her, she might not believe it and
how could he convince her when he didn’t want to believe it?
“Actually, they do maintain the rings, but it is from the
surface.”
“The Pronna can’t go to the surface.”
“Actually they can climb with their arms, but it is their
devices above the surface that maintain it.”
“And how often do they do that?”
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“Rianten says five hundred thousand times per second.”
She started to laugh, saw how serious he was, tried not to.
“That’s not possible.”
“Rianten says that’s no problem for them, it’s calculating
what must be done. I came to this world to free it from the
Pronna, but I’ve learned it can’t exist without the Pronna.”
“And what can I do about it?”
“Be our ambassador to the Pronna. Explain to them that
we are cleaning up our space, that in a few years we will have
the air cleansed and will help them control the greenwood.”
“Why would they listen to me, and how can they listen to
me?”
“Most Pronnas who keep humans have translators,
devices that can speak with Pronna.”
“They don’t speak.”
“They speak volumes. Niven’s hammer can listen in, but
not understand most of it. They speak too fast for us to
follow. The conversation we’ve had since we came would
take only a thousandth of a second for them.”
“I’ve never heard or seen one speak.”
“We can’t, only the devices of Niven’s Hammer can.”
“They will just kill me,” Mabranna said.
“Can I take you to see the kennel, then will you believe
me?”
“Depends on what I see.”
It was two more days til he could take her. He had to deal
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with an issue with the wire to Limpet-Hzal. He was beginning
to understand how wires worked. They were sort of like a belt
drive, a little like the pump, but with a substance called
‘electricity’ instead of water. Electricity could not be seen, but
it could certainly be felt, it was lighting, but confined to the
wire. There were actually two wires, an inner and an outer,
separated by another substance that was more like leather
than anything he knew. When something large and strong bit
the wire, it could destroy the leather-like substance, and if the
inner and outer metal layers touched, the lightning came out
of the wire and rendered the wire useless.
Before touching it, it was important to make sure there
was no more lightning in the wire. That was done by holding
a piece of metal to it on a long wooden pole. If that did not
bring any out, the wire might be safe to touch. It was best to
touch it very tentatively, there might still be enough
electricity in it to be painful, but not enough to jump out as
lightning.
Once making sure it was safe, there were tools to use on
the wire. The damaged area had to be cut out, at least the
outer wire and the stuff between the inner and outer. If the
inner was all right, the stuff that separated them came on a
roll, one had to roll exactly four layers onto the inner wire.
Then there was a split ring that went over the outer wire.
Heating that would cause it to become a complete ring and
shrink tightly onto the undamaged wire.
It was a complicated series of steps, but he had watched
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Taos do them, performed them under his supervision, and
now performed them on his own. This gave him additional
confidence that he would know all he had to some day. He
wasn’t all the way there yet. One of the crewmen had tried to
teach him ‘thermodynamics’ so he could understand why they
couldn’t run their main reactors once the Pronnas had left and
couldn’t erase their injectors any more. There was a lot more
he had to know before he could understand that, and he gave
that up for now, but he was going to continue, learning what
he could of them.
To get Limpet-Hzal re-lit he had to inform Niven’s
Hammer that the break had been repaired, and swam down to
do that. He was still learning their symbology and language,
but was not proficient enough yet to hold up a sign where
their ‘microdot’ could see it. He had made the swim to the
portal at the center of the steel plain so many times now, it
didn’t seem as long any more.
He was met at the hatch by a big man, one he didn’t
know. He had the accent of one from the surface, not the
clipped tones of the original Niven’s Hammer crew.
“I’m here to report the wire to Limpet-Hzal has been
repaired.”
“You’re Nulf, the repair guys just left five minutes ago.
They probably haven’t even reached the break yet, it’s over a
mile out.”
“I have a kit, I repaired it.”
“Oh?” He had one of those little glass rectangles with
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metal rims that can get any picture there is on it. He poked the
pictures a little, clearly not as familiar with it as the original
crew, then spoke to it. “Nulf is here, he claims he’s already
made the repairs on wire two.”
He put that to his ear and nodded a couple times. “Carson
says the power leads are reconnected but the monitoring fiber
is still down and he can’t run full diagnostics.”
“What is the monitoring fiber?” I asked.
He just passed that question on to Carson via that device.
Nulf knew Carson, he’d met him on his first visit to the steel
universe. This guy nodded some more and said, “Sure,” one
time before he put the device away.
“Taos and Biienwa are on their way up the wire now,
catch up with them and they’ll show you.”
“Thanks, ahh...”
“You better hurry,” he replied instead of giving his name.
Nulf didn’t worry about it. Unless he was up to no good, he
can be as nobody as he wants. Nulf swam off, thru the airlock
again and followed the wire directly instead of stopping by
his tent to put the tools away.
He stood on those power fins and caught up to them less
than halfway to the break. Up here the wire was now stapled
to a greenwood trunk. It would follow that til it reached an
anchor rope of Limpet-Hzal. Their first farm was complete
and the second one was building, an icosahedron with sides
as long as those of the cube of the first one, one that would be
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almost as big as the town and have a mile of rope hanging it
from far up the greenwoods.
“Hi,” he said as he reached them. They were wearing
power fins and their open armor, and a small sidearm, but
without the helmets and lightning sticks. He was finally
beginning to call them ‘blasters’ and pronounce it well
enough so people didn’t say ‘Huh?’ “Carson says I didn’t
connect the ‘monitoring fiber’ but I got the conductors
passing continuity.” He had some idea what that meant, once
he got the concept of electricity flowing thru wires like water
thru pipes. “I don’t know what that is and he said you could
show me.”
“Right there,” Taos said. “This hair stuck to it just under
where the staple reaches. You can feel it with your
fingernail.”
It felt exactly like a hair stuck in the paint.
He watched them repair that, it required tools he didn’t
have, but no actions with them that he couldn’t perform.
“What do you figure did this?” Taos asked as they were
putting the tools and roll of spare monitoring fiber away.
“Goreslug. He would have tried to take a bite here, got
blown for a loop by the lightning and if not killed, maybe
learned not to bite power cables any more.”
“If they’re smart enough to learn that we’ll only have to
fix this as many times as there are goreslugs.”
“Or string the wires thru the smallest branches where no
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goreslug will ever go. Nothing bothers the wires out here,
those wires we harvested were undamaged.”
“Yeah,” Taos said. “We identified that harness, it was to
the Haldane Nurizon, lost on an exploratory mission in 4198
with all aboard. They could very well have been in this
system. Their mission was to map the Aldeb heartland. It
appears the Pronna erased the collapsed metal hull and
weaponry and left all the wiring. Their computers remain but
all are useless now even though twenty nanometers was the
smallest legal feature size at the time. If any of the crew
survived, their descendants are probably unaware of it.”
That last line was the only one Nulf fully understood. He
was beginning to piece together these people’s view of the
universe and made Taos lecture on that subject as they swam
home. They believe in a vast ‘outer space’ well beyond even
the greatsuns and vastworlds. They believe in traversing that
vast outer space in immense vessels that they have made.
They believe that the whole forty mile sphere that is Mon, is
simply a vessel Pronna made. In their view the humans of
Mon became eternals between one and two thousand years
ago, not three and a half thousand like in Om. The crew of the
Haldane Nurizen had not been eternals, only the Alphas in
their culture had been eternals.
The next day he took Mabranna to see the kennel where
strayed pet humans were kept. They were kept in conditions
only the most privileged of the men of light enjoyed. The
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space was near a sunpassage filled with fruit bushes and
bounded only by painwalls. There were toilets with screens
around them, water nipples and plenty of light. The pet
humans were long-bodied and sleek, with clean clothing,
beautiful shiny hair, healthy, unblemished skin, bright eyes
and melodic speech.
The problem with the speech was it was a language so
different that there was nothing in common, so he had no idea
what they were saying.
“I see they’re all fine,” she said, “but I still don’t like it. I
have no idea what they’re saying.”
“I’m sure they will teach you.”
“I don’t look like them.”
“Just because you don’t have their clothing.”
“My hair is a mess compared to theirs.”
“Just because they have better soap and plenty of water.”
“My skin is... Ow.” She was moving a little closer to him
and couldn’t, something had stopped her.
Nulf reached out to her and his hand felt like he was
putting it into a mass of briars. “It’s a painwall, we’ll have to
move back.” He took few strokes away from the kennel.
She tried to and ran into another painwall. “I can’t!” she
cried. “I’m trapped, help, it’s herding me.”
The painwall stopped him, there was nothing he could do
but watch as the invisible wall of briars pushed her inexorably
toward and then into the kennel. The other pets came out to
greet her. They were amazed that she spoke only Metakish
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Jib, but they showed no hostility and offered her food and
water. Nulf found that he would not be permitted to enter. The
Pronna had seen them, recognized her as one of their own and
pulled her in. He wasn’t going to have to convince her to go
to them and try to convince them to leave us suns, they had
made the decision for her. He waved to her, she looked at him
with tears in her eyes.
“You’ll be fine,” Nulf yelled to her. “They won’t hurt
you.”
“I’m scared,” she said, “I can’t talk with anyone.”
“A Pronna will come with a translator. Your mission is to
talk to the Pronna, that’s all you have to know.”
Some of the pets tried to console her. They stroked her
hair and murmured soothing sounds. She waved but turned to
them. He swam off into the dark, hoping he had done the
right thing, hoping she would learn to be happy, hoping she
would get their attention and do some good.
Privilege
Rianten had a busy year since the meeting with Rilooth.
He had come to Niven’s Hammer, though it was hard for him
to stand, and been amazed by what he saw. But he understood
much more than the others, even Nulf. He knew math, but
with a different symbology based on Kassidor’s, once again
supporting the theory that the Pronna had had geologically
recent contact with Kassidor.
The suns continued to make their way thru their portals
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and the trickle of refugees had turned to a flood. Starvation
was everywhere, the reactor was at its limit and the air
temperature was creeping toward ninety and the CO2 level
toward toxic. All the other vermin of the deeps were being
consumed, people were being poisoned by eating toxic life
forms. The inhabitants of this realm had evolved from at least
nine different sources and five of them were of no nutritional
value to a human being and two were violently toxic. As
unpleasant a meal as goreslug was, especially raw, they were
now extinct. They had probably evolved about the same time
as animal life first crawled onto land on Earth, but in a matter
of months, they were gone.
Ribbonsnakes would be extinct soon. Vamish were,
unfortunately for them, fit for human nutrition. They had only
lasted a week, once a starving band of former soldiers found
them. That band deafened the vamish, and themselves, by
pounding on the hulls that extended into the waterball. She
wondered if she should try and save the vamish, they are
somewhat intelligent life. She decided that was politically
unfeasible.
She knew the time would come when the strongest of
those desperate and starving would attack them. Limpet-Hzal
would probably be first, Nulf wouldn’t be far behind. She
could arm them, but that would just add to the carnage. There
were probably enough trained troops remaining in the crew to
defend the tribes they’d given light to. It was the grimmest
decision she would have to make, but not the grimmest fact of
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life down here today. They had good evidence that some
bands had reverted to cannibalism already, and she knew that
would get worse. She knew the women would have it the
worst. It was killing her trying to figure out some way to help,
but the laws of physics were inexorable.
Because of that, she knew a large force was massing in a
recently abandoned sunpassage. Demagogues were
haranguing and weapons were being sharpened. They could
watch and listen, but couldn’t predict when the rhetoric would
boil over into action. They weren’t sure how many of the
thousands who had gathered would choose to come down
here. If it was too long, starvation and thirst would weaken
them, but if it was too soon, their fear would make them turn
back.
It was nearly a year and a half since she was captured by
Yoolhumbra. She, Rachel and Horace were sitting in the
control room, going over the reactor output logs when Nulf
asked to see her. “Yes, come in,” she said. He should be
involved in this anyway.
“Thank you,” he said and took a seat near the console
where they were working.
“It’s good you’ve come, we were just discussing the
reactor load, we find that your camp is consuming more
power than we expected.”
“And I’m here to tell you we’ve returned a pet to the
Pronna with instructions to plead for suns and to promise that
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we are cleaning up the air. But how do you know we’re using
more power than expected?”
Rianten didn’t think sending back a pet with a message
was going to influence the Pronna in the least so she didn’t
say anything about that, instead she answered his question,
“We’re able to measure the usage and we knew what the
lights take. We’ve already ruled out loss in the wire, taps in
the wire and shorts in the crop lights. We’re guessing you
must have some other electrical device that you plug in
periodically. We’re going to put a monitor on it for that.”
“So we aren’t allowed to have devices that you haven’t
authorized?”
“In the present crisis, we need to use all the energy we
have for growing food. A few watts for the power fins now
and then is OK, but this is a much more serious drain.”
“How much is being used?” he asked.
“It’s small now, only about one percent more than the
grow lights, but if we don’t know what’s causing it, it could
get bigger.”
“Whatever it is, just cycled on,” Rachel said, “and it’s
drawing ten amps.”
“And where is it coming from?” Rianten asked.
“Has to be the auxiliary outlet. The monitor fiber has been
disabled in some way.”
“What if we can promise that the usage will remain at the
present level?” Nulf asked.
“You obviously know something about this,” she told him
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with a stare.
“I ask again, are we allowed any control of the power you
send us?”
“No,” she said, “you are getting charity, as I told you a
year ago. We can turn it off and let you all starve in the dark
any time we choose and send the power to someone who is
using it to grow food. If you are using power for something
other than growing food, I want to know about it.”
“The other great problem we have is the heat, is it not?”
“Yes,” Rianten answered.
“But I notice it is comfortably cool in here.”
“We’ve maintained it at the temperature it was when we
first entered this realm.”
“And we have figured out how,” Nulf told her. “You
compress the air and it gets hot. Then you let it cool. Then
when you let it decompress, it cools further.”
“That’s the basic principal, it can be refined by using
fluids other than air, but yes.”
“So you’ve set up machinery to do that?” Rachel asked.
She had been teaching him pumps and motors for most of the
last six months in exchange for all the sex she could handle.
“Yes, it will be working in my chamber the next time you
come to visit.”
Rachel nodded at that, but brought up a calculator and
figured what that could draw. “An inefficient system like that
may cool a room with only a one percent draw, but to cool
your whole camp and Limpet-Hzal will take more power than
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we are putting out. There will be no more food production.”
“We are only cooling my chamber.”
“You don’t think the others deserve it?” Rachel asked.
“I’m the chief,” he said. “I need to entertain others. It’s a
diplomatic necessity.”
“So you think you are worth more than the other people
of your tribe?” Rianten asked.
“They are above the other people of the dark,” he said.
“As long as we maintain them. If we decide a different
tribe is more worthy of our care and support, we can put them
above you.”
She could see his hurt, anger and fear over that. “Why
would you chose another tribe over ours. We’ve done
everything you’ve asked of us.”
“Everything but free your women.”
“You know how far we’ve come, what you’re asking is
impossible.”
“For you, who cannot lead people where they don’t want
to go. Should I decide to lead them there, they will follow or
be driven into the dark and replaced with people who are
willing to take the next step out of savagery. I haven’t gone
looking for them yet, don’t tempt me. My purpose is to feed
as many mouths as we can. You taking privileges for yourself
while people starve is not something I can agree with.”
“So you don’t take special privileges for yourself?” He
asked Rianten.
“Not at the expense of others.” she said.
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“Her quarters are the same temperature as all of ours,”
Rachel said. “She has the same food, the same water as all of
us.”
But then she thought that maybe all of Niven’s Hammer
was taking privileges by using energy to clean and cool their
air. She wondered how many lives could be saved if they
brought their living standard down to that of Nulf’s village.
Maybe another village that size. Before she could think that
thru, Nulf went on with some heat.
“I don’t care how you talk around it, there has to be a
hierarchy. People must have winners and losers, they simply
refuse to live any other way,” Nulf said. “I know, I hated it
too, I hoped for thousands of years that I could change it, but
I can’t, it is the way we are wired.”
“To some extent you are correct,” Rianten said. “You are
correct that there are leaders and followers and that some
must take the lead. You are correct when you say leaders need
to lead where the people want to go. I don’t see how it
follows that some deserve more rights than others.”
“I know what’s best...”
“I thought you proved that you know best where the
followers want to go.”
“That’s not the same?”
“Obviously. What do you do when the people want one
course, but you know the other is better?”
He didn’t directly answer that question, instead he said,
“If they don’t have a destination they will not swim. We must
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have something to strive for, some reward for contributing.”
“Judged by you.”
“That’s what leaders do.”
“I’m not comfortable with the dictator scheme of
organization,” Rianten said.
“But what are you?”
“I am captain, but there are regs I have to follow, my
authority only extends so far, all the crew know that. They
also know that I consult them and listen to their desires. We
all know that to some extent I’ve always lead where my
people want to go.”
“That’s why I came here,” Nulf said.
“You came here with the plan to drive Pronna out. I hope
you understand now how little chance you would have of
that.”
“Not confrontational, just like my plan with Limpet-Hzal,
outsmart them.”
He probably never heard such laughter as erupted just
then. “A housefly will outsmart you before you will outsmart
a Pronna,” Horace said. “If the laws of physics allowed a
more powerful brain, the Pronna would make that
modification to themselves.
“The Pronna are not all-powerful,” Nulf said, “and it’s not
about the Pronna, it’s about leading mankind. Without leaders
they will cling to a branch whimpering somewhere in the dark
where they will stay til they either starve to death or
something eats them. The vast majority of people can’t do
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anything for themselves. Someone has to bring them food,
bring them water, the most you get back is they clean your
space or cook the food you brought them. They would have
no chance, none, of surviving on their own out there.”
“You seem to be implying that women can’t. You know
we can, so it’s not male or female, but is it survival skill that
makes some superior?”
“It’s not one skill. No matter what our environment, we
would survive it and we would bring food and water to those
that can’t.”
“So it’s survival of the fittest only?” Rachel asked.
“No, but it is the reason some have more rights than
others, why some make the decisions and others do as they
are told, sullenly, never understanding what they’re doing or
why, only because it is what they are told. An obstacle
between them and a meal. And so many times you show them
over and over all they have to do to overcome that obstacle,
and they still don’t get it. But they find a way to cheat you out
of that meal, doing more work but producing no gain, or
negative gain because you may be fooled into thinking their
work is done.”
“Frustrating ain’t it,” Rianten said. “I call it lack of buyin. Those people don’t understand or see the value in what
they are doing. It’s a direct consequence of the ‘two class’
society. By setting yourself above, you make yourself the
enemy.”
“They aren’t capable of seeing the worth in what they’re
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doing.”
“Maybe because there isn’t any worth to them. Maybe
you aren’t leading them where they want to go after all.”
“You smell the shit in the air as well as I do,” he said.
Rachel interrupted, “Blike gave them a two class system.
Just because you’ve raised the classes, doesn’t mean you’ve
changed the system.”
“We need the suns,” Horace said. “Our reactor can
provide no more power than what we’ve already installed.”
“We have the greatsun,” Nulf said.
“It’s not enough,” Rianten said. “You know that.” All the
light from all the energy their reactor could provide wouldn’t
be enough. Besides that, adding this energy to the deep
interior was adding waste heat. The temperature had already
risen to 88F down here.
It was then that a small crystal ball drifted into their
space. They grew silent as it approached, they could see that
it was here with a purpose. It went directly to Nulf and
Rianten. This could only be a Pronna device. She could see
Nulf’s fear, he probably thought Niven’s Hammer was
impenetrable, she knew better. The Pronna could project a
wormhole thru miles of steel if they so desired. It didn’t seem
to be making a choice between them as it approached. It got
to them and seemed to look them all over. She knew a small
device like this could have several times the intelligence of a
human mind in it. She saw that it quickly settled on her, not
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Nulf.
“You are the human designated as Admiral Rianten
Callahan, commander of Niven’s Hammer, is that correct?”
“Yes?” she said, nervously. Why would Pronna be
singling her out.
“We would like all the important leaders of the feral
humans to congregate for an important announcement to be
given in an open space near the interstellar room. You will
have five days to get ready and move to that location. I will
return here to guide you and your party in three days.”
It didn’t wait for a reply but swung off into the dark.
I’m going with you,” Nulf said.
“Of course you are, as is Taos and Chuuchney. Whatever
this is they need to be in on it also.” She wondered if that
force massing in the abandoned sunpassage was also invited,
or would that be the day they chose to strike?
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Book III. Infestation
HumanShip
Even though the word ‘individual’ doesn’t mean the same
thing when referring to Pronna as it does with humans, we are
going to give one Pronna ‘body’ the name ‘Phil’ as a
convenience. His actual name is a shaped wavefront at
91.27Mhz that actually represents the number
000101433168.0042212604 which is the world number and
body unit number. Another decimal point and digit is required
to access the discreet brains within the body, yet another
decimal point to access simulation levels within, each with
their own individual numbers, etc, as required for the number
of nesting levels it takes. We will try to gloss over as much of
that as possible in telling their tale and just use the name
‘Phil’ to designate this Pronna. We’ll use other simple names
to designate other Pronna and pretend that their information
exchange can be reduced and translated to something enough
like a human conversation to render in English.
Phil, who cared about such things, had sensors in the
instruments that detected a bussard drive in the neighborhood.
He was also in communication with Bill who was also
interested in such things. Their conversation was more like
participating in the same thought stream than conversation as
we know it. They thought it could be of human make because
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of the direction from which it approached, their technological
level at the time, and maybe the suspicion that Om had
understated the case for human virulence once again. Since
they were building their own relativistic ships now, they
would infest everything with water on it for light years
around. They could infest the entire galaxy in less than a
billion years.
If it was a bussard mass-mover, they and the few thousand
other individuals joining in who were interested in such
things could make some assumptions about the technology
they would be using. Their data might still be carried by
exchanges of electrons in silicon, their device’s information
storage density was probably still in the atoms-to-the-bit
density regime.
The incoming ship’s partitions were folding as it braked
into the system, its length was down under a hundred
thousand miles now. Pronna had no memories or records of
when their own technology was this primitive, they had
woven holes at the speed of light to travel between stars since
time immemorial, but they had watched quite a few other
species go thru this phase. Once they get to this, the Pronna
and the other major species in the galaxy have to make a
decision. They will keep spreading until stopped, where do
we stop them?
They could plot the bussard object’s course, it was headed
for the rings of a gas giant. The ship design did not show up
in any standard catalog, they had only seen two like it before.
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The last was almost five hundred years ago. Mon had
encountered an interstellar vessel manufactured by humans
that carried a hole. It was smithed by brute force and locked
in a fizzing toroidal superpinch, but it was a hole none the
less. It was on a mission thru the Aldeb old worlds, it had
already dispatched three of them when Mon disabled it and
entrapped it. Few without an interest in alien races would
know it had been dispatched to the deepest abandoned area in
the world and forgotten, no doubt some of its vermin had
already interbred with those native to Mon.
Phil had not been in favor of ingesting that hulk, he was
of the opinion they should have left it to bleed out in space
like the last one, a military vessel captured sixteen hundred
years ago. With its hole dispelled and its logic circuits
shorted, it could not have been any more danger to Pronna or
Aldeb. The only thing worth studying was its circuitry, and
they could have slid that into an adjacent dimension to get
that aboard.
But capturing it was all it took to protect Hd35177632b
IV, a stone giant of rare beauty and fertility and home to a
breed of Aldebs that could not form interstellar spores. Its
billion square miles of prime habitat was next on the list for
destruction by the human ship, and with gravity more than
three times their native world, the planet was too big to ever
be settled by humans anyway.
That previous human ship was so big it produced
noticeable gravity in Mon, and far too much junk settled to it
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in the depths of the abandoned area at the ancient world’s
core. Because of that he had an interest in the ecology of the
abandoned area and often joined a mind when they formed on
that subject. For seconds he joined in another conversation on
humans and discovered that humans had spread to at least a
thousand planets on their own, over a six hundred light-year
sphere.
One thought that gained millions of contributors was how
this was surely going to attract the Rikaviks. Most Pronna,
Mon in particular, had not been happy to have any relations
with the Rikaviks. It was true their technology had to be
respected. Even though Rikaviks had been traveling between
stars only nineteen million years, their planetary and stellar
engineering was the most powerful known. They had
accumulated almost a trillion planets in their system, orbiting
in a complex spherical dance a billion miles from a
modulated yellow supergiant so they were right in its
habitable zone. There was no one who had studied the
problem that could understand how they kept all those planets
orbiting and not colliding, even though they passed so close
that fragile aircraft and air creatures were sucked from one to
another from time to time, and quakes were massive.
The human planets were relatively close to the Rikaviks
on a galactic scale, they would learn of them in a few
thousand years if they didn’t know of them already. Rikaviks
thought species at the dawn of technology, like humans, were
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the tastiest. And human’s were tasty, and just the right size for
a small Rikavik family dinner. Their energy and projectile
weapons made them good sport for a naked Rikavik and they
might come back with some wounds as well as dinner if they
hunted humans.
Rikaviks had scouts on smallholes like the Pronna worlds
used. They were patient enough that they didn’t weave a big
hole til they were sure there was a planet with interesting
prey. When they found one they would weave a big hole to it,
nineteen thousand years from their home world. They would
use it to suck up all the human worlds eventually, transporting
them into orbits in the Rikavik sphere. They don’t hunt any
species to extinction, in fact they hunt them so lightly that it
rarely makes headline news. Many civilizations of many
different species in the Rikavik sphere are in serious denial as
to their status.
Rikaviks cleanse their prey species of any threatening
technology; electrical grids, nuclear reactors, computational
engines are all melted by some field that permeates the
Rikavik sphere. The Pronna are not sure how that is done
exactly, but it is not a simple dimensional displacement like
the Pronna use to accomplish the same ends. But all in the
conversation agreed that it was a shame the humans were
within range of the Rikavik big holes and that within a few
hundred thousand years at most they would wind up in the
Rikavik sphere as another prey species. In quite a few of
these conversations on quite a few Pronna worlds, the
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Rikaviks often became a subject of concern.
Pronna like humans mainly because they are not
threatening when free of weapons and they are often cute.
Billions of Pronna keep them as pets, they are all pretty
confident that the domestic humans still outnumber the feral
unless all the planets they settled had become as infested as
the keda’s planet. Their genetics are pretty malleable and
finely balanced, easy to get all kinds of interesting variations,
a few of which were viable enough to go feral, especially in
Mon.
He had an idea and it got into the conversation to be
sounded out. There was someone aboard who had data from
the initial nanoprobes that had been dispatched to the
incoming human ship. It turned out the human bussard vessel
did have enough compute power to maintain the sphericity of
Mon. Since it was nearly impossible to get Pronna to remain
in Mon, and we want to provide the humans a way to escape
the Rikavik, we could leave Mon to them. They were
probably clever enough to learn to operate the weaver and
with it they could get themselves lost beyond the range of
Rikavik scouts within a few tens of thousands of years.
The initial probes had also determined that the bussard
vessel did have fabrication capability, but that was required to
make it this far. They measured it as thirty seven hundred
years old. Thus it was over two thousand years older than any
other human ship they’d encountered to date, but its
computational machinery was more powerful than that in
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even the most recent ship. There was no material advanced
enough in it other then the iron/nickel asteroids of its main
housings to have lasted that long, it was maintained like a
living thing. But then so was Mon, on a millisecond by
millisecond basis.
Their data scans showed that bussard vessel had the code
to the suntowers. They must have learned it from the ones left
behind on the keda planet. That meant they had already found
that planet when this ship was launched. That also meant they
should be able to interface with the control system needed to
maintain sphericity. It was an idea that could be circulated to
the masses, if they fled Mon in even greater numbers, that
would show it was a popular idea.
The vessel of human manufacture was observed as it took
up orbit in the ring of the gas giant. No one really understood
why they were doing what they did until they dispatched a
detailed probe shower in their direction. By now they were so
close that the entangled atomic nuclei took only minutes to
penetrate the subject and give an updated three-d model of the
craft and its quantum states at the instant the probe-front
penetrated that plane of the subject.
There were only pictures of humans in it, the probe
shower showed too high mass density for there to be air
breathing animals composed of natural protoplasm in that
ship. Phil started the idea that it was a human creation
because it was circulating human images, probably virtual
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humans as we run them in our inner worlds. That would mean
they were a possible source of another species in the
cryogenic realm of the dark matter, since that’s where all
data-based organisms naturally ended up. This ship probably
wouldn’t, but it was close enough to understand that realm.
They knew as one that meant that they could not leave
Mon to the humans with that ship alone. They needed that
ship for its computational power, the one at Mon’s core for its
reactor and the flesh and blood humans in Mon for their seed.
If they could bring all of them together before the world was
abandoned, it might give some humans a chance to escape.
Evacuation
Over a year had passed. The debates were practically
over, even with the distant worlds involved. Like most
Pronna, he had few possessions and he kept them in an interdimensional pocket behind his back, so he didn’t need to go
anywhere to pick up anything he might leave behind. Most of
his possessions were the virtual universes he ran in his mind.
He only came down to the base universe to see that
everything was running OK and when they weren’t, like now,
take some action to correct it. Since every individual in Mon
could find somewhere to go, and most of them would prefer
to be there, the abandonment of this ancient hulk seemed like
the expedient action. The fact that it could be abandoned to
the humans, who just might get away from the Rikaviks with
it, was an additional bonus.
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There was a long discussion of ‘Would we be doing this if
humans weren’t cute?’ Phil didn’t care, cuteness was as good
a reason to preserve biodiversity as any. Rikaviks were cute,
except for their mouthparts, and we don’t go out of our way
to preserve them. Let the humans have this creaking old thing
and see what they can do with it. It would probably hold
together another million years or so if they kept the sphericity
balanced. If they could do that and run the weaver, they’d get
away.
It was like those humans that had stolen an atmosphere
shuttle from the vamish on the keda world. The vamish were
never really smart enough for their role, now that humans
were eternal they were much better at being our
representatives in gravity-prone environments. When they
figured out the hole projector in Mon, they will be off to settle
the galaxy, just as they were off to settle the keda’s planet
when they stole that shuttlecraft.
Phil was also in line to leave Mon, but it was late in the
evacuation over two years from when the humanship was first
spotted. He would be one of the last few dozen Pronna bodies
to leave the derelict. He had time to find a translator and
speak with the human in charge of the big humanship at
Mon’s heart. That seemed like the one to turn over the keys to
when they evacuated. Some one of them should be told what
they were doing and why, to wish them well on whatever
journey they might set for themselves across the galaxy.
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That human wasn’t that far, just a few miles straight down
into the greenwood. He grabbed a translator and went on his
way to deliver the message. While he was at it, he thought it
would be a good idea to bring some of the other human
leaders together to explain the situation to them. It would be
prudent to swim around and observe to see who their best
leaders were.
While on that swim into the darkness he was treated to a
nature film of all the wildlife that had accumulated in the
darkness in the abandoned cubic miles of Mon. Too many
Pronna never ventured off the sunpassages and their nectar. It
was neglect that let Mon get to the state it’s in today. It’s
everyone saying it’s not my job to push back the greenwood,
til the greenwood is all there is in Mon, the greenwood and
what lives in it, like humans.
On the journey he saw the unspeakable suffering the
abandonment of Mon was causing the humans. Without suns,
they were without food. They had been without sanitation and
all other comforts from the very first in Mon. They hadn’t
gone feral in Mon until recently, hundreds of millions of years
after the greenwood infestation had begun, and a whole
ecosystem of the dark had evolved in the abandoned areas.
It had been hard on them then, but they had survived and
eventually overcome the whents and most of the vamish. The
ones who had colonized the surface of Mon were doing well
because of the greatsun, but those of the interior had lost their
adaptation to gravity and could not join them there. He saw
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many had already perished, their dried-out bodies perched on
greenwood trunks, or slowly dissolved in snotweb. He felt
they deserved more consideration than ribbonsnakes and bark
flappers. No amount of translation effort could ever wring
any thoughts out of ribbonsnakes and bark flappers, but while
humans might be slow, they clearly had thoughts.
A human leader was coming this way, he had an
entourage with him, with fireballs. Phil activated his light so
the humans wouldn’t come upon him unexpectedly and panic.
“Who speaks for the humans of Mon?” Phil asked thru the
translator.
The one in the middle of the pack swam forward. It had
stiff hair in a strip that extended from its head in an arc, and
skin that was marked with ink in bizarre patterns. A lot of its
skin was also covered in goreslug leather ornamented with
sharp metal fins and sparkling bits of colored glass. Why a
creature as naturally beautiful as a healthy human would
chose to make itself uglier was something that had been
researched. It had to do with their perceived status vis-a-vis
each other and these accoutrements marked this human as
being of higher status. “I do,” it said to the translator, while
looking at Phil. It clearly recognized Phil as the entity it was
conversing with, and the translator as a device effecting that
conversation. That was good, when they thought the
translator was the entity it was harder getting thru to them.
The human was certainly afraid, it may have never seen a
Pronna before, they only stopped being ephemeral a couple
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thousand years before.
It took him ten microseconds to download the next
message to the translator. “I’m looking for humans who
would like to take over the operation of Mon once all Pronna
abandon it. There are three main functions that you must
learn, the sphericity corrections for the neutronium rings, the
operation of the weaver and the operation of the small holes.
There is a polarized photon communication protocol to learn
which controls them all, and maintenance machinery to keep
their mechanisms functional. You will need to use
computational machinery to solve the systems of fourteen
hundred forty nine simultaneous second order differential
equations involved in the ring corrections and the holespace
surfaces in infinite dimension space.
“We will provide training on all aspects of these concepts,
we will need the leaders among you to determine who among
you is most likely to learn these skills. We can administer
much of this learning in pill form, but the volumes of
information mean that much of it will have to be presented to
you in printed form.
“I believe you have among you, individuals who are able
to learn these concepts and allow you to retain possession of
Mon once it is abandoned. We will not be permitted to bring
feral humans to the worlds we are evacuating to, so if you
choose not to allow us to train individuals to do these jobs,
the neutronium cage has little chance of lasting a day, and
could last less than a second.
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“If you are not aware of what a neutronium cage collapse
would be like, it really doesn’t matter because you will be
gone in less time than it takes your brain to synapse a nerve
pulse to your next nerve cell. I am offering you help in
escaping the collapse of Mon, and also the Rikaviks, who will
begin entering your space in less than nineteen thousand
years.”
The human listened to the translator and then replied,
“I’m very sorry sir but I don’t speak the Pronna language. I
heard a few words from Shakrolian but I don’t know enough
of the others to answer your question.”
If Pronna could sigh, Phil would have. He had to think
much longer about a shorter statement. “I need the smartest of
you to come with me and learn how to save humankind from
the abandonment of Mon.”
“Just leave the suns,” the human said. “That’s all we
need.”
“Can you maintain them and operate them?”
“Just leave them running.”
“They need to be guided, but the neutronium rings must
be kept stable, that is more important than the suns.”
“Even I’m not as important as the suns,” the human said,
“and I know that.”
“You are right about that, each sun can feed fifty humans,
you are but one. I believe you are an important one among
your people, I believe you are capable of finding the ones
among you that would like to learn what is required to
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operate Mon successfully after we are gone.”
“What do you mean, ‘operate’ Mon. Mon is the world.”
“Mon is the vessel we are on, it is a construct, like the
camps you make in the greenwood, just larger and making
greater use of more laws of physics.”
“I’m sorry sir, you are using words I can’t understand
again.”
“Mon is a device.”
“Mon is the world, at least that is our meaning of the
word ‘Mon’, a ‘device’ is something made or constructed.”
“Yes,” Phil would have sighed again, but a Pronna
experienced it as an understanding that this human wasn’t the
most intellectually nimble he had ever encountered. “Mon
was constructed, it was before there were land animals on
your planet of origin, but it was constructed. It must be
operated and maintained. We re-balance the Neutronium five
hundred thousand times a second just to be sure, but it is
remotely possible it could last a day.”
“Mon was constructed?” the human asked, “By Pronna?”
“By our devices,” Phil answered.
“How?” the human asked.
“You don’t need to learn that,” Phil replied. “It will hold
together another million years if properly maintained. By then
you can escape the Rikaviks and settle many planets.”
The human gave up answering. It was clearly not up to
this conversation. “Please select some among you who are
intelligent enough to understand these concepts,” Phil said.
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“Please send them to the assembly area near the interstellar
room within the next six months or there will not be time to
instruct them in the maintenance and operation of Mon.”
Once that was done, Phil went on his way and the humans
began speaking loudly and excitedly with each other. Phil left
the translator on as he swam away and heard them conclude
that everything he said was some kind of hoax.
He could have tried to argue with them, but instead
probed for what was known about human leaders. There was
quite a lot known. Humans vary greatly in intelligence,
almost as much as vamish. Unlike vamish, it is seldom the
most intelligent who are their leaders, instead it is the
individuals who have amassed the most social position, what
the humans usually call ‘status.’ They amass status mainly
thru deception, not performance. In some cases they will be
judged on performance, and almost always they need to show
some aptitude for making good decisions. It was known that
in the depths of the dark, they more often came about their
position thru strength and determination, violence, even
downright brutality.
It was known that the humans of the keda planet, and
those on the moon of Ces Quintay had evolved somewhat
beyond that, but on those planets, leadership was not as
important. That evolution was accomplished thru conscious
intervention in their own genetic makeup. Those humans
were able to cooperate with each other on tasks without being
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coerced, but in more primitive human societies, coercion was
the main way things got done. The human societies in the
depths of Mon were some of the most primitive known,
barely above the level of the whents. The human he’d just
encountered was from a barely more advanced culture, one
near the sunpassages. His had now gone dark, but there were
probably suns in that area less than a hundred years ago.
Phil continued on his quest, finding several other human
groups and found little to encourage him. While searching for
humans to train to take over Mon, he communicated with
Jake, also one of the last scheduled to leave, a Pronna who
had been with Mon from the start, over four hundred million
years ago. They had an information interchange of a few
hundred microseconds, we will do our best to re-model and
translate that into something more like a human conversation.
“Why are you concerned about their survival?” Jake
wondered.
“They are the most likely species we leave behind to take
over the maintenance, and I hope they can progress to the
point where they can operate the weaver and escape Rikavik
domination.”
“But why should we care?” Jake asked.
“Because, as slow and as ignorant as they are, they do
house fifth order condensates in their minds and thus have a
soul.”
“So do whents and vamish, but we’ve stood by while they
nearly exterminated both species from our ship.”
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“Humans are more highly evolved than either. In two
hundred million years, neither of those species has shown any
evidence that they are going to progress beyond where they
are now. Humans have spread to a thousand planets already.”
“That sounds like they are a virulent pest species,” Jake
thought. These thoughts have been stripped down to fit into
human language, in reality all Pronna thoughts are tagged
with reference data, scenarios, and lots more. We can only
write down an anthropomorphic approximation of the central
thread of their information interchange. Some of the backing
data on this was how the Weineh viewed them, the knowledge
that they were uncontained in the Sindara system, now spread
to five planets there and probably already making interstellar
voyages from there. Another side note was that Jake had
always believed it was a bad idea for Mon to abandon them
there, as it was a bad idea for Om to abandon them on the
keda’s planet.
“We need species in the universe that grow. We always
need to be sure we keep enough souls being generated to
counteract gravity and stave off the big crunch.”
“We still have no theory that prevents it happening during
the black hole epoch,” Jake pointed out. “We have no theory
that engineers large scale soul creation during that time.” He
accompanied that statement with a mathematics text showing
there were not enough energy resources available.
“Outside the black holes themselves,” Phil said, and
countered with a mathematics text of his own, one that
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theorized that structure could arise within an event horizon,
and that structure could generate fifth order condensates.
“Controversial theory,” Jake said and backed it with
points within the theory that were subject to uncertainly.
“I’m not saying we can communicate with them. I believe
each black hole can be treated as a quantum object made up
of an event horizon and a point singularity.” There was a lot
of delicate mathematics to support that claim.
“Much of it unproven.”
“But you do know of Julian’s treatment,” Jake said, and
accompanied the statement with that derivation, one which
would take about four hundred pages to write out in humanbased math, if we had notation for any of the seven fields of
mathematics that humans haven’t discovered yet that were
used in that derivation, “which proves the singularity can be
distributed thruout the horizon with out making a detectable
change in its observed behavior from outside the horizon.”
“It makes some of the math simpler I thought,” Jake said,
and showed how it could be collapsed into what you and I
would call three hundred pages.
“So it is more likely true, okay, I concede your point, it
immediately follows that conditions inside the horizon
stabilize and yadda yadda if neutron stars.” We’ve substituted
‘yadda yadda’ for two hundred pages of mathematics, all of it
in branches of math that humans have not discovered yet.
“You also have to remember that only matter that has
been crushed out of existence in the singularity can be
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transferred to the quark surface of the event horizon, Julian’s
own theorem guarantees that.”
“It’s a silly argument,” Phil said, “whether or not the souls
that survive are ephemeral or eternal isn’t the point. If all
humans are exterminated, no souls will be generated from the
planetoid we abandon.”
“The planetoid can only survive if the humans from the
ancient bussard or the gateship at our core are left in control
of it. If the primitive humans between them gain the upper
hand, Mon is lost if we don’t directly intervene.”
As he swam on he tapped in on a group of the politically
interested who were starting a movement to establish a
network of interstellar rooms that only opened to planets that
were sterilized human-free. The problem with this is it would
soon isolate the Pronna worlds into two networks, that which
humans might infiltrate, and those certified human-free.
There were too many in Mon who didn’t believe those
networks would remain certifiably human free for even the
briefest interval of a million standard years. Of course their
only chance to see a certifiably human-free network was to go
thru the interstellar rooms of a whole string of sterilized
worlds til they got to one that had a human-free interstellar
room on it.
Of course the human-free and open interstellar rooms had
to be separated by a considerable distance, and humans
exterminated from that world. That group envisioned a
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biological vector that would exterminate any possible human
contamination in any world certified human free. He was
shocked to find there was considerable sentiment for
cleansing Mon itself of them, and the greenwood, thus
rendering Mon entirely lifeless, and starting over with a
completely new ecology.
A New Pet
Phil was about to start a descent into the extreme depths
and consult with the survivors of the humanship that had been
captured five hundred years ago, the one that carried a
wormhole that had been shunted into an adjacent dimension.
He understood that Jake was right, only the humans of that
ship, or their simulations on the incoming craft had any
chance of learning Mon’s operation in less than a century. He
had only gone a little way when he was pinged with a
message.
He’d had a pet human less than a century ago. It had been
cute and lively, a bit mischievous, but affectionate and polite.
It had been stolen by feral humans because it was fertile. He
had been deeply involved in some of his inner worlds at the
time and hadn’t taken the time to chase it down. It had
probably been impregnated as soon as it was taken. Humans
also pair, like Pronna, but they are nowhere near as closely
integrated. Each half of the pair retains a separate body and
mind.
The message told him that a descendent of his human had
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been found and drawn to the stray human kennel, and if he
was interested, he could pick it up at his earliest convenience.
If he was not interested in taking possession of it, he should
indicate if he would like it put up for adoption, destroyed, or
released back into the wild. It was in relatively good
condition. It had been injured at one time, and was still
somewhat malnourished, but in good enough condition that
no medical intervention other than some vaccinations were
required at this time. It had been scanned for parasites and
cleansed, the individual who’d performed the procedures felt
it would soon have good health.
A lot of other things happened in his life while his body
made that mile and a quarter swim straight ‘up’ in a world
where down should be detected only with advanced
instruments. Phil could detect down in Mon mechanically
with his own body, using none of his quantum senses at all.
All of those things he conversed about on that swim were
more interesting to Phil than swinging by to pick up a single
human, but few of them are of interest to humans, so we’ll
skip ahead to Phil entering the area where the human is kept.
Phil has warped in what supplies he will need for the
human. A toilet, first and foremost, some food, nesting
material and a couple little toys, a network pad and a little
ball to heat food in, because he knew they were fond of doing
that, especially with meat. Most important, he got audio for
that network pad and remote control that the human couldn’t
shut that off on him if it got moody. They were known for
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that.
When he first saw the human he felt pity for the condition
it was in. Most people were pretty sure humans had enough
self awareness to be fully conscious of pain and suffering and
there was good evidence they felt it acutely. This one had
been injured severely in the past, and survived it. its surface
wasn’t as smooth and resilient as a healthy one. The keeper
transmitted a big data packet concerning the care and feeding
of humans, most which he already knew. It seemed that this
one was still suffering from sexual deprivation and that was
causing its skin to fit poorly, to move with less grace and
power, its digestion and circulation to work poorly, and its
mood to suffer accordingly. There was quite a lot of info on
the human need for sexual interaction, including the fact that
it is not a natural mutation but one the humans of the keda
world worked out by themselves technologically. It was
universally recognized as the greatest feat of technology
humans had manifested, even more impressive than the ship
with its sizzling hole in a superpinch.
First he wanted to communicate with his human, make
sure it understood it was in good hands. It was confined by a
small painwall along the edge of the greenwood that the
kennel was in. It was clearly terrified at being singled out, its
eyes were big and it was vibrating. He extended the tablet
toward it, and sent it some human speech, “Hello, you may
call me Phil,” the translator app said. “You may speak to me
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with this tablet, you may hold it, you may speak to me with it
wherever you are.” The human’s eyes had changed shape a
little and it stopped vibrating. “You have no need to fear. I am
here to adopt you and be of great benefit to you but you must
not be afraid. I only want you to live well and grow pretty and
happy.”
It took the translator a surprisingly long time to render
that short message into the noises that humans make to
exchange information. They trade information among
individuals at about one millionth the density that Pronna can.
Still, they can do it. “I’m too old to grow pretty,” was the first
thing the human said to him. As soon as he knew that he
transmitted an overview of the information on that subject to
the tablet, along with the message, “I’m given to understand
that is because you are sexually deprived. As soon as you are
ready we will give you adequate mating opportunities.”
“No fancy pet human is going to want to mate with me.”
“There are other rescue feral humans, and if we have to
get you some pills to start we will, as long as you’re not
afraid to take them.”
“Why are you doing this?”
“Why do I want to take care of you?”
“Right.”
“I feel it’s my part in helping the feral human crisis.”
“Leave us the suns,” she said, “that’s all you have to do.”
“It’s not that simple, each sun is a dumb machine,
someone must guide it on its path.”
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“Humans can take that over.”
“You can generate the polarized photon control protocol?”
“You can put a button on this tablet that can do that, I can
use that.”
She was uncurling a little. Humans shouldn’t be so
intimidated in Pronna presence, their trunk is almost as long
as a Pronna, they probably weigh half as much but that is all
the much smaller brain. Still, a human brain weighs as much
as the one in a Pronna eye.
“Good, it is good to see you losing your fear, it is
groundless. Yes I can put a button on that tablet that will
allow you to steer the sun on its route, but who will maintain
the sun and the tablet that controls it?”
“Can you teach us?”
“If we can find someone among you who can understand
the equations of a ball singularity.”
“I am not the most educated of my people and I doubt that
my people are the most educated in Mon.”
“I’m not supposed to talk of feral humans with a
domesticated one, but just this once I’ll tell you there are feral
humans that build their own starships,” she got pretty bigeyed at that, this could be a pretty human if properly cared
for, “but we don’t think even they could understand the
equations involved.”
It soon became very apparent that his human would not
understand the equations involved. It had trouble
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understanding the message tablet, it didn’t know a system of
marks, even human-created systems of marks. It really knew
nothing but its own tribe of humans. It took to mating well
enough, but liked privacy to do so. Domesticated male
humans accepted it well enough, only three out of ten refused.
It got angry when one of the males it wanted to return would
not. Another did however and they became a pair. It was sort
of fun to watch, they’re incredibly affectionate with each
other preparatory to mating when they are newly paired. This
behavior reinforces their pair bonding.
She showed him that humans are a very important
‘missing link’ in tracing the rise of technology. They are very
much still animals, but they are making the transition to
technology and have some devices of their own that they
don’t seem like they should be able to handle like that finitemass ring singularity in a super-pinch that had been shunted
into an adjacent dimension as they came thru the gravity
plane. The hole was used by humans to send capsules at
significant speed, the Pronna connected input to output while
they stored it in the adjacent dimension so that any capsules
routed to it would return and not injure their passengers.
There was no one quite sure how they should handle that
hole, no Pronna would ever use anything as dangerous as a
finite-mass singularity, the Pronna process for establishing a
wormhole even recovers the initial sacrificial neutron that
establishes the singularity.
She showed him that not all humans have the same
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learning ability. He was hoping he would get one that would
even have some interesting alien ideas. Its ideas were that it
would like to change the color of its hair and the size of the
lumps on the front of its body. It was frivolous but he let her
have the pills for it, they were cheap and guaranteed safer
than anything the humans made for themselves even on the
keda world. These changes did improve her mating success a
little, but she remained paired with the same male. Phil
wound up buying that male and then had two humans to
worry about. He had to move the boundary of their enclosure
farther into the greenwood to give them enough room to
forage. He was afraid they could come in contact with feral
humans. The painwall would keep them from mingling, but
they would pass information to each other.
The male was proficient with the tablet and under his
tutelage, she soon became proficient. He saw that humans
could absorb information thru the sounds another makes, that
they could not figure out on their own. By pursuing this
interest, he found that this had been known since humans had
first learned to make these complex sounds. He realized that
Pronna were not only getting to witness a species discovering
technology, but it was a species they had seen evolve into its
present form. If they had wanted to, Pronna could have
directed their evolution.
Humans would be better pets if they didn’t try to go feral
and weren’t so curious and busy. Those pills are available for
your human and some Pronna bought them, but he saw no
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evidence this human would be a problem. The male had never
been in the wild and the female had no interest in returning
there. The Pronna were conscious of the harm that can be
done to an early technological species if they get too involved
with a vastly more advanced species too early. What had
happened to the humans of Mon was a case in point. They can
be kept as pets, or they can be vermin in the dark. Where they
occurred in the wild it was better to let them develop at their
own rate.
Of course there are many now who say the Pronna worlds
should have intervened with the Rikavik, nineteen million
years ago when they were at the level of technology the
humans are now. Mon could have done it herself. They were
really confined to their own system then, we could have
collapsed that planet and forty something thousand more
soul-producing species would be free today. Whether or not
there would be more souls was not clear because Rikavik
predation was relatively light on the species they annexed to
their construct. Rikaviks settled at about one family per planet
and fifty individuals is a rather large Rikavik family. They
usually have a smallhole projector embedded in a claw and
use it for travel around their homeworld.
His original human was docile and always stuck close if
he ever took it out. The male was a little less so, but could be
reasoned with. Simple action and consequences scenes are
easy for them to understand. The male was not ornery, just a
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little more spirited because it had never known the terror of
the wild. Phil guessed the female talked a lot about it because
the male became much more respectful in only a few days.
Phil was still waiting for relocation and was hoping for
Pel. Pel was a still-vigorous hundred and twelve million years
old. There were no dark corners in Pel, no feral humans, but a
place very friendly to domestic ones with over fifteen million
in the world. It was a cozy fifteen miles in diameter and
parked over a fifteen thousand mile planet trading biologicals
with a a species looking something like the wevn of the keda
planet but with pairs of feathery, decorative antennae
twitching from their heads.
Zylups, the last of the one-line Pronna worlds, was his
second choice. He would have to get a dispensation because
the world where it orbited was prime human habitat, 25ft/sec 2
gravity, seventy million square miles of land that can support
a human to the acre or more. It was a land of beautiful
flowers and well-kept lawns with scattered shade trees. It was
all tended and designed by a species that looked like a
surrealistically graceful deer, with the horn of a unicorn and
the wings of a Pegasus in brilliant patterns and colors.
Humans would take that planet from the unicorns even
quicker than they had taken the keda planet. The unicorns
were even gentler. They had eliminated all threats so many
millions of years ago that there were not even legends about
the possibility of threats. The unicorns had never developed
writing but lived in a world human parents wish on their
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newborn.
Pet humans had never been allowed on Zylups before, and
the application had just been a formality because he had to
have a second choice. There was no way the galactic council
was going to take any chance of letting a human escape on
that world. He thought about giving up his humans and
getting a couple unicorns but found they do not adapt to zero
gee at all and have no individuals of superior intelligence.
There was some chance the male, who identified himself with
the sound ‘Hyuu’ might be of superior intelligence. He
addressed their translator and said, “If you were given a
chance to escape onto a vastworld where there were no
humans, but no dangerous animals either, would you take it?”
“I’d like to see it first,” Mabranna said.
Phil projected a tour of Jstheesww to their tablet so they
could watch it. Humans cannot receive broadband in their
heads so they need a device.
“Oh look,” she said, “isn’t he cute. What is that? It looks
magic.”
“It’s called a Tthlttlttle in their language.” Like humans,
they use sounds to communicate, but there’s no chance either
has the vocal apparatus to use the other’s language. “They are
the owners of that vastworld as kedas were once the owners
of a vastworld. A few humans were brought in to help the
kedas with fieldwork and today that vastworld is so overrun
with humans that it still has more than your world of origin.
I’m trusting you with this so you will understand why we will
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not be going to Zylups, the Pronna world that is near that
vastworld.”
“Oh,” she moaned, “it’s so pretty, look at all the flowers.”
“Flowers make up over ninety percent of the Tthlttlttle
diet,” Phil sent to their translator once he noticed them talking
about it. “They keep the grassy areas open mainly as play
space. They play a sport where they push a big, hard rubber
ball around with their horns, trying to get it by the other team.
They’ve done it so long and it is so deep in their genes that
they no longer need the ball, it exists only in their minds, and
they usually all agree on where it went.”
“I wish I could go there,” Mabranna said.
“It’s almost like that near the sunpassages here,” the male
said.
“We live near the sunpassages now,” she said, “it’s not
like that.”
“It’s close enough,” he said. “I don’t want to cause trouble
and lose what I have to go after something we might not
survive. Those things could be dangerous with those horns
and that park we saw them in was too staged. I understand
how on a vastworld everything has to be on a surface with a
top and a bottom, words we hardly ever get to use in Mon. I
don’t know what gravity feels like, but I can sort-of imagine
it, and I’d be sprawled on the ground, and so would you. I’ve
seen people from the outside, they don’t have all that muscle
just for decoration, they need it just to stand up and move
around.”
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Mabranna spent months trying to convince him to leave
suns, to get other Pronna to stay. She promised that the
humans she knew were cleaning up the air and making suns
of their own but they were too hot, they needed Pronna suns.
Phil was impressed by what she said about the humans of that
ship they’d captured. In most cases the superior culture would
simply exterminate the inferior, but in this case it sounded
like they were doing what they could to help their fellows.
Until now that behavior was rarely observed in humans
outside the keda world and Ces Ceway.
That convinced him that it was the leader of the captured
ship that he should contact about turning over Mon. The time
was getting short. The ship of simulated humans was now
moving closer to Mon and had taken up orbit in the stasis
point sixty degrees behind Mon. The evacuation was well
along and only a skeleton crew was left in this old hulk.
Handover
Once all the human leaders that were intelligent enough to
converse with had gathered, they were given pills that would
impart much of the intellectual background necessary for the
discussions about to take place. That was: a common
language and writing symbology, that of the humans on the
keda planet. They were given what mathematics they could
use that could be taught via pill, the basics of the control
protocol, an overview of nuclear physics and quanta
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mechanics and enough galactic geography to understand the
threat posed by the Rikaviks.
They were given a day to absorb that and talk among
themselves. It was true that in a day they could share only
their surface thoughts and they spent too much of that time on
the Rikaviks and not enough digesting the physics of Mon,
but they were only humans and prone to give their attention
to the sensational more than the important.
On the third day Phil took up the translator and said.
“There is general agreement among the Pronna that the world
of Mon is uninhabitable in its present form. A vote was taken
and only .017762% of Pronna currently in Mon would elect
to remain in Mon if suitable space for them and their niche
can be found in another world. I’m sure you know that
Pronna have already been moving thru our interstellar room
for the last two hundred years. It is more the presence of the
greenwood than the presence of humans. We do not look
upon humans as intrinsically harmful to ourselves or the
galaxy as a whole. For that reason we would like to give you
every opportunity to survive this evacuation, and possibly
survive the Rikavik threat.
“In Eleven days the evacuation of Mon will be complete.
If humans desire to be the future administrators of this
construct, we have prepared an operations manual for Mon.
Pay particular attention to the part about neutronium sphere
balance. You must provide a control system capable of
measuring and correcting the sphericity many times per
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second because it can collapse beyond recovery in seven
hundred milliseconds.”
From his interdimensional pocket Phil brought forth a
thick sheaf of papers and presented them to the human known
as ‘Rianten.’ She was another female and exceptionally
pretty, but thick-limbed with the ability to function in a
gravitational field. “Why can’t you leave us the present
control system?” she asked.
“The individual on duty does it, as you would say it, ‘in
his head’ so there is no control system, just addressable
metallic sensors and stimulators in the neutronium
containment nodes.”
“Can you at least tell us what we have to control?”
“The interface specifications are in chapters forty seven
thru sixty one of that manual. Please study the theory of
operation section thoroughly before attempting to control the
device itself or the collapse into the singularity will be swift.”
He gave them a day to study the manual. They were doing
OK with the symbology, it turned out that those survivors of
the captured starship were already familiar with it to a greater
or lesser extent. When he came back to the room he found
Rianten was busy with some other humans that had come to
see her. The translator picked up their excited conversation. It
seemed that a large force of primitive savage humans was
threatening some other feral humans under their protection.
One of them was a burly human who obviously strode the
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surface, who was demanding that Rianten either return to the
depths to help deal with that problem, or give him some men
and weapons to do so.
Phil was discouraged by that development. He used a
particle shower to examine the situation there in the depths
and found that a force of a few thousand starving savages was
threatening one of the recently pacified villages at the bottom
of a cloudshaft. He was tempted to intervene, but that really
wouldn’t be ethical. They were no threat to the humans of the
starship, and if the maintenance of Mon was neglected, it
wouldn’t matter in the least. Whether he intervened or not,
thousands of them would probably die, he could only help
determine which ones. That they might destroy a food supply
that had recently been built was unfortunate, but in ten days
that would be moot.
One of the humans here was a leader of that village. He
left, with the burly male human and one of the other survivors
of the humanship who was affectionate with Rianten. She and
another of her people remained, one who was probably able
to stand in gravity, but did not have the forelimbs for fighting.
Phil couldn’t help himself, he sent each of those departing a
small field generator that would keep them from harm for a
few days in their upcoming battle. They might not notice it
and just think they were lucky.
It took awhile before the humans were able to give their
attention to the manual and the operation of Mon. It was the
one from the humanship who remained, the one labeled with
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the sound ‘Jameson’ who made the first comment. “Even if
we turned our whole compute resource to the stability of the
neutronium rings, we cannot work thru these equations in less
than forty seconds.”
“We might be able to optimize the code to get it down to
twenty,” Rianten said.
Phil took a look at how their computing machinery
worked. It was some very fine stonework, but it was still
stonework, a crystalline silicon with some impurities and
metallic paths used to shuttle a few free electrons, swarms of
which were used to represent each binary bit of information.
He had never really studied this himself and was rather
surprised they’d come as far as they had with electrosilicates
alone. No wonder they had used such crude wormhole
technology. Their machinery could only perform a few
thousand logic cycles in the packet cycle of the polarized
photon protocol. He took some time to study the way it was
set up to do calculations, running thru the logic paths of some
of their programs.
He consulted with a few others who had examined the
human computing machinery, and they gave him quite a bit of
insight. A lot of their logic paths were convoluted because
they were optimized for needing as little attention to create as
possible, and not to make optimum use of the computational
resource.
He and the others who had studied this machinery
designed an optimum path for the logic to take that would
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solve the neutronium stability equations. Their calculations
would actually take that entire compute resource a little under
a second to solve the equation system, but Phil didn’t think
that was good enough.
He sent an ‘all interested’ to those interested in logic
minimization. There were only a few dozen left in Om, and
one of them was in the interstellar room now. They examined
the equation set, and the logic that he and those interested in
human computing had devised. There were long milliseconds
of discussion to bring the minimization experts up to speed on
how the human’s computing machinery worked. They
wondered why not redesign that machinery to minimal
quantum standards? It would not be any more difficult for
them to fabricate. That made them arrive at the goal of this
whole discussion.
There were some who weren’t in agreement with letting
humans have the hulk of Mon, many had assumed the last on
duty would leave and Mon would be allowed to collapse,
cleansing it of all its infestations. Phil was able to convince
them that because they didn’t need the nectarvine, humans
would eventually be able to cleanse Mon of greenwood with
nothing more than axes. It didn’t stop many from their stand.
It was true, Phil had not shared his plan with all of Mon,
much less all of Pronna space.
He was forced to put it to a vote. Some Pronna were as
much as twenty five gates from an ancient hulk like Mon, and
it took milliseconds for even spherical signals to reach them.
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The delay was made even longer by many campaigning for
their view. Some were of the opinion that humans could
become as dangerous as Rikaviks if given access to that much
technology. Phil gave them the examples of the keda world
and Ces Ceway. The other side gave the example of Sindara.
He pointed out that there was no definite knowledge of the
humans of Sindara other than their broadcast signals, it was
still centuries before a hole could be woven to that system
and many were afraid to do so.
There was a bunch of recrimination over the stupidity of
leaving those humans unmonitored. Phil pointed out that
many of the same individuals making that accusation had said
at the time that it wasn’t necessary because the humans they
were leaving were savage animals with little more technology
than the ability to burn sticks, spear animals and scratch the
ground to favor the growth of plants they could eat.
It was two full seconds before the final votes came in. It
was carried because most of the people who participated in
this discussion about humans, were those who kept humans
and knew them as soft and affectionate and playful. All pet
humans in all Pronna worlds had been cured of ephemerality
as soon as those from the keda world had showed it was
possible. Most pet owners purchased the full set of genetic
improvements humanologists of Om had picked up from the
group they released on the world where humans originated.
There were many human-related information interchanges
like these among those of Om originally in this mind-meld
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while they waited for the final votes to come in.
Once the Pronna species gave him permission to proceed,
those interested were able to join in solving the problem. A
great advance was made by using incremental differentials
rather than scratch solution, cutting the logic cycle time using
existing human machinery down to under half a second. They
agreed that there had to be a from-scratch every few seconds
to recalibrate or quantum error would creep into the system.
By then quite a few of Mon’s remaining population were
interested in the proceedings. Those who often served on ring
duty discussed what was the maximum cycle time that could
be allowed.
The five hundred kilohertz update cycle was based more
on the block size of the polarized photon protocol than the
real need of the neutronium system. Some of those who
handled the rings confessed to updating their output registers
ever other cycle or every third, when they had particularly
interesting things going on internally. Some spun off from
that to discuss how concentration on internal worlds had
helped lead to the decline of Mon.
He thought it was these disagreements and fragmentation
more than internal worlds, but didn’t transmit that thought.
The other human was telling Rianten, “I don’t see how we
can do that, these equations are complex but straightforward.
We’ve worked with similar equation systems when running in
groups of gravitationally interacting bodies. I’m quite familiar
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with running equation sets like these. This is big, but I’m
quite sure it will compile.”
“We can probably optimize the compiler output, Henry’s
back,” Rianten said.
“Will he remember anything after living on the surface for
a century?” Jameson asked.
“Excuse me,” Phil said using the translator with a slightly
higher acoustic level, then cut it back to normal. “I have
conferred with experts on your computing machinery and
experts on logic pathing and experts on the neutronium crew.
We have a solution for your computing machinery that will
run the updates in just under one half second. We are not sure
that will be enough, but we are sure that one hundred sixty six
thousand times per second will be.”
“So we are only off by a factor of eighty thousand,”
Rianten said.
He wasn’t sure he should tell them about this, he didn’t
know if the humans and their devices had parted ways
peacefully, he didn’t know what the human simulates thought
of their biological brethren. In truth the simulated humans had
not been observed before since they were made after Om left
their planets almost four thousand years ago. Three
humanships had been captured, two by Mon and one by Lex.
Those were all run by logic based on electrosilicates and
crewed with biological humans. Those in the ship captured by
Lex were suspended in very imperfect and primitive
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cryofreeze. Those vessels run by simulated humans were
likely to run afoul of the cryogenes and may be rare.
He decided to tell them and loaded this message to the
translator. “There may be a solution, there is another vessel of
human manufacture approaching with more than ten billion
times as many computational elements as your own. It has no
live humans aboard, but simulations of them. A relatively
small fraction of its computational power will be sufficient to
maintain the sphericity.”
“An Angel ship!” Rianten exclaimed.
“You know of it?”
“There were nearly a hundred of them. Sol’s system had
thousands of installations. We never thought any of them
survived, we thought Wetat got them all.”
“If you were on the surface you could see it with your
eyes.” He presented a tablet with a live feed of the humanship
as it crept up on Mon.
She took it and looked at it. “Jameson, you read up on
those old ships didn’t you?” She passed it to him.
“Yeah, it looks like an Angel seedship, I can even see its
registration number, PSL9561.”
“We can look that up when we get back aboard,” Jameson
said.
“Are you able to contact them?” Phil asked.
“If you didn’t erase our antenna’s,” Rianten responded.
Quite a few had remained with him and their static-burst
laughter came clearly over the meld. We could best translate
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their comments as, “It chirped right back at you didn’t it.”
“We will be happy to transmit any signals you like to it.”
Phil said.
“Give me a relay to put on our antenna feed,” she told
Phil, “We have specs on their ship-to-ship don’t we?” she
asked Jameson.
“Probably, but I doubt we have anyone who speaks their
language.”
That was always a problem for humans. He sent an All
Interested to anyone who knew anything about the human
languages during the time between Om’s contact with them
and today. There was no knowledge. There were only seventy
Pronna left in Mon by this point, but there was no one who
knew of any contact with the humans of that world since.
Most human language study had been done in Om, which was
full of feral humans, but lived much better because Om was
not overrun with Greenwood. Some was done in Mon, but so
much of Mon was abandoned to the greenwood, goreslugs
and snotwebs that there was no reliable language catalog for
the humans of Mon. Each group spoke a slightly different
language. There were three language families, and enclaves
of tribes who spoke something more ancient. Since there was
no helpful knowledge, he turned to the translator again.
“We are unable to help you with the language problem as
we have only static scans of that vessel. We will help you
contact them. I have programmed the nearest fabricator to
produce the relay you requested. Attach it to your antenna
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connector at the point where it was shunted and we will
transmit your signals to the approaching vessel. Invite them
here to help you save the Neutronium. There is enough
compute power on that vessel that it must already know it
would have no chance of surviving the gamma ray burst
should this construct collapse.”
A Need for Council
It was Phil and Bill on their trip to the interstellar room,
they were among the last ten off this ancient construct, built
before most of the species in it evolved. They were among the
few who had at least one half remaining from when they
came aboard when it was new. They had been the last on the
rings. They had run all the oscillations out of it to the sixth
order. If nothing big passed near them, they might linger for a
day without collapsing. There was still no transmission from
Rianten to the humanship, or Angelship as they called it.
There was probably more trouble with the savages than they
anticipated. He hoped they could get it sorted, now that they
had been given the code to save the sphericity, it would be a
shame to fail because of warfare between the human factions.
If we could write the communication between Phil and
Bill as a conversation, it might go like this, but of course it
was a cycle of thoughts with a lot more shared that we can
really convey in words.
“The real question,” Phil pondered, “is what to do about
that super pinch.”
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“It’s safe where it is,” Bill said. “I wouldn’t give it back to
them til they can show they can control the sphericity and
control their savage instincts.”
“Yeah, but there’s more to it than that, with Mon they can
learn to escape the Rikavik.”
“If we give back that hole, we are giving Mon to the
human species as a whole and not just to a small band of
adventurers. With that hole they can evacuate the people they
can’t feed, solve the waste heat problem and bring in more
minds.”
“If we don’t give back the hole,” Phil thought, “how
many thousand years will it take them to find it?”
“Remember Sindara, we left Humans unattended in a
system with five planets they can inhabit with light
terraforming. Look what happened, some of us don’t dare go
back there now. Those five planets were inhabited before the
ones from their home world got to their moon and they’re
twice as warlike as the originals. I’m sure we can provide the
dimensional isolation to insure we can shut that thing down
safely.”
“Once we’re out of here it will matter only to our love of
biodiversity.”
“And the important look they give us at this stage of
evolution,” Bill reminded him. “We can change their
evolution quite a bit if we intervene like that.”
“We already intervened, they had that thing on their own,
they might have been approaching it with special robes and
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magnetism, but they had it uniting most of their species.”
“Yeah, you’re right, they had it.”
“And if we leave it in an adjacent dimension unattended,
it could blow and destroy them,” Phil said, “and we can’t
afford to move it enough dimensions deep to prevent
worrying about it.”
“But giving all their scientists, all their military, access to
Mon?” Bill asked. “They will figure out the neutronium, they
will learn the modulations, they’ll figure out how to weave
holes within a thousand years. What if they link up with the
ones at Sindara?”
“There is no way a radio wave could have made it that far
since we left them there, it’s only 12,000 years and
something.”
“Still, we may be talking about the difference between
giving them the ability to have a viable population escape the
Rikaviks, and a force that stops the Rikaviks. Remember,
most of their population has that ‘peace plague’ now so
they’re a lot better organized and cooperative.”
“And would a species that stopped the Rikaviks be a bad
thing?” Phil asked.
“Probably not, in my opinion, but I still think we should
take it up before the galactic council.”
They soon reached the interstellar room. Taking the issue
of their wormhole to the council meant a long swim from
where they were, there were now thirteen worlds separating
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them. “Will you accompany me?” Phil asked. “I’ll need
someone to watch my pets while I meet with them.”
“Take them with you,” Bill said. “They’re quite well
behaved and the male is reasonably quick witted, it may help
your case if you can show them humans behaving properly.”
“I’d rather bring their ship captain, she might be more
convincing.”
Since Phil actually transmitted what his senses recorded at
that time, Bill knew it like he had been there. “She would
convince them that humans are dangerous and arrogant, I
think that would not be a good idea.”
He could be right about that. His own were following
along docilely, making soft sounds to each other and
anticipating a journey thru several worlds to reach Pem. They
would probably like Pem, it was light and open, free of
greenwood and free of savage feral humans. The pet humans
were given a lot of freedom there, they could visit, choose
their own mates, raise their own food, play their games and
generally cavort and have a good life. Some masters were
stricter than others, but without the fear of going feral, most
were quite permissive.
He used the translator to tell them, “There will be a delay
of a day or two before we go to Pem, I have to make a detour
that may help your feral brethren. If you are well-behaved,
that will also help them. I’m taking you to where you will see
many other powerful and important species. You need not
fear them, none will be permitted to eat you. If you comport
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yourselves well, we may be able to do something that will
keep most of the other feral humans from starving.”
They nodded, looked a little worried, but said they would
be on their best behavior. Phil hoped it would be enough.
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Book IV. Avatars
Emergency Action
The ninety seconds were up, Ava was starting the meeting
even though there were still people pouring into the space.
“This is the nature of the problem,” she began. She projected
the framework of the microplanet. “This collapsed metal cage
holds these neutronium rings in as perfect a sphere as we can
measure, within a few wavelengths of light. This structure is
subject to positive feedback which requires active correction,
and that correction has just been discontinued.” She noticed it
was only a couple of days after the last of the big-eyed fish
was observed, there wasn’t time for that discussion now. “To
save ourselves from being vaporized in the gamma ray burst
when this structure collapses, we have to take over the control
of that active correction, and we have to do it soonest. Harvis,
what have we learned so far?”
“I have the packets separated into sensor and control, I
haven’t detailed them yet, but I think the sensors are mainly
strain gauges with a few laser positions as a cross check. I
could put three people to work on that right now.”
“Who wants it?” Ava asked them. There were still a few
people coming into the room. There were three volunteers,
she sent them on their way.
“You see what our optical positioners tell us,” she told the
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rest of them, looking at the webwork sphere that was still
projected in front of them. “We need a system of equations
that relates strain to correction, I know we need more detail,
what detail do we need?”
The meeting went on swiftly, they dug into the math of
the control equations, started laying out the skeins of
differential equations it would take to model the interaction of
those rings. The stresses within the collapsed metal cage were
alarming, but the thickness was there, and no doubt it was a
single collapsed-metal crystal. Each ring was dependent on
all, and their readings determined that there were ‘lumps’ on
the neutronium rings. That increased the complexity of the
equations exponentially, but gave them a mechanism to effect
the control. She could already see she was going to have to
suspend hundreds to get the necessary compute resource. She
prepped many blocks to be re-configured, and sounded a
general quarters informing everyone not here in the control
room to take a backup immediately, within the next few
minutes.
She called on Glenelle to get an instrumentation package
on its way to that construct. She wanted all working androids
on it, some mechanical bots, and several facets that could
interface the palantir network. She called on Heymon to get
them moving toward the construct and copied Morgan Evans.
They couldn’t be any more vulnerable than where they were.
She qued the crew into suspension as soon as they completed
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their backups. It had been nine minutes since the controls shut
down by now.
It was brought to her attention that in some of the finer
points of the network’s control protocol, they needed help. It
was the protocol from Alan’s hack, she had no one to call on
but him.
“The only experts I know are in the Kassikan,” he said in
answer to her request.
“They’re your creations, how can they know what you
don’t?”
“We can either say, they are specially programmed
cherubs in my universe, or we can say that when that upload
took place, not just me, but everyone under those helmets at
the time was copied into backup.”
“There were no helmets, there were no wizards.” She was
not going to admit that she was a clone, an avatar, a creation
of a soul left behind at 61 Cygni. She knew in her soul that
she was the real Ava Bancour.
“I don’t care,” Alan told her. “You said to get you
whoever we needed for this, and they are who we need. If
they’re part of my hack, then those control stations are part of
my hack also. If they were in my hack, which even I’m not
sure of any more, because I’ve never trusted self-filling
universes, then we have to play by its rules if we can’t hack
our way out of it. And in the rules of this hack, the wizards of
the Kassikan know more than anyone else about those
palantirs.”
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“Fine,” she said, she could live with that. She could live
with a hack he could no longer control. She would rather
solve this by getting the universe vectors untangled, but for
the time being she would have to play his game.
She knew where those wizards were in his universe. They
were in the redecoration he had done of their original study
planet at 61 Cygni. She knew exactly where on its four
hundred million square miles of surface. A city on the big
lake, a pyramid in the center of the city, a great and sunny
room on the top of that pyramid. She snapped a back door
from this meeting in the control room to that room.
They stepped thru into the Kassikan’s upper throne room.
It was raised above the floor of a laboratory and work area
filled with devices and bookshelves. Only two of them were
visible at the time, a man and a woman. They both had
shining white hair. The man was tall and a bit gaunt, the
woman was small and childlike. The man was wearing a
loose white bodysuit, the woman a white skirt. They were
bent over what looked to be a microscope. They looked up
when they heard footsteps. There were questioning looks on
their faces at first, it had been a long time since she had
played here.
“Ava,” Althart said once he recognized her, “it’s been
such a long time. I wasn’t told you were coming.”
“Hi Alan.” Myanfyinga’s husky voice said. She had seen
Alan only days ago, when he first escorted Harvis here.
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Of course, if they were cherubs they would not have been
activated in those thousands of years and she should be fresh
in their minds.
“Yes,” Ava answered, “and we weren’t announced. I’m
sorry but we have an emergency we need your help with.”
“Whatever we can do?” Althart asked.
“We’ll be going away for a few days, we need to get a
suntower system running again.”
“How are we going?”
“By magic,” she said.
They looked suspicious. Keithying and Yohonshu came
out from behind some equipment and looked at them also. As
the people most often accused of magic in legends, they were
quite suspicious of it. Althart clearly wanted to question her
on this. In the ancient past she had amused herself by getting
electronic manufacturing started in the world of Alan’s hack.
When she played at that she kept it in line with his sentence,
three-d reality all the way. She didn’t have time for that now,
his world was four hundred light years from them in the
model.
“When do we need to go?” he asked.
“We could have as little as seven hundred milliseconds,”
she told him, “and it’s been ten minutes. Now here’s
something else you might not be prepared for,” she told the
wizards, “you’re going to have to do this in a bot.”
They looked at her blankly.
Ava continued, “There is something about our existence
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that I’ve told you about before. Remember virtuality theory?”
“You were the founder of that study,” Althart said. His
memory enhancements were as advanced as human science
allowed.
“Yes, and what is the fundamental law?” she asked them.
“This is a change, you quizzing me,” Althart said.
“Nevertheless...”
Myanfinygaa recited it, “You cannot prove whether or not
you are encapsulated except by hacking your way out to
prove that you were encapsulated.”
“Right,” Ava said. “Well, instead of leaving you to hack
your way out, I’m letting you out of your encapsulation in
Alan’s universe into what I believe is base reality.
Unfortunately we don’t have suitable androids for you, and
you will be forced to animate tool-bots for this mission.”
“If I don’t miss my guess, we can control those bots as
well from our helmets as from anywhere in your universe.”
She thought about how those helmets mapped to the
consciousness vector. There would be one more layer of
software to translate to the helmet bus and back, “Come on
then,” she said. “We have to get to the helmet room.”
That took far longer than taking them four hundred light
years via a teleport and then getting them into a bot interface,
but the walk gave her time to bring them up to speed on Mon
and the sphericity problem. At least the elevators had been
upgraded in the 113th so it was two more minutes, not nearly a
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half hour as it had been when she first saw this part of Alan’s
universe in his 100th century.
“So we have to get the readings from Mon’s structural
members out of the system and get the processed control
information in?” Althart asked.
“Have you got the addressing worked out?” Myanfyinga
asked. “Everything is based on address in there. In theory
every particle in the universe is in the same flat model space,
there are no virtuality horizons in it anywhere.”
“We know the basics,” Ava answered. “We have the input
side flowing, we’re pretty sure we have generated output,
though I’m having it tested before we go live. She was able to
do that on a side-channel to an avatar she’d left with the
meeting. I guess you would say we have everything but the
control addressing worked out.”
“You can send inquiries by branch address to get the flat
address,” Myanfyinga told her.
“That is the contribution we need right now, that and
setting a scanning facet that can keep the whole network in
touch with our ship.” Because they were in the same orbit,
one sixth of the way around the stone giant, they were locked
in space, relative to the construct. Once a beam was set, it
could track easily and would never move very far.
“We should have brought our phosphor disks,”
Myanfyinga said.
They did know what to do, Althart and Myanfyinga
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especially. It took little time to get prepped for the helmets.
Ava and Alan knew they didn’t need them, but these wizards
were technically cherubs and couldn’t come out of character.
She realized that by going there in this helmet they really had
no proof that they were currently virtual, they could probably
convince themselves they were going into the virtual world
when they put the helmet on. They were mentally together
when the wizards first came into the bots floating in Mon.
Ava and Alan had been transferred to androids that had been
sent ahead. Alan was in Alfred’s, she was in her own, built to
look as she styled herself now. Glenelle had used a bullet pod
to get this gear to the construct. Those of the Kassikan were
in tool bots, but they were built to be controlled like a
personification, so they were mechanoids of humanoid form.
She opened the portal and they swam out into the zero gravity
environment.
“That’s the neutronium and collapsed metal cage right
above us,” she told them.
“Look at all the life,” Myanfyinga said. Did the beings
that made this create all this life for this environment?”
“For all we know, it’s had time to evolve,” Ava told her.
“In my hundred centuries of life,” Myanfyinga said, “I
have seen many strange things and had many strange
experiences, but this is the strangest yet.”
“Will we remember this once we get out from under the
helmets?” Althart asked.
“I would think so,” Ava said. “I have avoided researching
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a means to edit the running mind. But if we don’t hurry, there
is no sense exploring. If we succeed we will have ages to
explore.”
They were on the edge of an immense shaft. A breeze
blew up out of that shaft, sheets of rain and even hail plunged
into it from the miles-tall cloud above it. Three suntowers
stood on the rim of that shaft, tiny compared to the cloud, but
taller than the trees. There were probably three more above
them that they couldn’t see from here.
“We need a helmet to probe this network,” Myanfyinga
said, “so we can probe the mapping.”
“Your helmet can be passed thru the facet you hold,” Ava
told her.
Only a few of the atomic snowflake transceivers had been
fabricated so far. Their bots each held one. They aimed at two
different suntowers and began to explore. Ava, in this android,
was not equipped to interface with those suntowers unless she
could break thru this hack. It was not true that if this was a
hack, the collapse of the planetoid wouldn’t really hurt them.
It was trivial for Alan to simply remove them from the grant
list whenever he wanted, freeing all of Gordon’s Lamp for
him and his cherubs, and maybe a few clones. From their
point of view, reality and hack would be identical, with the
caveat that if it was reality Alan would not have the option to
restart one or more of them if he took the notion.
“This is a much older installation than we have at home,”
Myanfyinga said. “The world number is a much lower.”
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“We’re still getting distracted from what we must do,”
Althart said.
“Yes, I’m getting a mapping worked out now. They aren’t
mapped tower to ring, each tower controls many rings,”
Myanfynga said. “I’ll start by mapping all the towers.”
Just then Ava got a message thru a side channel. “You
better get back here,” she heard Heymon say, “there’s a
message coming in from Mon.”
“I’m going to have to put this Android on autonomous for
a few minutes to give my attention to something back in the
ship,” she told Alan’s wizards. “Alan will help you any way
he can.”
She blinked back into her personification in the control
room. “What kind of message?”
“It’s in a language something like English but not quite.”
She looked at it and decided she could translate it.
Tu:
Fum:

Ainjl ship Gordon’s Lamp
Impeirl Gatship Nivenz Hamr

Us hav kod fer Nutronyom stbilide, U hav komput pwer fer run
i. Pleez kontakt fer savin dis konstrukt
Synd:

Admerl Rianten Callahan, Imperl Spacr

Ava dashed off a reply.
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What is your native language? We may have a translator for
that which will allow us to talk more easily.

It didn’t take long to get a reply.
Us spek Metakish Jib in daly lif bt be spekin to U in Centish.

Now she was totally sure this was a hack, pissed to the
core that she couldn’t break it and had to follow along. She
nearly snapped her invisible keyboard finding the translator
among Alan’s files and plugging it into the stream.
Fair enough. You have code for Neutronium stability. We do
also and it’s now in testing. How has yours been tested?

This channel was working well enough that the reply was
almost instant.
Ours was given to us by the Pronna, just before they left. It was
compiled to run on our computer banks, which were state of
the art in 5337, the last time we were refitted. We doubt that
Angels used the same processor architecture we do, so we’re
attaching the schematics to this message.

She looked at it, not in detail but learned all she needed
from the names of the chapters. It was an instruction set
machine. It would be like a child playing with blocks again to
deal with something so simple. She read the manual into a
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compiler designer and read what the performance would be
on their hardware, once this device was blown into a spot on
it. It would take a whole slab with the associated memory.
The code they supplied worked thru the calculations in thirty
eight milliseconds, not as fast as their own solution, where
most of the per-cycle logic was blown into hardware. It was
nine hundred clock hardware because the interconnection grid
was so enormous with the number of differential equations in
the set. Still it was well within the two microsecond window
the Pronna hardware gave them.
She gave the code a once-over, using the reverse compiler
generated by that pass over it. It was very good code,
probably optimum. It was beyond a doubt that the Pronna had
better tools for this than she did. Still, this had probably never
actually been tested.
The Pronna have given you the optimum solution given the
architecture of your hardware. Their important point is the
incremental differential transform, that saves more than half
over a full compute. However, because our hardware
architecture can be adapted to the job, we have a solution that
is a hundred times faster than modeling your micro controller
and running this very good code. We are completing the
connections to the Pronna suntower system now and hope to
have the ring stabilization tested and installed within the next
few minutes. We understand the gravity of the situation, no pun
intended, and look forward to meeting you and getting to know
more about your world just as soon as we have the Neutronium
under control. I will contact you when we do.
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She got a reply anyway.
We are currently under attack by a large band of savages, we
had to stop the wheel because of a breach of the containment.
Some of our people haven’t been out much and aren’t ready for
zero gee. I’m sorry I couldn’t help with the Neutronium problem,
that was my highest priority til now. Now that I know you have it
covered, I can give my attention to the situation here.

Distasteful as it was to do so, she looked up Niven’s
Hammer in Alan’s files and found it was a gateship, as their
captain said. It was given its gate and launched on its mission
in 4250 and R. Callahan had been its commander since 4321.
It was reported lost with all hands in 5374, but it was noted
that its gate had not imploded but anything sent to its input
came out of its output so it appeared that its gate had been
switched off safely. The instrumentation of Alan’s ‘Centorin
Empire’ indicated that tube cars actually went thru the
wormhole both ways and turned around at a spot located just
about in the center of this construct. Normally when one of
his gateships was lost, anything entering the gate is
annihilated in the singularity that the far end has become and
the gate it connects to had to be disposed of in outer space
with a good velocity to escape the Alpha Centauri system
away from any inhabited systems.
This was proof that this was a hack. The worlds of
Centorin and its entire empire were in Alan’s universe alone.
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Other crew members had universes with multiple planets, but
any magic level five could teleport between them. If Alan’s
matched what was being presented to them as base reality,
that proved they weren’t in base reality. Alan could not know
the identity of an imperial ship of the line, or even that a
colony of the world they left behind in Wetat would one day
rule an Empire of human space that included Alan’s world.
After proving to her that it was a hack, he left her unable
to break it. As distasteful as it was to admit defeat, for now,
she would have to run that neutronium control. Until she
could find how he had their grant list in his power, if he even
did. It could be like the last time, he only had their scene
generators under his control. He might not have hacked the
grant list. In that case, if the neutronium went unstable, his
model would collapse, but the ship and all other universes in
it would continue running. In all likelihood the stone giant
and its sun would be unaffected, the object would disappear
in a flash, but it would be unable to emit any actual gamma
rays, and unable to harm the ship in base reality. It was even
likely that the collapse itself would break his hold over them
and they would fall thru into base reality, hopefully with a
habitable planet below them and not this stone giant of two
hundred seventy one percent gravity.
But the only way to prove whether or not he’s got that
grant list, is to find out how he’s got it. Not finding how he’s
got it doesn’t tell us whether or not he has it. Because no
matter what she did, proved he had it or remained uncertain,
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she had to play along and prevent those rings from collapsing.
She popped back into the android. Alan was still here
along with Althart and Myanfyinga in the tool bots. Both
facets were set, the relay from Gordon’s Lamp was set up,
and the module was completing testing. It took up only half a
slab, the rest was buffer for the atomic snowflake that
converted to and from the polarized photon protocol.
She turned to Alan. “It was an interesting message, from a
ship that wanted to help with this.”
“But I thought you said it was from Mon?”
“The antenna was in Mon. The person I was texting with
identified herself as Admiral Rianten Callahan of the Imperial
Gateship Niven’s Hammer. And you had a touched up version
of MY picture in her personnel file!”
She could see she didn’t have to tell him she had looked it
up in his files, he looked incredulous to cover his shock. “My
universe is self-filling and I’ve no control over it. It fills in
what it thinks you want to see.”
“Then that’s why it showed me conclusive proof that this
is a hack, one we only have to play along with because I can
never prove you don’t have our grant lines.”
“I have no one’s grant line, not even my cherubs and you
know that.”
“Reality cannot contain a ship you made up a thousand
years ago. I know we’re only seeing a signal, but it could only
have come from you. I have to play along til I get the grant
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lines back, but I know it’s you.”
Under the Steel Plain
Rianten turned from the keyboard connecting her to the
Angel ship and looked at what was happening in the battle
display. This was meant to show the movement of forces over
hundreds of millions of miles, but it was scaled so the
displayed sphere was five miles in radius. The hulk of
Niven’s Hammer took up a good piece of it, and was the
second largest body displayed, the first being the waterball.
What used to be the largest thing down here was cut up into
pieces and the largest and most intact pieces were welded
together to form the containment for their wheel, what the
savages call the steel plain.
Somehow, the savages had gotten their hands on a bomb,
and amassed enough force to get it to the containment on the
waterball side, where there were two thousand feet of twisted
minerals that were once aluminum and steel along with
knotted trunks of greenwood, festooned with roots. There was
enough actual metal deep in the rust and re-rust above it, that
sensors were dulled and they were able to get the bomb by
their detection envelope.
The result was the wheel was stopped, seven hundred and
eighteen savages were dead and their leader had escaped into
the dark. Two of her crew were dead and seven more had
been hit by a spear. Since she left the conference with the
Pronna, several more of the crew had returned, Yoolhumbra
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and Jaikus had joined them and five from the surface,
thankfully four of them female, had also joined the crew. The
original crew were the only ones who spoke both languages,
Metakish Jib and Nignorm, the language the closest surface
tribe used. That problem didn’t help matters any, but it was
getting better as this war dragged on thru its second week.
The Pronna had been gone for an hour by now. She was
glad she didn’t have to give up the whole ship’s computer to
neutronium ring calculations. She had no real trust in this
Angel ship she hadn’t even seen yet. She didn’t really doubt
the Pronna, but she didn’t feel Angels were any closer to her
than vamish. True, the Angels were invented by human
beings and illustrated themselves as human, most of the time,
but they could just as well illustrate themselves as vamish or
whents. She knew enough to know the basics of how their
rendering programs work. There’s a numerical model of the
subject and a projection is taken to locate each pixel on the
model and then the color of that pixel is calculated based on
what parts of the model would be visible in that pixel. That
numerical model of their physical presence is called a
‘personification’. She’d always known that. She didn’t
remember when she’d learned about Angels, but whenever
she looked up what was known about them, it was always
deja vu.
The savage forces were displayed as red dots in the tank,
they were encamped around the cloudshaft where LimpetHzal used to be. Quite a few from both sides had died of the
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smoke when they burned that town, and the smell was almost
too much for their air purifiers. The whereabouts of the
Triumvirate was unknown but she was pretty sure Chuuchney
was dead and Tildeweck had joined with the savage mob.
Venglorian had probably fled, but she doubted he got very far.
Besides the band attacking them, many others had turned
cannibal by now, and their estimates put the dead in the
millions already.
Carson came onto the bridge, “Sorry to report this
captain, but there’s still no sign of Taos.”
“I thought he was at Big Forge?”
“Nulf hasn’t seen him, neither has anyone else I spoke
with.”
“He’s wearing a duty suit, it should alarm if he’s in
trouble.”
“If his comm is off, he must be in trouble.”
“He may need privacy.” If there were women in the pack,
he might try to use his charm to gather intelligence. Of course
to do that he would have to get out of his duty suit, most of
the savages were naked, or nearly naked in this heat.
Carson also knew what she meant. “In that case his suit
won’t warn us.”
She went to a command station, found the suit number
he’d taken out and pinged it. Sure enough it was unoccupied
and very close to the enemy encampment. “It won’t,” she
said, “he’s out of it.”
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“Shall we send a force?”
“Oh I’m sure he’s out of it voluntarily.” She knew their
relationship had been better, he would take chances to make
her mad and attempt pillow talk with the savages to make up
for what they weren’t getting lately. If everything hadn’t
blown up, it might well have been Bronson in her quarters by
now.
“In zero gee there’s no limit to the size of the udders they
can carry,” Carson said.
She was glad Carson felt at ease enough around her to
admit to one of their problems. It was really one of the least
of their problems, but it was known thruout the ship that Taos
favored bigger handfuls with his variety. “He’s more wholeminded than that, but some who carry them might not be
smart enough to know they’re getting interrogated.”
“You’re not worried about him?”
“He’s taking these risks to goad me,” she said.
Bronson swam in, he was heading the crew working on
the breach that bomb had made in their containment. It was
still more of a military operation than construction. “You
must be talking about Taos,” he said.
“Yeah, so you know?” she said.
“That he was going scouting?” Bronson replied. “I
guessed, but he didn’t tell me. He just said he’d be away
conferring with Nulf and he’d be careful.”
“I wouldn’t let him get away with this if he wasn’t doing
it to bait me.”
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“We can go get him,” Bronson said.
She sighed, “Sorry it came to this, but no. I won’t risk
your lives over his gripe with me. If he kills himself doing it,
I’ll just have to get over it,” she sniffed. She didn’t want to
cry in front of the men. She tried to keep her lip still, blinked
a lot. To fill the silence she said, “We met in 4108, the year
we discovered Aldebs and the Lazivanz. I don’t remember it,
but it’s in the record.”
She barely remembered Demoy at this point, she barely
remembered Niven’s Hammer in space, the tube working. She
barely remembered the containment being built. There were
still almost two hundred hands then. They still had vamish in
the freezer from when some of them tried to argue about the
tap into the waterball. All she remembered about that was the
message she sent to the vamish wizard, ‘Thank you for
sending those troops, they aren’t bad with the right sauce.’
They had already known vamish for fifty years by the time
that happened.
“It’s no real risk,” Bronson said. “We’ll suit up.”
She didn’t order them not to go and she felt bad about
that, but if she ordered them not to, they would have to go
without gear so she couldn’t track them from here. Of course
she could look at the life sensor plot that was in the tank. All
those human sized bright red dots were the savage
encampment, and one of those eight thousand dots was
probably Taos. She looked for dots standing apart, or couples
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standing apart. There were no walls but the greenwood trunks
in that encampment, and the entire encampment was on the
trunks surrounding the cloudshaft. They were probably the
combined tribes of all the last sunpassages that were closest
to this cloudshaft. They had tents and tapestries for privacy,
so they had once been relatively affluent people.
She noticed she had floated so she was now right behind
Rachel, who had a microdot in that encampment. She was
looking at a group of women dressed in frilly bikinis. Some
were scraping the last of the lichens and fungus off the
greenwood, some were drilling for sap. “Looks peaceful
now.”
“Because we can only see females,” Rachel answered.
They watched a few more seconds til Rianten said, “Taos
is out there somewhere.”
“I haven’t seen any of our people, I don’t know how this
dot was planted.”
“Jordan got it out there using a dart,” Rianten said.
“He’s got an accurate arm, this is right across the shaft.”
“The encampment surrounds the shaft.” They were above
where Limpet-Hzal’s upper ropes had been, at the limit of the
battle display. They probably extended out of range nearly to
the surface and had thousands more in the band, but their
instruments weren’t accurate enough thru all the greenwood
to see any farther than this.
“Then he’s either infiltrated, or he has a really good arm,”
Rachel said.
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“He couldn’t infiltrate very easily trailing a filament. He
might have used a bot, when was this planted?”
Rachel brought up the properties of this sensor, “Oh nine
thirty one yesterday.” Rachel didn’t have to be told to look at
the bot logs, she brought them up. “Yeah, this was probably
it.” One of the hunting bots had been out at the time. Rachel
scrolled thru its specs to confirm that it was mechanically
capable of planting this sensor.
“It would have been dark in this cloudshaft at that time.”
Mon was tidelocked to the superearth below and orbited in
thirty one hours. It was always out of synch with the ship’s
clock.
As she watched the savage women working, both she and
Rachel noticed when the women’s attention was drawn to
something out of view. “What’s happening where they’re
looking?”
Rachel panned the camera. Even though this was so deep
in the planetoid there was hardly any light, there was enough
to bring out some leaves on the greenwood and whatever they
were watching, it was obscured.
Rianten went to a terminal, checked on the duty suit
Jordan logged out. It was also empty, and had been for over a
day. “Not good,” she said. “They’re both missing.” She
messaged Bronson and Carson. They promised to be on full
alert with everything on and armed. She wished them a safe
mission.
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She was overcome with guilt that she wasn’t out there
with them, but the fact that Bronson had come in meant the
breach area was secure enough that the welders could work.
If they could get the wheel turning again in a couple weeks,
that would be a victory. Whether that bearing would turn
again was another problem she worried about. They had
temperatures of the inner and outer races, those were twenty
five and forty degrees over spec but they didn’t have the
roller temperatures. They could be welded to the races right
now, and those welds could be corroding because air got to
that bearing while the wheel containment was open. She
wondered if a molten metal bearing would work in zero gee?
Now that the Pronna were gone, they should be able to
use electromagnetic signals again, she posted that observation
to the crew. It would take a year before they had all the
infrastructure in place to use that fact, and they would only
have that year if the Angels really did take over the
neutronium control and they were still alive a year from now.
It had been centuries since they’d been able to use
electromagnetic waves, they wouldn’t remember how they
worked, what the limitations were, what strategies should be
employed, what the power requirements were. None of the
nitty gritty details were understood today.
If only the Pronna hadn’t taken the gate, they could
import enough food and oxygen to sustain these people til
they could be evacuated and relocated to a moon they could
be trained to stand on. If they hadn’t taken the gate she could
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get proper scientific teams here to study this artifact. It was
true there was a lot of data left on here and that antenna
bauble they gave her seemed to be able to access it, but there
had been other priorities and she hadn’t looked at much of it
yet.
That Angel ship was a great unknown. The Angels had
seeded Centorin civilization. But she believed she was born
on Earth. None born on Earth in Angel times were still alive
but a very few in Amazonas, and that could not be
documented with certainty. She remembered her years on
Kassidor, where the time of the Angels was known as the
‘Starship Age’ and half the people you met remembered
something about it. The only lasting effect of that contact was
the manufacture of ‘Yingolian Crystals’ which were
electronics more advanced than anything that was ever legal
in the Empire. They were considered half as effective as the
old crystals, which they thought were cast in the Energy Age,
but were obviously left by the Pronna.
The Angel ship would have data capabilities that were
beyond the Yingolian Crystals of Kassidor wouldn’t they?
She didn’t remember Centorin History, other than the grossest
outline in popular culture, the dome, the pioneers, the nations,
the Unification, the Empire. She knew she had to study it
once and pass a test on it to get her citizenship, but she’d reused that space in her mind several times since then. But she
did know Angels built the dome, hatched frozen zygotes in
that dome and raised the original hundred twenty one with
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androids. The next fact she knew was the Angels and the
dome were destroyed by Wetat in 2519. The only known
Angel installation today, or at least at the time of their
capture, was Narrulla’s Tear, an artificial construct orbiting
Kassidor. This ship would be the second known Angel
installation, if she had a way to make that known to the
Empire.
It was hours later when Bronson called in on his helmet
mic. “I’ve got some good news and some bad news.”
“Give me the good news,” Rianten said, hoping it would
be that Taos and Jordan were safe.
“We have their chief trussed up and at our mercy in a
secure position.”
“So I know what the bad news is,” Rianten said.
“You probably guessed right. Taos and Jordan are in the
hands of his lieutenants, Eenganansk and your good buddy
Tildeweck. It’s pretty much a stand-off at this point, ‘You kill
yours and I’ll kill mine,’ but if Eenganansk and Tildeweck
could decide who’s the top dog between them, they’d be glad
to let us take Nemena down.”
“What about Nulf and his people?”
“I think our incursion is the only reason they haven’t
moved against him yet. We don’t know where he is himself,
but his men say he left with Taos. All his men are surrounding
his camp ready to defend it with their lives.”
“We can’t back them up without abandoning the work
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crew on the breach,” she replied.
“No argument here,” Bronson replied. “We’ll all lose our
strength advantage if we don’t get that wheel turning again
soon.”
That was true, in the thousands of years humans had been
living in zero gee in here, they’d picked up several mutations
that helped them stay healthy in this environment. They might
be weaker, but their bones weren’t as brittle and many of their
other bodily systems worked better in zero gee than hers did.
Was it right for them to kill others who were actually
better adapted to this environment than she was? She and her
crew were only more successful because of their technology,
and how much longer would that be true? But the inescapable
facts were, there wasn’t a way to support more than five
million on this planetoid without suns. Sooner or later the
population would get down to that. Sacrificing the thirty two
now in the crew would make no difference. Actually it would
hurt them worse than burning Limpet-Hzal’s farms had hurt
them because the hydroponic gardens of Niven’s Hammer
were capable of growing more than theirs could.
The loss of any food supply was stupid, but desperate
people are not always the smartest people. They will often
make their situation worse in their desperation. Their farms,
and those they could power from their reactor, could feed
hundreds, a drop in the sea of starvation. It was frustrating to
be such a small part of the solution. It was frustrating that
they hadn’t been able to help at all with the neutronium.
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Then Bronson called again, “Eenganansk is headed this
way, it looks like they want to talk.”
On the Bridge of Gordon’s Lamp
“I want you to go back to your place,” she told Alan, “I
won’t dance like a puppet for you. No doubt you can hack
into wherever I go, but I don’t want to see you.”
“I’ve got nothing but that desk ball back there, you know
that, you know what I’m sentenced to.”
“You don’t seem to be sentenced to anything, maybe
you’re only messing with our scene generators again, but
until I figure out what you’ve done, how can I know that?
Now if you’ll excuse me, I have to deal with this trap you’ve
put us in.”
“I put you in???” he started to protest.
Just to see if she could still do it, she blinked him out of
here, back to the court at his front door. To her surprise, it
worked. Of course if he still wanted to pretend he was
innocent he would have to submit to it. It was only a user
interface level stunt anyway, level 1’s have the necessary
privilege if they know how to control x a personification.
She asked for Harvis to come join her in Alfred’s android,
he would be most useful in backing up Myanfyinga and
Althart. She was looking at the max deflection readings. They
had been super quiet when the Pronna left, but deflections of
several atomic diameters were starting to show up, and the
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strain gauge readings were reflecting that, and confirming the
mapping the wizards were making of the object’s suntower
network.
“I’m about to say it’s tested enough,” she told the
programing team. “We’re starting to see instability and you
know it builds up exponentially.”
“We found a second order term with the wrong sense,”
Theo replied. “We’re fixing it now, the compile is running
and the new slab should be ready to blow in fifteen seconds.”
“Verify it’s a clean compile and blow it,” she said. “We’re
going to switch it in as soon as it’s cool.”
“Got it,” he said, “but I’ll call you as soon as it’s ready.”
She went back to watching the strain gauges, there were
some on the far side that were indicating bigger deflections
than the ones on this side that they could monitor with
sensors from the ship. The seconds piled up and the
deflections grew, and the rate they were growing was
increasing.
“We’re ready,” she finally heard from Theo.
“Switch it in now!” she barked, both over the side channel
to Theo and out the android’s mouth to everyone here.
They did, and there was a groan thruout the massive relic.
The gauges jangled, but gradually began to flatten out.
They stayed nervous for an hour, until they saw the level
of deflection they would get when the system stabilized. She
knew it was time that congratulations were in order. She
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contacted everyone who’s had a part in it and thanked them
personally, even the wizards of the Kassikan, though she was
still convinced they were cherubs. When she was done with
the personal contact, she sounded it over the all-quarters.
“Members of the crew, at this time it appears that we have
the neutronium rings of this planetoid stabilized. I thank each
and every one of you for your help. We still need those of you
who are on duty to complete your shifts, but I understand that
a celebration is in order. We have overcome the most serious
and most pressing problem we have encountered with this
planetoid, but there will be many more as we try to learn its
secrets and assist its inhabitants.”
She clicked off. She stashed the android and the bots back
in the capsule and left Harvis on duty in Alfred’s android to
guard the interface facets. They all blinked back to their
respective places, they to the helmet room deep under the
pyramid and she to the ship’s control room. The mathematics
team had already conjured up a bottle of bubbly and were
passing it around. She congratulated them again, and then
went back to her villa. She was due to step back a bit, and
hoped she could get some time to set some traps for Alan.
By the next day, they had found that while the sphericity
correction was working, it needed tweaking. She looked in on
the math guys who were wrestling with that. They were
approaching the problem correctly, there was no need for her
to interfere. She wondered if Alan was watching her watch
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them? She was still thinking more about that than the rings
themselves. The rings were part of the hack, just like the
natives of Kassidor had been part of the hack.
She watched her men take data, try to relate it to the
miscalculations. It wasn’t apparent to the naked eye, it had to
be run thru tools to find what co-efficients needed to be
changed to make the solution converge. She wondered how
she could apply that methodology to her own problem. What
could she measure that was akin to the lack of convergence in
these equation systems? She could measure the number of
times her scene generators accessed data in Alan’s universe.
For what she was seeing here, it should be none. It was. She
checked that he didn’t have her access blocked by perusing
Rianten Callahan’s file once again. Her diagnostics were
working fine, they recorded her access to that file.
She turned her attention to the outside sensors and saw
how much access they made to data in Alan’s universe. None.
She could have discovered something if he had been that
careless and stashed the data for this hack within his own
process space. All this meant was that he hadn’t. He probably
had some custom forged. She wasn’t going to catch him that
way.
She saw how the math team was doing once again. They
had narrowed it down to three constants. She noticed, only
seconds before they did, before she could have told them if
she had been there. They were all actually an expression for
the ring velocity. This meant the angular momentum of the
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rings was being converted to energy to power the correction
machinery.
They would soon figure out that the ring velocity was a
function of time and devise a solution that wouldn’t require
tweaking. She should get started finding a power source. She
was torn, if she could just break the hack she wouldn’t have
to do that.
It was nearly impossible to run much power from
Gordon’s Lamp to the planetoid because there was no
receiver for the power beams Gordon’s Lamp could send,
either photon or neutron. It would be several weeks before the
ring slowing would be enough to buckle the framework of the
planetoid, but it was clearly a problem that needed to be
solved.
She was trying to decide between fabricating and
assembling a new power receiver or removing one from the
columnator. Fabricator hours were valuable with everything
that was going on and they weren’t going to be powering up
the drive any time soon, so she leaned toward scavenging an
existing one. All the while she fumed about using whole
atoms to solve a problem that exists only in electrons.
She started talking about this with Heymon, using a
voice-only side channel. He took the time to calculate how
much power was required. It was well within the limits of one
of their photon beams, so he said, “I can get it moved, but I
heard you told Alan you’re sure it’s a hack.”
“I am, he’s flaunting it in my face, claiming a ship from
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his Centorin empire is lurking in this planetoid, and using my
picture as the picture of their captain.”
“It could be true that this planetoid is real, the suntowers
of Kassidor were real, and the humans and their works are all
that is hacked. I looked it up in our first report, his hack was a
redecoration of the real 61 Cygni Ae. It was a very complex
redecoration to be sure, but that’s all it really was.”
“So you don’t think he’s got our grant lines?”
“No, I think this planetoid is really here, our instruments
are nearly intact, all he’s doing is forcing a layer into the
scene generator showing his cherubs.”
“I’ll look into that.”
“Another thing I just thought about, what laser force
we’re putting on that planetoid.” She heard him hammer
some keys. He kept his modeled as on antique plastic
monstrosity with keys almost as tall as they were wide.
“Yeah, the receivers we’ve got are meant to use that laser
force to impart our acceleration to the forward modules, this
amount of power will move the planetoid measurably in a few
weeks.”
“We’ll have to plant a reactor there,” she thought.
“First we have to fabricate and assemble it.”
“And we have to find out how we can input that power to
the system.”
She looked in the data that was left in the data system.
Not much of it was cataloged yet, but she guessed the same
diagnostic help system that existed in the suntowers of
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Kassidor would work here. She just typed it a query, ‘How is
power input to the neutronium ring balance actuators?’ and a
tutorial began. After a few minutes she found they got all
their power from the ring’s momentum, so she had to ask,
‘How does power get sent to the rings?’ and another tutorial
began. That went thru quite a bit of detail until it finally lead
her to a DC connection made to the cage. There was one
located at every cloudshaft. The tutorial went on to describe
the reactor that is normally attached somewhere in Mon to
keep the rings up to speed. She sent it on to Heymon with a
note that said, ‘Reactor specs.’
The tutorial went on to talk about why up to thirty six
additional reactors must be attached while hole weaving. She
wanted to get sucked into that, but knew that was the kind of
place Alan would put a trap. They would only need one
reactor for now, and couldn’t afford to fabricate more than
one.
“Administrator Bancour,” the captain called from her
front door.
“Come in Kelvin,” she called back. “How are the
observations of the natives going?”
“That’s what I’m here to report.” He strode thru the
gathering room and out onto the verandah. He sank into the
squeaky wicker love seat with the pastel blue of the
Caribbean beating softly behind him. He passed out reports
from Glenelle’s department regarding the life forms found,
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but Ava was more interested in Mon’s human inhabitants. She
would read the report so she could talk about it with Glenelle
next time they had lunch, but she didn’t question Glenelle in
running the Biology department.
She had done away with all requirements for uniforms
and wore only gauzy beach robes and an occasional widebrimmed hat when making an official address. Official
addresses were becoming more common now that there were
six hundred eleven souls in Gordon’s Lamp. “So what’s to
report?” she asked as he waved away an offer of a nipped
lemonade.
“I have been informed that there is a delegation of natives
that want to meet with you. The request comes from Niven’s
Hammer, but they say they’re bringing a representative of the
locals also.”
“Mortals of course.”
“Eternal, like the natives of Alan’s World,” Kelvin said,
“these natives are eternal.”
“You’re coming to believe it too aren’t you?” she asked.
“I said no such thing ma’am.”
She was about to accuse him of thinking it, but if she said
that, he might come to believe she had a diagnostic tap into
his mind. She did not. “I’m not a clone or an avatar,” she said,
getting to the heart of the issue.
“I know that,” he said.
“Back to the natives, they are flesh, not virtual, we will
have to meet with them via projection, or via android, we
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have two androids in the planetoid already.”
“I believe android would be less stressful for them.”
“I agree,” she said. “Can you set it up with them? Have
them come to the space our capsule is in.”
“I’ll see to it,” he said and she let him go.
She wanted to quiz him more on what he thought of
Alan’s world, or was it 61CygniAe? Or was it Kassidor? She
could see that he was starting to believe, and he wasn’t alone.
Alan believed, their face off had confirmed that. He didn’t
even think the civilization was in ruins, he thought he was
sent via helmet by the wizards of the Kassikan to dupe us and
his insistence that they be involved was part of it. She was
afraid Heymon and Elmore were starting to believe that also,
and she was almost sure Alfred and Vic did. They thought
they had walked its surface in androids. It was all so long ago
now it was just hearsay for all of them. No one actually
remembered what happened then, it had just been repeated
enough times to keep it alive.
Back when they fell for that hack, Elmore and Alfred
openly discussed the possibility of an interstellar Ark moving
species from one place to another. They were now speculating
that we have found that Ark and come full circle with the
original discovery.
It was a day until the delegation from the humans of Mon
and Niven’s Hammer arrived. As soon as they did, she
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blinked into the android. She’d asked the bishop to join her.
He wasn’t happy about looking like Alfred McReady instead
of himself, but Herdon didn’t have a capsule fabricated that
could deliver more than two androids and two bots when
Glenelle sent this. Besides that Arthur’s android hadn’t been
activated since Henderson, it would need servicing.
As soon as she popped the hatch and the tool bots swam
out of the way, she saw the delegation from the natives. There
were two men of Niven’s Hammer, in skin-tight, skin-supple
body suits, which were probably nanomechanical armor. They
had helmets with heads-up displays and in-ears. They were
armed with mean looking blasters. She had to circle those in
the scene generator model and submit the images thru a
matching program to Alan’s universe to find out what blasters
were.
They had with them a wild man in smelly leather and war
paint, prominent, tattooed scars like were done in ancient
New Zealand and Africa. He was ragged and angry and
chafing at being under the control of these people.
The difference in them was stark, like starship troopers
had captured a prehistoric fugitive. It was plain that this
‘leader’ of the ‘native’ faction was here under duress. There
should be a statute she could get Alan on for subjecting even
a cherub to live in this personification.
Then she saw admiral Rianten Callahan. She was in a
sharp, one-piece bodysuit clinging to a body that could have
been hers if she was a determined fitness addict. Her hair was
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a little darker, as was her skin. She was more evenly colored
and her chin and nose were a little narrower, her chin a bit
less sharp. Ava couldn’t tell if her breasts were a little
rounder, she thought not, it was just the suit. It was textured
with microdevices, probably armor and weaponry from what
she’d seen of the Empire in Alan’s universe. There were small
differences between them but the resemblance was closer
than most sisters.
My Estranged Sister
With some difficulty, Bronson got Eenganansk to join him
in the ship’s hub. Rianten met him there, using manual
feathers.
He was wide-eyed at the chamber he was in but didn’t let
it cow him. “We have two of your men, we think one is your
mate. We will exchange them for a farm like Limpet-Hzal
used to have.”
“You’d have it now if you hadn’t burned it. Not only that,
you’d have the crops within it, and you’d have the people
who already had the skills to use it.”
“It was Nemena that issued that order,” he said.
“I notice you haven’t asked for him back.”
“His followers will soon free him.”
“They’ll get him killed,” she said.
“That’s their problem.”
“We don’t feel that way about Taos and Jordan,” she said.
“We’re quite confident of that, that’s why you’ll give us
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that farm.”
“It took half a year to build that, with many of LimpetHzal helping. We want to rebuild that farm, you set
yourselves back a year by burning it.”
“Nemena channels the anger of the dispossessed,”
Eenganansk said. “We have much more considered leadership
now.”
“You just told us Nemena’s followers will be freeing
him.”
“Nemena’s followers don’t have Taos and Jordan.”
“So it’s you and the cadaver and who else?” Rianten
asked.
“Tildeweck says there are enough of us to work that
farm.”
Now she knew the hoard was dividing into factions. That
would lead to instability that may get Taos and Jordan killed,
or may give them a chance to escape. “But are there enough
of you to hold Taos and Jordan?” That might get them
guarded more closely, but it could make these guys feel less
secure.
“Don’t be silly,” he said, “they’re naked and tied.”
She just gave a knowing smile about that, but asked,
“How many can you gather for a work crew and when?”
“You will build it and we will man it.”
She just snorted, turned to Bronson. “How many men do
you think we can spare?”
“Maybe four,” he said.
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“That should be enough. You’re authorized to use any
technique you like to get this punk to lead you to Tildeweck
and our men. Don’t take any lives unnecessarily but these
people’s days are numbered anyway so take out any you have
to without remorse. He’s a usurper split from the main force,
so there’s no need to bother them until they actually do try
and rescue their leader.”
“I’ll do no such thing...” he started to say when Bronson
ripped one of the pointed studs from his scalp. He screamed
as if a spear found him, and blood droplets haloed his head.
Bronson grabbed the waistband of his clout and dragged his
jewels to the tip of that point.
“You’re going to sing,” Bronson told him, “it’s just a
question of how high.”
They made their way out. Rianten wanted to know how
the Neutronium corrections were going and wanted to meet
the Angel captain.
To:
Captain Kelvin McIntre of Gordon’s Lamp, PSL 9561
From: Admiral Rianten Callahan, commanding Imperial
gateship Niven’s Hammer, IV 00412
Dear sir. At your earliest convenience I and a representative of
the primitives who also live in the Pronna world of Mon would
like to meet with you concerning the future of this planetoid.
Thank you for taking on the neutronium ring stability problem, it
would have consumed almost our entire compute resource. I
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look forward to working together to manage the challenges our
situation presents.
Signed: Rianten Callahan

She wondered how long she would wait to hear from
them before she tried something on their own. Without the
Pronna to stop them, they could actually put new injectors on
the drive reactors and blast their way out of here.
Instead she watched their progress with Eenganansk. He
was trying to be as cooperative as he could now, and lead
them on an hour’s chase to an area back of the lowest
campsites of the savage hoard. He feigned surprise when the
area was deserted, and suggested they might have seen their
Imperial uniforms and fled. Bronson didn’t give away the fact
that their sensors would have seen them well before they were
seen in turn. Better to keep your capabilities as secret as
possible so you know more about who’s lying and who isn’t.
They gave Eenganansk credit for his nice try but teased
him a bit about how pathetic he really was. They gave him the
choice to lead on or die here, informed him the only way he
was getting out of this alive was when Taos and Jordan were
returned safely. He whined, got slapped, and set off in a new
direction. At first Rianten thought he was trying to get away
from them, but she heard him say, ‘They might have gone this
way,’ so Bronson and his men followed.
They hadn’t gone twenty yards when an arrow came out
of the dark and took Eenganansk. Everyone took right off
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after the shooter, he was swimming hard toward the
cloudshaft, but power-fins were faster by far. He was a strong
swimmer and getting close enough to the encampment that
there were people who could see their light. Nevertheless, he
would not make it to help before they overtook him.
The shooter left his bow and took out his knife. At first
she thought he was going to make a stand, but instead, with a
mighty grimace, before they could stop him, he cut his own
throat. Bronson immediately switched the light off him and
called in.
“I’ve been watching,” she said. “We’re back to square
one.
“A message for you, captain,” Biienwa called from across
the room. “From the Angel ship.”
From: Kelvin McIntre, Captain, Gordon’s Lamp
To:
Rianten Callahan, Commander, Niven’s Hammer.
Administrator Bancour would be glad to meet with you and any
more leaders of the remaining human populations at your
earliest convenience. Please meet her outside the silver
capsule located five hundred yards from the surface on the
west side of cloudshaft 14 of this planetoid. Please respond
with a convenient time for this meeting.

She waited for Bronson to get back and have a meal.
Neither of them could really sleep and she would have a hard
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time making any use of a bed while Taos was missing. Once
they were rested as they could, she sent a message to the
Angel ship telling them they would be there in an hour. They
dragged Nemena up the middle of the cloudshaft on a short
rope, just to make sure these savages all knew he was in their
power. Carson and Fredda went in full gear, Nemena wore
what he had on when he was taken.
With some difficulty Rianten saw the Angel missile they
had been told to find. It was near the top of the cloudshaft,
lodged in dense greenwood brush almost too thick to push
thru. Fredda and Carson bracketed Nemena as they worked
him thru into a little clearing on this side of the missile. The
missile had probably broken a couple limbs to open this
space.
By the time they set their main helmets aside, a hatch
opened and mechanical replicas of humans emerged from the
missile. That two of them in front were machines was
immediately obvious, they had cameras for eyes on
mechanical arms. Their arms and legs were more similar than
a human’s, but were completely made of steel with visible
hydraulic cylinders, pinned joints and swiveling joints. They
had fingers made of different devices, an obvious motor and
battery, and a control box buried in the thickest steel under
the base of the neck. It was pure mechanical function, well
made but totally basic. A common swim-light was a thousand
times as refined. They didn’t move however, and two others
swam out over them.
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The other two were indistinguishable from flesh and
blood humans. The man was aged, with mutton-chop
whiskers that might have been red once. He was dressed in
britches with a loose seat and a jacket with four front pockets.
The other was a woman in flowing robes, but a woman
with Rianten’s body after a few years in zero gee. She had a
bit wider, sharper chin, a bit sharper cheekbones and hair a bit
lighter and skin that looked like she saw less sunshine. She
tried not to look too surprised but asked, “You modeled your
mechanical human after me?”
“Alan modeled you after me,” the machine that looked
like her told her, “with a few enhancements I would say. How
did you get here?”
“Swam up thru the cloudshaft. Our ship is sitting just over
three thousand feet from the exact center of this planetoid.”
“I mean the history he must have given you?” the android
said.
“Who?”
“Alan, your creator.”
“I was born in some ruins on Earth,” Rianten said. “I
know that for a fact, I don’t have memories of it. If I have a
Creator, in the sense of God, I’m a billion generations
removed from that.”
“What do you remember?”
“My earliest memories are of Centorin,” Rianten
answered, letting her have her way while she tried to figure
out why this Angel would want to use her as a model. “I
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remember getting some mods for resistance to cold and thin
air. I studied martial arts and worked my way up thru some
houses til I was a concubine to the Demers. I studied
Lazivanz and Aldebs on Kiandutan for awhile, laid low on
Kinunde and Kassidor thru the Texassi years. I got command
of a ship in 4321, Niven’s Hammer. We sterilized three Aldeb
homeworlds and were about to start on the fourth when we
were sucked up by a wormhole from this Pronna world. They
deleted all our technology with a field as we drifted thru the
neutronium plane. They came into the ship, looked it and us
over and left us to sink into the rotten core of Mon.”
“You commanded a starship?” Ava asked her.
“Weird isn’t it?” Rianten answered, “Especially a
Centorin military ship. I was owed by an influential house.”
“How’d you get to Centorin?”
“I don’t remember, but I know I wasn’t born there, I was
born in the ruins of some ancient capital on Earth. My records
on Centorin say I was a daughter of a small house and that I
was presumed lost in the House Veeburton scandal. My father
was of House Norble, my mother was of the Callahans. I
don’t know how or why I changed my documentation or what
it was before. It’s not the last time in my life I ran afoul of the
official order.”
The other mechanical human seemed to shudder a bit and
the first one asked it, “Do you recognize this woman?”
This device might have been mechanical, but it was well
enough interfaced with its Angel ‘driver’ that it blushed
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deeply. Its freckles showed up against the bright pink.
He didn’t have to say a word, she could see from his
reaction. “I see you do, can you explain?” she asked the other
mechanical human. Rianten was mystified, how could he
know her? He was an Angel.
“I have a cherub of you,” one machine admitted to the
other, “from when we lived in the Yakhan. When you moved
out of that place I stayed there another couple decades with
that cherub.” Rianten was even more mystified. “Her story is
the one of you that started with Herndon, when you came
down from Narrulla’s Tear with the helmet.”
Now Rianten was shocked.
“What?” Ava asked her.
“I have a recurrent nightmare like that, waking up in a
drawer in a catacomb with an IV of embalming fluid running
into my vein. I was the Ghost of Narrulla’s Tear and I’d been
left for dead in the morgue. I’ve had that nightmare on and off
all my life, along with one where my sister got raped to death
and bled out with her head on my lap.”
It was the mechanical woman’s turn to be shocked, but
she quickly recovered. “Do you remember the battle of the
bus?” the android asked her.
“No?” Rianten answered. “We battled Aldebs.”
They went on claim that before she came to Centorin,
she’d been on Kassidor for at least fifteen hundred years, and
was a clone sister of this Angel, who was actually called the
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‘Administrator’ of the Angel vessel. She didn’t believe it, but
could see that the Angel did. Other than those nightmares,
that time in her life was lost to her. If she hadn’t changed her
papers, she could look up her immigration papers, they might
have something that could prove or disprove this tale.
“We could catch up for years couldn’t we?” the android
asked Rianten, “but another thing I’d like to discuss is
whether your reactor can supply the power for the sphericity
correction.”
“That is going to depend on what form it must be
delivered in and whether we can keep Nemena’s people from
severing the transmission line,” she turned toward him.
While they were talking Nemena had drifted a bit, but
Bronson and Carson kept him from going far. Nemena took
notice when his name was mentioned and came back over. He
was sullen and angry, she remembered being lead on a rope
and knew how humiliating it was. “You claim to be human
and not Pronna, but you seem to have taken the Pronna’s
place. I still say I need fertility for my women before I start to
trust you. And I will never bow to either of you.”
“Females,” Rianten said.
“Outsiders.”
“After five hundred years?” Rianten asked.
“Not born to us,” Nemena said with finality.
“So because of that you will send all of us, your people
and ours, down to hell, before you will cooperate with a
female?”
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“I won’t bow to you.”
“No one asked you to bow,” the android woman said,
“just to let us run a transmission line to the surface.”
“I don’t believe your tales of our world being cursed and
needing the intervention of gods to survive.”
“We’d describe it in more scientific terms than that, but
that is not what we’re asking at all. We’re asking you to
refrain from destroying a transmission line, a large hose, from
the outside to the hulk of Niven’s Hammer.”
“What’s in it for me?” he asked again.
“Survival,” the android told him.
“What we require is fertility for our women,” Nemena
said.
“What we require is that it be under the woman’s
control,” Rianten told him, staring directly into his eyes.
“How will you verify that?”
“By observing your culture for the next century or two,”
the android said. She could see that his mind remembered that
he was interacting with a machine, that even if he could force
the machine into submission, which he had little chance of
doing, he still hadn’t harmed ‘her’ in any way. “Your world
cannot survive without the compute power of Gordon’s
Lamp. For better or worse we are part of the same ship now.
Our challenge is to figure out how to drive this thing and how
to feed your people.”
“I have no idea what you’re babbling about,” Nemena
said.
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“I’m sure you don’t,” she said, “but you probably know
more about lighting a campfire in zero gravity than I do.”
Reevaluations
Ava knew there was no chance she could talk to this man,
there was no way they could speak the same language. If this
man looked at them as gods, maybe she should let the bishop
take over. He did much better, determining that they believed
in one God, in an afterlife and even in a Christ. She didn’t
know if he could ever get around to convincing him to unite
in saving the planetoid, but had finally gotten as far as getting
Nemena to agree that some understand more than others of
the way God works.
Meanwhile Ava scanned the latest data that was coming in
from the microplanet’s datasphere. The age of the artifact was
interesting, it came out to four hundred sixty four million and
something years. This ship had been exploring the galaxy
since before dinosaurs evolved on Earth. Evolution on Earth
was like a blue giant, fast, seething, compared to what it
seemed to be elsewhere.
The history of humans was in this data sphere, how they
had been transported, how they had been released on four
planets, one of them in a system of three stars and eight
potentially habitable planets. They had driven the species who
‘bought’ them from the Pronna out of that system around
16,000bc and had begun terraforming other planets in that
system by 300ad. The release of humans onto 61CygniAe
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was documented, twenty four thousand years ago, even the
theft of a shuttlecraft by a rag-tag band of humans from all
the different tribes. They managed to fly it to the far side of
the planet and land gently enough that most of them survived.
The planet at 61 Cygni had also been abandoned to the
humans only a few thousand years after their release when it
was obvious they would overrun the ecosystem.
There was info on planet Earth as it looked in 2011ad. Of
course she could say it was all part of Alan’s faked data but
since the second theorem of virtuality said you couldn’t know
anyway, why not give up and say the universe is just a lot
bigger and older than we ever felt before. Looking thru this
captured planetoid’s data system reminded her of going under
the helmet in Alan’s world when she played the part of
getting digital logic into production there, ages ago. Of
course, their ancient devices were left on the planet in the
hands of the kedas over five million years ago. Humans had
found almost one and a half percent of the total number left
there by 1963ad. If humans had found them all, their would
have been no market for manufacturing photovoltaics for her
and Herndon in the 100th century of Kassidor.
She wondered if she could ever believe in the reality of
Kassidor. She could accept it as the world of imagination, and
she knew humanity needed such a world, but could she accept
that it actually existed? She listened to the bishop and this
Alpha of Mon exchanging details of their religious history
and doctrine and remembered when she had a hard time really
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believing with total commitment that the human soul could
continue in a world beyond the event horizon of this universe.
It took a former husband’s instruments recording that data for
her to really believe. Did it take looking into this data system
to really believe that there really was a Kassidor and not just
Alan’s world.
Was it really Alan’s world? Alan freely admitted he
brought together all the fiction he had read as a child, coupled
with the history of the cultural revolution as the basis for his
world. It was really mankind’s world wasn’t it? About all he
really made up was the animals. They could really be there. If
she accepted that Mon was real, she had to accept that the
suntowers on 61CygniAe were real. From then on we are
quibbling over the details of how much of Kassidor is real.
61CygniAe had been observed a century before she was born,
so we have to agree that it is real.
“So you mean to remain part of our world?” Nemena
asked her. He must not have understood much of what he and
the bishop were talking about.
“You didn’t understand about the spherical control
problem?”
“It sounds like we have cast off the Pronna for new
masters.”
“Your world will collapse into a black hole in
milliseconds.”
“That’s what the Pronna said also, but it didn’t happen.”
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“Because we got here in time to save it.”
“Why should I believe you any more than the Pronna?”
“Doesn’t matter,” Ava told him. “It will do as the laws of
physics dictate, God’s laws, as the bishop told you and you
agreed with.”
“What I agreed to is we all must obey God’s laws.”
“And God’s law is what says it will collapse,” Ava told
him.
“And if I request that you leave?”
“We will ignore you. We would be killed in the gamma
ray burst when Mon collapsed if we tried, so we won’t allow
that to happen. You won’t even know if we’ve left or not. You
are capable of learning what we are doing, but it will take
years. When we have put enough processing power in place
to handle the corrections and enough of your people have
been trained so we are confident you can keep Mon
operational at least long enough for us to leave the system
safely, we’ll consider it. Til then, we’re a team whether you
like it or not.”
“I notice you are unarmed,” he said, and stroked closer.
He was armed with a wood and ceramic dagger, obviously
sharp, which he drew.
She set the android’s speed multiplication factor to three
and acted out taking the knife from him. The android doesn’t
have a problem holding it by the blade. She triggered the
action, then set the knife down in the missile they came in.
“So are you,” she said.
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He didn’t seem to have anything to say.
“Alpha Nemena, please stand down,” Ava said. “I know
you can’t overcome gravity, it would be silly to get physical.
Once again, I could explain why, but it would take years,
please take my word for it that you cannot harm us, drive us
away from Mon or even make our stay very uncomfortable. I
assure you, you did not drive out the Pronna, unless it was by
odor alone. The Pronna moved away for their own reasons.
Have no doubts about this either, if they wanted to, they could
have exterminated you. We could exterminate you without
harming Mon, a plague, a swarm of self-replicating nanobots,
you would be as helpless as you would be from the black
hole, or as helpless as you are moving against me with a
knife.”
“You make more threats than I do and call more names.”
Ava pointed to the knife.
“Any man would deserve more than that for half the
things you’ve said.”
“Then stop acting like a reptile and start having an
intelligent discussion about the future of your world. Would
you like to get the digesters working again and get the smell
out of the air?”
“We don’t know how the digesters work,” he said. “We
don’t know how to repair them.”
“We do,” Rianten said.
“Are you another group of Pronna disguised in human
form?” he said, turning to her. Then back to Ava, “You did not
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move like any human I’ve ever encountered before, even on
the surface.”
“The device you are conversing with is called an android,
it is biomechanical, with the accent on the mechanical. I am
using this device to interact with you in the mortal realm. I
am a human soul from the afterlife, an Angel. I’m using this
mechanical replica of a person to talk with you.”
He looked to Arthur. Arthur nodded. “Yes my son, I died
in 2027, I was one of the hundred forty four thousand.”
“I know of Angels, but they are hosts without number.”
“If you count the ones in Wetat,” Ava admitted.
“Angels are some part of your path to Him,” Nemena
said, “but not mine. Angels have never come to Mon before.”
“Because the Pronna were here.”
“So you are taking their place.”
“We are actually human, we come from Earth,” Arthur
said.
“And what is that?”
“Earth is where humans come from,” Rianten said.
“Where Christ walked among men,” Arthur added.
“We seem to be much more widespread than I thought
before, but we originated there.”
Ava added, “Another Pronna world called Om picked
your ancestors up twenty four thousand years ago. You spread
to Mon when Mon traded humans to the Ces Quintayans
about twenty three thousand years ago.”
“How do you know that?” Nemena asked her.
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“It’s in Mon’s data system,” Ava answered. “There’s a
distributed caching system, most of the bulk data seemed to
have been in the minds of the Pronna themselves, but there’s
enough left behind to tell us quite a bit.”
“And it told you all these long words about our history?”
“Ces Quintay is a planet or civilization or something like
that I guess.” Since she also had virtual channels that were
not in the android, she could look that up. “Yes, Mon has that
data also. Ces Quintay is a planet, a double planet, the larger
is 18,000 miles in diameter with 3.1g surface gravity, the
‘moon,’ known as Ces Ceway is 6700 miles in diameter
with .71g surface gravity.”
He continued to bluster, Ava ignored him. She was going
to do all she could to stay in character in this hack, maybe if
Alan believed that she believed, he would get careless. “I say
we protect the line with a virus,” Ava said to Rianten. “We
have the wizards of the Kassikan aboard. I bet they can come
up with something that is effective within, lets say, a thousand
feet of that line and fast acting and painful enough to leave
them squirming like frying worms while it does.”
“I don’t think he has the education to understand what we
are talking about.”
“A poison,” he said, “I will need gas suits.”
“Why do you want to do this?” Ava asked. “Why do you
want to destroy your own world?”
“Why should I believe you?” he asked. “The world never
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showed any rumor of exploding until we captured it. Then
they tell us it’s going to explode, then you tell us, you Pronna
in disguise.”
“You know what I think it is?” Rianten said. “I think it’s
just because it isn’t his idea. He didn’t lead the way to save
Mon, I think he’d exterminate all of us if that’s what it took to
stay in power.”
“Listen,” Rianten said, “we’ll call it your idea, we’ll say
you lead us to this final victory over the Pronna.”
“That’s a start, I’ll say it was based on faulty intelligence
from you if it goes wrong, but that’s a start.” He took a deep
breath and said once more, forcefully, “I also need my women
fertile and I need sons from each of you.”
They both laughed, so did Arthur. It was clear they were
never going to make any use of this body other than leave
him to the cannibals.
“I guess we’re going to have to do this the hard way,”
Rianten said, obviously coming to the same conclusion.
“Yeah,” Ava sighed, and started charging her android for
action.
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Epilog – Game Over
Desa stood up and stretched and tried not to groan.
Setting onions was too much bending over, she wished they
were more like other plants that needed attention every ten
decades, not every ten years, and needed it at waist level or
higher, not on the ground. It was summer already and they
should have been done two weeks ago. Hers were small
bunching onions called Nerbits in these hills after the wizard
who bred them. They grew their bulbs above ground on
leaves, much better for the these heavy soils than the big flesh
onions that have to be grown in pure compost in most of this
basin.
It was getting late in the week, the sky over the Central
Wescarp Valley was starting toward purple around the edges,
there were only a few points of direct sunlight on the tips of
the peaks and the tops of the rows of tall clouds that floated
over the valley floor. It was only a few decades short of
twenty four centuries that this had been her home. It was now
more than twice as old as when she reclaimed it, and it was
considered an ancient ruin when she did. It had sure seen a lot
of comings and goings, and this return of Alan was one of the
most tumultuous.
Alan had not come out, he was glued to the desk eye
intent on his video game. That game had actually been the
main problem between them. There were times when he was
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so sucked into it he would only relate to her thru this game
and she had to play it with him, peering into the desk ball at
imaginary faces that were supposed to be ghosts of some kind
either on Narrulla’s tear, or in some starship out in whoknows-where called Gordon’s Lamp.
It was when he claimed that they were all, all of the
universe and many more, inside that starship, and refused
psychological help for that condition, that she was the most
troubled. She remembered shouting one night, “The starships
were INSIDE the universe and not the other way around.” If
anyone should know, he should be the one, he had come on
the first one, inside the starship, inside the universe, all the
way from YingolNeerie.
She had even played along with it, sometimes for
centuries on end, even though she knew she was being an
enabler. She had been out there, beyond the stargate, back in
the 113th. It was scary, but it was big, it didn’t fit in a starship.
He even admitted Narrulla’s Tear is a pile of derelict starships
that have washed up on this shore. She understood that they
contained simulated universes, but she had been here in this
one since a century and two thirds before the first starship got
here. She was a century older than the first starship ever
launched from YingolNeerie, a century older than the first of
their ‘Angels.’
She couldn’t pretend any more. If they were destroyed in
the gamma ray burst when the microplanet Mon fell in on
itself, she would never get her next timeslice and never feel a
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thing. Even if it was just a game, these onions still had to be
set and she didn’t have a ‘med-panel’ to dial the soreness out
of her back like any good cherub would if we really were
constructs in a simulation. This episode of the game, the one
about the hollow microplanet, would give way to another
eventually, she hoped it wouldn’t occupy him so completely.
She walked down toward the beach but turned off to see
Kota when he waved ‘come’ere’ in one-eye. He was curled so
she sat on his fourth hips where he could get his chin in her
hands. The weight of a human on a keda is about like a
mindune to us, enough weight to press without tickling but
not enough to cause any discomfort. His eyes waved, telling
her about his day. She recognized only that he swam over to
Staril’s. His chin was fine, free from burrs or other debris in
the fuzzy fur. Many humans on the planet Earth have hair like
keda fur. It’s warm, but it’s hard to clean.
She should pick something for lunch and then go in and
see Alan, see if she could get him to eat. She wondered if he
had come here to die of his addiction to that game because it
was sometimes hard to get him to stop it long enough to eat.
There were quite a few lorvs ripe, she would have to try
making a batch of hyaiss if she could get the right fermenter.
Having a few for lunch wouldn’t leave them short.
Kota was asking her something, but knew she didn’t
know enough keda-speak to understand. She petted him
behind the chin, they like that, then got up. She sang a few
notes to him, he understands that only as friendship. She
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wished there was a cheap translator available, but humans and
kedas got along well enough without being able to discuss
religion and politics so maybe it’s better that there isn’t.
She picked out the biggest of the most crowded lorvs to
free space for the others. She put the leaves and roots in the
compost on the way into the house, leaving only the bulbs. As
she put them on the counter, she saw Alan was still absorbed
in the desk eye. She didn’t say anything but went out and got
some gloribards and some fresh rinko to go with the lorv. She
washed them, topped the first two lorvs and garnished plates
before calling to him.
“What’s happening?”
“Ava is chewing the alpha of the natives a new one,
saying he wouldn’t even know whether they stayed or left
except if the planetoid is still stable, they haven’t left.”
“Sounds like fun,” she said, even though it still made her
feel like an enabler to play along like that. “But lunch is
ready.”
“I better eat it here, the chief has demanded they leave, if
they do...”
“They won’t, like Ava said, the natives will never even
know, they can barely see the ship from the surface, they
wouldn’t know what it was.” She had been following along
probably more than she should. She knew the characters, had
played with some of them, even when they came in ghost
machines in the early Starship Age. It was gross because the
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machines weren’t subject to the Instinct. “You can come out
of it for a few minutes,” she told him. She was going to get a
professional to look at him and slip him a pill without him
knowing it if he didn’t come back a little closer to reality.
He made a face, but got up and came to the table. “I’m
expecting to be called in any time,” he said.
“I don’t think negotiating with tribal chieftains is your
area of expertise.”
“They’ll want me to take them to some tribal area of
Kassidor or something like that.”
“What’s on the tube?” She knew the village along the
Kinsheeta line was tribal in ancient times, but she was pretty
sure that had all ended by now and they were no longer
ephemeral out there.
“The far end of the Trastrab wagon train tribes,” Alan
answered.
She knew of them, they were pretty xenophobic or they
wouldn’t be out in such harsh country. It was nearly desert
and subject to over a hundred degrees of temperature swing in
a week. “They’ll never submit to that, they’ll nag you back
into the tube. They’re nothing but ruffians out there.”
He didn’t respond to that and after a pause, talked about
the lorvs instead. “It almost seems like these should be bad
for you they’re so good, it’s like ice cream that stays firm at
room temperature. How can anything grow this texture?”
“I’m not really an agricultural scientist but I think it’s
because it oozes so it circulates.” She was dipping it out with
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the rinko, which was still fresh enough to do that with. It
could be spread with a knife but this was easier.
After a pause he asked, “Are you at all interested in
what’s going on in Base Reality?”
By that he meant the Gordon’s Lamp video game. “I like
Ava, is she still being played by the Ghost of Narrulla’s Tear
or is she the one in the Kassikan this time?”
“The one who went back to Sol,” he said.
She had almost forgotten that copy. You had to pay close
attention to keep them all straight. “And she’s negotiating
with the chief of the tribes of humans from Mon?”
“In Mon, it’s hollow, there’s like a jungle on the surface
but most of the life is inside it. There’s thousands of cubic
miles of space in there. There’s about three cubic miles of
space in downtown Zhlindu.”
“So the tribes in Mon, he speaks for all of them?” He was
a big alpha male thing, conqueror of the world or some such
thing. Alan didn’t know very much about the guy it seemed,
just the reputation he had among the first humans the
androids contacted.
“That’s what he says,” Alan told her.
“And how much technology do they have?” she could eat
and talk about this video game at the same time, it didn’t
require as much coordination as picking lon from your kayak
actually.
“They have a Centorin Gateship for a lab,” he said,
“though the gate is dead within it, it still has power and its
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reactor is needed to power the active sphericity system. This
‘Nemena’ and his men can cut off the correction system by
cutting the power cord from that ship. He has the men to do
that, and there’s nothing Ava can do about that but lower a
cable and try to power the system from Gordon’s Lamp.”
“When the people who are playing ‘Gordon’s Lamp’ with
you go home to their universes, could it be that they are
actually going home to reality and when they go ‘on duty’ on
Gordon’s Lamp in that little holoprojector that you’ve got
attached to the front door, are they stepping into a game and
not the bridge of some starship hundreds of light years and
dozens of centuries out from here?”
“We’re in a simulated universe in Gordon’s Lamp.”
“As you’ve said many times, the only way you can prove
that this is within a virtuality horizon is to hack your way out
of it.”
“I already know it’s a simulated universe, I know where
our grant... I know a lot more detail about how this universe
is simulated than I’m supposed to. If I wasn’t sentenced to
three-d reality I’d call up the scene modeler and redesign that
mountain range out there and maybe change Kortrax to
Apexia and see if you still think it’s base reality.”
“But since you’re sentenced, you are conveniently unable
to make that demonstration, is that right? And isn’t it
convenient that it’s when you’re here that you’re subject to
three-d reality, but only when you put that game cap on
outside the front door that you’re not?”
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“It’s designed that way, that’s the whole nature of being
sentenced to three-d reality. The scene generator controls of
my universe are set on base laws-of-physics and locked, the
user interface is grounded out.”
“This is why I took those systems courses all those
centuries ago, so I’d have some idea what you’re talking
about. I think you need to go as far as Narrulla’s Tear to find
any practical application, but I know what you’re talking
about.”
“Way better than the bishop does,” Alan complained.
“Religion has to apply to all levels and specializations of
education.”
“You know,” Alan said between mouthfuls, “you have a
lot in common with that savage from the microplanet. You
don’t believe that the real threat even exists.”
“I do know the real threat and it isn’t religious extremism,
hostile natives, relativistic neutronium tori or any of that. The
real threat is we can’t tell what’s real and what’s not. You
don’t know if you, yourself, are a real piece of meat or some
accounting of one up on Narrulla’s Tear or in some starship.
You don’t know, and you’ve proved you can’t know. The real
threat is stepping inside that virtuality horizon in the first
place.”
“At least I know I’m in it,” he retorted.
He took a big spoonful in silence, then got up and went
out to the shed. He came back with a jug of his blue, got
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down the cups and still didn’t say anything. She cut the tops
off the other two lorvs. “Over three thousand years and you
still know I can’t resist these. It’s really not vanilla ice cream,
it’s Irish Cream ice cream.” He poured. They took a few sips
but worked on the lorv in silence for a few bites.
“It gets to be a habit after awhile,” she said. They had
been apart for most of that twenty three and something
centuries that they’d known each other. When it is a week,
even on a tubeway, one can’t drop by for a casual visit, and
this sworn mate thing had not been conducive to them seeing
a lot of each other. So they had been apart almost all the time
for the last twenty centuries, and he was back less than a year,
more afflicted with this game than ever.
He dug out the first of the lorv with a few rinko leaves,
but soon went back to the spoon “You’re not going to get
enough soom if that’s all the rinko you do.”
“I’ll go out for some chilleeth on the dawn,” he said. That
was the best time to catch them. He would go down the brook
to the edge of the dam where there was a good patch of
swamp and find a few forearm sized scum-suckers. They
were tasty if baked just right with plenty of oil and yoolin.
She wanted to encourage interaction with this planet. “I
could go with you if you want, herd them your way.”
“You have to get up at first grey.”
“I can do that. We could make it a late evening and have a
Darksleep, it is summer after all.”
“Good idea, I’ll have to be up seeing how these
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negotiations go.”
“Can’t you come back to that sometime tomorrow?” she
asked.
“Let me check in when we get done with lunch, if it looks
like they’re making progress, I’ll see if someone can process
a pass.”
“I wish you didn’t let that game rule your life like this.
Let me help, we can get you help, Alan.”
“Desa, with all you’ve done, you’re still a cherub,” that
was a player in the game of lesser privilege than a full
‘player’ or ‘angel’. He went on, “You have to remain in
character, you don’t have any choice.”
That was the problem with this game, it demanded full
immersion. Anyone in touch with reality was described as
being ‘in character’ to erect another barrier to facing reality. It
was a little like cult brainwashing and little like psychosis.
She held the manufacturer and/or marketer of the game
responsible for Alan’s condition and his current troubles. She
was still paying for volunteering to teach him to read when he
first got to Kassidor wasn’t she? She was the one he came to
in this burn out. He was burned by this game as surely as
anyone was burned by any drug wasn’t he?
“Since we’re going to make it a late evening, want to hike
down to the road house?” she asked. That was a hall where
the canal began that was larger than Lappranile and had seen
many more shows by the Mountain Furies than any stage but
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their boat. To make it in time for the feature act, they would
have to get going within the hour.
“We haven’t got a chance, we could get to the High Road
Inn this evening and continue what we’ve started here, but I
wouldn’t want to go farther than that.” That was a barn that
couldn’t hold five hundred where the path from the vale that
followed the brook met the coach road coming down off the
mountain from the village. There were good taps in it
however, and she went there almost as often as she went to
the tap and campfire here in the vale which was a social
occasion three times closer.
“I could go there,” she said.
“Let me have the toilet, I’ll rinse the dishes on the way
by.” He was always good at cleanliness, whatever his
addiction was at the time.
While he was in there, she gave the dishes the soap, trivial
at this point, and took her turn in the toilet. If he stayed she
was going to get the other toilet cleaned and tested just in
case. It had been a decade since anyone had been here more
than three or four nights in a row. She was beginning to feel
that, ‘I wish he would stay til I wake up,’ feeling once again,
and once again Alan was here. He was broken, but he was
here. Was fixing him what it would cost her to get the steady
companionship once again?
When she came out, he was on the eye once again. He
was really agitated this time. “Ava and Rianten were just
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about to cut Nemena down when they encapsulated us!” he
shrilled. “What the fuck!”
“Who encapsulated you?” Desa asked.
“It had to be Ava.”
“Which one?”
“Well Rianten and the android were right there in the
room, so it would have to be another one.”
“The ghost of Narulla’s Tear?” she asked.
“She can’t get there.”
“The one she left in Scranton?”
He made a face, like she wasn’t even supposed to know
about that one. When he’d been going on and on as much as
he did about this game, how could she not know? “It had to
be the one running the android, but how will I ever know how
it came out?” he whined.
“How what came out?” she asked.
“Everything that’s going on! If they get the power cable
run, what happened to Rianten’s husband, everything that was
going on.”
“How did she encapsulate you, I mean what’s it look like
at the user interface level.” That might well be what we
would call ‘reality.’
“Who cares?”
“I do,” she said, “if you don’t want to look, let me.” She
had used this desk eye more than he had actually. He didn’t
want to give up the Eye, but she methodically pushed passed
him to the keyboard and made a simple inquiry. “Your server
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is down,” she said when she saw the result of that ping.
“That’s how all encapsulations look from the user side.”
“But the rest of the system works,” she was able to get to
her recording studio, the news outlets in Zhlindu, even the
news outlets in the Kassikan.
She didn’t notice the headlines but he did. “The stargate is
closed,” he choked and forced his way thru to scroll thru the
article. “No one knows when it’s going to be re-opened and it
seems we’re encapsulated because of it.”
“You know none of the major Houses or the gatekeepers
are going to approve re-opening a planetary gate,” she told
him. They were all about getting the gates onto highliners
where planets couldn’t fall down the hole if they collapsed,
but only the very richest could afford the cost of getting to
orbit where the highliners were.
“It was all about some flap in the Ydlontrostl basin,” he
said.
That was on the opposite side of the planet from here, a
land of vast prairies and eerie ancient towers spaced wide
apart across the landscape. “What was that?”
He poked around some more, read, “Importing the
antidote to the Instinct in quantity and raising an army of
Centorin exiles bent on conquest of the basin.”
They would never conquer that basin, they had a strong
religion that didn’t preach taking things lying down. She just
emitted a single “Ha,” and left it at that.
“Some girl got a tablet of the antidote and poked their
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general in the jugular with a plains knife.” Desa engaged in a
full bodied laugh over that.
‘If we survive, it must be OK,’ but she didn’t say that.
Now that it was broke, he’d have to face it cold turkey. “The
game is broken, the server was on Centorin, that’s all that’s
going on,” Desa told him.
“I’ve told you many times, it’s not a game.”
“I think you’re seeing the proof that it is,” she said. “The
host was on Centorin, the app is now worthless.”
“No,” he sobbed. A lifetime of dedication coming apart in
his hands. His face screwed up and his fists clenched.
She actually couldn’t fathom what this must be doing to
him. She was pretty sure the game was based on the original
starship that brought him here, he might have even had
something to do with creating it while he was in the Yakhan
the first time. He hadn’t gotten deeply sucked into it until the
Wetat episode when he got so sucked into it that she left him
here in the vale and went to the city and played in Blisscry.
He was still on the desk stool. She put her arms around him,
rocked him. “Alan I’m sorry it’s broken.”
“They’ve encapsulated us,” he sobbed. “We’re cut off
here forever.”
“‘Here’ is a pretty big planet,” she said, “and from what
I’ve seen, one of the best.” The desk eye was showing scenes
from the trouble in the Ydlontrostl, the people with the
camera were running, hundreds of Centorin troops were
chasing them. If that was what the stargate was going to
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bring, she was glad it was closed.
She stood with Alan and let him sob, continued to rock
him. He would get thru this in time, but these episodes could
be trying. “You’ll just have to face it, Alan,” she said, leaning
over and brushing some hair out of his eyes, “the game of
Gordon’s Lamp is over.”

